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P R E F A C E .
M.
What follows is hut the first rough draft, 
in parts very incomplete, of a critical and descrip­
tive bibliography of Leigh Hunt's prose writings. To 
render such an account anything like perfect was 
soon seen to be a work of years and it was thought 
desirable to present the first results of research at 
an early date. The lacunae, consisting chiefly of 
the author's anonymous articles in fugitive and ex­
tinct periodicals, could be filled in afterwards. It 
was, indeed, the thought of such scattered and anony­
mous compositions that made Mr. Edmund Cosse recently 
despair of any such work as this ever being accom­
plished. However, the bibliographer of a fairly 
recent author only needs time and some enthusiasm; 
viresque acquirit eundo.
Though the account is imperfect, it is the 
fullest that has yet been issued of the prose, Alex­
ander Ireland's Bibliography of 1868 being the only 
previous detailed account.
I have endeavoured to make my bibliography 
a readable volume by Boswellizing upon my books. For, 
if a book be the precious life-blood of a master­
spirit, it surely has an individuality of its own 
which/
2 .
which may be made to live again by noting the oc­
casion for which it was written and ̂ he circumstances 
attending its production. Each volume then has a 
separate note which relates the chief facts about it
f
and tries to indicate its contents and spirit. Some 
comment is also incidentally introduced, especially 
on the critical volumes, as chronological study re­
vealed the early greatness of Hunt as a critic and the 
consistency with which he applied his general ideas 
for over forty years.
Most of his contemporaries were acquainted 
with Hunt and many of them at one time or another, 
either corresponded with him or wrote about him and 
his boohs. Hence the sections dealing with Corres­
pondence, Huntiana, and Critical and Biographical 
Heferences give only the first results of research.
Most of the works mentioned have been read 
and examined and every endeavour has been made to 
ensure accuracy of dates and details. The text has 
also been recently revised, but, although some ad­
ditional entries have been made, its general form 
remains the same.
An/
An Appendix has, however, been added con­
sisting of works which have been examined since the 






EROSE-WRITINGS of LEIGH HUNT
in CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER.
An excellent "Chronological Bibliography of 
the Poetry of Leigh Hunt" is given in Mr. 
Milford's Edition of "The Poetical 7»orks" 
(1923).
1301« aetat. 17,
Article in The Monthly jferceptor, which 
has not yet "been traced, Phis periodical, accord­
ing to Thornton Hunt, "was then open to the first 
attempts of youth in the exercise of original com­
position", It was through this article that he 
first met Marianne Kent. (See the "Correspondence 
Vol. I. pp. 5 & 6. )
1804-5. COlilRIBUIIOKS to the TRaVMhLgR«
This was an evening paper afterwards in­
corporated with 'The Grlcbe,
"It is true . . . that in consequence of 
the way in which we were taught to use them hy the 
schoolmaster (Boyer ) I had become far more disgus 
ted than delighted with the charming papers of 
Addison, . . . .  But the seed was sown, to ripen 
under pleasanter circumstances; and my father, 
with his usual good-natured impulse, making me a 
present one day of a set of the British classics, 
which attracted my eyes on the shelves of Harley, 
the bookseller in Cavendish Street . . . .  and the 
acquaintance which I now made for the first time 
wi th/
2
with the lively papers in the "Connoisseur”, gave 
me an entirely fresh and delightful sense of the 
merits of essay-writing . . .
fhe consequence was s delighted perusal 
of the whole set of classics « . . .  and this was 
followed hy my first prose endeavours in a series 
of papers called the Traveller, which appeared in 
the evening paper of that name . . . under the sig­
nature of "Mr. Town, junior, Critic and Censor- 
general” - the senior Mr. Town, with the same titles 
"being no less a. person than my friend of the "Con­
noisseur”, with whom I thus had the boldness to 
fraternize. I  offered them with fear and trembling 
to the editor of the Traveller, Mr. Quin, and was 
astonished at the gaiety with which he accepted 
them. - luckily, the essays were little read; they 
were not at all noticed in public; ana I thus es­
caped the perils of another premature laudation of 
juvenility. "Autobiography" Yol, I. Chapter VII. 
pp. 155-156.
ilGTE, The pagings of the "Autobiography” are 
those in Mr, Roger Ingpen’s Edition.
II.3. These essays have not been seen.
1805./
3 »
1805. In a letter to Mr, Hunter, His future
father-in-law, He mentions an essay on which He is 
engaged, entitled "An Bssay on Hero!-Comic poetry". 
By it, He intends to introduce lassoni's "Rape of 
the Bucket". See "Correspondence" Vol. I. p. 14, 
There is no other mention of this. His 
Italian studies had been begun in 1799.
1° DRAMATIC CHI TIC ISMS in She HH.vS.
Hay 19th 1805 - nee. 13th 1807.
They have never been reprinted, though a 
few selections appeared in the Appendix of thex - — fW —.. .. I 1 . , . ......  ...... .
Critical Essays of 1807, which is an entirely 
differ ent work.
"My brother John, at the beginning of the 
year 1805, set up a paper, called the Hews, and I 
went to live with him in Brydges Street, and wrote 
the theatricals in it".
"vVe saw that independence in theatrical 
criticism would be a great novelty. v»:e announced 
it, and nobody believed us; vie stuck to it, and the 
town believed everything we said. . . . . . . .  To
know an actor personally appeared to me a vice not 
to be thought of; and I would as lief have taken 
poison/
4
poison as accepted a ticket from the theatres’*.
Au t ob i o gr aphy Chap. Y11.
The principal themes are as follows.
1° In his first article, he begins his tir­
ade against Lias ter fill iara West Betty,
"the young Roscius" who was then the 
rage and by the end of the year is pleas­
ed to announce that "everything proclaims 
the decline of baby theatricals".
"I was right about Lias ter Betty, 
and I am sorry for it; though the town 
was in fault, not he". Autobiography
Chap. VII.
2° The attacks upon the farce writers, Rey­
nolds, Libdin, and Cherry, none of whom 
had indeed much merit, but all of whom 
he treated with youthful contempt. (See 
also "The Feast of the Poets")
3“ The severe criticisms upon John Philip 
Kemble, the occasional carping remarks 
upon his more famous sister, Mrs Sid dons, 
and the limited prai se of the younger 
Charles Kemble. John Philip he finds 
wanting in genius, toe deliberately artis­
tic, and spoilt by an eccentric pronun- 
ciati on; Llrs Siddons has genius but lacks 
the 'Amatory pathetic*, while Charles 
Kemble is limited to tender levers and 
spirited gentlemen.
"i was right about Kemble".
"Autobiography, Chap, VII.
II CRITICAL ASSAYS/on the/PERPORMSRS of the
LOUDON THEATRES,} i no lud ing GENERAL OB SERVA1 IONS/ 
(sic)
on the PRACTISE and GENIUS of the STAGE./ By 
the Author of the THEATRICAL CRITICISMS in/ the 
weekly paper called the NEWS./
(Vignette)/
p: 4k
(Vignette) Tragedy is sitting on left 
hiding her face in her hair, while on the 
ground are a poison CUP an(3- a - agger; Comedy 
holding a light arrow is drawing back a cur­
tain from a mirror (more like a drum), which 
is named "Yourself-”. Beneath is the motto:
Respicere exemplar vitae morumque jubebo 
hoc turn imitatorem, et veras ducere voces.
Horace.
LOUDON,/ Printed by and for John Runt 
at the office,/ cf the Hews, £8, Brydges Street, 
Strand./ 1807/'/
COLLATION. PLY Critical Essays,/ etc.etc. i
Advertisement ii
"It was not till after the title-pages of 
the present work had been engraved that the author 
had any intention of quitting the Hews; but he now 
writes exclusively for the paper called the F.xaniner 
of which the reader may see a prospectus at the 
end of the volume. It was necessary to state this, 
that he might not commence his work with an utter 
falsehood".
LELICATIOfl.
To Hr, John Hunt,/ at whose suggestion 
it -was attempted,/ the following work' is/ inscribed ,/ 
by his affectionate brother,/
The Author./
G.
PREFACE V - XIV.
f-* ai.trrv—-*r tica
< j WiY x liiuU 1  O XV - XVI,
CHI TICAL pur r fi TTG -i J b O O J t i . LCi X - 230
APPENDIX 231 - 258
INDEX 1 - XVIII.
Then follows ’Prospectus /of/ The .Exam­
iner,/ A Hew Sunday Paper,/ etc." i-Viii. after 
which is one page of Ac1-vertisernents, containing the 
following:
"Preparing for Publication./ Satires,/ 
Epistles,and Lyric Pieces./ By Leigh Hunt./ - The 
various Poeias of Horace,/ that have been happily /
translated or imitated/ By our Best Poets,/ with an
attempt to supply the more translatable/ of what 
remain; / and,/ an Essay/ on his genius ancl writings/ 
By Leigh Hunt"/
(These never appeared, nor is there further 
mention of them. In Air. Milford’s Bibliography, how­
ever, there is mention of a translation of Horace’s
Ode to Pyrrha. under Examiner, 1812).
ft 15 rt8°, 6Td" x 3 pp. i-xvi + 1 - 25’8 + i-xviii.
There is a second copy in the British Museum, in 
which the Title-page c-omes before the Ply.
HOTH on LATH. The volume did not really appear
till Peb. 1808. See similar 
note under Classic Tales I.
Bequest Library et South Kensington, has, inserted 
throughout, portraits of Actors and Actresses* On 
thè Ply is the following:
''Illustrated with /
Numerous Plates
1«D. ( George nani el)
Canonbury". 
xi portrait, also, of Leigh Hunt has been 
inserted as a frontispiece. On the Dedicatory 
Page is a note, which states that "A lorge propor­
tion of these "Critical Assays" are splenetic ana 
lying, etc." The original owner, then, must have 
been on the sice of the Actors,
GO I TEn T S. PA Si?
SECTION I. TRACEDY.
on the Representation of Tragedy 1
X Hr. Xemble 5
X xdrs Sid dons IS
~T
a. Mr « Pope 22
on Mr. Raymond 29
on Mr. Henry Siddons 33
on Mr, Henry Johnston 36
on Mr. Murray 42




X Essay on the Representation of Comedy 48
X " " Mr, Bannister 6 0
X " " Mr, Lewis 74
X ” 11 Mr, liunden 81
IT 1 Mr, Fawcett 87
IT " Mr. Simmons 94
X !I Mr. listen 97
X ” Mr, Emery 104
It T! Mr, Wewitzer 115
I t " Mr, Johnstone 118
TT ,T Mr. Blanchard 122
X » Mr, Dowton 125
X ;T !T Mr, Mathews 135
X !T ,r Miss Pope 142
IT ,T Mrs Mattocks 150
:r !* Miss Mellon 156
X '» ” Mrs Jordan 161
11 " Miss Duncan 170
SECTION III. 2 RACED Y and. COMEDY.
X Essay on Mr, Blliston






Bssay on Miss Smith 211
X ” " Mr. Cooke 216
X IT 71 Mr. Charles Kemble 225
APPENDIX.
INDEX.
III. DRAMAIIC ESSAYS / LEIGH HUNT / Selected, 
and Edited,/ with Motes and an / Introduction, by/ 
William Archer and / Robert ¥. Lowe / Walter Scott, 
Ltd./ 24 Warwick Lane, London / 1894 //
8C, 7-jg- X 4 §— , pp. i - xlviii + 1 - 236 + 
(Index) 257-242. This gives, as frontispiece, the 
usual Meyer portrait, reproduces the Title-page of 
the 1807 Edition, gives the preface and the- Synop­
ses of actor’s characteristics of that edition and 
the essays marked with an asterisk in the above. 
There is also a selection from the Appendix, as 
follows:
APPENDIX (EXTRACTS from the NEWS)
John Kemble’s Mispronunc i ati ons. 
o An Bssay on Invention in Pronunciation.
The Grecian Daughter.
Playwrights/
Playwrights and the Press«
Rales for the Theatrical Critic of a News­
paper .
Stage Costume, Chronological absurdities of
the present stage.
Kemble and Mrs St. Leiger.
o An F;ssay on the Appearance, Causes and Con­
sequences of the Recline of British Comedy,
N.B. (o. Leigh Hunt's own Title).
1 0 .
CRITICISMS from SHE TATLBH (1830-31)
y pp. 141 - S37, and are as follows:
Dowton as Pal staff Oct. 4, 1830
Hiss Fanny Kemble as Juliet Oct, Rt. ' _ 1830
" " T* as Bel vieterà Oct. 7, 1830
!l " " as Juliet Oct. 12, 1830
Hacready as Virginius Oct, 13 , 1830
'' :T Haml et Oct, 22, 1830
The School for Scandal Oct . 27, 1830
The Merchant of Venice Oct, 28 , 1830
Hiss Fanny Kemble as Mrs 
Haller, Nov. 4, n
She Stoops to Conquer Nov. 6 , il
King Henry V. Nov, 9, il
Miss Taylor as Rosalind Nov. 13, il
King Henry 17. Nov . 20, il
,TAs/
il.
"As You Like It" again IÍOV. 20, 1830
Miss Euddart as Belvidera 1Í0V, 9^ » TT
Macready as Zing John 1ÍOV . 29. Tf
" " The Stranger Dec. 14. TT
W e r n e r Dec. 15, !
Edmund Kean as Hi chard III Feb. 1. 1831
Miss Fanny Kemble as 
Beatrice. Feb. 18, TT
Edmund Kean as Othello Feb. 21, TT
Maeready as Macheth March 15 TT
Miss Fanny Kemble as 
Constance. March 25, TT
The Death of Blliston July 10, TT
Kemble and Kean July 25 vt
Mr. Kean as Hi chard III Aug. 30, TT
Kean’s Performance of Sept. 23, TT
Dying Scenes.
Gli IT ICAL HHTiMlKKCBS.
See Archer's Introduction to Dramatic 
Essays, Pen gh Hunt, etc. (See below).
CHI II GAP/
IE.
GRID I GAL KG IE; Through, these articles, Leigh
Hunt is our first Dramatic Critic, the first 
journalist, who as hr. Archer says gives " Thot- 
and-hot1 impressions " of the theatre, "the first 
writer of any note who made it his "business to see 
and report upon all the principal theatrical events 
of the day", Seventeenth and eighteenth century 
criticism had been upon the theatre, (though not 
upon the drama), scanty, fragmentary and reminis­
cent, Pew, like Pepys in one age and Churchill 
(see his Roseiad} in another, had given impressions 
of plays and actors immediately after a performance. 
Pew had recognised the importance of the actor and 
the stage in their judgment of plays. This is what 
Leigh Hunt did and his successors down to Archer, 
Shaw, vYalklsy and Baughan, have followed in his 
footsteps. In his preface to the Critical Essays, 
he is well aware of the novelty. "If any man”, he 
says "not very foncl of music, will reflect a little 
between the acts of one of the modern comedies, he 
will find that his chief entertainment has arisen 
from the actors totally abstracted from the author". 
And again, "it was this strange superiority of the 
mimetic over the literary part of the stage, of the 
organ/
13.
organ, in fact, over its inspirer, that determined, me 
to criticise the actors". His aim too, is critical 
and reforming. "I was induced to continue it, partly 
by the originality of an enlarged criticism on the 
theatre and principally by the hope of exciting an 
honourable ambition in the actors, who have hitherto 
been the subjects of mere scandal, or at best of the 
most partial levity".
Thus, then was born a new 'hind' of criti­
cism, minor perhaps and often ephemeral, but always 
valuable for great plays; for the play is only 
accidentally literature and is written to be performed.
Those early dramatic essays consist of a 
resume of The Hews articles. They reveal the cock- 
sureness of youth and its heartlessness when attach­
ing elders. Their attacks, are indeed often very vir­
ulent. However, as Charles Mathews the actor said in 
Memoirs, they show "sound criticism of dramatic 
talent" and a "superior mode of writing upon the sub­
ject". Hence some parts of them may still be read 
with instruction. Their acute and
delicate/
1 4 .
delicate observation of the nuances of acting, 
dress, and stage setting, is really remarkable in 
one so young. Their style is sufficient, though 
it is imitative 18th century work.
THE SYhOPSfiS which precede the articles 
are often v e r y  pointed. Here are extracts from two 
of them.
(1) ¡.IRS SIPPGDa. always natural; said to be
really agitated with the characters 
she represents; her only defect is 
the amatory pathetic; her Grecian 
Daughter; copied by I,lrs Powell.
(2) „in. hglvIBhB, excels in the grand rather
than the pathetic, cannot express 
love; his great fault, a laborious 
preciseness . . . his vitiated 
orthoepy censured and illustrated by 
examples. Glossary of his pronun- 
ci ations«
lie gives general articles on Tragedy and 
Comedy. Under Comedy, there is this interesting 
remark on ’Imagination’ It is ”an original and 
active power, that forms its own images and im­
presses them upon the minds of others; it belongs, 
therefore, to the poet”. This is an anticipation 
of much in his, own "Imagination and Fancy ” and in 
Ruskin. He is completely wrong, however, about 
Humour, when he says that it "surprises and wins, 
but it never elevates". Goldsmith had a similar 
opinion of humour.
In/
1J - «- f
In the Appendix are given extracts from 
the hews criticisms, including the criticism of 
John Semble’s pronunciation, an article on play­
wrights and the press and another on the Causes and. 
Consequences of the Decline of British Comedy. In 
this last, he Is surely wrong in attributing :,the 
farcical decline of English Comedy to the indignant 
haste of Col? smith in overthrowing sentimental 
comedy, and to the farcical extreme in which he was 
followed and even outrun hy his immediate suc­
cessors".
HO IB; For his other dramatic criticisms, see The 
Examiner. The Companion (1828), The Chat 
of the WeeFj (1330) and The Tatlei\ fl8'30- 
1832), l o r the last, the second part of 
the selection of 1895 is very useful.
X. CLASSIC TALES,/ Serious and Lively:/ with 
critical essays / on the Merits / and reputation/ 
of the Authors./
du grave au doux, du plaisant au severe -
30ILE&U/
From grave to gay, from lively to severe,
POPS,/
VOL, I, / LOUDON, / Printed and published 
by and for / John Hunt and Carew Reynell, in / 
Brydges Street Strand. / 1806 //
This/
16.
Thi s Title is contained in a decoration
etched hy J. Hiton and designed hy R. Hunt. It 
represents two very pert classical ladies holding, 
the one in her right hand, the other in her left, 
the top of an arch which contains the figure of a 
charioteer and chariot. I he ladies themselves 
stand on pedestals.
COLLRJIOH. JIILH (plate); Preface 1-2; (Leigh 
Hunt) Text 3-322; and Contents of Volume I 224. 
The foot of p. 324 has "Whittingham and Rowland, 
Printers, Goswell Street" / There are two illus- 
trations.
1. Jo face p. 15. Louisa Venoni,
Painted hy A, V. Devi s. Engraved hy James
Pittler, A.R.A
2. To face p. 277. The I,Ian of Letters.
Painted hy TV x L  * Hunt, Engraved hy James 
.v' it tier, xi.R.A.
pnob
CGH2EH2S of VOLUME I.
l a e k e n z i e ,
Essay on his Writings and 






Essay on his Writings and Genius
(Leigh hunt) 41
The Disabled Soldier 81
The Strolling Player 88
The Man. in Black 99
The Chinese Philosopher’s Son 112
The Deca^’ed Beau 167
The Ciubbist 176
The Author’s Club 186
Choang and Hansi 197
The Man-hater 202
SHOOKS,
Essay on his Writings and Genius
(Leigh hunt) 213
The History of the Man of Letters 239
VOL. II. Same TITLE except that it has "Vol. II
end "1807".
COLLATION. TEXT 1-324; Contents 325. 6r:1°. 6" a _
3 §
ILDUSTHATIONS.
1, To face p. 91, Zadig,
Painted by A.W, Devi s. Engraved by Wr.
Bromley.
2. To face 253. The Huron.
Painted by Robert Hunt. Engraved by Edward
Smith.
CONTENTS./
! OJJ TESTS <
r A ' i i - .
Thoughts on Some of his Romances
(Leigh hunt). 1
Jeannot and Golin 17
Zadig 29
ilicromegas 118
The Travels of Scarmentado 146
The World as it Goes (’The Vision
of Bahcue1} 156
(¿•lemnon the Philosopher) In text 
and not in contents.
The Huron (LTIngenu) 193
Dialogues and Discoveries on
various subjects. 382
VOL. III. Same TITLE as 1st Vol. except that it
has "Vol. Ill" and "1807".
CChhAIIOH. TEXT 1-522; COSTED IS 525; 6I:1°; 6"
ILLU S TR A TI OS S.
1. To face p. 56 Rasselas.
Painted by A.W., Devis. Engraved by Joseph
Clarendon Smith
2. To face p. 161 Anningait and Ajut





c o n t e n t s .
JOHNSON PAGE
nssay on his Hass el as (Leigh Sunt) 1
The History of Rasselas, prince of
Abyssinia 14
Anningait and Ajut 156
Story of Hi sella 166
Story of Eosiiaa 173
Victoria, or the Beauty 186
Almamoulin 198
The Disappointed Heir 204
The Scholar 211
■nIARMoi1» TEL
Essay on his Writing and Genius 
(uuasi-ghed 'prohably hy Hr, Thomas
Reynell). 217
Lauretta 235
Friendship put to the Test 276
VOL. IV, Same TITLE as 1st Vol. except that it has
"Vol. IV" and "18072!
COLLATION. TEXT 1-320; CONTENTS 321; 6m 0 , 6 "
3 3
ILLUSTRATIONS.
1. To face p. 12, Annette and Luhin,
Painted hy Harsh Bnerraved hy W. J, Whyte.
2. To face p. 140, Shepherdess of the
Alps.





Annete and Lubin 1
The Misanthorpe corrected 13
The Connoisseur 53
The Good Mother 82
The Bad Mother 106
The Shepherdess of the Alps 122
Soliman II, 151
The Two Unfortunate Ladies 171
The Good Husband 187
KAWnESGCR TH.
Essay on his Writings and Genius, 
(unsigned probably by Thomas
Reynell), 219
Hour ad den and Arnana 23 7
History of Fidelia 251
Melissa 280
Lesdemona 293
Almet, the Lervise, 313
YON. 7. Same TITLE except that it has »»Vol. 7"
and ”1807'»




1« To face p. 19, Flavilla.
Painted "by A.W, Devis Engraved by J. Johnston
2. To face p. 295, Maria.
Prawn "by H. We stall, R.A. Engraved, by j. Heath,
A.R.A.
GORIER TS.
EAWAES i* OR Th < PAGE.1
PIavilia. 1
Aimerine and Shelimah 25
Amurath 38






Some Ae-oount of the Admirable
Crichton. 257
STEHEE.
Critical Essay on his Writing and 





ILLU S TH A T10 h S .
ADVERTISEMEN I3/
? ?
At the end of Vol. V. appear the follow­
ing interesting adverti sentente-.
1. TUB BAAMIDER,
p
A hew Sunday paper, price 7̂- .
........ . The Examiner would attain,
if possible, a reputation for honest endeavour.
It attempts to "be Inpartial in P olitics, and this 
attempt has "been flattered and encouraged. But it 
promises nothing. The Theatricals are written by 
the Gentleman who lately conducted the Dramatic 
Department in the Dews. The public have acknow­
ledged his impartiality in Theatrical Criticism and 
it is hoped they may discover it in politics,
(See Critical Essays etc. 1807).
The Kxarniner is printed with a new type 
at presses constructed on the Stanhope plan, - the 
print is therefore peculiarly legible: the paper
is of good texture, of the largest size; and the 
form perfectly convenient both for reading and 
binding - Advertisements are wholly excluded, 
whether direct or in the form of Paragraphs, so 
that ample room is obtained for all the news of the 
we ek/
AD V Exi 1 15 EilEu T S .
week. ( This note regard ing Ad s . is, very interest­
ing; even as late as 1834, readers of the London 
Journal complain "because a page is devoted to hook 
Ads. and Leigh Hunt has to drop them).
Sp. ALVHR. T ISEHEii I of PUBLIC ATIQIi of Cxi I,. I GAL 
ESSAYS on the PEHFGHHEHS ETC.
from the note "below ah out the date of 
Vol. 7., it may he concluded that this volume, 
although dated 1807, appeared only in 1808. The 
Ad. begins with "This day is published . . . "
3° ALVERTISE1.EUT of 'TEE L3AHA3IC UIHROR.
2 vols. large 12 mo. embellished with 
17 well executed Engravings, price One Guinea in 
extra hoards, "containing the progress of the 
English Stage from the days of Julius Caesar to 
the present time with Biographical Accounts of 
Actors" (Evidently a curious work, especially in 
its earlier portions ).
IIOTE on LATE. Each of the illustrations is 
exactly dated and the work was originally issued in 
fifteen monthly parts d 2/6 each, between Lee. 1806 
and Feb. 1803. It was a joint speculation of Hr. 




of Vol. V. are dated, respectively, Jan. 1st, 1808, 
Fel), 1st. 1608, and Fel. 1st. 1808, The last 
volume, then, could not he published before Feb. 
1808. As it, also, contains an Advertisement of 
"Critical Essays on the performers" beginning, "This 
day is published", that Volume, though also dated 
1807, did not appear till 1808. (ĉ .v.)
II. A Reprint of above, 1813 (5 vols, 12"iU )
III. (1) CLASSIC / TALES«/ SERIOUS and / LIVELY 
etc, • < , « / COidjEGTŜ f by j LErGH HUr T, t 
Goldsmith and Brooke. / J.M. Lent & Co. / Aldine 
House / London. E.G. (ho date - 1895 ).
GOLLATIOU. 8V0; 5^" A 4", Frontispiece Oliver Gold­
smith, Title i - (ii) Contents. 3 - (4); Text 
5-224. (printed by) "Turnbull and Spears, printers 
Edinburgh" on p. 224.
The Title page is decorated with a draw­
ing by 'H.G.F.' of half-nude woman, in a -wood with 
jar on ground beside her.
The series are not numbered but separate 
volumes. This first Volume has no Mackenzie, see 
(■3) and misses out the original preface. Hunt's 
Essay on Goldsmith is much curtailed and is com­
prised in only 4 rip. It omits the biography and all 
that/
that is said upon the poetry, plays, and Vi car of 
wakefield, and elves only a few cl- the concluding 
paragraphs on the tales, however, Leigh hunt's 
notes in the text are given in all the Volumes of 
this Edition.
(2). TITLE Same as (1), except in having
"Voltaire" instead of "Goldsmith 
cnd Brooke.
COLLATIGB. 8C, 5-|-" Z 4"; frontispiece Voltaire,
(a classically attired old man sitting in arm-chair) 
Title 1 - (-2); Gpatents 3 - (4); Text 5-254.
The essay by Leigh hunt gives only those 
parts referring particularly to selection; the con­
tents are differently arranged, "Zadig", the long­
est, coming first, "BabdBeC; and "The Two Comfor­
ters" are additions; and The world as it Goes is 
omitted«
(3). TITLE' same as (1) except in having
"Johnson, Mackenzie and Sterne" 
as authors.
POLLUTION 8C, &§■" a  4"; frontispiece Johnson;
Titie 1 - (2); Contents 3 - (4); Text 5 - 282.
The essay on Johnson is reduced by half; 
but all the stories are given.
Mackenzie. Both the stories are given 




Sterne. Selections given, but of essay
only half.
(4) TITLE same as (1) except in having
"Harmontel" as author.
V O  TCOLLATION* 3 I ^ 4", Frontispiece portrait of 
Marmontel; Title 1 - (3); Contents 3 - (4); Text
5-235.
The essay is reduced by half; the tales 
of Vols. Ill and IV of 1st Edition are all given, 
except TTAnnete and Lubin", "3L.e Bad Mother", and 
"The Misanthrope Corrected",
(5) TITLE same as (1) except in having Hawkes-
worth as author.
COLLATION. 8°; 5g" Z  4"; Frontispiece, portrait of 
John Hawkesworth; Title 1 - (2); Contents 3 - (4); 
Text 5-256.
Of the Essay, more than half is given; but 
of the Tales, "Almet", "The Lervise", "Amurath", 
"Opsinous", "Ag&mus", "Mr Friendly", "Hassan", and 
"Cara zan" ar e omi tted.





r 71IGAL REFE3KHCES ( 2).
GR1JIGAL LGIS. The essays here contributed
on Mackenzie, Goldsmith, Brooke, Voltaire and 
Johnson are Leigh Hunt’s first exercises in criti­
cism. They aim at being learned and comprehensive, 
and the writing is stiff and somewhat "Johnsonese”. 
There is little of the fluency and charm and ease 
of his developed style. The essays on Voltaire 
and Johnson are perhaps the most interesting. The 
critical comments seldom rise above what one might 
expect from a clever junior who has stud ied his 
material and is tilting for practice. liaokenzie 
is a "Scotch Addison" who excels in "a simple 
pathetic story", but fails in his longer tales be­
cause "the glowing virtues of his hero" are deduced 
"from an unreasoning moral sense". Goldsmith "ex­
celled all his conteniporaries in variety of genius 
but Voltaire" and in the Vic ar of Wake field, intro­
duced a "new kind of simple domestic novel".
Brooke/
Brooke is condemned for M s  poem Ths LI¿liversa 1 
Beauty which, contains "exaggerated passages" like 
these of Erasmus Darwin, and hi; wo?;k. are not
Voltaire is of modern wits "the most 
original in his style" hut suffers from "licentious 
fancy" and "loose descriptions". Badig is the most 
perfect of its kind in Europe. Johnson’s Msselo s 
suffers from "want of character", yet is a "model 
of grave and majestic language".
However, there are some things in them 
which foreshadow the coming critic. He is already 
a great reader and states that the "general idea of 
the parish priest (of the Deserted Village) is 
borrowed from Dryden, who improved it from Chaucer" 
and that "the sublime comparison of the religious 
man to the mountain circled with clouds and topped 
with sunshine is from Claudian.”. He praises highly 
the manner of Hetaliatlon a manner which was to be 
one of his o?m fortes as a poet. Voltaire’s charac­
ters "are always happy or miserable as they are 
virtuous or vicious", his "wit is merely the orna­
ment of his logic" and "he has sometimes eondescen- 
ded to argue when he should have done nothing but 
laugh".j
2 9  .
laugh”. This was indeed his period of enthusiasm 
for Voltaire (See Autobiography Chap. VI.) and he 
praises his love of humanity and his morality.
The selection is well done, though he 
neglects Steele, almost the best of 18th century 
tale writers, a writer from whom he was to give 
selections in A Book for a Corner. The number from 
Hawkesworth shows the importance then given to this 
now completely neglected author.
The selection clearly shows that he was 
already reading Tales such as those in which he was 
afterwards to excel. His association with his 
brother gave him an opportunity of exploiting his 
reading seldom given to a young author. The edition 
of the British, Assay!sts given him by his father, 
was doing him yeoman service. It looks as if he 
was the originator of the selections.
T r t ±. * /
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1306. ARTICLES in "TUB MOHTHLY REPOSITORY 
of THEOLOGY and GniiARAL jj± JiuRATuAH' 
Charles Rent gives this reference. Although he is 
usually accurate, the articles have not yet "been 
traced.
180Y, A PEW THEATRICAL CRITICISMS in THE 
TIMES,
These were written at the request of his school 
friend, Thomas Barnes, who was afterwards Editor 
of the Times, (1816-1841).
PROSPECTUS of the EiAMIIIHR / A HEW 
SUNDAY PAPER / upon POLITICS, DOMESTIC EC01I0MY, 
and THEATRICALS / Price 7|-d (1807).
ROTE: A Copy of the original issue has not "been 
seen. It is given, however, at the end of 
"'Critical Essays on the Performers of the 
London_Theatres" (q.v.) and is reprinted in 
Roger Ingpen’s Edition of the "Autobiography", 
(Vol. II pp. 262-266),
CRITICAL/
CT nDO  .
OR II11 GAL HCTE: After a descant upon the promises
of ne7/spapers "which are ’'as valuable as the pro­
mises of courtiers”, the writer denounces "that old 
fancy of Solon” that every good citizen must take 
a side, ”A wise man knows no party abstracted from 
its utility" . , , and "a crowd is no place for 
steady observation”. So "the Examiner has escaped 
from the throng and bustle, but he will seat him­
self by the way-side and contemplate the moving 
multitude as they wrangle and wrestle along” (an 
image which surely suggests something other than 
the vnriter intends). However with respect to
(1). THEATRIC CRITICISM, the Proprietors 
will follow ”the same spirit of opinion and manner 
with the present theatrical observations of the 
Hews. The critic trusts he has already proved in 
that paper that he has no respect for error, how­
ever long established, or for vanity, however long 
endured ” . . .
(2), THE HIKE ARTS, little attention has 
been paid to them, in spite of the fact that'this 
country possesses its own school of painting' « . . 
An artist will conduct our department of the Pine 
Ar t s” (pr e surnably Robert Hunt).
54.
(3), DOMES 110 ECONOMY (not Hints on Cooker;’, 
etc. but social ¡¿orals, for which this is a quaer 
phrase), the proprietors "will never acquiesce in 
those gaper or gloomier follies of the world, 
whether of rakes or of prize-fighters, to which 
the papers give their sanction with sc cold-blooded 
an indifference , . . the;; will never speak of 
adulter;; .and seduction with levity nor affect to 
value that man, however high his rank or profuse
of interest his connexion, who dares to take advan­
tage of his elevation in society to trample with 
gayer disdain on the social duties . . . (The ex­
ploits of "Jockies" and cock-fighters and even 
those of Cribb and Big Ben Brain are similarly 
denounced) "Shall English noblemen crowd the high­
ways to admire the exploits of a few thieves and 
butchers?"
(4). ADVEhfloEivIEIJI’b, 'none will he admitted" 
nor will there appear "a page of markets at the 
end , . . The Examiner will have as little to do 
with hulls and raw hides as with lottery men and 
wig makers" . . . Nor will quack doctors, "abandon­
ed hypocrites, whose greatest quackery is their 
denial of being quacks. Their vile indecency shall 
no t/
ret gloat through the mask of philanthropy, sick­
ness shall not he flattered into incurability, nor 
debauchery indulged to the last gasp by the pro­
mises of instant restoration. If the paper cannot 
be witty or profound, it shall at least never be 
profligate''.
L. Prospectus, it will be said, distin­
guished for its morals expressed youthfully and 
grandiloquently4 However, the ’'proprietors" were 
to keep their promises and their sentiments were 
genuine. "Ihe Hunts were really ’superior persons’ 
for their principles were founded on the most 
elemental canons of truth and justice, and they 
stuck to them in spite of the most powerful and 
virulent persecution, ending in obloquy, imprison­
ment, and something like ruin, social and financial" 
(1. Llonkhouse, "Life of Leigh Hunt" p, 72), John 
Hunt, the elder was a man of heroic mould and his 
younger brother had that zeal for reform which was 
"a family inheritance".
IBB PHOSPBGIUS, moreover, in spite of 
its rhetoric, is not altogether in the air; for the 
ordinary newspaper of the time is severely and 
pointedly/
pointedly criticised. Its tone was often so low
that it could not he openly read in decent company,
and it gloated over scandals and murders in a way
that would make pale the yellow press of to-day.
■
Its politics also were extreme though there was 
little of the leading article. In proclaiming 
their independence and their decency then, the 
Hunts were attempting something new; ana when they 
held to them' they introduced a love of reform in 
quarters that had given it no attention. Indeed, 
they soon attracted to them all disinterested and 
educated men and "became the leaders not only of He- 
form in politics but of a reformed newspaper press. 
So, the paper early attracted the young Shelley, the 
young Cowden Glarke, Keats, and many others who 
were afterwards distinguished; and in its second 
decade, Ihomas Garlyle seeking for a newspaper from 
London, chooses the Examiner. Begun under such 
auspices, it had a famous run. It was the organ of 
the intellectuals until the third quarter of the 
century and had as editors, after the Hunts, men of 
the stamp of Antony Fonblsnque, John S'orster, pro­
fessor Henry Morley, and william Hinto. It ceased 
to exist in 1881.
5 7 .
.THE MiAMID-tLi, a Sunday Paper on politics, 
Domestic Economy, and theatricals.
Jan. 3rd, 1808, -Feb, 26th 1881. A 
large quarto of 16 pp. with two wide columns on 
each page. Price 7 .  The complete issue is in 
The British Museum; parts and special numbers are 
tc he found in other libraries. There was a Monday 
issue, which was an exact reprint of the Sunday 
number.
Political articles were under the head­
ing of the Political Examiner; dramatic criticisms 
under that of the Theatrical Examiner; reviews of
books were first under that of hotices of Books, and
changed to
only after many years was the titlea The Literary 
Examiner. Its politics were, by contemporaries, re­
garded as subversive, but, as Ireland says, ,Tevery 
liberal measure, without a single exception, which 
has since become the law of the land, from Catholic 
Emancipation down to the Hepeal of the Corn Laws, 
did Leigh Hunt plead for and support1', Indeed, he 
was a Reformer of the tvue of those who passed theCr X X
1832 act, who supported the monarchy and advocated 
reform by constitutional methods. The obloquy and
the imprisonments he endured were due simply to his 
being/
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being before his time and to the Government being
t
obsessed by the fear of Napoleon and Jacobinism.
"It had little political ability in detail, 
no statistics, nothing that Cobbett, for instance, 
had, except purpose and greater courage", says Leigh 
Hunt in his Retrospect in the "Monthly Repository" 
of 1857. However, it stirred a wholesome discontent 
in men's minds and held the flag of liberty and in­
dependence flying in the dark days when most others 
had lowered it down. Its youthful editor said things 
often pertly, but few were then willing to say them 
wisely and he deserves all honour for speaking out.
He was prosecuted for the "unprejudiced spirit" of 
his thinking in politics and, with each prosecution, 
his paper increased its circulation. As a result, 
the Edinburgh Review, whose own enthusiasm for re­
form was in the darkest days merely tepid, could 
say in 1825 that the Examiner "must be allowed to be 
the ablest and most respectable of the publications 
that issue from the weekly press".
The four prosecutions are as follows: See
Autobiography I. 225 seq. and 254 seq.
(1) Oetj. 1808 The Case of Major Hogan, in 
support of whose claim for promotion the 
Examiner wrote an article on "Military 
Depravity". However, the Commons took up 
the case and the prosecution was dropped.(2)
59.
(2). Julv, 1809. In an article on TtChange 
of Einis t r y the Examiner 3 eel area ihat 
"of all monarchs since the Revolution, 
the successor of Ceorge III will have 
the finest opportunity of ‘becoming nobly 
popular”, The Horning Chronicle quoted 
this passage and was also prosecuted.
It was acquitted and the case against 
The Examiner was dropped»
(3), 1811. The Examiner quoted from an 
article in the Stamford hews, condemning 
military-flogging. See under Ana, "Re- 
pcrt of the Proceedings, etc, 1811”,
(4). "The Prince of .»ales v. The Examiner”
John hurt was also prosecuted in 1321 for
/having published a libel on the House of Commons 
on 20th Hay, 1821 and was sentenced to two years' 
imprisonment,
THE THEATRICAL EEAHIHEE articles were 
less severe than those of The Jews but .quite as 
independent. These were written by Hunt until his 
imprisonment in 1813, Jilliam Archer accuses him, 
perhaps with some injustice, of losing, during this 
period, his enthusiasm for and assiduity in atten­
dance on, the theatre. Certainly, he did not 
trouble to see Urs Sidd-cns in her farewell. Luring 
the imprisonments, the Theatrical ^vaniner suffered 
until the spring of 1815, when Hazlitt began to 
contribute. (Before this, in July 1814, lad appear­
ed jiis two articles on Zean's Iago). Three quarters
/—/
Hazlitt's Views of the hnglish Stage was con­
tributed to its columns, says ,'nlliam Archer.
Then, from Hov. 1815, for some years, heigh Hunt 
resumes his dramatic criticisms. Archer interest­
ingly compares the two first dramatic critics in 
his preface to his Selections of "Hazlitt's Drama­
tic Assays'1. Hazlitt's criticisms leave a deep 
impression on the reader's mind, but he did not 
stick to the play and the players put him out,
Hunt did stick to the play and applied his keen 
graphic powers to what happened on the stage.
Cf LIT3RARY CRITICISM, there is at 
first not so much. Of notable articles by Hunt 
there are,
(!) THh HOURS TABLE ASSAYS, (1815-1817)
some of which were critical. (§.v.)
(2) The ESSAY on " YCUflGr rOHTS;' in apprecia­
tion of the poetry of Shelley, Heats, 
and J.H. Reynolds, and giving to the 
world for the first time Heats's sonnei 
on Chapman's Homer, (Dee, 1, 1816), 
Shelley's "hymn to Intellectual Beauty" 
had been published in a previous issue 
end Hunt afterwards "became through his 
paper, the champion of the poet when 
he was deprived cf his children.
(5) REVIEW of HEATS'3 HIRST! 70 LURE on
June 1st7 July 6th, and 12th, 1817.
(4) SHhlCHRS of DIVID'D PORTS, comprising
four articles upon (a) B owles, July 16, 
1821, (b) Lord Byron, July 29, 1821,
(c) Campbell, Aug. 12, 1821, and (d) 
Coleridge, Oct. 21, 1821. Lamb, Eaz- 
litt, and others had their genius first 
recognised/
recognised in the columns of the 
Examiner. (And Daniel O'Connell made 
his first appearance in its columns)
It deserves, indeed a careful and min­
ute study for the thirteen years of 
Le i gh Hunt ’ s Ed i. tor ship
In art criticism, it gave Haydon an 
opportunity of attacking "The Academy" in January 
an d H eh ruary, 1812,
ITS DAUB. The newspaper was "named 
after The Examiner of Swift and his brother Tories. 
I did not think of their politics. I thought only 
of their wit and fine writing, which, in my youth­
ful confidence, I promised to myself to emulate; 
and I could find no previous journal equally quali­
fied to "be its godfather".
ITS MOTTOES. It had, for a number of
y e ar s, these two.
"The world, In fact, are so accustomed to 
newspapers that they would consider their suppres­
sion an eclipse. It would produce a sort of public 
mourning. The Republic of Letters would then he
deprived of a number of pieces which are the ker­
nel or cream of a newspaper, and which enable us to 
read it with advantage". Boyle.
"Party is the madness of many for the 
gain of a few". Swift. (Sic),
The/
6 2 .
The latter, the most famous, is, in fact, 
not from Swift, hut from Pope.
A third motto was afterwards chosen, this 
time from Defoe, and dwells upon the sad fate of 
the Impartial Han,
Hunt fell into had health in 1821 and his 
duties were performed irregularly for some time be­
fore he sailed first for Italy. (Nov. 1821) When 
driven hy stress of weather into Dartmouth, he was 
presented hy his Examiner friends in Devonshire 
with a silver cup. Autobiography II. 69. he after­
wards contributed articles, especially 1Ihe Dishing 
Gap Papers’ (q.v.), to the Examiner hut never again 
was its Editor. One reason for his return from 
Italy in 1825 was a quarrel with his brother over 
his proprietary rights, which his brother declared 
he had forfeited through his long absence. Arbi­
trators were resorted to and. decided in his favour, 
(See Autobiography II. 166 Dote).
I HE EDAivxIDER, during the Hunt regime, de­
serves a thorough examination, Phis has mever been 
done, but, r s it was the newspaper, especially, 
during its second-decade, of the intellectual forces 
in England, is well worth doing.
Any
65 .
AI ATTEMPT / tc SHOW the FOLLY and
LAHGEH / of / METHODISM ./ = In a seri es of essays
first published in the / Weekly paper called the
Examiner, / and ncv/ enlarged with a preface and
additional notes. / By the Editor of the Examiner/
Seducit stolidam pipe tat is imagine plebem;
Ifcc jprius ille furens animi satiabitur ardor,
Ambiti oque procax, donecr cum fure cuculla 
Abjecto induerit regali tempora mitra.
3. Buchanani Franciscans.
LOBLGE: / printed for and sold by John 
Hunt, Examiner Office. / Bo. 15, Beaufort Build­
ings, Strand./ 1809. / (Price Two shillings and 
Sixpence).
8C, 8 -7- ’ x 4 =^— \  PP. i —xiv + 1-78 
(2ext) + 79-110 (Botes.) '
The PI .EE AGE discusses the Me tho d i s t s 1 
objections to the Church of England. Here occurs 
in print for the first time the Margate Hoy story, 
(Bee Autob. Chap. 7) - though the callousness of 
the Methodist passengers towards the poor woman is 
not yet revealed. Here, also, occurs the sentence, 
. . . . "but perhaps it may be reserved for the 
succeeding monarch, who of all the princes since 
the devolution, will have the noblest opportunity 
ox becoming popular by refomr', Phis is but 
another /
another version of the sentence in the article on 
'Change of ministryTfor which the Examiner was 
threatened with prosecution, (1809), The origins 
sentence was "Of all monarehs since the Revolu­
tion, the successor of Oeorge III will have the 
finest opportunity of becoming nobly popular".
The Essays originally appeared ih The 
Examiner (1st Vol. 1808) and were here slightly 
enlarged. Their titles will give some idea of
the booh.
On the Ignorance and Vulgarity of 
the fie th odists.
On the hatred of the Methodists 
against Moral Preaching; on the 
doctrine of Justification by 
Faith alone without Llorals, the 
love of Ignorance, and their Re 
jection of Reason on obscure 
Matters.
Of Eternal damnation and Election
Of Me th odis t ical Insp i rat i on.
Of the Melancholy and Bigotry of 
the Methodists,
On the Indecencies and profane 
Rap tur e s o f Me t hod 1sm,
On the frever.tion of Metliodism,
64 ,
the contents, of 
ESSAY I,
EE ¿ A j . II.
o .n v a u u a i Ill
ESSAY IV.
ESSAY V,
r e  •' a v u  iJ  A  ± VI.
fjl Q c ' T' VII
6 5 ,
CHlTIOAl hOJE. The opening sentence gives clear­
ly the purpose of the Author,
"I do not oppose the ilethodists from an 
intolerant spirit, hut simply from a love of 
toleration. This is no solecism, Liy country, 
my reason, ¡ay veneration for the doctrines of 
Jesus Christ, have all taught me the beauty and 
reason of a tolerant spirit; and it is merely 
because this spirit is threatened with annihila­
tion by one of intolerance and gloom, by a phantom 
raised out of the vapours of spleen and the fumes 
of vanity that I have ventured to encounter the 
supernaturals of IviethodismM.
Leigh Hunt was here doing nothing un­
usual, but merely what would then, be considered 
useful journalistic work, the rapid growth of 
method Ism was causing alarm, not only to the 
clergy of the Establishment, but also to many 
publicists. In 1807, had appeared "Causes of the 
Increase of method!sm and Lissension" by Hobert 
Acklem Ingram, B.L., a book which forms the pre- 
text for a much more documented and severer criti­
cism of Hethodist tenets by Jeffrey in the Ed in­
pur gn of January, 1808 (pp. 341-362). The 55In­
burgh returns to the attack in April 1808, in an 
article/
56 ,
article on India Hissions (p. 1-51-181)and in April 
1809 (pp. 40-50) when it replies to an answer by 
John Styles to the first article. In days ’.hen 
reform was feared as something Jacobinical, it was 
natural that fanaticism and its growing hold on 
the people, should recall the "reign of the saints 
during the Commonwealth, Jeffrey, indeed, in his 
first article states:
"Ihe last eruption took place about a 
century and a half ago, and destroyed both Church 
and Ihrone with its tremendous force. Chough irre 
istible, it was short; enthusiasm spent its force 
the usual reaction took place; and England was de­
luged with ribaldry and indecency, because it had 
been worried with fanatical restrictions. 3y de­
grees however it was found out that orthodoxy and 
loyalty might be secured by other methods than 
licentious conduct and immodest conversation, The 
public morals improved; and there appeared as much 
good sense and moderation upon the subject of 
religion as ever can be expected from mankind in 
large masses. Still, however, the mischief which 
the Puritans had done was net forgotten; a general 
suspie ion/
67.
suspicion prevailed of the dangers of religious 
enthusiasm; and the fanatical preacher wanted his 
accustomed power among a people recently recovered 
from a religious war, and guarded hy songs, pro­
verbs, popular stories, and the general tide of 
humour and opinion, against all excesses of that 
nature". Then he goes on to show how "about the 
middle of the last century", when the character of 
the genuine fanatic was a good deal forgotten and 
the memory of the civil wars worn away, certain caus­
es prevailed and men of great talent like Whitfield 
and Wesley, arose to stir anew the old fires. 2he 
■whole passage s worthy of study and this short note 
is necessary for appreciating the position of Leigh 
Hunt1s pamphlet.
Hunt’s pamphlet is fiercely contro­
versial and breathes the spirit and something of the 
style of Junius rather than of his own Chr.i st inn5 srn 
(<*.v.) fhe trouncing is given with youthful vigour 
yet the argument id often cogently and even learned­
ly put. As a pamphleteer, he has some of the down­
rightness of lefoe and shows, like Swift, an ideal 
of a church. As he says, in the Autobiography (Chap 
IX) he ’heartily advocated the mild spirit of 
religious government, as* exercised by the Church of 
Hngland/
England, in opposition to the bigoted pacrt of 
dissent'1, He was afterwards to recant from this 
orthodox position and even here he is roused to 
pity and anger by points from which common sense 
and humanity always appeared to us to revolt'1,
¿he pamphlet is thus interesting as the first docu­
ment of his religious views. The Examiner was 
Reformist and against Intolerance; and the subject 
was one very suitable to it; hut the Universal ist 
ideas imbibed from his father and mother, are also 
already seen. Agaia, the greatest apostle of cheer­
fulness in our letters is seen tilting against the 
apostles of gloom. lie has here an easier case of 
it than in that famous duel with Carlyle which 
ended at 3 a.m. under the stars, and their "sad 
sights"., (See home’s "hew Spirit of the Age")
Reformist's Reply to an Article in the 
"Edinburgh Review", 1810,
There is no copy of this pamphlet in the 
British Liuseumt and no one, it seems, has, of re­
cent years, seen it. However, it is mentioned in 
■fcke Autobiography I. 25S "And. it (The Edinburgh 
neview) took as little (notice) of the Reformist1s 
Answer to an Article in the Hdinburgh Review - a 
pamphlet/
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pamphlet which I wrote in defence of its own re­
forming principles, which it had lately taken it 
into its head to renounce as impracticahle. Re­
form had "been apparently given up fox’ ever by its 
originators; the Tories were increasing in strength 
every day; and I was left to hattle with them as 
I could. Little did I suppose, that a time would 
come when I should he an Edinburgh Reviewer myself
. . . . I think the Edinburgh Review might have
 -
noticed my hooks a little oftener. I am sure it 
would have done me a great d eal of worldly good hy 
it, and itself no harm in these progressing days 
of criticism".
However, it was in a way his own blame.
He was "regarded as a nerson who, in shunning whig 
connection and, perhaps, in persisting to advocate 
a reform towards which they were cooling, might he 
supposed indifferent to whig advocacy"
T>TJ w T n 7»f i '7
I. THE REELHC TOR, a quarterly magazine, on sub­
jects of Philosophy, Politics and the Liberal Arts. 
Conducted hy the Editor of the Examiner (Quotation 
from Gicero ),




Yol. II, from March to December in­
clusive. London: Printed and published by John 
Hunt, ¿inaminer Office, Beaufort Buildings, Strand. 
Sold by J. Gar center, Old Bono Street, .and all 
Booksellers,
1811. Yol. I, pp. xii + 435. Yol II, 
pp. iv + 504. Pour Dos. I’his is not in the 
British Museum and has not been seen. Ihe II tie 
is quoted from Bibliography of Hoger Ingpen.
(Autohicgraphy Ycl. II p. 278).
II. JHH / xvKFLHGI0H,/ a / Collection of Essays, / 
on Lliscellaneous Subjects of / Literature and 
Politics; , originally published as the commence­
ment of a / quarterly magazine, t and written by , 
She Sditor of the Rxaminerf/ with the assistance of 
various other hands,/ in two Volumes. / Yol. I 
(or II) / London: / printed and published by J. 
Hunt, Examiner Office, Maiden- t Lane, Covent 
Garden: - and sold by J. Miller, Bow-Street, , J. 
Carpenter, Old Bcnd-Street; and Gate and Curtis, 
Pa-/ternoster-How. (Ho date (1812) )
YOL. I. COLLa1IOH; Title (as above) unnumbered; 
i blank. Lote i i; pro spectre iii-ix; Contents of 
Go. I, Hj Contents of Bo 2. HI-HII; Ihe Hefl.ector, 
Go. I, (lext) 1-248; The Deflector, Bo. II (Text)
249-486. 8°. 8~|" x 5
Y CL/
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VOL. II, 11 tie. -he Ice flee tor. Contents of ho.
III. Hotice, The Heflector, Contents of Ho* IV.
all unnumbered. The Reflector Ho. Ill pp. 1-216,
The Heflector, Ho. IV. pp. 217-504. 8C, 8-g x 5
QGn I n la l S OH H O . I .
P A  Grit.
Art, I. The English considered a Think­
ing People in reference to late years,
(Leigh Hunt ?) 1
Art. II. 'The He formers, or the Wrongs 
of Intellect. A fragment of a 
Political HialLgue (Leigh Hunt ? ) .17
Art. Ill, Shakespear§ Sermons, (3.
Pi eld, ) 29
art. IV. On the Pernicious Effects of 
Hethodism, in our foreign Possess­
ions (by) it ¡¿ember of the Establish­
ed Church (Letter dated Peb, 23,
1810) (ie Grice ? ) 35
Art. V, The Law-Student (B. Pi eld) 43
Art, VI. On the Claims of Propertius,
(I, Barnes4. 52
Art. VII. Stafford’s Hiobe
(I. Barnes) 59
Art. VIII. Creek and English Tragedy 
(signed) Philo-Tragicus. (Schole- 
field ?) 62
Art*, hi. On the Lefects and Abuses of 
Public Institutions (signed) An 
Observer. (George Dyer) 72
Art, A, On Opinion respecting the 
English Constitution, (signed) An 
Observer. (George Dyer) 82
Art . /
Art. XI. Account of a Familiar Spirit, 
who visited and conversed with the 
Author in a manner equally new and 
fore.iErie, shewing the Carnivorous 
Duties of all National Beings and the 
true end of Philosophy (Leigh Hunt)
Art. XII, On the Origin of Shakespeare’s 
Tempest (signed) Octavius Oilchrist, 
(D, Grilchri st)
Art, XIII. On Early and Late Hours.
(B. Field).'
Art. X17. On the ¡¿odes of Living and 
Thinking ah out the Middle of last 
Century (signed) J.A. (Dr. J,
Aikin).
Art. XV, On the Spirit proper for a 
Young Arti s t. (Le i gh Hunt)
Art. XVI, The Travels of Heason. 
(Translation from Voltaire)
(Lei gh Hunt).
Art. XVII. On 7»ar (signed) J.A.
(Dr. J. Aikin)
Art. XVIII. Dr Bentley (signed)
Vindex (Scholefield ?)
Aft, XIX. Atys the Enthusiast: A
Dithyramhic poem translated from 
Catullus, with prefatory Remarks 
(appeared, afterwards, in Foliage)
(Lei gh Hunt)
Art, XX. On the Catholic Claims.
Art, XXI. Hemarks on the Past and 
present State of the Arts in Eng­
land (Leigh Hunt)


















Art, .IAIII. Retrospect of public
Af fairs (Le i gh Hunt? ) 23 6
i*
Art. XHIV. Short miscellaneous 
Pieces. (Contains fhomas Barnes 
on Robert Herric k and a trans­
lation, into Latin of Herrick's 
"Her eyes the glow-norm lend 
thee" and a short discourse upon 
the "Character ox Charles I") 242
OvA-lHxjxO Ox* AO « lit
Art. I, Church and Constitution, 249
Art. II. Remarkable Passages from the 
Hemoirs of the Harshal de Bossom- 
pierre (Lucy Aikin?) 256
Art, III, Remarks on Hume's History 
of Brig land, (signed} Camilla (Lucy 
Aikin ) 256
A r t ,. IV. Creek and English Cragecy 
(sinned) SIcholefield} ¿73
Art. V. Cn the English Constitution 
(continued) (signed) An Chserver 
( :. Lyer). 283
Art, VI, Inquiries concerning Instinct; 
exhibiting a Brief View of the Rental 
faculties of the Bower Animals com­
pared with those of man; and also 
the State of Opinions on this subject 
(signed) Philose;hicus (Lr, Aikin T) 297
Art. VII. On the Easiest Lode of Learn­
ing the Creek and Latin Languages, 
with Occasional Strictures on the 
Creek and Latin Grammars taught in 
Public School, (signed) C. Lyer, 332
Art. VIII, On the Condition and the 
mutual Assistance of the Arts and 
Sciences and the Relation of poetry 




X A b r i l
Art. LA. Politics and Poetics, or the
liesperate bi fcuation of a Journal 1st unliappily 
smitten with, the Love of Rhyme,
(Le igh Hunt) 361
Art, A. Is it justifiable to reprint 
the Pruriencies of our old Poets?
Phe qu sti on discussed in a Lia- 
logue (Barren field and Leigh Hunt) 365
Art. XI. lie Law Student (Barron Field)374
Art, XII. Oh the Inconveniences result­
ing from being hanged (signed) Pen- 
silio. (Charles Lamb) 381
Art, XIII. On the Responsibility of 
Hembers of Academies of Arts, and 
in Vindication of the late Pro­
fessor Barry from the Aspersions of 
the Be! inburgh Rev i ew. ( ■• y. J. Ailrin '? )388
Art, XIV. On Iheophrastus:- prefaced 
with some Remarks on the supposed 
Inferiority of the Ancients to the 
Hod eras in the Arts of Ridicule,
(signed) l.B. (fhomas Barnes). 409
Art. XV. On the Langer of Confounding 
Iloral with Personal Deformity, with a 
Hint to those who have the framing 
of Advertisements for apprehending 
Offenders, (signed) Crito. (Charles Lamb) 4 24
Art, XVI. On the probable .effects of 
the G-unpowder Ire as on to this 
country if the Conspirators had 
accomplished their object, (signed)
Speculator, (Charles Latnb)« 429
Art, XVII. Poets at College, (signed)
S( cholef ield) “ 435
Art, XVIII, Retrospect of Public
Affairs, (Leigh Hunt?) 4-40
Art, /
r ± L loril<
Art, XIa . On the Public Spirit of
the lines, and the State of Parties,
(Lei gh Hunt) 4.51
Art. XX. Hetrospect of the Theatre
(Lei gh hunt). 467
Art. XXI. Short Miscellaneous Pieces '75
These Include:
1. A Libel Lisccvered (signed) 
Indagator, (Lei gh Hunt?)
2« Lress and Character;- A Slight 
Sketch (signed) T.B, (Thomas 
Barnes),
3, »That Constitutes a Madman?
3. Fields.
4. Affects of health. 3. Fields.
5, On the Xmbiguities arising from
pr ope r Hames. X.Y.2. (Charie s 
Lamb),
6. Letter on Metre (signed) Mertri-
culus.
COL TAB PS OF 110. III.
Art, i. On the Present and Future 
Character of the prince Hegent,
(L ei gh Hunt) 1
Art. II, he flections on the xiate
Attempt to alter the Act of Tolera­
tion I signed) Givis. (Leigh Hunt). 14
Art. III. On the Independence of the
Judges. (Barron Field? ) 21
Art, IY, On the Hight of Lower out 




Art, V, Defects in the English Con-
. stitution (George Dyer). 31
Art, VI. A Comparison between Thomson 
and Ccwper as Descriptive roets,
(Dr. J, Aikin). 43
Art. VII. On the different Grounds of
Religious Persecution. 52
Art. VIII. On the Genius and Character
of Hogarth, (Charles Lamb). 61
Art, IX. A General Outline of the
Philosophy of Sensation and percep­
tion, (signed) Philosoohicus (hr.
J. Aikin ?) 77
Art. A. The Law Student (B. field) 113
Art. AI. On the Custom of Hissing at 
the Theatres (with some account of 
a club of Damned Author^ (signed) 
Semel-hamnatus (Charles Lamb) 122
Art. All. Greek and English Tragedy,
(signed) 3(cholefield) 127
Art. AIII, On Burial Societies, (sig­
ned ) Llonturus (Charles Lamh ), 140
Art. AIV. T°(T/>€<:o V j or an
Analogical Essay on the Treatment 
of Intellectual Disorders (Leigh 
Hunt?) 144
Art, AIV. (Me.) On the Advantages
of the Present Age (signed) E.3.H. 156
Art. AV. Cursory Remarks on the
proper Objects in the Education of 
the Middle and Lower Classes,
(signed) E.F.E. 160
Art. AVI. Retrospect on Public Affairs 180
Art. XVII, On the Talents of Frey and 
Piranesi, considered with Reference 
to the State of Italian Engraving in 
the Century which proceeded them,
(signed) Philographicus (Robert Hunt?)p37






. ¿VIII. .Retrospect of the Theatre 
(Leigh Runt) 195
, ¿IX. Short Miscellaneous rieces 195
1. The True Lnjoyment of Splen­
dour:- A Chinese Lpilogue.
(Leigh Runt)
2. On the ,7ord Rumour (Dr. J,
Aikin).
3. Optimism (Dr. J. Aikin).
. Anecdotes from the Memoirs 
of La iione, named Lras-de- 
Rer, a Distinguished Leader 
of the Protestant Party in 
R r anc e: h y Mo s e s Ami vaul t.
5. Inquiries respecting ¡lack
Retch, and the oldest man 
alive ( signed ) M( i tchell 
Thomas).
6. The Patriot’s Almanack (signed)
Politician!, Lone on 25th A ril 
1811.
7. juines on Rearing Certain protes­
tations made hy Sir C. - R. - 
R.D. (signed) M( itchell Thomas)
8. On the Bodleian Library, Oxford,
(signed) An Observer. (Ceorge 
Dyer).
9« A Pair of Portraits (signed)
Ll( itchell Thomas) (Character 
Sketches of (1) Landlord of an 
Inn, .and (2) a *7 id owed Lady who 
ireeps Lodgers).
10. The Balloon. (signed) L.A.
(Lucy Aikin).
rrv"? T?T!rP Q  / 
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GCliTEITTS OF SO, IV.
Art. I. On the Favourites of Princes
(Barnes?) 217
Art, II, On Contempt of Popularity
(Barnes ?} 223
Art, III. On the Privileges of a 
Pedestrian (signed) A Peripa­
tetic. 228
Art. IV. Defects in Classical Educa­
tion. (signed) 8(cholefield) 232
Art, VI. (sic) professor Person
Vindicated (signed) S(cholefield) 256
Art, VI. Letters on Biography (signed)
J «¿i. i Dr, v . ji1 loin) • c4zc<
Art. VII. Why are there so few ex- »
cellent Poets? (signed) An Ob­
server. (1. Dyer). 249
Art. VIII. On the Best Leans of pro­
moting the Fundamental Principles 
of the English Constitution (signed)
An Observer. (C-eorge Dyer). 274
Art, IA. Iheatralia - Do, 1 - larrick 
and Acting (signed ) A. (Charles 
lamb) " 298
Art, A. The Feast of the xoets (Leigh
Hunt) 313
Art.AI. Classical Antiquity of the 
English Language (signed) Ll( itchell 
Thomas) ~ 324
Art, All. Deflexions on the Letters
of Aadarnoiselle 1 ’ Aspinas.se ( s5 gned ) 
il(itchell Thomas) ‘ 354
Art. AIII. Specimens from the writings 
of Fuller, the Church Historian 
(unsigned) (Charles Lamb) 342
Art,/
7Q » • 6
.-'AurEt
Art, AHI. (sic) A Bachelor's Complaint 
of the Behavi our of ¡¿arri ad People ,
(signed) Innuotus. (Charles Lamb ) 349
Art. A17, Cn the Origin, Progress, Cor­
ruptions and gradual Improvement of 
Medical Ocienee (unsigned) 339
Art. A7, Retrospect of Public Affairs,
(une igned) Leigh Aunt ? 35 6
Art. A7I. Project for making Beaux and
Belles useful (signed) T,S. (P. Barnes) 366
Art. AVII. On the ■T'hange of Structure in­
duced on animals by Lomestication.
(signed) S, 330
Art. XVIII. farewell to Bobaeco (un­
signed - C. Lamh ) 33 7
Art. AIA. Ad ax on Appetite, (signed)
Adax. (Charles Lamb) 331
Art, AIA (sic) Hospita on the Immoderate 
indulgence of the Pleasures of the 
Palate (signed) 'ospita (Charles 
Lamh) 39 7
Art. Ai A A La; by the fire, (Leigh Hunt) 400
Art, .0,1« Athens and An.‘"land (signed)
S(cholefi e l d ) ~ 419
Art, AAII. Retrospect of the Iheatre.
(Leigh Aunt) 428
Ar t. XXI11. Th e C o od C1 e rl: (si mned L « B.
Charles Lamb) ~ 432
Art. IXIV. Short ¡.miscellaneous Pieces 437
i Cn the Words Sect and Sectary 
(uns i.gned i) (Lr« f. Ai hin ? )
2, Two Copies of Latin Verses,
( signed ) l,l( itche 11 Thomas ).
a. Prom Or. Phillimore on Spe-.- ring
HiC Is.
•b./ * / '
so.
I),. Bd clystone Lighthous e.
3« Short Letter by 1.3« (Ihoraas 
3 > r ne s) and L; t i n V e r s e s.
"Sapphire Verses on Sending a 
Bouquet to a Lady"»
4« Letter by 3. field (A Supposed 
Letter "by the Devil),
5. Another Letter entitled Character
of an Bxaggerator. 3. 31eld,
6. A Letter on Assessment of
Different Counties in ti le of 
Cromwell by J. Aikin.-
7. Old Llaids (signed) G.L. (Lucy
Aikin ?)
BIBLIOCBArLlCAL ±<023. "Jhe Bxamlner had been es­
tablished between two and three years, when (in 
1810) ray brother projected a quarterly magazine of 
literature and politics, entitled fhe Deflector, 
which I edited. Lamb, Dyer, Barnes, Llitchell, the 
Creek Professor Scholefield (all Christ-Hospital 
men), together with Dr. Aikin and his family, wrote 
in it; and it was rising in sale every quarter, 
when it stopped at the close of the fourth number 
for want of funds. Its termination was not owing 
to want of liberality in the payments. But the 
radical reformers in those days were not sufficient 




"It was discontinued partly by reason 
ox the Editor's uneditcrial want of attention tc 
regularity of publication, but chiefly on account 
of those limited means"» .Note to No. II Edition.
¿11 the articles have been given in the 
List of 'Contents’ and an attempt has been made to 
assign them to their authors. For some, suggestion^ 
were taken from the names in pencil affixed to the 
’Contents' of the British Museum copy; for others, 
the suggestions are new and: depend sometimes on 
internal evidence sometimes on the initial or 
initials at the end of the article. A few still 
remain unassigned. For Lamb's articles, (see 
E. V. Luc as1 s Ed i t i on). o f t he worKs of Charles Lamb
CRIIICaL REF.SREN CES.
CNIUGaL NODE. In the IROSIECIUS, the Editor 
states that "Reform in periodical writing is as 
much wanted in Magazines, os it formerly was in 
Reviews, and still is in Newspapers " and proceeds 
to/
32«
to give humorous descriptions of magazines, old 
and new. His aim is to avoid the grosser faults 
of magazines. Politics is to he one of his first 
cares, hut hoth domestic and foreign Policy Jill 
he treated, not from a party stand-point, hut 
historically. On the iheatre,he does not intend to 
particularize so much, as he is engaged in fhea- 
trical Criticism elsewhere. 2he Pine Arts .'.ill he 
encouraged, as the British are showing for them 
more interest than formerly. Miscellaneous hitera- 
ture will consist of "Essays on Hen and Planners, 
Enquiries into past and present Literature, and all 
subjects relative to Wit, Lorals, and a true Refine­
ment « fhere will he no direct Review of Books, lor 
will there he "letters of the usual kind" nor any 
Commeroe or Larket-prices, etc. ¿he magazine will 
he ahout 240 pp. each number.
¿HE HEPLECfOH, (a good title, if it had
succeeded), would have heen a Lagazine. of the type
Blackwood 1s. which hegan six years later. It
avoided the stately ponderosity of the Blue and
the Buff .-Leviews. though undoubtedly their success
suggested to the Hunts this venture. It had the
elements of success in its miscellaneous nature and.
it was unfortunate for Hunt from 1817 onwards that 
he/
he had not a great organ to defend himself and 
his friends when attacked« Blackwood and the 
quarterly might then have treated him with more 
respect. It is a wonderful fact that" Chr ist- 
Eospital men'1 with lit :le assi stance from others 
could write so well on such a variety of subjects.
It was this magazine that first discovered Lamb's 
powers as an essayist; and it was here also that 
one reads the first real essays of Hunt, A Lay by 
the fire and others. Kenceforward, an essay signed 
by the Indicator hand was to be something worth 
reading. fhe rapid improvement of his stjle was 
certainly due to his continuous practice in writ­
ing, which made him write as himself and not as an 
imitator. Be this as it nap, his language is freer, 
more rhythmical and more idiomatic, his touch is 
now light, quizzical, Addisonian. Hew delightful 
is the Account of a I1-miliar p-piriti *71 th it,
he has come to his kingdom.
flie Oh i ne s e Ape 1 o gue , also, though the 
earliest, is one of the very best of those fales 
and Allegories of his which continue the 18th cen­




And it is not only in &tyle, tut also in 
ideas, that the familiar Hunt here first appears.
His continuation to the present of Voltaire's 
travels of Hr. as on already" shows the somewhat soft 
optimism; the article Cn ¿-ublic Hpirit etc shows 
the disinterestedness in public life that was part 
of his being, end even fads like the insistence 
that Intellectual Disorders are always due to an 
unhealthy body are seen in the 14s say on the treat­
ment of Intellectual Disorders. His political 
articles are searching in their comments. In his 
article cn public Affairs (Ho, II) he speaks 
strongly against the law of libel under which he 
was shortly to suffer and in that on the prince 
Hegent, he denounces flattery .and is severely 
critical.
Here also, he enters upon his ’realm of 
gold”; for one meets here the first version of 
the feast of the Poets, Atys the Hnthus:Iast, one 
of his most striking translations,&’a fine example < 
his lighter vein, his Politics and Poetics. Sy 
1811 then, Leigh Hunt has found himself and had 
given, both in prose and verse, examples ~f and 
good examples - of what he could do.
d h e/
85.
THE fHliiCi?» Of WALES v. ZEE EX Alii HER«/
A Pull Report / of the / Trial of John and Leigh 
Hunt, / proprietors of the Examiner,/ on an In­
formation filed Ex-officio hy the Attorney-General/ 
Decided hy Lord Ellenborough,/ and a Special Jury, / 
In the King's Bench, WestminsterT/ on Wednesday, 
the 9th of December, 1812/ To which are added,/
Oh s. er vat i ons on the Trial, / by the editor of the 
Examiner, /
Gomponitur orhis,
Regis et exemplum; nec-sic inflectere sensus 
Humanos edicta valent, ut vita Regentis.
G1 aud i an, Le oU.ar t, G on sulat,
Honorii.
LOUDON: / Printed by and for John Hunt, 
Examiner Office, Eaiden Lane,/ Govent Garden; and 
sold by all the Booksellers, (1813).
8V0, Si" x 5 pp. 1-64.
P. 64 contains advertisements of The 
Polly and hanger of Eethodismt and. Critical Essays 
on the Performers of the London Theatres.
CRITICAL ROTE. It is interesting to note that 
this fourth and Successful prosecution of the 
examiner springs from circumstances which antici­
pate the attitude of Byron to Southey's ffision of 
judgment. The Kerning Post like Southey to the 
father/
father, was unduly sycophantic to the son and The 
Exaniner tore its adulation to shreads and tatters, 
in a manner as "brilliant as that of Byron. IJo 
wonder the latter visited Leigh Hunt in prison.
He must have felt he had met a kindred spirit.
Listen to the ¡¿orning Post in the pages 
of the horning Chronicle from which Leigh Hunt 
took his information.
"The same page, which contained the speci­
men of contempt . . . contained also a set of 
wretched common-place lines in Ereneh, Italian, 
Lpanish and English, literally addressing the Prince 
Hegent in the following terms among others:- You 
are the glrry of the People - You are the protector 
of the Arts - You are the Ikecenas of the Age - 
Wherever you appear, you ccncpuer all hearts, wipe 
away tears, excite desire and love, and win "beauty 
towards you - You breathe eloquence - You inspire 
the Hraces - You are an Adonis in livelinessi
Oould a fiery young reformer, full of 
literary susceptibility, be excused in the court 
of letters, if he did not pounce upon a passage such 
as this? He did pounce upon it and suffered in the 
courts/
S7,
courts of justice, because his lot had fallen upon
evil days. But what about poster!ty thet has too
seldom viewed the case in this light, unless it he
excused by the attitude of the older, milder, more
Christian certainly, Leigh hunt himself, here is
how he parodied the above passage, here is the
libel as given in the charge.
"what person, unacquainted with the true
state of the case, could imagine, in reading these
astounding eulogies, that this Blory of the People
was the subject of millions of shrugs and reproaches?
That this frotecter ox the Mrts had named a wretched
foreigner his. historical painter, in disparagement
or in ignorance of the merits of his own countrymen.
That this Maecenas of the are patronized, not a single
deserving writer I That this Breather of eloquence
could not say a few decent extempore words, - if we
are to judge at least from what he said to his
regiment on its embarkation for PortugalI - That
this Conqueror of hearts was the disappointer of
hopesi That this Itxciter of desire (Brave Messieurs
of the posts) - this Adonis in loveliness, was a
corpulent gentleman of fifty I In short, that this
delightful, blissful, wise, pleasureable honourable,
virtuous, true, and immortal prince, was a violator
of his v/ord, a libertine over head and ears in debt 
and /
88,
and disgrace, a despiser of domestic ties, the 
companion of gamblers and demireps, a man who has 
just closed half a century, without one single 
claim on the gratitude of his country, or the re­
spect of posterity I”
Both passages are given in this account 
of the Trial, which is, it should be noted, issued 
from the Examiner Office, and is from the Examiner 
standpoint. (It was almost certainly, as Loundes 
supposes, the composition of Leigh hunt himself).
The Koia ainer and its LIi tor had escaped three times 
already from prosecutions against them, but this 
time the llegent who like Lord Byron, tried to con­
ceal and reduce his .fatness, and who was roused 
to,fury by the 'Adonis passage, determined
that they must not ' ' escape. Accordingly,
Leigh Hunt and his elder brother John were brought 
for trial in the Court cf Ling's Bench on Lee. 9th, 
1812, before Lord Ellenborcugh and a special jury 
t’Of whom one was an Indian Pensioner and five had 
situations under government). The defendants were 
accused of intending uto traduce and vilify his 
Royal Highness into hatred, contempt, and disgrace,7 , - *
on/
i
on the 22nd March 1812” /by publishing a libel,
They pleaded not Guilty. The Solicitor-General 
prosecuted and Henry Brougham defended. A full 
account of the proceedings follows.
The occasion was an Irish dinner, on the 
anniversary of St. Patrick. The toast of the Regent 
"was drunk with partial applause and loud and reiter­
ated hisses and Lord Moira, a close personal friend 
did not mention him in his speech. The Morning Post 
had tried to save his face, and The Morning Chronicle 
had criticised it severely. The Examiner, making use 
of the Chronicle article, had thrown ridicule upon it. 
Such were the facts.
Brougham's defence is next given. He made 
the only defence possible under the circumstances 
and Shelley (See hi3 Letter to Hogg, Dec. 27. 1812. 
Roger Ingpen's Edition, Vol. I p. 375) 
scarcely does him justice. As a lawyer, he must 
have recognised that Leigh Hunt's article (accord­
ing to the law as it then stood) was libellous.
It was libellous because it threw scorn upon the 
Person and character of a "living magistrate" (Law
°f Libel, 1792) and was also a high misdemeanour 
under/
90.
under the Treasonable practices Act of November 
1795, which preserved his Majesty’s person and 
government against all printing and writing which 
incited the people to hatred or contempt, This 
was not a great cause like that of Erskine in the 
trial of Thomas Paine, and one that concerned the 
liberty of the subject to write unconstrainedly 
upon abstract questions of government and constitu­
tion. (See hr ski lie hay's Constitutional History, 
Vol. II. Chap. IZ for points of law). bo, although 
he probably agreed as a man with the charges of 
his client, as a lawyer he could net defend them. 
His defence was, therefore, rather lame. He points
!out that the author had no personal feelings to­
wards the Prince as an individual and describes 
him as "a young man leading a life rigidly studious 
in literary retirement surrounded by books” and
I
devoting only one part of his paper "to the public 
history of the times and observations on general 
politics”, "He is devoted to no political party” 
and gives his attention to reforms in which all 
are interested - Military flogging, Liberty, the 
Press, the Slave Trade, Ireland, etc, - His senti­
ments on the Irish Question ” are those of a large 
and/
9 1J  X  i
and illustrious class of our countrymen". He 
then easily shows what Leigh Hunt meant when he 
said the He gent was a violator, of his word«. He 
had disappointed the hopes of the Irish Catholics 
in not fulfilling his pledge as prince to alter 
the A8t of Union on their "behalf. He is on easy 
ground, also, when he shows that the offending 
article is a parody on that of Ihe kerning Post.
An author in exposing had writing frequently goes 
"beyond the point ox moderation; even Burke, a 
worshipper of kings, had said that kings are 
naturally levers of low company. He had great 
difficulty, however, in explaining away any in­
dividual references to the Prince "being "over head 
and ears in deht" and " a despiser of domestic 
ties", the private dehts and the Regent's separate 
establishment "being public property. He speaks 
strongly in explaining, - so as to he understood 
"by his hearers, M s  client's meaning of "the com­
panion of gamblers and demireps" ( Hie public 
well knew the disgraceful conduct of Lord fleadfort, 
(recently made a Lord of the Bedchamber) who had 
committed violence in Ireland upon the wife of the 
•dev. Charles ilassey and had been denounced by Hr. 
Curran), He scores in declaiming against the pro­
secution/
92.
proseoution. of a subject who exposes such vices 
and ends with a fine note.
"Let me only know the time when it was 
first determined in England, that an honest, manly 
ardent, hazardous, even an incautious exposure of 
Notorious Vices in Public Men - of Ostentatious 
Immorality in the Highest Stations is a crime, and 
not a duty, in those who instruct the People!"
It is, under the circumstances, an able 
speech, the making the best of a lame case. The 
Solicitor-General (Sir Wm. Garrow) easily answered 
the points. The Prince could not overthrow the 
decisions of his father’s government nd was, 
hence, not a "violator of his word" (There was, 
however, surely no libel in calling him so in poli­
tical controversy). The language used - and he 
fastens upon the opening sentences of the offending 
passage which Brougham had of course passed over 
in silence - could only be used for the purpose of 
ridicule and contempt. Lord Headfordfs crime was 
bis'misfortune ". The speech was a fine example of 
argumentum ad homingm.
Lord Ellenborough, who had previously 
interrupted Brougham, now tries, for the sake of 




"Certainly, if I am to collect it from 
his speech only of the day he has imbibed, in its 
fullest extent, the spirit of his client, and seems 
to he inoculated with all the poison of his publi­
cation, and the principles from which it proceeded". 
He assiimes the question at issue in addressing the 
jury and speaks of Leigh Hunt as a libeller. "The 
issue you have to try, under the circumstances and 
the question, is - whether we are to live under the 
dominion of libellers, or under the controul and 
government of the law?"
The pamphlet also contains reprints of 
the Editor's articles in the Examiner of Lee. 13,
Lee, 20, Dec. 27, 1812 and Jan. 9, 1813 upon points 
raised by trial. Then follows the Judgment which 
was postponed and swarded only on Feb. 3, 1813.
The defendants declare, in affidavit that "they 
were actuated by no personal malice" and put in a 
plea of poverty because (l) their newspaper, though 
flourishing, is still under difficulties and (2)
"they had had to pay expenses of previous prosecutions 
in which they were successful.
The Solicitor-General calls for a sentence 
such as may secure the public against a repetition 
of/
94.
of this crime and the jury finds the defendants 
guilty. The judges were, this time, three; lord 
Ellenbcrough, Mr. Justice le Blanc, and Ur. Justice 
Bail ey.
The Sentence is
"The sentence of the Court upon you, 
therefore, is, that you severally pay to the king 
a fine of £500 each; that you be severally im­
prisoned for the space of two years; you John Hunt, 
in the prison in Coldbath Fields, and you, leigh 
Hunt, in the Hew Jail for the County of Surrey in 
Horsemonger lane; that at the expiration of that
time, you each of you give security in £500 and
'
two sufficient sureties of £250 for your good 
behaviour during five years and that you be further 
severally imprisoned until such fine be paid, and 
such security given".
The pamphlet,1if written by Leigh Hunt, 
as it almost certainly is, shows that he was not 
at all silenced by the prosecution. It casts ridi­
cule, by implication, on the whole proceedings and 
it is surprising that, now a prisoner, he was 
allowed to print it.
THE EEAST of the POETS, 1811, 1814, 1815, etc.
(See Mr. MILE OKD1 3 BIBLI0GRAPHY).
CRITICAL HQTE. Both the text and the notes, especi­
ally the latter which are very numerous, are exceed­
ingly important for studying Leigh Hunt's critical 
ideas. In the PREEACE of 1814, he says that the lat­
ter have been added because he "was anxious to show 
that he had at least considered his subject"and .be­
cause he was "particularly desirous of doing justice 
to a great living poet", (Wordsworth), of whom, in 
the first instance, he had suffered himself to speak: 
with unqualified and unbecoming distaste. The idea, 
he states, of Apollo's holding sessions and elections 
is of Italian origin and he speaks in disparagement 
of previous Sessions in Anglian, mentioning Sucklingfe 
Session of the Poets (See also Companion, 1828, and 
Wit and Humour of which the latter gives the whole 
text), another Sessi on in the Eirst Volume of State 
Poems (Anon.); Rochester's Trial of the Bays and 
Sheffield's Election of a Poet -̂aureate. In all 
these, the idea has been "treated in its most ordi­
nary light, with the degradation of the God into a 
mere critic or chairman". It "has hitherto received 
none of those touches of painting, and combinations 
of the familiar and fanciful, of which it appears so 




attempt to supply". It may be said, in passing, that 
Hunt succeeded in his aim, for his Session is not on­
ly far the best in English, but also in some ways, 
one of his best poems.. It is whimsically familiar 
and sprightly in its fancy, it echoes in form and 
matter the gaiety of his temperament and the 'auizzi- 
cality1 of his wit; and it achieves wonderful success 
in avoiding all the pitfalls of his galloping ana­
paests and adds grace to a measure which is usually 
common-place. ^Moreover, apart from the critical blun­
ders there are here fewer lapses into bad taste. Why 
it has been so long neglected is one of the puzzles 
of criticism, though, perhaps the emasculated version 
of 18Z2 is the explanation. It far surpasses the 
youthful Byron's English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, 
and, indeed in scintillating wit sometimes touches 
the greatness of the vision of Judgment.
Hunt afterwards regretted, especially the 
1811- (Reflector) version of the poem; for, as he says 
in the Autobiography he made with it enemies all 
round, on the side of the Whigs as well as on that of 
the Tories, indeed he there almost admits that in his 
youthful egotism, he 'began it'.
In the opening lines, he blames Pope, "with 
his cuchoo-songverses, half up and half:down" for 
spoiling the 'ears of the town'. Hence, with the ex- 
CePti.on of Thomson, Collins, and Cray, until recently 
when the poets revived them anew', there has been no
occasion/
.occasion for xipollo taring heed, as there has been 
nothing great in poetry, 'Since _ryden's fine verses, 
aid Milton's sublime'. After the fine description of 
Apollo and his arrival at the inn, the poets oeg< in to 
arrive, first, there comes a rout of farce-writers, 
those he has already denounced in his dramatic criti­
cisms. Then Spencer, Rogers, and llontgom' ry send in 
their cards, but are told they are not for the high 
table of the God, who will, however be happy "to see 
them to tea". Crabbp,who in his modesty, has betak­
en himself to the kitchen, is told to stay there, as 
"He'll be much better pleased to be with 'em down­
stairs" .
However, he will receive his fare from the 
hi$i table. Hayley now enters with "how is my dear 
God"?, but Apollo will have nothing to do with him, 
because of his flatteries in verse and his ’heart and 
impart' rhymes, i’hen Gifford enters with a conse­
quential hem and wonders why Apollo should visit the 
town. He is told that his visit is to 'poets alone' 
and not 'to small critics'. Yet he is praised for 
getting rid of the 'Cruscas and Lauras, that plague 
of the butterflies' and for the 'self-taught example 
that conquered neglect! When 'the sour little gentle­
man blessed himself out', there enters Walter Scott 
'with a fine weighty face' , round whom all the din­
ers and barmaids crowd




pretty poem'. He is welcome# much to his delight, 
for his host was a God and a King but is told to
"copy less - have a little temerity, - 
Try if you can't also manage posterity".
Then comes Campbell who is treated very well, though 
his versification has no invention and spoils his 
fancy. Then follows Moore, who. is thanked for chang­
ing his 'billings and cooings' for
'the self-improved morals of elegant
souls.
(What a phrase'. )
These are the three whom the God recognises 
in the 1811 and 1814 versions.
In 1815: four others are added, Byron, 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey.
Byron is welcomed effusively, for by 1815, 
Hunt was rife with Byron. He is asmed -
"Pray how came misanthropy into your head"? 
and is told that, in spite of the God's poor opinion 
of Lords as poets, he will certainly improve. Then 
come "Bob Southey and two or three more" (was the 
'Bob’ taken from Byron?) Bob wears a 'tattered bay 
crown', which begins to fizzle and crackle , but Apol­
lo 'quenches the dread sparkle' with the remark,
'His head's in no danger from that sort of heat'. 
Coleridge receives a lecture for idling, and gabbling 
and muddling in prose' and Wordsworth for 'changing 
his harp for a whistle' . Then they both begin to
spout' Coleridge the cream of orations.
'I
'
"In praise of bombarding one’s friends and relations" 
and Wordsworth, an effusion upon a straw, ’that wild 
thing of scorn1, The latter is told that poetry 
lies "in something select(l ) and not "in gathering 
the refuse that others reject". However, Wordsworth 
has by 1815 been read and considered by Hunt and a 
convert now, he makes Apollo, after rating him for 
’ballads doled out by a spectacled nurse’, call upon 
him, . , if he retains a spark of his fire, to re­
tire. The poet is about to do this, when he is en­
circled in a cloudy haze and asked to give a taste of 
’his exquisite art’. Then, out of the cloud, comes
’A voice, that grew upwards, ana gathered like flame:
Of nature it told, and of simple delights,
On days of green sunshine, and eye-lifting nights;
Of summer - sweet isles and their noon-shaded bowers, 
Of mountains, and valleys, trees, waters, and flowers 
Of hearts, young and happy, and all that they show 
Por the home that we came from and whither we go;
Of wisdom in age by this feeling renewed,
Of hopes that stand smiling o’er passions subdued,
Of the springs of sweet waters in evil that lie; - 
-Of all, which, in short, meets the soul's better eye 
When we go to meek nature our hearts to restore, 
and bring down the Gods to walk with us once more".
Wordsworth did not, like Keats and Shelley, 
bring down the Gods, but God unto nature, which is 
here shockingly called 'meek'. Yet . „  , Hunt knows 
ard appreciates the Ode on the Intimations and 'the 
joy offered to us in the simple primary affections 
and duties' , and so although there is a Hampstead 
prettiness about the nature as a whole, one must not 
Gomplain, for the criticism is genuine and great for 
1815. /
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1615, To continue, when the hard had ended, all 
(including even Byron) hail him,
"This, this is the Prince of the Bards of his Timet" 
The poem has now almost ceased to he mock- 
heroic, but this quality is soon restored, for there 
rushes in a motley crowd of Whartons and Crokers 
who seeing 'Wordsworth and fellows like these' in 
the presence, are sitting down, when 'wrath seized 
Apollo' and they, blasted with excess of light from 
the God, flee down the stairs. The critical portion 
is now nearly at an end, for the chosen now sit 
down to table with Apollo. However, the description 
of the w/reaths is largely criticism and excellent in 
its light way. A-oOilo orders "Laurels for eight", 
and, at once,
"each of the bards had a wreath in his hair,
Lord Byron's with turk-cap and cypress was mixed,
And Scott with a thistle, with creeper betwixt;
And Wordsworth's with celandine, aloe, and pine;
And Bob, penny-royal and blow-ball with thine;
Then Sam's with aandragoras, fearful to wear;
With Willow Tom Campbell's, and oak here ana there; 
And lastly, with Shamrock from tear bedewed shores, 
And with vine-leaves and Jump-up-and-kiss-me, Tom 
Ho ore's".
Then they drank toasts to Shakespeare, Llil- 
ton, Chaucer, Spenser and others, "Prom old Gawain 
Douglas to Shenstone and Gray" and break up at eleven 
because Hunt is already a preacher on 'early to bed 
and early to rise’.
This j
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This summary must indeed show how Hunt 
was, by 1815, fully equipped as a critic. The poem 
is of course, though light in manner very serious 
in intent. There are omissions, notably Blake, 
but Blake was still almost unknown, also a jibe is 
cast at Landor towards the end, but land or had not 
yet revealed himself.
In the Botes, there are two great criti­
cisms, that on Pope's versification and that on 
Wordsworth's poetry and diction. The charge against 
Pope's 'monotonous and cloying verse' he admits, is 
not new. Pope, though a poet, was no master in ver­
sification. "Let the reader take any dozen or 
twenty lines from Pope at a hazard, or if he pleases 
from his best aiid most elaborate passages, and he 
will find that they have scarcely any other pauses 
than at the fourth or fifth syllable, and both with 
little variation of accent". And he quotes the 
Moonlight assage from the Homer and the picture of 
Belinda from The Rape of the Lock. How this is * 
hat to-day, everyone knows, but it was novel 1 1 1  
1815. His onslaught against monotony is shown to 
tie far-reaching when he quotes Warton's emendation 
Spenser's line,
"Save tieares, lyons, and buls, which romed them 
around", into
IT  C*oave lyons, beares, etc." as indicating the poor 
ear of the age. And he reveals himself a romantic 
critic/
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critic trusting to his own instincts when he de­
clares, against hr. Johnsoh, that the "principles 
of an art are nothing but the results of a general 
agreement to which the finest perceptions have come 
respecting it'T. In fact such notes are the first 
sprightly runnings of a great critic. His desire 
to restore hryden's couplet and the real harmonies 
of the English heroic, the principle of whose music 
lies in variety shows him still not fully aware of 
the enjambed couplet which he is indeed already 
practising in his Hiraini.
However, the great feat is the Wordsworth 
note. In 1615, before Coleridge's ’Biographia 
Literaria’ Hunt is penning remarks like this,
"To those who have hitherto seen in Mr, 
Wordsworth nothing but trifling and childishness, and 
who at the same time speak with rapture of Spenser 
and Milton, I culd only recommend the perusal of 
such poems as The EemalQVagrant, a little piece on 
the nightingale . . , The Old Cumberland Beggar, (a 
piece of perfect description philosophized), Louisa 
The Happy Warrior. Hartle,;, Cplerdige, the Sennet
entitled London, another on Westminster 3ridge, 
another entitled The World is too much with us, the 
majestic simplicity of the Ode to Duty, a noble sub­
ject most nobly treated, and the simple, deep-felt 
aud calm yet passionate grandeur of the poem entitled
faodarnia/
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Laodamia. If after this, they can still see nothing 
heautiful or great in Mr. Wordsworth's writings, we 
.rust conduce that, their insight into the beauties 
of Spenser, and Milton is imaginary - and that they 
speak in praise of those writers as they do in dis­
praise of Hr. vfordsworth merely by rote . . . .
Hr. Wordsworth is capable of being at the head of 
a new and great age of poetry; and in point of fact, 
I do not deny that he is so already, as the greatest 
poet of the present".
Then, upon the diction and matter of 
Wordsworth, he agrees that it was high time for” 
poetry to return to nature and to a natural style. 
But has Word sworth attained his object? ho he says, 
for Wordsworth tends to go to the other extreme and 
to substitute one set of diseased perceptions for 
another. His Idiot Boys and Had Mothers defeat the 
poet's intention and distress us to no purpose. 
Wordsworth, he says, again, would have all poetry 
"Co be one and the same in point of style and would 
allow no distinction between natural and artificial 
associations. He grants that the language of nature 
is the best possible, but the poet may sometimes 
choose to .show his art in a manner more artful and
appealing to more particular associations than what 
are/
are shared by the world at large, as those ox 
classical readers for instance. In this, he narrows 
his dominion, but is still a poet. One must protest 
against the exclusion of one species of poetry, 
merely because it has an elder and nobler brother. 
Such exclusion would do harm to poetry in general, 
would hinder a number of subjects from being treated 
poetically and would also take away from the poeti­
cal profession something that answers to good breed­
ing in manners.
how all this is excellent in substance and 
in expression. It also shows that Hunt’s admiration 
of Wordsworth has not weakened his admiration of 
Dryden.
Besides those two long notes, there are
shorter ones upon the other poets mentioned, many
of which one longs to quote. They show that he was
already knowing in authors, and especially poets,
and was already supporting views which became
common afterwards but were, many of them, then very
novel. Hunt has been accused, chiefly because
Imagination and Fancy is the most accessible of his
purely critical works, of gathering up the earlier
Romantic view, after Coleridge, lamb and Hazlitt
had all passed away. A study of such notes as those
of the Beast reveals the fact that he was often
ahead or abreast of the great trio. Of course al­
ready/
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already he is seen laying stress on minuter aspects 
as versification, words, language.
For a comparison between all the editions 
with the principal variants, see Milford 1925.
.06.
MUSICAL OOP! wHI GET / Lri.GCiii_i_- J.ri US j  on a y TKiAL j 
before / The Eon. Baron Q-eorge, y in the / Court 
of Exchequer, / Di.lin, May 13tL 161c ; / in the 
cause, / Whitaker versus Hime. / to which are sub­
joined, / Observations / on the / Extraocrdinary de­
fence/ made by / Ur. Serjeant Joy, , Counsel for the 
Dei end ant. y by' y Leigh nunt, Esĉ * juoncicn* y Puo— 
lished by y Howland Hunter, (successor to Ur. John­
son) / 72, St. Haul’s Church Yard, / sold also by /
J, Cummings, Dublin; and every Bookseller, and Ilusic- 
seller, in the / United Hinge.on. / Price One Shillirg 
& Sixpence. / C, Hiehards, Printer, 18, Warwick 
Street, Golden Sanare. / 1816 //
Brochure, 4°, 7 x 5", pp. 1-52.
This contains ’Observations upon the Trial, 
Vihitaker V. Hime” by Leigh Hunt pp. 27-32. A reprint 
from The Examiner.
Mr. Serjeant Joy, the counsel for the de- 
fendant, (Hime) had rested his case for combating 
the plaintiff’s right to a verdict upon the ’immoral­
ity of Leigh Hunt’s songs”. These, the plaintiff had 
published. Leigh Hunt, in his article, of course 
denies the charge. The verses he says were "written 
when the author was a youth' and are 'worth little or 
anything”. They are ”as warm in their ideas as is 
warranted by amatory songs in general”, but nothing 
more, for the Songs, see Milford, p. 738.
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THE ROUND TABLE 1815-1817.
(1) ESSAYS by HUNT and HAZLITT, un­
der this title, first appeared in The Examiner be­
tween Jan. 1, 1815 - Jan. 5, 1817. The following
are Hunt's contributions. Their origin is described 
by Hazlitt under (2)
The essays by Leigh Hunt, not included in
(2) are as follows: Egotism; Defence of the Female
Character; On People who have nothing to say;
Detached Sketches of Men and Things; Portrait of a 
Washerwoman; An Old Lady; The Maid Servant.
Of the last three, the first is the original version
of 'On Washerwomen1 of (2) and 'An Old Lady' and 'The
Maid Servant' appeared in The Indicator.
the/ round table/ a collection op/ essays/
on/ LITERATURE, MEN, and MANNERS, By William
Hazlitt,/ Vol.I./ Edinburgh:/ Printed for Archi- Vol.II
bald Constable and Co./ and Longman, Hurst, Rees,
Orme, and Brown, London/ 1817//
Vol. 1.80, 7" X 4̂ ", pp.i.Vi + 1-2.38
Vol. II. 8o,7'' x 4-g" , pp. i. Vi.+ 1-261.
The Advertisement signed 'W.Hazlitt,
Jan.5, 1817', contains the following: -
The/
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"The following work falls somewhat short 
of its title and original intention. It was proposed 
by ray friend, Hr. Hunt, to publish a series of 
papers in the Examiner, in the manner of the early 
periodical Essayists, the Spectator and Tatler.
These papers were to be contributed by various 
persons 011 a v rie,ty °f subjects; and Hr. Hunt, as 
the Editor, was to take the characteristic or drama­
tic part of the work upon himself. I undertook to 
furnish occasional Essays and Criticisms; one or two 
other friends promised their assistance; but the 
essence of the work was to be miscellaneous. After
much doubtful consultation, that of The Hound Table---------------------------------------------------
was agreed upon as most descriptive of its nature
and design. But our plan had been no sooner arranged
/and entered upon, than Bonaparte landed at Frejus, 
et v o i l X  la Table Rond e clissoute. Cur little con­
gress was broken up as well ss the great one: Poli­
tics called off the attention of the Editor from the 
Belles lettres; and the task of continuing the work 
fell chiefly upon the person who was least able to 
give life and spirit to the original design. A want 
of variety in the subjects and mode of treating them, 
is, perhaps, the least disadvantage resulting from 
this circumstance. All the papers, in the two 
■volumes here offered to the public, -were written by 
myself and Hr. Hunt, except a letter communicated
by,/
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by a friend in the seventeenth number. Out of the 
fifty-two numbers, tv/elve are Mr. Hunt’s, with the 
signatures L. . or H.T. Per all the rest I am 
answerable".
The following are Hunt's Essays.
Vol. I. 1. Introduction.
2. The Subject Continued.
These describe the framework of " a small party of 
friends, who meet once a week at a Round Table to 
discuss the merits of a leg of mutton, and of sub­
jects upon which we are to write.........."One of
us is deep in mathematics and the learned languages, 
another in metaphysics, and a third in poetry . . .
Of this accomplished and experienced party of ours, 
circumstances have made me the president . . . .
(As) the conversation will nevertheless be as casual 
and unrestrained as it usually is among social 
parties he (the reader) may easily conclude that 
they (the subjects) will be of a very various des­
cription" . . . .  The chief heads are to be "Man­
ners, or the surface of society" "Morals, meta­
physically considered, or its inmost causes of action' 
and Taste".




3 .  On Common-p lace P e o p le .
4 .  Cn C hauce r .
5 . On th e  P o e t i c a l  C h a r a c t e r .
o. Cn D ea th  and B u r i a l .
7. On t i l e  H i g h t -M a r e .
8 . The S u b je c t  C o n t in u e d .
V o l . _IJE •
9 . A Day' by th e  F i r e .  )
)
10 . The S u b je c t  C o n t in u e d .  ) Prom th e
)
11 . The S u b je c t  C o n t in u e d .  ) " R e f l e c t o r " .
)
12 . On Washerwomen. )
( 3 ) .  2nd ED IT ION .
Ho t r a c e  can be fo und  o f  a Second E d i t i o n .
( 4 ) .  3 r d .  E D IT IO N . /  EDITED by h i s  SON. 
(W ILLIAM HAZLITT , th e  YOUNGER ) /  London : John  
iempleman , j 248 , R egen t S t r e e t ,  y MDCGCiCLI. yy
(1 V o l .  )
5 T 1*8°, 6 x 4 jiT1, i-acii + 1-37C.
H u n t 's  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  a re  r e t a i n e d ,  un ­
a l t e r e d  .
W i l l i a m  H a z l i t t ,  th e  Y ou n ge r ,  i n  h i s  
N o t i c e . says o f  H u n t , "The Round T a b le " ,  d e p r iv e d  
oc h i s  p re s e n c e ,  w ou ld  lo s e  v e r y  much o f  i t s  a t t r a c ­
t i o n ,  and 1 am c o n v in c e d  t h a t ,  had my f a t h e r  l i v e d  
to  b r i n g  o u t a dozen  e d i t i o n s  o f  th e  Round- T a b le , 
he wou ld n e v e r  have s e p a ra te d  h im s e l f  f r o m  a com- 
pani on/
I l l
-L _i_ a -  •
companion so full of.wit and wisdom'1.
The Editions of 1869 (Sampson Low, Son, 
and liars ton) and 18 71 f Edited by Iv. Garew Hazlitt, ) 
and those in Collected Works of Haalitt omit hunt's 
contributions.
CRITICAL RRFhRhliQES. <yuarterly hevi ew (April, 
1817) contains the-Hot ice by Gifford which was dealt 
with by Eazlitt in his famous letter.
CRITICAL NOTE. lie Round table is an interesting
volume, as both writers are seen entering into their
Kingdom, hazlitt's essays have already his gusto and
intellectual flavour and rush of phrase. Yet hunt’s
are not poor beside the^; nor ere they sometimes
very different. They are less incisive, quieter, 
and resemble
more even, a level expanse of fruitful field, whenA
topped by gardens and orchards. Such often go well 
together, the eommon-places of existence and the 
rarer delights.
Hunt has nothing better than the !’I)ay 
by the Fire", reprinted from The Reflector - a 
really great essay characteristic of its author,
¡jeing like L1 Allegro the account of a day’s adven­
tures/
112’.
adventures, but told in 'that other harmony' to suit 
its lowered tone its humour and its indoor atmos­
phere .
'On Common-place People1 is very Addisonian 
yet, in its dialogues, already eminently Huntian; 
while "on the light-Mare" is whimsically fanciful. 
However, "On heath and Burial" strikes a higher note 
and reveals an appreciation of the better side of 
paganism in its criticisism of our gloom over death. 
'Washerwomen' were never before given such an intro­
duction, but why they should have been included here
and 'She Old lady' and 'The liaid-Servant' omitted,
■Hunt and Hazlitt alone can explain. Such 'eharacter-
so muchsketches' seem to have been due not to Hunt's know-A
ledge of the seventeenth century variety but to 
Addison and Steele, and, above all, to his continual 
desire to achieve in prose and verse the effects of 
the painter. In the 'Chaucer', he discusses 'The 
Squire's Tale' and its continuation, announces its 
probable source which Tyrwhit 'had never been able to 
discover' in the Arabian tale of 'The Enchanted 
norse', shows that 'The Father of English poetry' was 
no "mere clown compared with his children" - a 
critical feat in 1817 - and points out that the 
continuator must be a great poet. The modern grounds 
for/
for the greatness of Chaucer are here generally stated 
and are exemplified by the sign-post criticism which 
afterwards became so annoying to scholars but which - 
at least afterwards - suited the public the author 
wanted to reach. He also gives his views upon trans­
lation and defends the Italian method of rifacimento 
a method then commonly thought necessary for the in­
troduction of Chaucer to modern readers, but fortun­
ately now found to be unnecessary. In criticising 
Hunt's modernizations, for example of 'The Squire's 
Tale1 in The Liberal, (Ho.IV. ) one must remember that 
Wordsworth was then doing the same thing.
On the Poetical Character a young poet is 
said to have "perhaps the most pleasurable tendencies 
of any human being, and the greatest number of them". 
This idea similar to many others in his future writ­
ings, he must have obtained through a confused read­
ing of Wordsworth's preface, for Wordsworth, says 
something different. However, it suits Hunt's 'cheer­
fulness' and the general idea of this essay which is 
that the poets have more wealth of spirit than other 
men".
THE/
THE DESCENT OP LIBERTY, / A MASK / ETC.
1815. See Milford pp. 283 and 741.
CRITICAL NOTE. There is (a) a Dedication, (b) 
Preface and (c) Some Account of the Origin and 
Nature of Masks. Besides, descriptive prose of a 
high order is scattered through the Text.
(a) TEE DEDICATION is characteristic. It 
"begins.
"lay Dear Barnes,
I dedicated the first poetical 
attempt of my maturer years to a man of wit and 
scholarship, who stood the next ahove me at school; 
allow me to present the second to another, who stood 
the next "below. How far he was my superior in 
general knowledge, and the anticipation of a manly 
judgment, I well rememher . . . .
NOTE. He is referring, of coxirse, to the dedication 
of the Peast of the Poets to Thomas Mitchell, 
the translator of Aristophanes,
("b). PREFACE, begins thus;-
"The following piece was written partly to 
vary the hours of imprisonment .and ill health, partly 
to indulge the imagination of the author during a 
season of public joy when he could realize no sights 
for himself, and chiefly to express the feelings of 
hope/
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hope and delight, with which every enthusiastic 
lover of freedom must have witnessed the downfall 
of the great Apostate from Liberty. The romantic 
nature of the circumstances, which led to and 
accompanied that striking event, rendered a political 
allusion more than ordinarily susceptible of poetry"
• • ♦
This ushers in little more than an Examiner 
article upon the international situation after the 
downfall of Napoleon. Hunt is probably thinking 
of this as well as of the Allegory in the Mask when, 
in the Autobiography (II. p. 23) he says,
"I ha£ not yet got rid of self-sufficiency caused 
by my editorial position or by the credit, better 
deserved, which political courage had obtained for 
me". Napoleon is, of course, severely trounced; 
but one would have expected from Hunt a more definite 
denunciation of war. Since the piece is political 
he says he has endeavoured to render it acceptable 
to poetic readers by rendering the fancy and imagery 
so predominant . . . that even those who might wish 
to meet with no politics at all, may not be un­
willing to encounter him for the sake of his poetry".♦
In the Autobiography (II. 23) he truly says that 
"fancy/
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"fancy played her part too entirely In it at the 
expense of imagination". It is exceptionally in­
teresting then, to find him, at the end, quoting 
the famous passage of Bacon upon poetry; for poetry 
is to he for him ’creative’ and. above all, ’fantas­
tical’, rather than imitative and. truthful.
(c) OR I Grill AHD 1TATUR3 OR MASKS shows some 
knowledge of a species whose "connection with litera­
ture at all is only incidental r. If one compares 
Hunt's Account with H.A. Evans's introduction (See 
English Ilasqu es ), one finds less scholarship and a 
less definite delineation of the masque, hut more 
appreciation of the poetry. Hunt scarcely at all 
associates the masque with the dance and says little of 
the anti-mask. He also traces its origin to Italy, 
which Evans denies, though he admits Italian influence 
However, he makes some fine remarks upon Milton and 
Comus, The Gprnus, "though an undoubted mask in 
some respects, as in its magic, its rout of the 
monsters, and its particular allusion to an event in 
the noble family that performed it, is more allied, 
from its regularity of story and its deficiency in 
scenic show, to the Favole Boschereccie, or Sylvan 
Tales of the Italian poets, which had just then been 
imitated and surpassed by the Faithful Shepherdess
of Fletcher". There follow remarks upon Spenser end 
his "Maske of Oupid" and upon Shakespeare and his 
Mask of the Tempest. He then enters upon a thorough 
examination of Ben Jonson as a writer of Masks. He 
there sagaciously remarks that "the ancients", in­
stead of furnishing cordials to his actual deficiency 
will he found perhaps . . .  to have been the bane 
of his natural strength. A classical education may 
have given him an accidental inclination towards 
them, as it will do with most poets at first; but 
upon comparison of his learning with his fancy, it 
seems likely that nothing but a perversion of the 
love of originality, and perhaps a consciousness 
that he cbuld never meet Shakespears on equal terms 
in the walk of humanity, determined him on being a 
local humorist in the grave cloak of the Scholar.
Vi/hat he wanted besides the generalizing power, was 
sentiment T. The Mask of course, at least as litera­
ture, lives through Jonson. Hunt discovers "the 
hepta-syllabic measure which Fletcher rendered so 
attractive in his Faithful Shepherdess, and which 
from its adoption by succeeding writers, part i culs r J' 
Milton, has almost become appropriated to the 
rhyming speeches of the Mask and Pastoral Drama, as 
distinguished from their songs and dialogue". He 
is- then, in this Account seen to be even more 
learned/
learned in the poets than in The Feast. He has 
already read Jons on and Beaumont and Fletcher, 
besides Spenser and Hilton and Shakespeare. He did 
not know Coleridge, he was then, through his im­
prisonment only coming to know Lamb and Eazlitt, and 
one must conclude that his reading was inspired 
almost solely by forces within himself.
At the end, he admits that he might have 
offered his Mask tea theatre-manager, but recog­
nised that its machinery - as indeed it is - was 
unsuited to the theatre.
118.
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THE STORY OF RIHIHI 1816 etc. See 
Milford pp. 1, 662 seq., and 741 seq.
CRITICAL HOTR. Tc discuss Rimini at all adequately 
would involve a discn.ssion of EuntTs poetry in 
general. That had better be left for elsewhere. A 
complete apparatus for such a discussion is now 
easily accessible in Milford. where the Herculean 
task of recording the innumerable variants has been 
accomplished. It may be said in passing that, in 
printing the 1816 version as the text of the poem, 
Mr. Milford has put all students of Hunt in his debt 
That version, indeed, was, - strange as it appears 
since one now knows of Rimini chiefly from Blackwood 
- perhaps overpraised by Rant’s friends and indeed 
by all who had no political animus against him. 
Victorian and Modern critics have, on the contrary, 
laid too little stress on the inherent worth of the 
poem and its importance as an historical landmark in 
English poetry.
There is (a) A prose dedication to lord 
Byron and (b) A short critical Preface.
(a), like louis Stevenson, leigh Hunt could 
pen dedications that were literature. Yet the "My 
dear Byron" has roused the ire of Hunt’s detractors 
and /
and Byron's hero-worshippers. Byron and he were 
then familiars, and admirers; Hunt on his side was 
soon to he one of the few who defended Byron in 
public - a debt Byron afterwards forgot. So why 
should not Hunt "dear Byron" him? Hunt probably did 
nothing more than convey into print his common mode 
of addressing him and had no radical or levelling 
thought in his mind. It was, of course, 'un-English' 
of him and showed no love of a lord. It opens,
"My dear Byron,
You see what you have brought 
yourself to by liking my verses. It is taking you 
unawares I allcw; but you yourself have set example 
now-a-days of poets dedicating to a poet; and it is 
under that nobler title, as well as the still nobler 
one of friend, that I now address you . . . "
(b). SHE PREFACE.
"The following story is founded on a
passage in Dante, the substance of which is contained
in the concluding paragraph of the second canto.
(slip for 'third canto'). The passage, itself, he
afterwards translated (See "Stories from the Italian
Poets" (1846) and Milford, p. 434). Here he suggests
that his purpose is to expand and says that "for the
rest of the incidents, generally speaking, the praise 
or/
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or blame remains with myself". Indeed, great blame 
has since been his portion for his intrepid bold­
ness in expanding and weaving into a tale a passage 
from a great poet. This is scarcely fair, for the 
fault, lies not in the plagiarism and the merit, as 
Milton knew arises from bettering the original or,
indeed, as may be asserted in making it into some-
.
thing new and different and his own. In any case, 
Hunt shows from his preface that he well knew what 
he was doing. Moreover, his future attitude to 
the work, in general, of Dante is already well 
defined. "The whole of that singular poem the 
Inferno . . , has always appeared to me a kind of 
sublime nightmare, 7»e even lose sight of the place, 
in which the saturnine poet, according to his 
summary way of disposing both of friends and enemies 
has thought proper to put the sufferers; and see the 
whole melancholy absurdity of his theology, in spite 
of itself, faking to nothing before one genuine 
impulse of the affections (namely, the Story of 
Paulo and Francesca)". He then discusses the 
historical truth of the incident and what has been 
said and. made of it by Italian commentators and 
poets. Then he states that "there are no notes to 
the present poem", thereby implying blame to Scott 
and/
and Moore for their often lengthy ohes; and adds - 
for he believed strongly in the durability of his 
work - "if the poem reach posterity, curiosity may 
find commentators enough for it, and the sanction 
of time give interest to whatever they may trace 
after me."
After this, there is another onslaught, 
shorter this time, like that in the Feast of the 
Poets, against the School of Pope and its versifica­
tion. They "have known the least on the subject, 
of any poets perhaps that ever wrote. They have 
mistaken mere smoothness for harmony; and, in fact, 
wrote as they did, because their ears were only 
sensible of a marked and uniform regularity . . .
The great masters of modern versification are, Dryden 
for common narrative, though he wanted sentiment, 
and his style in some respects was apt to be 
artificial, - Spenser, who was musical from pure 
taste, - Mjlton, who was learnedly so, - Ariosto, 
whose fine ear and. ‘animal spirits gave so frank a 
tone to all he said, - Shakespeare, whose versifi­
cation escapes us, only because he over-informed it 
with knowledge and sentiment . . . .  Chaucer - to 
whom it sometimes appears to me, that I can trace 
Bryden himself, though the latter spoke on the
subject/
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subject without much relish, or, in fact knowledge 
of it. All these are about as different from pope 
as . . . the song of the nightingale, from that of 
the cuckoo". How, this was all extremely original 
for 1816, though the outer fortresses of the Augus- 
tans had already fallen,
Then he develops Wordsworthian views upon 
diction, Ee wants ” a free and idiomatic cast of 
language” . . . the proper language of poetry is in 
fact nothing different from that of real life, and 
depends for its dignity upon the strength of what it 
speaks. It is only adding musical modulation to 
what a fine understanding might actually utter in 
the midst of its griefs and enjoyments . . . .  Take 
a single speech of Lear's, such for instance as that 
heart-rending one,
"I am a very foolish fond old man, 
Pourscore and upwards, etc. ”
and you have all that criticism can say, or poetry
can do”.
moreover, he feels that he himself is 
only a pioneer. "There are other poets now living 
who have fine eyes for the truth of things, and it 
remains with them perhaps to perfect what I may 
suggest1'. The coming Keats is foreshadowed. And so 
a forcibly expressed, and yet felicitous preface 
reaches its conclusion.
1816. ASTI OLE in BXAIIIKER entitled 
"Young poets”. See Examiner (Dec. 1.)
In this, he speaks of Shelley, J.H. 
Reynolds and John Keats. They promise to bring a 
considerable addition to the strength of the new
school of English poetry. Reynolds has published a
/
slender volume or two of verse; Keats, nothing yet 
except in Examiner, but his MMS. have "fairly 
surprised' the writer "with the truth of their 
ambition and their ardent grappling with nature'; 
Shelley, the third, is "a very striking and original 
writer”.
This was the first intimation to English 
lovers of poetry of the genius of Shelley and Keats.
125.
THE YELLOW DWARF,/ A WEEKLY 
MISCELLANY /.
"A stirring Dwarf we do allowance give 
Before a sleeping Lion”
Shakespeare.
Do, I. Saturday, January 3, 1818, Price 
4d. 4°, 10t-'T x 8-j” double-columned. On p. 8, at
foot, ''London: Printed and Published by J. Hunt,
Do. 19, Gatherine-Street Strand, Sold by J. Aople- 
yard, at the same place, and by all the Booksellers 
and Newsvendors. - Price 4' .
Nos. 1 to 21 (Sat, May 23, 1818} pp.





(This is the handwriting of Wm« Hazlitt, the 
younger).
In another hand-writing.
"This paper was started by Mr. John Hunt, 
the title being suggested by Wooller's Black Dwarf, 
The first few Nos. were printed characteristically 
on Yellow paper, but the Compositors or printers 
oomplain that the colour hurt their eyes. The 
papers contributed to it by Wm. Hazlitt are reprinted 
in the Political Essays.
NOTE;/
126.
DOTS: The review of Moore's "The Fudge Family in
Paris" (Do. 17), and of "Childe Harold's Pilgrimage" 
(Do. 18), may he by Leigh Hunt, In Do. 14, a 
quotation from "Mercury going to the Cave of 
Calypso' out of Foliage is given.
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1818. FPLIACE. See MILFORD, p. 742.
CRITICAL DOTE. There is a Ledication to Sir John 
Edward Swinburne, Bart, and a Preface including 
Cursory observations on Poetry and Cheerfulness.
(a). DEDICATION. This begins with "My dear 
Sir John", and speaks of him as
"Not one of those who pay the strange 
compliment to heaven of depreciating this world, 
because you believe in another; you admire its 
beauties in nature and art . , , You who visit the 
sick and the prisoner".
The object of the book is stated to be 
"to cultivate a love of nature out of doors, and of 
sociality within",
(b). PREFACE. Here he is still tilting against 
the 'French School of poetry' but now feels that
its downfall is at hand. This is due to the French 
Revolution, the 'revived inclination for our older 
and great school of poetry' and "the accession of a 
new school of poetry" of which Wordsworth and ColerW 
idge are the chief ornaments. Coleridge is "the 
real oracle of the time in more than one respect".
How modern is all this!
Then/
Then comes praise of Charles Lamb. He is 
superior to both (Wordsworth and Coleridge), in what 
renders wisdom amiable and useful, which is social 
senti ment".
At ldatj, one gets from him a definition 
of what poetry is. It is "a sensitiveness to the 
beauty of the external world, to the unsophisticated 
impulses of nature, and above all, imagination, or 
the power to see, with verisimilitude, what others do 
not, - these are the properties of poetry; and in 
proportion as the enjoyer applies them according to 
his experience, to his sense of good, and especially 
his natural disposition, he turns what he possesses 
of them to account".
The prefaces of Wordsworth are being well 
assimilated and their thought combined with his own. 
'The definition is not so comprehensive as that which 
begins What is Poetry? but states more clearly the 
inner meaning of poetry.
Then comes the first great discourse upon 
cheerfulness. His creed is "not only hopeful, hut 
cheerful". "We are creatures made to enjoy more than 
to know, to know infinitely nevertheless in propor­
tion as we enjoy kindly, and finally, to put our own 
shoulders to the wheel end get out of the mud upon 
"khe green sward again". Rimini was 'written in this
s p i r i t /
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spirit. Its moral "is not as some would wish it to 
be - unjust and bigoted, and unhappy, sacrificing 
virtue under pretence of supporting it, - but toler­
ant and reconciling, recommending men's minds to the 
consideration of first causes in misfortune, and to 
see the danger of confounding forms with justice, of 
settling authorized selfishness above the most 
natural impulses and making guilt by mistaking 
innocence". (This is a bold answer to his critics).
Foliage he infers is put forth in the
spirit of cheerfulness. Its main features are "a
love of sociality, cf the country, and of the fine
imagination of the Greeks". The Greek Mythology
"which it is not one of the least merits of the new
school to be restoring to its proper estimation",
• exerted until Milton its influence upon English
poets, who felt it, "as the elevation of the external
world and of accomplished humanity to the highest
pitch of the graceful and as embodied essences of
all the grand and lovely qualities of nature". He
would restore that influence - a feat accomplished
not by his own Ivymphs and other poems, but by the
work of his then disciple Keats. Both had imbibed
at school a love of Icoke, Spence, and Lempriere 
and /
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and when they met they must 
each a kindred spirit. The 
this direction at least was 
English poetry.
In discussing the 
notes on Sir Thomas Browne, 
defence of his Atys.
have recognised in 
influence of Hunt in 
all for the good of
d-istles, there are 
and Catullus, in
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THE PRAST3R-IUTURAL HISTORY of the MOST 
DEGENERATE AH ILIADS of the HUMAN RAGS, briefly 
hut elegantly set forth, hy Harry Brown. A series 
of articles on such subjects as The Bicaald, or 
Two Tailed Gabbler; The Oesophagus, or Glutton;
The Hire-Ihreatener, Star-gazing Howler, Field 
Preacher, or Hete de Chauvin, etc.
Their titles explain their purpose. They 
are not too well done. The pseudonym ’Harry 3rown’ 
was also used about the same time for Political 
poems. Seme of them were reprinted afterwards in 
the Indicator (líos. 64 and 65).
1919, in EXAKIiíER for;
132.
THE INDICATOR. 1819-21.
"The Indicative is your Potential Mood.
*7 it, poet, prose-man, party-man, translator -
Hunt your best title yet is Indicator"
Charles Lamb in Indicator of 27th Sept.
1820.
THE / ILLICATOR. / VOL. I./
"A dram of sweet is worth a pound of sour"
Spenser./
London: / printed for Joseph Appleyard, Catherine- 
Street, Strand, / and sold by all the booksellers./
1820. //
^  T T  *iEach no. 8 pp., 8 x 54-". Vol. I. pp. 
1-410 + 4 pp. (Index), bound in 3.M. copy in front, 
■Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1819 to October 4th 1820. (Ho.
52. )
The printer is, in Ho. I., C.E« Reynell,
(p.8) but on p. 414, one has
"Printed and published by Joseph Appleyard, 
Ho. 19, Catherine-Street, Strand, price 2'a. - And 
sold also by A. Cliddon, Importer of Snuffs, Ho. 31, 
lavistock-Street, Covent-garden. Orders received at 
the above places, and by all Hook-sellers and News­
men " ,
Each/
Each Ho. is headed by 'The Indicator' 
in very large letters. This is followed by the motto 
in very small letters.
"There is a bird in the interior of Africa, 
whose habits would rather seem to belong to the 
interior of Pairy-land; but they have been well 
authenticated. It indicates to honey hunters, where 
the nests of wild bees are to be found. It calls 
them with a cheerful cry, which they answer; and on 
finding itself recognised, flies and hovers over a 
hollow tree containing the honey. i,Vhile they are 
occupied in collecting it, the bird goes a little 
distance, where it observes all that passes; and the 
hunters, when they have helped themselves, take care 
to leave him his portion of the food. - This is the 
Cuculus Indicator of Linnaeus, otherwise called 
the lloroe, Bee Cuckoo, or Honey Bird". (Pringle.
The Lion-Hunter in South Africa).
There he, arriving, round about 
doth file,
And takes survey with husie, curious 
eye;
How this, now that, he tasteth tenderly.
Spenser.
THE / INDICATOR / VOL. II / has London;/ 
Printed for J. Onwhyn, Catherine Street, Strand./ 
and sold hy all the booksellers. / 1822 //. 
pp. 1-384 + Index 385-88.
The 1st issue is numberedl, the next 54, 
and so on to No. 76, where Hunt’s Editorship ceases. 
(Oct. 11, 1620 to March 21st, 1821). . No. 77 (No. I 
new series) is dated March 28, 1821. It is under a 
different Editor, and continues to No. 100 (Sat.
Oct. 13, 1821).
There was evidently another competitor for 
Hunt’s popularity for, bound along with Nos. 53-100 
in B.M. Copy are Nos. I, II, III of an entirely 
different issue, printed by Edward Eathway, at his 
Ceneral Newspaper Agency Office, No. I, left side of 
Catherine Street, Strand11.
In a letter to Shelley (See Correspondence, 
1862 Vol. I. p. 149) dated 20th Sept., 1819, Hunt 
says ”1 have now a new periodical work i n  hand, in 
addition to the Examiner, My prospectuses come out in 
a week or two, and the first number follows the week 
after . . , (it will) . . be nothing but a collection 
of very short pieces of remark, biography, ancient 
fictions, etc . . .  It will have nothing temporary 
whatsoever in it, political or critical . . . Will 
you throw me a paragraph or so now and the$, as 
little/
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little startling at first as possible to vulgar 
prejudices? . . . .  If it succeed, it will do me 
great service, being my. sole property . . . "  The 
Examiner was then declining ''under the twofold 
vicissitude of triumphant ascendancy in the Tories, 
and the desertion of reform by the Whigs". However,
the Indicator did not help Hunt financially, for it
was "published in a corner owing to my want of funds
for advertising it, and my ignorance of the1 best
mode of circulating such things". (Autobiography 
II. 49).
The long quotation about the honey-bird 
is very characteristic, as it figuratively suns up 
Leigh Hunt’s mission as a populariser of the good 
things in literature. He was one of the first to 
cater for that portion of our modern democracy 
which welcomes a guide and with his 'cheerful cry’ 
and enthusiastic and wide appreciation, he became an 
Addison with a larger and more popular audience.
"The Indicator will appear every Wednesday morning 
at an hour early enough for the breakfast table".
His purpose, as he defines it, in his first number 
is, "Jo notice any subjects whatsoever within the 
range of the Editor's knowledge or reading. He will 
take them up, as they happen to suggest themselves 
• • • . The subjects will chiefly consist of curious
recollections/
recollections of biography; short disquisitions on 
men and things; the most interesting stories in 
history or fiction told over again, with an eye to 
their proper appreciation by unvulgar minds; and 
now and then a few original verses . . . , To the 
unvulgar he exclusively addresses himself . . .
The Indicator will attend to no subject whatsoever 
of immediate or temporary interest. His business 
is with the honey in the old woods".
In this, the first of his literary perio­
dicals Hunt states clearly the aim not only of 
them all, but of volumes like Imaglna.tIon .and.jaassy 
and '/.'it and Humour. His aim is a high one and is 
often ably put into practice. However, he often 
became a mere taster of beauties and his readers, 
'unvulgarT though they might be, grew tired of his 
Jars of Honey, of a cloying sweetness which did not 
always come from a strength that could either 
solve the world's troubles or make them for a time 
forget them. Hence few of his periodicals were 
lasting. Yet he was an innovator and prepared the 
way for those who with more money behind them, and 
more material aims, could make cheap periodicals, 






Ho. I of The Indicator appeared 1st on 
Wednesday, Oct. 13th, 1819, and for Lamb and others, 
Wednesday became a red letter day. It is interesting 
to note that Hunt's genius as a writer of essays is 
here at its best, and this first great series of 
essays has always supplied the chosen material for 
his selectors, partly because of the popularity of 
the 1834 revised issue and selection. The period of 
The Indicator also saw the rise of Lamb and Le Quineey 
to popularity through the London; Hazlitt had already 
proved his strength,
A feature of The Indicator and of Hunt's 
other publications is the way the Editor rouses the 
latent ability of his readers by his Correspondence 
column and his publication of what was deserving of 
their communications. Seldom has a journal acted as 
such an educative force and seldom has an editor been 
on more friendly terms with his readers. However, 
his health, never good since his two year's confine­
ment, hindered his conduct of this new venture and it 
was to go the way of all the others, to create 
admiration for his talent among kindred souls, and 
sympathy for his aims among many, but to come to an
end after a year or so. He was in one respect behind 
bis/
hia time. The periodical press had ceased to he a 
one-man affair, as in the 18th century. He should 
have continued in the manner of the Reflector and 
have gathered around him a hand of willing writers.
The changed times he did not recognise more espec­
ially as he regarded himself as a kind of Addison. 
This, indeed, he was more than any of the other 
essayists of his epoch, hut the methods that were 
successful in one age make for failure in a succeed­
ing and Blackwood had already shown the success to 
be attained hy a modern editorial staff.
SON TENTS. Eor the Essays which were included in the
1834 revision, See Indicator and Pompanion (1834).
For the poetry, see Mr.Milford's Edition.
The following are the most important of the other 
articles. The numerals Indicate the number of issue.
I. Oountry Houses near Town. 1-g- pp. (a favour­
ite subject).
II. Venice. 7>\ pp.
IV. The Beau Miser and What happened to him at
Brighton. See Knight (1891). He also used 
the story for a play.
A Story of selfishness. Compare Carfington 
Blundell, Esquire.
Toleration (■§• page). This already shows 
his religious bent e.g. "Some melancholy 
examples of great and good minds rendered 




Art of Writing. Characteristic. Write with 
enjoyment and you will "be sure to give pleasure.
XI. Dec. 22nd, 1819. Shelley's Love's 
Philosophy given. Compare letter of Hunt's of 2nd 
Dec. 1819, Correspondence (1862) Vol. I. p. 152.
XVI. Extremes meet; or all London and no London 
A Tale. (He also used the story for a play, j
Told by a garrulous old gentleman and con­
trasting love of town and country, A fortune has 
been left to one on condition of his remaining out 
of town. The donor catches the recipient in a town 
inn running down the country. Well told.
XVIII & XIX. Dames. Meaning of Christian 
Names.
XXIV. To Correspondents. "We will consider the 
suggestion respecting a List of Books".
XXV, Hoole's and Fairfax's Tasso. (See Oilier, 
1869). This is Hunt's most important essay on 
Translation, a subject he had considered closely.
In his views, he owed something to Tytler. He is in 
practice one of the greatest translators in English, 
though, as so many of his pieces are short and as 
Rone are of great popular poems, this fact Is little 
known. As a poet, he fails, as has been said, 
because he cannot go beyond himself. This is not 
required/
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required in a translator and so, often his "best 
poetry in form is found in his translations,
XXVI. Remarks on "ballad stanza affixed to 
his translation of Cyllarus and Kylonome. (Ovid)
XXVII. The Adventures of Cephalus and Proor is,
(See Xnight),
XXVIII. I'ranco Sacehetti's ’ 3-a.thering Flowers1 
with note. See also under Correspondenoe. Rossetti.
XXXI. Rousseau's Pygmalion. An excellent 
prose translation with remarks on Rousseau. (See 
W.C.P. 1873).'
XXXIII. Country little known. A beautiful 
essay, reminiscent of Hampstead. (See Essays and 
Sketches W.C.)
I*OTE. An. example of his ’Answers to Correspondents'. 
T,A correspondent informs us that the Latin 
word for Daisy, Beilis, is of Creek origin; 
to which it is traced in some old works. We 
trust we have taken him with us of late, in 
our Hay-weather en j oymentsT’.
XXXVI. 'Sale of the late Mr. Vest's Pictures'. 
Reminiscent of his boyhood. See "A Day by the Hire" 
(1870).
XXXVII. A Rainy Day. (See Essays and Sketches 
W»C.) Another with same title in London Journal 
(1834).
XXXVIII. The Egyptian Thief. A Tale from 
Herodotus mentioned also in "Thieves, Ancient and




XXXIX. Calgano and Madonna Minoccia. (from 
Painter's 'Palace of Pleasure). See Xnight.
XL. A True Story. A tale of the American 
Civil War. Is this hy himself or another?
XLI & XLII. The Destruction of the Cenei 
Family and Tragedy on that subject. Hunt gives 
"the substance of a 'remarkable document containing 
the authorities for the tragedy which has lately 
appeared". In speaking of Shelley's tragedy, he 
says that "the moral of the terrible story of The 
Cenci, whether told in history or poetry, is a 
lessen against the enormities arising from bad 
education, from long indulged self-will, from the 
impunities of too much wealth and authority, and 
from tyrannical notions of the Supreme being".
Mr. Shelley's tragedy is no exaggeration, for the 
historical narrative is much worse. Shelley's Pre­
face is said to be beautiful for the majestic sweet­
ness of its diction and still more lovely for the
sentiments that flo?/ forth with it". Among the 
passages quoted are Beatrice's description of the 
chasm on the road to Petrella, and that beginning
"As I have said, speak not to me of love"i 
I see as from a tower, the end of all''
is said to be one of the gravest and grandest lines
he/
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he ever read. J?he close of the play is ’'deliciously 
patient and affectionate". In conclusion, Shelley 
is compared to "the most strenuous and daring of 
our old dramatists" in his "hold elemental imagina­
tion" and "mighty lines". This is a remarkable 
jjaper.
-KillI & A L I Y . Review of heats's Volume :
"The Stories of Lamia, The pot of Basil,
The Eve of St. Agnes, etc. as told by Hr. heats".
Sere Hunt relates in prose the stories of the poems, 
interspersing his narrative with quotations - a 
method which became common with him. Seldom has the 
allegory implied in the lamia been so beautifully 
and cogently explained as in Hunt's opening remarks.
. . . "we wish that for the purpose of 
his story he hod not appeared to give into the 
common-piace of supposing that Apollonius's sophistry 
must always prevail, and that modern experiment 
has done a deadly thing to poetry by discovering the 
nature of the rainbow, the air, etc., that is to 
say, that the knowledge of natural history and 
physics, by showing us the nature of things, does 
away with the imaginations that once adorned them, 
ihis is a condescension to a learned vulgarism, 
which so excellent a poet as Mr. Keats ought not to 
have/
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have made. The world will always have fine poetry, 
as long as it has events, passions, affections, 
and a philosophy that sees deeper than this philoso­
phy. There will he a poetry of the heart, as long 
as there are tears and smiles; there will he a 
poetry of the imagination, as long as the first 
causes of things remain a mystery. A man who is no 
poet, may think he is none, as soon as he finds out 
the physical cause of the rainbow; but he need not 
alarm himself; he was none before".
His remarks upon Heaths "ill management 
of a good thing, -.exuberance of ideas" under The 
?ot of Basil are not so good; but, under The Eve of 
St. Agnes, he says that Heats's "portrait of the 
heroine, preparing to go to bed, is remarkable for 
its union of ext.-erne richness end good taste" and 
'a striking specimen of the sudden and strong maturity 
of the author's genius".
Under Hyperion, also, there is the same 
delicate insight shown. This ends with the follow­
ing. "The author's versification is now perfected, 
the exuberances of his imagination restrained, and a
calm power, the surest and loftiest of all power,
takes the place of the impatient workings of the
younger god within him . . . .  Mr. Keats undoubtedly




These are the articles which Hunt’s 
enemies declared to he carping and disloyal to 
Keats. They are not only not so, but also among 
the finest as they are the earliest, of the great 
estimates of a great poet. They are not of course 
merely appreciative but seriously critical , but 
Hunt’s recognition of the true greatness of Keats 
cannot be denied.
Farinetta and Farinonna (A poor story)
See Knight.
«►KLYII. Fine short note on Ariosto.
L. Sept. 20, 1820. There is a beautiful fare­
well note on Keats, ''Thou shalt retinrn with thy 
friend the nightingale and make all thy other friends
as happy with thy voice as they are sorrowful to
miss it . . . ."
VOL. II.
HO. I ( or LIII. ) Table Wits and a Breakfast.
(See W.C.P. 1873).
LV. The Marriage of Belphagor. See Knight.
LVI. The Oenerous Women. See Knight.
LVIII, (He is ill and gives two of his Hcbin
Hood Poems ).
BIX. April and Raphael - quotations from lit. 
Pocket-Book'of 1820.
IX. (Still ill). Paper made up of Examiner
articles, including 'On the Talking of 




LXI, ’Bad Temper, Meanness, and other Dis­
orders' Reflector Do. Ill, art. 14.
LXI I. Selections from Hazlitt's Tahle Talk
in Examiner. Hazlitt's Volume did not 
appear until 18El.
LXIII. The True Enjoyment of Splendour from 
The Reflector, Quotations from Sir 
Thomas Moore (by Hazlitt) and Lamb's 
article on same. Also four of The 
Letters of I?alstaff (James White) See 
LXVIII.
LXIV & LXV. "Still too unwell", lives his
Praeter-IJatural History Articles from 
Examiner and extracts from other 
Examiner' articles.
LXVI. Quotes with remarks passages from
"Fuimus Troes", (The True Troians), 
Being a Story of the Britains' Valour 
at the Romans' first Invasion' print­
ed 1633. Translation from Milton into 
Welsh. (See 'A Day by the Fire' 1870)
t
LXVIII. Apologies and Primroses, (apologising 
for being ill.)
Falstaff's Letters and Dote on James 
Whit e. (Lamb).
Charges of Frightened Death-beds.
Deaths of Voltaiate, Luther, Calvin, 
etc. An old article reprinted because 
paragraphs -were then appearing in the 
newspapers about Paine 7/hose bones 
had, the previous year, been brought 
to England by Cobbett.
LXIX & LXX. The Works of diaries Lamb, a reprint 
from the Examiner. The first para­
graph became the text of Lamb's 
humorous remarks about Elia at the end 
of "A Chapter on Ears". The reference 
is to the last sentence of what follows 
but most of the paragraph is given to 
show Hunt's admiration for Lamb.
"He/
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"He is not so much kno~n as he is admired
. . . . (He) has performed his services to the
literary world so anonymously, and in his most
trivial subjects has such a delicate and extreme sense
of all that is human, that common read err have not
been aware of half his merits, nor great numbers of
bis existence . . . .  (he is) the man who set the
critics right about the old English Dramatists . . .
vire believe we are taking* no greater liberty with
him than our motives will warrant, when we add that
he sometimes writes in the London Llagazine under
the signature of Elia.
Leigh Hunt replied to Lamb's postcript
in Ho, 74; but although he has wit, h6 could not
manage such things as well as Elia,
The criticism upon Lamb is detailed and
searching. He finds fault with Lamb's tragedy in
that it is founded on a frailty of a very unheroic
nature aid ends with no punishment to the offender
v . abut repentance. Yet so finely and humanly is it 
managed, with such attractions of pleasantry and of 
pathos, that these circumstances become distinguish­
ing features of its excellence".
LXkl Lamb contributed to this number his "St.
Valentine's Day".
mill. Review of a "Hew Pocket Edition of Horace".
LXXYI. "The Indicator's Farewell to his Readers". 
"A/
"A premature return to his work in 
general has brought on such a. return of his illness, 
as compels him, with great reluctance, to give up 
the paper itself; and. here, accordingly, the 
Indicator takes leave of his readers . . . .  (he) 
hopes to he able to renew his labours, if not in 
this shape, then in others . . . (Signed) Leigh 
Hunt«.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL MOTE. A perusal of the essays given 
above along with the greater productions chosen for 
the 1834 selection, will prove how necessary it is 
to have a reprint, as soon as possible of this 
¡journal, which is, though 'published in a corner', 
one of the greatest among English periodicals. It 
is the foundation of Leigh Hunt's claims as an essay­
ist and -in variety, in self revelation, In charm and 
ease of style and in wandering at will in his 
meditations, he is a more typical essayist than 
Ms two great contemporaries. He touches most
148.
at more points than either, hecause his nature is
more normal than Lamb's and his subjects are less
intellectual than Hazlitt*s. Ecr the personal
treatment of the great common-piaces of life and the
common concerns of man, he has not his match among 
,
English essayists.
lie prided himself on his Ind icators and 
delighted, afterwards, to mention them. In the 
Autobiography, there is an interesting passage, often 
quoted, on the preferences among his friends, of his 
best essays. "Hazlitt's favourite paper (for they 
liked it enough to have favourite papers) was the 
one on Sleep; perhaps because there is a picture in 
it of a sleeping despot; though he repeated, with 
more enthusiasm than he v̂ras accustomed to do, the 
conclusion about the parent and the bride. Lamb 
preferred the paper on Gcaches and their Horses, 
that on the heaths of Little Children, and (I think) 
the one entitled Thoughts and Guesses on human Nature. 
Shelley took to the story of The Fair Revenge; and 
the paper that was most liked by Keats, if I remember, 
was the one on a hot summer's day, entitled a How, 
he was with me while I was writing and reading it to 
him, and contributed one or two of the passages . . . 
lord /
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Lord Holland, I 7/as told, had a regard for the 
portraits of the Old Lady and the Old lentleman. 
etc, which had appeared in the Examiner; and a 
late gallant captain in the navy was pleased to 
wonder how I became so well acquainted with seamen 
(in the article entitled Seamen on Shore). They 
had !,Sat to me" for their portraits. The Common 
sailor, was a son of my nurse at school, and the 
officer a connection of my own by marriage".
(Autabiography II. 50).
Mr. Buxton Forman included A How in his 
edition of Keats, because he thought that the great­
er part of the paper was in the taste and humour of 
the poet.
130.
THE LITERARY P0CHET-B00K;/ or,/
COMPEL I ON / for the /pOVER of NATURE AND ART/. 
1819 (1820, 1821, 1822, 1823) (Jo he continued 
annually*) / London: /' Printed for 0. and J. 
Oilier, Yere Street, / Bond Street, / (where com­
munications will he received.) / sold also by etc.
In the first issue, it is stated that 
"the intellectual power of society indeed has so 
much increased of late, and has become so prominent, 
es one of the ruling or controlling authorities, 
that it seems proper and necessary it should have a
sort of Court Calendar of its own; and the 'Literary
Pocket-Book' is an attempt to supply one ........
already quite enough of these useful publications 
to inform us respecting courts and offices, matters 
of business, and mere days of the month; but persons 
of taste or literature felt a want of something else 
in their Pocket-Companion . . . .  In the Diary, 
opportunity has been taken of the enumeration of 
each day in the month, to set down such birthdays of
men of Original genius as we could readily find.
The birth-places will be found, on reference to the 
list that follows; which contains also the eras 
wherein the great men of antiquity flourished. . . . 
birthdays will perhaps come pleasantly upon the 
reader's eye . . . .  and he may be tempted to make 
some little h6mage in the course of the day to the 
memory/
memory of a favourite writer or artist . . . .  to 
drink it after dinner . . .
A copious catalogue of our living authors 
is now first given in a work of .this kind ; as well 
as of the contemporary writers of Prance, Italy, 
lermany and Worth America . . . Those of last- 
mentioned country . . . the only list that has 
appeared in Europe . . . .  The living artists and 
musicians of England, Prance, Italy and 3-ermany, 
and the artists of Worth America make their proper 
appearance on the strength of their talents, as 
distinguished from the ambiguous eminence arising 
from societies and academies. The musicians and 
musical performers, in particular, have never been 
publicly enumerated before. list of performers 
at the Theatres for the first time . . . list of 
Print and Plaster-cast shops, as well as Booksellers 
and circulating Libraries have been added. Selec­
tions from celebrated authors at the conclusion''.
The 1820 issue has further ’’useful lists” 
(see Ireland's Bibliography (1868) from which this 
has been extracted). 5-g”' x each with flap and 
tongue like similar things of the present day. 
Different binding in each. The text is about 200 
PP. with nearly 100 pp. devoted to the diary proper.
c r i t i c a l /
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CKITICAL HOPE. Heats. writing in Dec. 1818, says 
"Hunt keeps on in his old way - I am completely 
tired of it all. Ee has lately published a pocket 
Book called the Literary Pocket-Book - full of the 
most sickening stuff you can imagine” (See Letters 
of heats. Colvin, Eversley p. 190). Well, was there 
any harm in it? Is the world going to continue 
to accept as anathema, the remark of a brave young 
man suffering from the loss of a brother, and show­
ing that he has still some spirit? The way such 
statements have been used against Hunt shov/s how 
the animus engendered by t’-Blackwood” - still 
blinds modern biographers and critics. Heats was 
then very friendly to Hunt and contributed two 
poems to this 'sickening stuff'. Also, why cannot 
writers remember that they themselves often under­
take 'sickening stuff to earn money.? In a letter 
to Shelley dated, 12th Hov. 1818 (See Correspondence 
1862, pp. 125-6) Hunt says ”1 have been writing a 
Pocket-Book. The booksellers tell me it will do ex­
ceedingly well; and Shelley will be at once pleased 
and surprised to hear it is ray own property, and L 
mean to keep it so”.
■/i/lien one remembers his financial troubles, 
the declining sales of The Examiner and the debt 
he/
he owed to Shelley, one must esteem Hunt for trying 
to extricate himself with 'a valuable property' in 
a ware of his own industry. It was the kind of 
thing he could turn out with very little trouble.
It might be 'sickening stuff’, but Hunt was not then 
in a position to consider carefully his dignity as 
an author. He, indeed, did not long retain the 
property. Writing to Mary Shelley on 12th Sept.
1819, (See Correspondence Vol. I. p. 145), he says, 
"You remember the £200 which Oilier was prevailed 
upon by you to advance me before you left London.
The first number of the Literary Pocket-Scok has sold 
so well, and ptf'O-'aised bet Her, that I have liqui-
| elated the debt by selling him the copyright for that 
sum. I only retain the editorship, which had he not 
asked me to do, 1 should have stipulated for, seeing 
this new channel of opinion opened to me".
The five issues are now very scarce, for 
old diaries are seldom preserved. Mr. T.J. Wise poss» 
esses the only complete set in their original stane 
and took many years to collect them one by one. The 
| present compiler had the pleasure of examining these 
and of reading parts. The following are some more 





1819. OH11 ID Ah POETRY, ’Power and Gentle­
ness' by <̂ > ; 'Marianne's Dream' by ; 'Hymn to 
Diana’ by P.R.; 'Sonnet descriptive of a Painting 
by Dicolas Poussin', by P.P., ’The Human Seasons' 
by I., 'Sonnet to Ailsa Hock' by I., 'The Summer 
of 1818' by p  ■
( = Leigh Hunt; A  = Shelley; P.R. = Procter;
I = Keats).
'A Calendar of nature*1 occuiMes p£>. 5-40; 
Lists connected with Literature, Science, and the 
Arts, pp. 149-207; Anecdotes, pp. 207-210; Extracts, 
pp. 211-14; Original prose pp. 215-16; Original 
Poetry pp. 217-226; Miscellaneous Matter, pp. 227- 
233.
1820. C?wl IIP Ah POETRY.
'Robin Hood, a Child' by ; 'To Priscilla
L - ci , written in May', by L ; 'Sonnet t o ------- j
written in Autumn' by j) ; Stanzas ("FarewellI Fare­
well!") by K; 'On Visiting a beautiful little Dell 
near Margate', by C.C.C. ; (Four) 'Sonnets on the 
Seasons', by/3,
( p  - Leigh Hunt; L = Lloyd, H = Horace Smith? ; 
C.C.C. = Charles Cowden Clarke ; $  - Procter ? )
"A Calendar of Observers; or, Specimens 
of the greater or less Enjoyment vrhich People derive 
irom the World they live in, according to the Dumber 
and/
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and Healthiness of their Perceptions' pp. 1-10; 
Brummelliana. pp. 1 1 - 1 6  ; Original poetry, pp. 
127-139; Walks round London, Ho. I, signed C.C.C. 
pp. 140 - 143; Anecdotes, pp. 143 - 9; Extracts, 
149 - 152.
1821. OH 1111* Ah POE'PRY. 'The Zenith Moon1
hy R; ''¿unset, Prom an umpublished Poem' (The Sun­
set') hy A  ; ¿>ong. On a faded Vioet, by A  ; 
Crief, A Fragment (also of The Sunset') by A  ; 
'Sonnet, The heath of Summer by W. ; 'My Uannie O', 
by 0; 'Midnight and the Moon' (Anon.); 'Ull's Water 
and its Echoes' by ft,
( R = ? J.H. Reynolds; A  - Shelley; W =
? Cornelius Webbe; G = ? Allan Cunningham;
fi ~ (?) Procter ).
'A Calendar of Birth-days; or, Sketches 
of some eminent men, whose personal as well as in­
tellectual characters render their anniversaries 
more particularly worthy of observance' pp. Y-ZHIV;
' vYalks round London, ho. II. signed 'O.C.' pp. 
109-116; 'Original Poetry' pp. 117-127; Translations 
(Prom Tasso, Catullus and Menander) pp. 127-131; 
Anecdotes, pp. 131-133; Extracts, pp. 133-140.
1822. Pit I-Grill AL POETRY.
(Twelve) 'Sonnets on the Months' by W.;
' a Conqueror's Wife, on his Return' by ;
'Piowers/
'Flowers and Fruit1 by R. ; ’Good Fight’, by 2  ;
'The question' by £  ; 'Love and Spring, A Scottish 
Song' by G.
(W = ? Cornelius Febbe; f3 = ? Procter; R = ? J.H. 
Reynolds; 2  = Shelley; C = ? Allan Cunningham). 
Walks round London, No. Ill, Eensington Gardens, 
signed 'O.C.' occupies pp. 107-112; 'Original poetry 
pp. 113-126; Anecdotes, pp. 126-120; Extracts, pp. 
129-134. \
1823 ORIGINAL POETRY.
Sonnet ("Ye hasten to the dead") by 2  ; 
'Poetry, Painting and Music' by Lavid Lyndsay; 
'November, 1815 ('The cold earth slept below') by
2  ; T o _____ ___("Alas, good friend, what
profit can you see"), by <p ,  ; 'Solitude, by G ;
Don Juan revisiting the Island where he had left 
Haydee', by G.
( = Shelley; G = ? R.P. Gillies),
'Town Calendar signed rW.O' occupies 
pp. V-ZSIV; Falks round London, No, IV, Karylebone 
Park, signed 'O.C.' pp. 107-111; Original Poetry,
PP. 112-117; Translation, Hymn to Venus, by iletas- 
tasio, translated by David Lyndsay, pp. 117-119; 





The Llterarr Pochet-Bcck is valuable 
because it is the source for the first published 
versions of several poems by Shelley and
Keats. The 'Calendar of Hature' of 1819 was after­
wards published as The l.̂ onths (q.v.); 'The Calendar 
of Observers' of 1820 is thus described by Hunt in 
the letter to nary Shelley of Sept. 1819, already 
quoted, "I an writing for the second number, a new 
calendar divided into the four seasons, in each of 
which I describe what the mere idler sees about 
him, what the bigot, what the money-getter etc, and 
what the observer of nature, showing the infinite 
superiority which the last has ever the others in 
wealth of enjoyment"
The Calendar of Birth-days of 1821 was 
afterwards used and expanded in the London -Journal 
of 1834-5, as was also 'The Calendar of nature' of
1819. 'The Jalks round London' by 'C.C.' may 
possibly b Hunt's; if so, the idea of The Town was 
already forming.
AMTKfAS/
AMYHTAS, from the Italian of Torquato Tasso. 1620. 
See Milford's "Poetry of Leigh Hunt", p. 746, 
which gives the Dedication to John Heats. The 
Amyntas has, in recent years, "been performed; for 
there is an edition, "Adapted from Leigh Hunt's 
Translation, with lyrics hy A.O' D. Bartholeyns, To 
music "by Henry Gad shy "published, in 1902, by 
Joseph Tilliams Ltd, 32, Great Portland St. W. The 
Preface is exactly the same except in the second 
last paragraph, in which some sentences are omitted. 
Hunt's translation is follower] with omissions, 
alterations in arrangement, and additional lyrics 
by A. O'B. Bartholeyns.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
158.
CRITICAL HOTS. Hunt's translation is good and he 
has caught the 'yearning' Of the 'Ode to the Golden 
Age'. Its metre is blank verse, though there are 
some rhymes and shorter lines as in Lyeidas. The 
Ode to the Golden Age and the Choruses are rhymed.
Among the books which belonged to Leigh 
Hunt was Black's Life of Torquato Tasso (1810).
This/
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This is now in the British Museum and his markings 
and annotations are numerous. He probably made 
use of it for his Preface, which occupies pp. VII- 
.XXXII of the 1820 Edition. It may be said in pass­
ing that, according to Garnett's Italian literature 
all previous biographies of Tasso have been super­
seded by Solerti's (1895),
Hunt states that Tasso may have owed his 
conception of the Amyntas to Agostino degli Arientis 
Lb gfortiinato (1567). The success of the Amyntas, 
written in two months, in 1573, was "the last sun­
shine of his life". Pastoral Drama, which the 
"Italians claim to have invented "is then discussed. 
By 1614, already 80 such plays had been produced by 
1700, 200.
In his criticism, Hunt contrasts Guarini's 
"elaborate perplexity" with Tasso's "brief and 
touching simplicity" and says that in poetry 0omus 
and The Faithful Shepherdess "far surpasses it".
Yet he truly also says that it is superior to both 
as a drama; for it has a "true dramatic skill and 
an absolute flesh-and-blood interest". Indeed the 
only other drama that can at all be compared to it 
is Allan Ramsay's Gentle Shepherd, which owes some 
debt to Tasso, especially in its opening scene. In 
Amyntas. the persons are "copies of humanity"
"the action is "simple" and the incidents "necessary 
and /
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and happily interwoven” the images” all rural and 
proper”, the event ”at once new, unexpected, and 
natural”.
Hunt's account of the borrowings shows great 
learning. Prom Theocritus he says, Tasso taxes the 
ideas in the Prologue of the Plight of Love and the 
rewards offoered by Venus; the Comparison of Love 
with the bee and the Complaints of the Satyr in Act 
II. are also from Theocritus; the Satyr's answer on 
mercenary love is from Tibullus; Thyrsis' going to 
the Capital and describing his patron as a C-od is 
Virgil's lityrus going to Home and deifying Augustus; 
the tom veil of Sylvia is that of fhisbe in Ovid; 
the Lee and Silvia in Act I. is from the Oreex Homance 
of "Clitophon and Leucippe”, and the idea of the cave 
in hell where women are punished for cruelty to nov- 
ers is from Ariosto.
161.
THE MOUTHS / HESGHIPTIVE ox the / 
SUGCESSIVa nEAUTIES of the YEAR / by LEIGH 
HUlffl /
What more felicitie oan fall to creature 
'i'han to engoy delight m t h  libertie,
.uia to he lord of all the works of Mature?
SPLIT SHE.
London / C. & J. Oilier, Vere Street, nond Street / 
1621.
ISmo.?’1 x 4g" pp.1-2. (Ely-leaf ) + 3-4 (Title page j
+ 5-6 -Advertisement + 7.t136 (Text) Hound in stiff
blue card-board mth brown back and paper label, 




Museum has two copies, one with hack rebound and 
paper boards of a chocolate brown, the other with­
out the fly-leaf, ard with the book-plate of "Mrs
*TKent, (probably Mrs Charles Zent, wife of the editor): 
on the inner cover. On p. 2, (obverse of fly-leaf) 
C, & J. Oilier advertises Leigh Hunt’s Story of 
Rimini (3rd Ed.), Foliage, Hero and Leander; and 
Bacchus and Ariadne.
II. TEE MONTHS / DESCRIPTIVE of the /
SUCCESSIVE BEAUTIES of the YEAR / by / LEIGH HUNT / 
with Biographical Introduction by / William Andrews, 
E.R.H.S. / London / William Andrews & Co. 5 Farring-
don Avenue / 1897 //
n " 15"8 , 7-^ x 4 ^  , pp, i-xvi + 1-80; a beautiful
little book bound in dark-green cloth with title on 
back in gilt.
A pleasantly written biographical account 
occupies pp. VII-XII. At the end of this is the 
following bibliographical note.
"On account of being rare and of undoubted 
merit and when offered for sale realising ten times 
its published price, we have included it in our 
series of books designed for lovers of good litera­
ture"
In :the Advertisement Leigh -Hunt says that tie 
"good-nature with which the Calendar was received 
the Literary Pocket Book of 1819 has induced its 
Publication/
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publication in a separate form, with considerable 
additions". In Mrs Kent's copy (Bee No. I) the 
word "considerable" has been boldly stroked out 
(perhaps by himself), an alteration which suits 
much better the contents; for there are few addi­
tions. "The Months", in the Literary Pocket-Book 
is entitled Calender of Nature and occupies pages 5-= 
40 in very close type. The aim, as he says, does 
not supersede the little work of Messrs Aikin, "The 
Natural History of the Year," for there the pre­
dominant feature is information, but here diffusion 
of the love of their appearances and effects". Each 
month is introduced by the stanza on it in Spenser's 
Faerie ^ueene, Book VII, Canto 7, where "dame Muta­
bility" after a long speech to "grandmother Nature" 
summons the Seasons, the Months, Night and Lay, the 
Hours and Life and Death, to prove her case that 
in all '"haignes mutabilitie".Hunt revels in his ap­
preciation of those stanzas, but finds fault with 
the description of June as being not so happy as 
usual, because he "has wasted his stanza on the sign 
°f the Zodiac", He then proceeds to give quotations 
on the Month or Season from other poets, with com­
ments. For example, in June, he quotes the first 
verse of "Summer is yeomen in", makes remarks upon 
’the /
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"the flower of the hip or wild rose, which blushes 
through all the gradations of delicate red .and 
white", then gives the Ancient Mariner reference 
to "the hid den brook", discusses a note in Ilartyn's 
Virgil on the true nature of the ancient hyacinth, 
adds passages from The Vinter's Tale, Drayton's 
Pastorals, (Eel. 9) and Polyolbion (song 14) upon 
the sheep-shearing feast; and in conclusion gives 
Allan Ramsay on ’a tedding of the hayf. All this 
is mingled with remarks upon occupations, sports, 
birds, etc.
For April, Shelley's Skylark is described 
as "what Shakespeare might have said to the lark, 
had he addressed him in the united spirit of modern 
philosophy and ancient poetry". For November, the 
same poet's pantheistic philosophy is endorsed some­
what flippantly in the following:
"In no system is there really any such 
thing as death. All is but change and vitality.
We become either spiritual essences, or new physical 
beings, or rather both; and with November's leave 
if Pythagoras did not shrink from the idea of being 
a bird, we do not see why Tomkins should be so 
fastidious. There are but two things that are 
really horrible, - malignity and superstition; one, 
which/
which disturbs the present world ; and the other, 
which, besides disturbing the present makes a 
Pandaemonium of the greatest part of the future. 
All other painful things are but follies; and. in­
deed these are of all follies the most painful'1* 
Throughout, many things are said beautifully, e.g. 
in Anri 1,he says "All the singing birds are now in 
full life, and saturate the trees with music” and 
in July "William Browne writes with a constant 
presence of the country upon him”; and some things 
are said flippantly and in bad taste as in the 
above long passage upon Tomkins and in that upon 
April which, he says, "dresses her plants visibly, 
like a lady at her window”.
CRITICAL REFBREITOES.
16b*
CRITICAL LOTS. The Months is a piece of book- 
making, sometimes charmingly written. The many 
quotations are often choice, often unfamiliar, or 
if now familiar, not so then, as in the case of those 
from Coleridge, Shelley and Keats. The author 
occasionally bursts into sentences we would fain 
remember./
1 6 b .
remember. Yet the result, although the hook is 
v e r y  short, is often cloying, and one can well 
understand Yeats'S' exclamation. (vide, Literary 
Pocket-Books). Bunt had some knowledge of nature 
and nature’s ways; hut his mood, here, is more like 
that of Milton in J, ’Allegro, one full of sensi-------------------ie--- ..— »
hility and joy, hut that of the literary student 
rather than the strict scientific observer. He 
returned to the subject in the London Journal of 
1834-35 (1st Volume under The Week). Here he makes 
use, not only of Dr. Aikin, White of Selbourne and 
Evelyn's Silva (quoted here), hut also of Howitt’e 
Book of the Seasons. It should he noted that his 
sister-in-law, Miss Elizabeth Kent, urged probably 
by his advice, published a book on popular botany,
Elora Dpmestica (See Correspondence Vol I. p. 199, 
204-b, 214-18).
In Botes and Queries (4th Series, Vol. VI. 
p. 108) is to be found some MS. corrections on bot­
anical points made in her copy by Mrs. Southey.
Such books were evidently then very popular to judge 
ty the number of them which appeared. Even Iamb 
has his account of the Months in Hone's Every Day 
Book. (1825).
t h e /
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SKETCHES of LIVIBG POETS. IKIAIJIhBR, 1321.
HO.I. The Rev.Win.lisle Bowles, July 10, 1621. 
no.II. Lord Byron. July 29, 1021.
KO.III.Hr Campbell, Aug.12, lb21.
BO.IV. 3. T. Coleridge, Oct.21, 1021.
THE LIBERAL. / VERSE and PROSE from
the / SOUTH./ Volume the First./ London, 1822:/
Printed by. and for John Hunt, / 22, Old Bond Street 
(Nos. I and II).
8°, 8i ” x 5in
THE LIBERAL. / VERSE and PROSE from
the / SOUTH. / Volume the Second./ London 1823:/
Printed for John Hunt, / 22, Old Bond Street.
(Nos. Ill and IV.)
NOTE. John Hunt was imprisoned for a year
for publishing the Vision of Judgment; 
hence the difference between the two 
Titles.
NO. I Oct. 15, 1822, pp. XII+164.
NO. II. Jan. 1823, pp. 165-399 + "leaf
with Contents of Volume the First,
NO.III. April 1823, pp. VIII + 192.
NO. IV. July 1823, pp. 194-377 + Con-
tents of Volume the Second. 378.
The original cost was 5/- per part and
%
10/6 per volume.
The cover of the parts was a darkish gray 
with a broad floral decoration in black along the
inside edges. There the Title was THE / LIBERAL./
VERSE and PROSE from the SOUTH./ To be continued 
occasionally. / Ho. I. (No. II etc.) / London,
1822/
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1822: (or 1823:) / Printed by and for John Hunt,/ 
22, Old Bond Street./ Price Five Shillings./ The
n  T|/ - nleaves measured 8 g x  . To the wrappers of 
Parts II-IV was added at foot "Reynell, Printer, 
Broad Street, Golden Square'*.
CONTENTS OP NO. I. PAGE
Preface (Leigh Hunt) V-XII.
The Vision of Judgment, by Quevedo 
Redivivus (lord Byron). 3
A Letter to the Editor of "My Grand­
mother’s Review". (Lord Byron). 41
The Florentine Lovers (Leigh Hunt) 51
Rhyme and Reason, being a new Proposal 
respecting Poetry in Ordinary (Leigh
Hunt). 81
A German Apologue (Leigh Hunt) 91
Letters from Abroad, No. I - A Des­
cription of Pisa. (Leigh Hunt). 97
Hay-Day Night; a Poetical Translation 
from Goethe’s "Faust", (P.B. Shelley) 121
Ariosto’s Episode of Cloridan, I.fedoro, 
and Angelica. (Leigh Hunt). 139
The Country Maiden (Leigh Hunt) 161
Epigram of Alfieri (Leigh Hunt) 165
Epigrams on Lord Castlereagh. (Lord
Byron), 164
Errata. (Two mistakes mentioned)
170.
The Copy followed all through is that 
of the British Museum hound in two Volumes, which 
is a second edition as it contains the Preface to 
the Vision of Judgment, -withheld at first by Murray. 
Mr. T.J. Vise’s perfect copies (uncut) of the four 
parts have also been examined.
NOTES. In the Editor’s Preface, which is slight 
but good, he eschews the ’pomp of prospectus". "We 
are forced", he says "to be prefatory . . . .  
(others have) done us the honour of announcing that 
nothing less is to ensue than a dilapidation of all 
the outworks of civilized society". . . . ^They say 
that we are to ¡out up religion, morals, and every­
thing that is legitimate; a pretty carving. It 
only shows what they really think of their own
opinions on these subjects, . . . 
cc The object of our work is not political, 
except inasmuch as all writings now-a-days must 
involve something to that effect . . . We wish to 
do our work quietly, if people will let us, - to 
contribute our liberalities in the Shape of Poetry, 
Essays, Tales, Translations, and other amenities, of 
which Kings themselves may read with profit . . . 
(Then follows a note on Shelley and his death). 
"Italian Literature, in particular, will be a
favourite/
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favourite subject with us; and so was German and 
Spanish to have been, till we lost the accomplished 
Scholar and Friend who was to share our task . . . 
There is one thing in particular with which we 
must help to bring the polite world acquainted, 
which is Nature . . . We wish the title of our 
work to he taken in its largest acceptation, old 
as well as new".
(2) For Lord Byron's Letter to the Editor of
"My Grandmother's Review", see Frother o„ Letters 
and Journals of Lord Byron. Vol. IV.
It sprang from "I’ve bribed my Grand­
mother's Review - the British1’. Lon Juan Canto. I 
11, 209-10.
The British Review was then under the 
editorship of Wm. Roberts. Lon Juan was reviewed 
by it in No. XXVII. Vol. 14, 1819, pp. 266-68.
(3) To Shelley's Translation of The May-day
Night. Leigh ..Hunt adds a short note. "The scene", 
he says, "is a first specimen, we believe, of a 
poetical English translation of that extraordinary 
production, to which no man was better able to do 
justice than our lamented friend." Then follows an 
excellent appreciation in which it is stated that 
Shelley "is the true representative of his author".
(4)/
(4). In preface to his translation from
Ariosto, Hunt says that this is the first time an 
English reader has had anything like a specimen 
of the Orlando Furioso. "Harrington, the old 
translator wrote with a crab-stick and Koole with 
a rule'.’ His essay on "Hoole's and Fairfax's Tasso" 
was already written. (See Indicator). This 
translation is practically the same as appeared 
in the Poetical Works (1860) See Milford.
(5). The Country Maiden (from Politian) and
the Epigram from Alfieri were never again re­
printed. They are given in Milford's Edition (1923).
(6). In the 2nd Edition of lord Byron and his
Contemporaries (Appendix) Leigh Hunt speaks of the 
"untimely seasonableness of the epigrams upon poor 
Lord Castlereugh".
CONTENTS OF NO. II. PAGE
Heaven and Earth; / A Mystery /
(Lord Byron).
The Giuli Tre (Leigh Hunt)





The Dogs (Leigh Hunt)
Notes to the Dogs (Leigh Hunt)








A Tale of the Passions. (Mrs Shelley) 289
les Charmettes and Rousseau (Mrs
Shelley*) 327
Longus (leigh Hunt ?) 347
On the Scotch Character (a Fragment)
7/m. Hazlitt. 367
Virgil's Hostess (Leigh Hunt) 377
The Sulirates with Preface hy the 
Translator, (Leigh Hunt) 385
MINOR PIECES.
Alfieri's Benediction, (Italian and 
English) (Leigh Hunt) 395
An Ultra License. (Italian and Eng­
lish). From Alfieri. (Leigh Hunt) 396
From the French (Leigh Hunt) 396
Song, Written for an Indian Air 
(Shelley) ,TI arise from dreams of
thee” 397
Martial - Lib. 1. Epig. 1 (Byron) 398
New Duet. To the Tune of TTWhy how 
now, Saucy Jade?” (Byron) 398
Portrait of Himself, by Alfieri,
(Leigh Hunt) 399
Contents of Volume the First 401
Errata 402
NOTES. i(l) The Guili Tre. See "Men, Women & Books”
(2) On the Spirit of Monarchy. See Haz­
litt Ts Works. Waller & Glover.
(3) Hunt's poem in the Stanza and Manner of
Don Juan. Never afterwards reprinted. 
It is given in Milford's Edition (1923)
In the Liberal, there is a short letter
to/
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to"The Abusers of The Liberal", in which it is 
stated that "it is not the wish of the Liberal to 
write satire and personal politics" and asks them 
"to leave off this boy's-play and cutting of 
knuckles". The P©em should be read to learn how 
cleverly the outward manner and tricks of Byron 
have been caught, without in the least giving his 
rapid rapier strokes, his surprises, his bites.
(4 ) Les Gharme±±es—and Rr,us.seau. Gi ovanni
Villani is mentioned (See. No. IV). Pro­
bably Mrs Shelley’s .
(5) Longus, is probably Hunt's.
(6) On the Scotch Character is reprinted for
1st time in Waller ft Glover's Edition.
(7) Virgil's Hostess. The Verse is reprinted
for 1st time ih Milford's Edition.
(8) The Sulitptes. A narrative by Captain
Christo Per'evo fa Greek), which gives an 
account of the fate of the celebrated Ali 
Pasha. It was sent to Hunt by Byron.
(9) Alfieri's Benediction and An Ultra License:
Reprinted for first time in Milford’s 
Edition.
(10) Prom the Prench. 2 11. never since re­
printed .
ill) Portrait of Himself,. Alfieri. See 1860 
and Milford.
CONTENTS OP NO. Ill PAGE
Advertisement to the Second Volume 
(Leigh Hunt),















lines to Madame d ’HoH-tetot (Leigh Hunt) 183
Talari Innamorati (Leigh Hunt) 183
Rhymes to the Eye, hy a Leaf Gentle­
man (Leigh Hunt). 186
Lines to a Critic (Shelley) 187
The Monarch, an Ode for Congress
(Leigh Hunt). 188.
NOTES. (14 In the Advertisement, Leigh Hunt speaks 
of the great ’outcry raised among the hypocrites of 
all classes". This is chiefly due to the Yision of
Judgment. which was published without his super­
vision, Had he seen it, he would have explained 
one or two expressions, since the virtues of George 
III were bound to rouse feelings on his behalf. 
However, the addition of the Preface would have ex­
plained much.
2./
My First Acquaintance with Poets 
(Wm. Hazlitt)
Letters from Abroad. Ho. Ill - 
Italy. (Leigh Hunt)
Madame d’Houtetot (Mrs Shelley?)
Shakespeare’s Fools (Leigh Hunt)
The Book of Beginnings (Leigh Hunt)




To a Spider (Leigh Hunt)
Southeogony (Leigh Hunt)
176.
2* THe letter from Abroad contains transla­
tions from Alfieri, entitled Satire upon Money- 
getting, reprinted for first time in Milford's
Edition, and sonnet by same, reprinted in 1860 end
Milford.
/V3. Madame d 'Hontetot. Mrs Shelley probably; 
but it may be by Hunt.
4» Shakespeare's Fools, (signed). Carluccio.
Hot Iamb's for Iamb mentioned. Probably Hunt imi­
tating Iamb. He has already imitated Byron.
5. The Book of Beginnings, is another exercise 
of Hunt's in the Don Juan Stanza. It gives some­
thing of hiè poetic mind, some thoughts on the be­
ginnings of great poems and some translations from 
the Italian of Ariosto, Berni and Eorteguerri, It 
is reprinted, for the first time, in Milford.
6. A Sunday Fete at St. Cloud. Y/aller & Glover
have disposed of Hazlitt's authorship. Perhaps Mrs 
Shelley's.
7. Apuleius. leigh Hunt seems to be the only 
likely author.
8. To a Spider (Running across a Room), re­
printed, for the first time, in Milford. The feeling 
towards the spider is that of Burns towards the 




9• Southeogony or The Birth of the Laureat, a 
rather vulgar satire in the Feast of the Poets 
style and metre. It has deservedly never "been re­
printed .
1 0 . Lines to Madame d ’Hoatetot. Love and Age. 
Reprinted 1 8 4 4 ,  1 8 6 0  and Milford 1 9 2 3 .
1 1 . Talari Innamorati. Reprinted for the 
first time by Milford. A poor poem, in the Feast 
of the Poets style and manner, thrown off evidently 
while writing Ultra-Crepidarius and making use of 
the idea of the lively 'shoes' of Mercury.
1 2 .  Kjiymes to the Eye and The Monarch, an 
ode in the manner of Lryden dealing with the Con­
gress of Verona, not included in Milford's Edition.
CONTENTS OF NO. IV. PAGE
Morgante Maggiore di Messer Luigi 
Pulci. (Preface and Translation of 
Canto I). Byron, 193
II Morgante Maggiore (original of 
Canto I) 2 2 5
Letters from Abroad No. IV (Leigh Hunt) 251
The Choice (Leigh Hunt) 2 6 5
Giovanni Villani (Mrs Shelley)
Pulpit Oratory, Dr. Chalmers and Mr. 
Irving. (Wm. Hazlitt) 2 9 9
281
The First Canto of the Squire's Tale of 
Chaucer, Modernized. (Leigh Hunt). 317
Letter/
PAGE
Letter-Writing (Leigh Hunt) 333
Arguing in a Circle (William Kazlitt) 345
£111103 PIECES.
Mahmoud. (Leigh Hunt) 363
The Venetian Fisherman (Italian given}
(Leigh Hunt) 366
Dialogue from Alfieri; between a chair 
in Italy and a gentleman from England 
(Italian given) (Leigh Hunt). 367
Dialogue between Alfieri and his Floren­
tine Laundress, Kera Colomboli. (Italian 
given). (Leigh Hunt). 369
A Blessed Spot. (Leigh Hunt) ' 370
Mouth versus Eyes. From the French 
of La Fontaine. (French given)
(Lei gh Hunt). 371
Contents of Ho. IV.- 372
NOTES. 1. Horgante Haggiore, Some of the facts 
of the short preface were probably given by Hunt,
At any rate, they reveal the same attitude to Pulci 
as in the Stories from the Italian Poets.
2. Letters from Abroad begins with ’Dear
C - " (Charles Oilier). It contains the translation 
of a Verse from Cavalli, a Genoese poet, upon pro­
cessions and a discussion upon the Genoese and Tus­
can dialects.
3. The Choice. For fullest reprint and vari­
ants in text see Milford's Edition 339 seq. and 
Notes.
4./
1 7 8 .
4. Giovanni Villani, given as Mrs Shelley's.
It contains the story of the Trumpets of Doolkarnein 
versified hy Hunt in 1852.
5. Pulpit Oratory. See Hazlitt's Works, Ed. 
Waller & Glover.
6. "The First Canto of the Squire 1s Tale etc. 
This is of course, "the story of Cambusean bold".
The version given by Hunt in The Poems of Geoffrey 
Chaucer, modernized, is longer and closer to the 
original. The 1823 version is given in Milford.
7. Arguing in a Gircle. See Waller & Glover.
8. Hahmond. Milford gives this version, con­
taining the opening 13 11, about a Liberal finding 
something good to say of a king; but such kings as 
Mahmoud are scarce.
9. The Venetian Fisherman. Anon. Translation 
of Italian poem, first reprinted by Milford,
10. The two translations from Alfieri are 
given in 1857, 1860, and Milford.
11. A Blessed Spot, Anon. French poem, given 
in 1832, 1860, and Milford.
12. Milford prints the 1860 version, which 





CRITICAL HOTS, The Liberal was doomed, before its 
first number appeared. Its story has often been 
told, but, as the causes determining its failure, 
have seldon been emphasised, and as the character 
of Hunt has too often suffered from historians who 
took their material only from the Byron sources, 
it may be well briefly to recall the main points. 
Hunt’s best known account, that in the Aut o b i o graphv 
suffers from his d esire to say all the good he can 
of Byron. In the Lord Byron and his Contemporaries 
(q.v.) and the Tatler articles, he is more explicit 
and gives, very pointedly, the case from his own 
point of view.. Byron, always keen to make 'big' 
money, saw -with envy the growth not only of the 
heavy Reviews, but also of their successors, the 
lighter Blackwood. London, and Hew Monthly. He 
longed to have at his command such a lucrative pro- 
perty. Moreover, angry with Murray for refusing to
publish his more daring writings, he recognised that 
property/
l8l.
property in a magazine would give him an organ 
which would make him independent of Albemarle Street 
So he determined to found a magazine that would 
bring him wealth quickly and would smartly lash his 
enemies. , He asked Moore to be his editor, but 
Moore’s Whiggism and caution prevented him from 
catching at the bait. Shelley, to. whom Byron was 
then greatly indebted, suggested Hunt; and Hunt was 
still a hero for Byron because of Horsemonger Gaol 
and because of his espousal of his side in 1816, 
Shelley, though then beginning to understand Byron, 
well knew Hunt's financial difficulties and delicate 
health and begged him to come to Italy. Hunt con­
sented, but was delayed nearly nine months through 
winter storms and the illness of his wife. Meanwhile 
Moore, pursuing a dog-in-the-manger policy, did his 
best to turn Byron against the scheme by counselling 
him to have nothing to do with Radicals and ’tainted’ 
persons. Murray, too, seeing clearly that if the 
magazine succeeded, he would lose the publication 
of Byron's works, aided and abetted Moore, Byron, 
with Shelley beside him opposed them openly and pon­
dered over their views in private. Hunt at length 
arrived en famille without as much in his pockets as
could pay for a month's keep. The 'brats' irritated 
his /
his lordship, Ilrs Hunt -was pert and did not make 
up to the Countess and Shelley, eight days after, 
was drowned - drowned, too, because he had come to 
Pisa on Hunt’s business. His death destroyed the 
only person, besides Hunt, much in favour of the 
scheme.
Hunt was now made to feel what it was to 
be a fellow 'not worth a rap’. There was some 
little excuse for Byron. He did not expect that 
Hunt would withdraw from the Examiner, but would 
continue its Editor, on long leave, drawing some 
salary; and Hunt did not make things clear on this 
point. However, the scheme had been agreed to and 
Byron, instead of listening to the circles, should 
have done his best for Hunt, if he wished the pro­
ject to succeed. Hunt, on his side, entered man­
fully upon his duties and in surprisingly quick 
time, produced his first number. It did not take. 
Byron, too readily became disgruntled, when he ought 
to have remembered that it takes time to make a 
magazine popular. He ought to have known that the 
Edinburgh nearly gave up after the beginning and 
that Blackwood became popular only by a scandalous 
article. However, the circles were more and more 
listened to, Byron lost all interest in the new 
venture, and finally abandoned the Hunts.
Hunt/
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Hunt, himself, afterwards did not think 
much of his work upon the Liberal. Yet Bhyme and 
Season is a contribution of some value to poetic 
criticism and the Guili fre, one of his most charming 
and light-hearted literary essays. His Letters from 
Abroad are undoubtedly written without fervour, but 
The Florentine Lovers is respectable. 7/hat was given 
of Byron and Shelley was, of course, mbst important;:. 
Byron’s "Vision of Judgment" .Hunt soon recognised as 
the greatest satire in the language, its position 
with most to-day; and Shelley’s translation from 
Faust has come to occupy a high place among his se­
condary works. Hazlitt, too, gave not only brilliant 
but n ew mat e ri al.
134.
THE HE7,' MOBTHLY LIAGAHIliS, G OH TRIBU T IONS 
TO, (1821 - 1850 ).
Emit has more poems and articles in this 
magazine than in any other outside his own periodi­
cals. For nearly thirty years, he wrote for it all 
kinds of things, sometimes under his own name, some­
times under the Ind i cat or signature, sometimes under 
H. or Harry Honeycomb or Hobin Soodfellow or Miso- 
crctalus or Anonymously. It is thUs, almost im­
possible, to discover all his writings without a 
very close study, and what is here given is the 
result of a rapid survey of the numbers, published 
during his life-time.
The HEW LiOUTHLY occupies an honoured place 
among the magazines of the period and has never been 
given its right place alongside of Blackwood or of 
the brilliant and short-lived London. It existed 
from 1814 to 1881. Its originator was Henry Golburn, 
a good friend of Hunt’s in many ways and the means 
of bringing him from Italy in 1625, It had a series 
of brilliant editors in Thomas Campbell, Bulwer 
lytton, Laman Blanchard, Theodore Hook, Thomas Hood, 
and Harrison Ainsworth, many of whose works appeared 
in its pages. Bor must the name of the indefatigable 
Gyrus/
I3i>.
Gyrus Redding "be forgotten, for he was the working 
Editor during 1821-30 and gave the public "a better 
magazine for the money than they ever obtained 
before". Its sub-title varied. It was '"he hew 
Monthly Magazine and Universal Register (1814-20), 
The Kew Monthly Magazine and Literary Journal (1821- 
1836) and lastly. The hew Monthly Magazine and 
Humorist. For the poetry contributed by Hunt, see 
Milford's Poems of Leigh Hunt. (1923).
1821. I. Woman ? pp. 86-90, (unsigned). Hunt's 
manner, persiflage, quizzing, and matter. He quotes 
Darwin's "Hear the pretty ladies talk", which he 
quotes elsewhere, and promises an article on "living 
Poetesses of England". (See article in "Men, 'Women, 
and Books").
Dancing ? pp. 288-293. perhaps Eazlitt's.
On Epicurism ? p. 598 seq. By an Amateur.
Probably not Hunt's, yet there is a translation from
Boileau and some other things which suggest him.
II. On Eats ? (unsigned) p. 4-54. probably not 
Hunt's.
In 1822 and 1823, many articles are signed
K., but none suggest Hunt's hand. Moreover, he was
employed in voyaging to Italy and editing the 
puberal. Mrs. Hemans, Howitt and Hazlitt were then 
writing -for The Hew Monthly.
1824./
186.
1824 began a series on The Months, This is 
probably by Howitt. There also appeared a review
of Medwin's "Conversations of Lord Byron", interest­
ing for its bearing upon Hunt.
1825 XIII. THJS FAMILY JOURNAL. (signed) 
Harry Honeycomb.
Ho. I. pp. 17-28. Family of the Honey­
combs. Favis emissa juventus. Yirgil.
The gallant issue of the Honeycombs.
To the Lditor of the Hew Monthly Magazine.
........ (signed)
Your obliged and obedient servant,
Harry Honeycomb.
The first paper begins thhs : "I have the
honour to be a lineal descendant of the famous Will
Honeycomb, of Spectator memory. With the exception
of his uncle Lick, who was a wild fellow in Charles
the Second's day. Will had a trick of sinking his
ancestors, which was not handsome of him . . . .
This, together with no great turn for reading, and a
particular hatred of manuscript, must account for the
total silence of the Spectator respecting a huge
Family Journal which descended to his keeping and
which has now been in possession of the Honeycombs
ever since the year 1538. I call it a family journal
tut it is rather "a miscellaneous manuscript bock, 
or/
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or ‘books'’, and consists of ’’Memoirs, verses, trans­
lations, adventures mirthful and pathetic, stories 
"both true and imaginary, criticism, anecdote, etc. 
with a variety of essays on men and manners, - 
which is a department, I fear, I shall he much 
tempted to increase. But I shall draw as much as 
possible on my predecessors . . . and I shall 
endeavour to make every number I send you contain 
two or three different ones, (papers) for the sake 
of variety”, Hunt thus makes an excellent scheme 
for his studies of the past. It is wide enough to 
include anything he wishes to speak about.
NO. II, pp. 166-176, Beautiful Offspring -
BEE TOWE.
The gist of the first part is given in the 
sentence ’’The reappearance of ray ancestors among 
their posterity will surprise nobody who has locked 
about him . . . .  Going into the Exhibition in Pall 
Mall some years ago, I was startled with the 
apparition of my friend Jack Montaeute in the like­
ness of a general officer in a wig and cuirass of 




In the second part, one learns something- 
of the spirit which lay behind the topographical 
books (q.v.), As Harry Honeycomb goes about the 
streets, he imagines himself one or other of his 
ancestors and makes drama in his mind out of the 
incidents of their lives. ”1 am also”, he says,
”a great explorer of the suburbs; of valleys four 
hundred yards wide, and woods which may be traversed 
in ten minutes”. (Hampstead).
HO. III. THE COUNTRY. pp. 276-282.
"Upon the whole, I think I prefer the 
c o u n t r y ,  because I always desire something of it 
when alone”.
HO. IV. LOVE 7/ILL EIITD CUT A WAY. pp.
353-569. Harry Honeycomb states that the first 
Volume of the Journal contains a great many stories 
of monks and nuns, occasioned by the dissolution of 
the monasteries. He gives, then, the narrative of 
a jolly abbess of the name of Jocosa or Joyse Rous, 
who used to keep it up with her nuns at midnight,
drinking. The love story of the title, a beautiful
bevnnshire episode, follows.
HO. j
HO. 7. APRIL FOOLS. pp. 419-424. This is 
followed by a discourse upon "Perukes of Ring 
Charles the Second’s Time” , ending with the verses 
given on p. 349 of Milford.
HO. 71. NEW MAY-LAY ALL OIL MAY-LAY. 
pp. 457-465, This gives a description of an ideal 
May-day celebration in Honeycomb's village. Inciden­
tally, Hunt gives some thoughts on the descriptions 
of Spenser and the poetry of Shakespeare’s time.
The title is due to the two celebrations of May­
day which continued for some time after the change 
in the Calendar (1751).
HO. V I I .  CONVERSATION OF POPE. LINNER OF 
APSLEY HONEYCOMB WITH HIM. pp. 5 4 8 -5 5 5 .  (See 
also Table-Talk ( 1 8 5 1 ) .  This, and the two following, 
give, in an accurate setting, conversations of Pope 
and Swift. The men stand out as in life, their 
whims and oddities are revealed, and their ideas on 
literature and conduct set down. LandorTs Imaginary 
Conversations had begun to appear in 1824 and Hunt 
bad already met Landor in Italy. He may then have 
owed to him the suggestion. However, the sketches 
are very Huntian and show no imitation. They are so 
good that one longs for more of them. These are not 




NO. V I I I .  PART II. SWIFT'S H E M  AND 
OR EAT FIGURES.
IIC. IX. CONVERSATION of SWIFT and POPS, 
pp. 199-206 (Part II.) See Table-Talk.
NO. X. A COUNTRY LODGING - DIALOGUE with a 
SPORTSIvIAN. pp. 323-332 (part. II.) Here there is 
good criticism of Richardson and Pamela; but the 
main theme is against shooting birds and a toothache 
turns the argument. In the pope and Swift Conversa­
tions, angling had been condemned
NO. XI. TEE HUMAN BEINGS HILLED by the 
FEATHERED MONSTER, pp. 429-431 (part. II.) This 
is a good description of man and what he might suffer, 
if the Birds were stronger and bigger and behaved as 
he does to them. Hunt’s condemnation of all cruelty 
to animals, and angling, fowling and hunting, often 
becomes very wearisome. He felt he was then speaking 
to deaf ears; but his humanitarian tendencies make 
him now appear very modern. One wonders if such 
essays as these are known to Shew, Galsworthy, and 
Massingham; if they are, quotations from them would 
suit some of their arguments.
NO. XII. KEEPING CHRISTMAS. pp. 514-18.
"I have always been of opinion, with some
living writers, that our ancestors understood the art 
of/
191.
of keeping Christmas "better than we do".
CRITICAL HOTS on the FAMILY JOURliAl,
Only the Conversations of Pope and Swift 
which were afterwards reprinted in Tahle Calk are 
at all well known. Yet the others are characteris­
tically Huntian in their creation of the past, in 
their loving remarks upon old hooks, in their fads 
and whims. The attitude was to re-appear again in 
The Town hooks, and in Sir Ralph Eslier.
OTHER ARTICLES FOR 1825.
In an article upon the "Revival of Christ­
mas Merry-Making" hy M. , Hunt's Christmas articles 
in the Examiner are severely criticised. The attempt 
to revive merry-making is wrong as the Christmas 
hilarity and saturnalia are due to privation during 
the rest of the year.
CRITICISM of FEMALE BEAUTY.
I., Part II. pp. 70-77; II. pp. 140-159. 
(See "Men, Women, and. Books"). Professor Saintshury 
was recently praising red hair in women and he can 
°e severely critical upon Hunt. HOwever, Hunt 
discusses hair of all kinds ad nauseam and also fore­
head, eyes ancl nose, mouth and chin and teeth and
hosom,/
1 9 2 .
"bosom, hand and arm and walk and voice. One has a 
memory of certain critics of "beauty in the 18th 
century who fixed the proper proportions of the 
perfect head and found consequently on measurement 
the Venus de Milo a monstrosity. Keats would again, 
if he had "been alive in 1825, have said ’sickening 
stuff' and yet he could delineate woman's "beauty 
minutely enough. But then he '■wrote poetry, net an 
abstract discourse in prose, which makes all the 
difference. There are, of course, fine things in 
the articles and much poetry and learning. The 
thoughts on criticism at the beginning are good and 
the mock-criticism upon "The Sweetbriar, a hew Bush, 
by Chioris" is perfect in its way.
MBIJ. WOMBH, and HIMHSH; or, a hew Sex 
discovered. (signed) Hobin Coodfellow. p. 267 seq. 
(Part II.). Hunt's in manner. He also refers to 
it somewhere in his writings as his.
A Kan introduced to his Ancestors, (signed) 
K.L.M. (See "Men, Women & Books") p. 343-345.
(Part. I I . ) a  short sprightly article summing up 
what the Scotch mean when they say "Vie're a' Jock 
Paragon's bairns".
MY BOOKS. Ho. I, The Menagiana. To the 
editor of the Ilew Monthly Magazine, Part II., pp.
2o6-24i; Ho. I I .  387-392. Hunt's, almost certainly, 
from/
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from internal evidence. If so, it forms another of 
his delightful studies upon "books. The following 
remarks are convincing.
'’The great secrets of a nohle and 
harmonious versification appear to consist in vary­
ing and contrasting the vowels, distributing the 
emphasis, diversifying and nicely measuring the 
pauses, and bringing together as many emphatic 
syllables as possible without heaviness”.
"I am not sure of a finer piece of modula­
tion in the whole circle of English poetry, than 
the account of Satan’s journey of discovery in book 
the ninth".
"I must content myself with asserting, 
that in the discovery of these new islands of 
poetical beauty,
"Full of sweet sounds that give delight and 
hurt not",
Hilton has had no precursor, Sreek, Latin, or 
Italian".
"A LETTER to the BELLS of a PARISH
IBTjHOH in ITALY'.1 Misocrotalus. This is certainly
Hunt’s from internal evidence. For external evidence
it may be said that Mr, Alex, Ireland had a L IS . copy




WIT MADE EASY, or a KIHT TO WGRL-
CATGHERS. 572-574. part II. G iven  also in 'London
JournalT, July, 25, 1835. An exceedingly witty
piece of dialogue.(Given also In Wishing Jan Papers
1874 q . v . )
1826 . PART I .
GOFFER HOUSES ALL SI.IQHIHG. pp. 50-54. 
(signed) Harry Honeycomb. See ' vïishing-Cap Papers' 
1873. This gives, probably for the first time, the 
description of his father smoking. See Autobiography 
HAILS CP HOHOUR. (unsigned) pp. 135- 
142. Manner and style his, also subject. See Old 
Court Suburb.
OH THE CONVERSATION OF LORDS, pp. 361- 
371, (unsigned), but certainly his. Connell a,, 
the Court Love of Ferrara, ? Some resemblahce to 
Hunt's manner. One would also like to attribute to 
him 'A Hew Series of Arabian Rights' Entertainments' 
but cannot manage it.
PART II. (1826).
sPEcnrns of a lictiohar? of love
4HL BEAUTY, ( unsi gned ).
I. pp. 47-59;, II. 136-149; III. 280-282;
IV. 425-432. Also, for 1827. 7. pp. 48-54, Age, 
Ninon/
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Uinon de 1' Sim log, Lovers past their prime.
71« 136-192, Air and Exercise, The Cipsies,
Eating and Drinking and Early Rising.
VII. pp. 266-271. Airs and graces - The
Countess of Carlisle - Pert young Ladies and Llaid-
Servants - Parnell’s Ballad on Beauty.
He writes notes under various headings, 
as they would appear in a Dictionary and towards the 
end Become quite interesting. The hot-house atmos­
phere of the Criticism of Female Beauty is wanting. 
He is advocating fresh air and health and tells 
some romantic stories.
1827. PART I.
PASSAGES MARRED IB IIOFTAIGHBT S ESSAYS 
BY LORD BYROH. To the Editor of the Hew Monthly 
Magazine. 2 articles, pp. 26-32 and 240-45.
These are signed H. and are undoubtedly 
Hunt’s. They consist of passages marked in a copy 
of Cotton's Translation 'lent while residing under 
the same roof" (probably the Casa Lanfranchi), with 
a few remarks. There is a short note upon Cotton 
arL̂  Bis Translation and on Byron's way of marking, 
By 'dog's ears' and double ’dog's ears', when 
specially interesting. The quotations are on 
’Egotism'/
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’Egotism', 'Double-dealing', 'Reputation for wisdom 
usually arrogated "by people in advanced life; Petty 
Vexations the Horst', and 'Love'.
In the first article is this significant 
remark which settles Hunt's authorship:
"It has keen truly said, that he (Byron) 
seems to have furnished an experiment how far it is 
possible to relate false and inconsistent things of a 
known individual, But of this, before long, I shall 
be able to convince the poiblic in detail and under 
my own name".
*
PART II. pp. 382-86 (unsigned), "¡¿asters 
and Servants" ? Hot too like his work, but possibly 
his.
1828. PARI I.
pp. 84-96. A Review of Hunt's 'lord Byron 
and His Contemporaries'. "Mr. Leigh Hunt is not one 
of these dishonest chroniclers . . . .  he has a stern 
love of truth". It consists mainly of extracts.
There are two Arabian Tales, "Ealem Tai"
(pp. 341-344) and "Alfadhel Alderamy", pp. 430-437, 
which may possibly be Hunt's.
P* 521-525. Cog and Magog, cf. Article 




pp. 33-37. Vind 1 oiae I la g ogienae (signed)
H .? t map be his, hut is more likely to he Hazlitt’s.
p. 204-208. Rvils of Measurement in 
Literature, (unsigned).
p . 323-332. Cood Living the Cause of Bad 
Writing, (unsigned).
ileither of these is very like Hunt in 
manner, hut they may he his.
p. 365-9. Flowers. (unsigned). Certainly 
the thought is common with him, and it may he his.
1 8 2 9 .  PART I .
PART. II.
pp. 211-216 Literary Miseries. ) Possibly,
) hut not
pp. 387-392 Fool’s Day. ) very likely.
PART. II.
pp. 59-61. Keeping of Twelfth Right 
(unsigned) A favourite subject and almost certainly 
his.
pp. 313-320. Doddrifige's Cprrespondence. 
Very likely. See another article in the latler, 
given in Wishing Cap Papers ( 1 8 7 3 ) .
1830/
1830. PART II.
R ev iew  o f  R u n t ’ s ’’S i r  Ralph. E s h e r ”  p p ,  
288 -9 . I t  m e n t io n s ,  a t  t h e  end , H u n t ’ s i l l  h e a l t h  
and f i n a n c i a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  and c a l l s  upon a l l  t o  
purchase  th e  P o e t i c a l  Works ( 1 8 3 2 ) .  ’’Men o f  th e  
most o p p o s i t e  p o l i t i c s  have u n i t e d  on th e  common 
ground o f  l i t e r a r y  f e l l o w s h i p ” ,
pp . 4 5 7 -4 6 8 .  The I n d i c a t o r , l lo .  1XXXIX, 
Tuesday, May 1 s t ,  1 85 Z t
" L i f e  i n  May -  B u t t e r f l i e s ,  B ees , e t c .  -  
W ith  th e  C o n s id e r a t i o n  o f  a C u r io u s  A rgum en t, d rawn  
f rom  th e  Government o f  th e  H i v e ” .
He s t a t e s  t h a t  he i s  in d u c e d  th r o u g h  th e  
p re s e n t  medium to  ta k e  up th e  s e r i e s  f r o m  a b r i e f  
c o n t i n u a t i o n  o f  i t  w h ic h  appea red  i n  ’ The L i t e r a r y  
E xam ine r ’ . The re  i s  a f i n e  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  th e  o b j e c t  
° f  th e  Ind  i c a t o r  o f  1819 -21  ( q . v . )  and th e  Government  
o f th e  H iv e  i s  compared w i t h  M a n 's .
PART I I .
Here th e  ” J o u r n a l  o f  C o n v e r s a t io n s  w i t h  
Lord 3 y r o n ” , by t h e  C oun tess  o f  B le s s in g t o n  b e g in s .  
(See H u n t ia n a ) .
1833 . PART I .
p p . 4 8 -5 9  and p .  449 seq . and P a r t  I I I .  p p .  
V9—85. "Men and B oo k s "  ( u n s ig n e d ) ,  u n d o u b te d ly  h i s  
from/
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from th e  manner and m a t t e r .  The l a s t  s e l e c t i o n  has  
as s u b - t i t l e s  -  A c h a l le n g e  a c c e p te d ,  -  Does Phaed rus  
deserve h i s  r e p u t a t i o n ?  -  H is  i d l e  v a u n t in g s  o f  h im ­
s e l f  i n  c om pa r is o n  w i t h  Aesop -  M e r i t  o f  M r . K e i g h t -  
l e y ' s  M y th o lo g y  -  T a le s  o f  C la s s i c  Love .
p .  297 seq . "R e v iew  o f  L e ig h  H u n t ' s  
P o e t ic a l  W orks" 1832 .
1833 . PART I I .
P P .  1 6 1 -1 7 7 .  A New G a l l e r y  o f  P i c t u r e s ,  
(s ig n ed  w i t h  I n d i c a t o r  h a n d ) .
S u b - t i t l e s . S pe n se r ,  The Poe t o f  th e  
P a in te rs  -  C h a ra c te r  o f  h i s ,  G enu is  -  A C o l l e c t i o n  o f  
P ic tu re s  f ro m  h im ,  w i t h  a n a lo g o u s  a s s ig n m e n ts  o f  
them to  o ld  m a s te r s .
H is  o b j e c t  i s  t o  show t h a t  th e  p a i n t e r s  
ought t o  lo v e  and s tu d y  Spense r as t h e i r  p o e t .  The 
(f a e r ie  Queene c o n t a in s  a s t o r e  o f  m a s t e r l y ,  p o e t i c a l  
P ic tu r e s ,  w h ic h  w ou ld  s u i t  one o r  o t h e r  o f  t h e  g r e a t  
s ty le s  e .g .  The House o f  M orpheus w o u ld  s u i t  N ic h o la s  
Poussin , Una i n  th e  S o l i t u d e ,  C o r r e g g io ,  C h a r i t y ,  
Raphael, and B e lp h o e be , T i t i a n  e t c .  i t  i s  w rong  t o  
Tegard Spenser as " n o t h in g  b u t  an a l l e g o r i c a l  w r i t e r " ,  
f o r  he has many p o e t i c a l  d e s c r i p t i o n s  o f  r e a l  scenes  
and Peop le .
1 8 3 5 . /
2 0 0 .
p p . 1 7 0 -1 8 0 .  On G ia n t s ,  O g res , and 
C yc lop s . ( s ig n e d )  L e ig h  H u n t .  See 'A  Lay h y  th e  
F i r e ' 1870 .
p .  512 . I n  a r e v ie w  o f  The A nnu a ls  ,
L e ig h  Run t i s  m en t io n e d  as one o f  th e  c o n t r i b u t o r s .
PART I I .  M e n t io n  i s  made on p .  515 o f  a 
new and che a pe r  e d i t i o n  o f  The I n d i c a t o r  and th e  
Companion . The re  i s  no t r a c e  o f  t h i s  t i l l  1840 .
1836 . PART I .
u p .  9 0 -9 2 .  S heneze r  E l l i o t ' s  P o e t r y ?---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Some good c r i t i c i s m  r e s e m b l in g  H u n t ' s .  He had a ls o  
w r i t t e n  on E l l i o t  h o t h  i n  th e  T a t l e r  and The London  
J o u r n a l .
Evidences o f  Gen ius f o r  D ra m a t ic  P o e t r y ? 
pp. 289-308 ( P a r t  I . )  p p . 3 42 -358  ( p a r t  I I )  p p .  200 -  
208 ( p a r t  I I I . )  I t  d is c u s s e s  Io n  and L a n d o r  and has  
h is  manner. I t  may, h ow eve r , be F o r s t e r ' s .
PART I I .
.
p p . 8 8 -9 6 .  The Hymphs o f  A n t i q u i t y  and o f  
the  P o e ts .  ( s ig n e d )  L e ig h  H u n t .  See ' A  Day by th e  
F i r e ' 18 70.
p p .  2 0 7 -2 1 8 .  " R e f l e c t i o n s  on Some o f  th e  
*2’eat Men 0 f  Re j_gn 0f  C h a r le s  I'.' ( s ig n e d )  L e ig h
^u n t .  T h is  i s  i n s p i r e d  hy  h i s  young  f r i e n d ,  John
Forster's/
1835. PART I.
2 0 1 .
F o r s t e r ' s  h oo k  on E l l i o t  and , / e n tw o r th .  He a p p l i e s  
Lamb's t e s t  i n  ( "P e rs o n s  one wou ld  w is h  t o  have m e t" )  
and Laud , P ry n n e ,  S t r a f f o r d ,  H a r r i s o n ,  C ro m w e l l ,  
I i a s e l r i g g  and Hyde a re  d is c a rd e d  f o r  S e ld e n ,  H u t c h in ­
son, G o d o lp h in ,  M a r v e l l ,  C ow ley , S u n d e r la n d ,  and ,  
pe rh ap s , Hen ry  C rom w e ll and Hampden. He p r a i s e s  
F o r s t e r ' s  L i v e s , speaks  o f  h im  as ' e l o q u e n t ' ,  b u t  
adm its  he i s  ' a  vehem en t b io g ra p h e r - I .
p p .  272—282 "The S i r e n s  and M erm a ids o f  
th e  P o e ts "  ( s ig n e d )  L e ig h  H u n t .
Here he p r a i s e s  T e n n y so n 's  M e rm a id . M r.  
Tennyson 's  Mermaid i s  "a s  s t r a n g e  and f a n t a s t i c  as  
need b e ,  b u t  a l l  w i t h  th e  p r o p e r  f a n t a s t i c  t r u t h ;  
j u s t  as such a c r e a t u r e  m ig h t  ' l i v e ,  move, and have  
i t s  h e i n g ' , i f  such  c r e a t u r e s  e x i s t e d .  H is  v e r s e  i s  
as s t r o n g ,  b u o y a n t ,  and w i l f u l  as th e  mermaid  h e r s e l f  
and th e  b i l l o w s  a round h e r ;  and nothing can he 
h a p p ie r ,  o r  in b e t t e r  o r  more m y s t e r io u s  s e a - t a s t e  
th an  th e  c o n g lo m e ra t io n  o f  th e  w e t and th e  d r y ,  th e  
" fo r k e d  and ho rn ed  and s o f t "  phenomena a t  t h e  con ­
c lu s io n .  M a rk  to o  th e  l u x u r i o u s  and w i l f u l  r e p e t i ­
t i o n  o f  th e  w o rd s ,  " f o r  th e  lo v e  o f  m e" , and o f  th e  
rhyme on t h a t  w o r d " .
H u n t ' s /
2 0 2 .
H u n t ' s  l o v e  o f  ' f a n t a s y ' ,  o f  f a n c y  i n  i t s  
more b i z a r r e  m a n i f e s t a t i o n s ,  i s  v e r y  a p p a re n t  i n  
many e ssa ys .
p p . 2 99 -5 15 , The D a n c in g  a t  th e  Opera ? 
( u n s ig n e d ) . T h is  may he h i s  and i t  i s  a f a v o u r i t e  
s u b je c t .
p p .  4 7 9 -4 9 1 .  A V i s i t  t o  th e  z o o l o g i c a l  
Gardens, By L e ig h  H u n t .  See "Men, Women and B o o k s " .  
As a C h r i s t ’ s H o s p i t a l  h o y ,  i t  was H u n t ' s  p r i v i l e g e  
t o  v i s i t  th e  l i o n s  i n  th e  Towe r, a nd , p e rh a p s ,  h i s  
sympathy f o r  th e  a n im a l  c r e a t i o n  was f i r s t  s t i r r e d  
by th e  m e la n c h o ly  a ppea rance  o f  K in g  L io n  i n  c a p t i v i t y .  
The essay i s  one o f  th e  m os t c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  i n  h i s  
" c h a t t y  m anne r"  and abounds i n  h i s  s h a l lo w e r  o p t im i s ­
t i c  t h o u g h t .  F o r  e xam p le , he s a y s : -
" human "be ings , b r u t e s ,  f i s h ,  i n s e c t s ,  
s e rp e n ts ,  v e g e ta b le s ,  a ppea r t o  be a l l  v a r i e t i e s  o f  
p le a s u ra b le  o r  p l e a s u r e - g i v i n g  v i t a l i t y ,  n e c e s sa ry  
to  the  harmony and c o m p le te n e s s  o f  th e  m us ic  o f  t h i s  
s ta te  o f  b e i n g " .  One cou ld  do s u r e l y  w i t h o u t  th e  
s e rp e n t .  Howeve r, i t  has  H u n t ' s  s p e c i a l  s ym pa th y ,  
"T he re  i s  n o , r e a s o n  why a s e r p e n t  s h o u ld  
n° t  be mace as c o m fo r t a b le  as p o s s i b l e ,  even  th o u g h  
be would make no more bones o f  us th a n  we do o f  an  
o y s te r " .
PART/
203.
PART I I I .  p p . 4 9 -6 1 .  A e r o n a u t i c s ,  R e a l  
and Fabu lou s  ( s ig n e d )  L .H .  See 'A  Day by th e  F i r e *  
pp . 1 7 8 -1 8 1 .  Gog and Magog, and th e  W a l l  
o f D h o u lk a rn e in .  ( s ig n e d )  L e ig h  H u n t .  See "A Day 
by th e  F i r e "  1870 . Compare a ls o  "The  T rum pe ts  o f  
D o o lk a r n e in " . M i l f o r d ,  p .  99.
pp . 1 8 3 -1 9 4 .  "The L i t t l e  Man. A Romance 
o f Rea l L i f e " .  ? p o s s i b l y  H u n t ' s .
1837 . PART I .
pp . 7 8 -7 9 .  O h r is tm a s , p o s s i b l y  H u n t ' s ,  
pp . 7 9 -9 1 .  'T he  Day o f  t h e  D i s a s t e r s  o f  
'O a r f in g to n  B l u n d e l l ,  E s q u i r e ' .  One o f  t h e  b e s t  
examples i n  E n g l i s h  o f  a m e r r y  t a l e  w h ic h  t u r n s  upon  
the c o m f i tu n e s  o f  a s e l f i s h  man.
pp . 4 0 4 -4 1 7 .  J a c k  A b b o t t ' s  B r e a k f a s t .  
Another t a l e  f u l l  o f  in n o c e n t  l h u g h t e r .  I t  appea red  
o r i g i n a l l y  i n  th e  E xam ine r  1825 .
PP. 5 0 5 -5 1 8 . T r i t o n s  and Men o f  t h e  Sea. 
(s ig ned ) L e ig h  H u n t ,  i h  i t ,  T e n n y s o n 's  Merman i s  
quoted. Bee "A Day by  th e  F i r e "  ( 1 8 7 0 ) .
NOTE. Here ends th e  s e r i e s  o f  m y t h o lo g i c a l  a r t i c l e s .  
When a t s c h o o l ,  b o th  Hunt and K ea ts  f e l l  u n d e r  th e  
sP e l i  o f  th e  c l a s s i c a l  m y th o lo g y  as d e p ic t e d  i n  
Spence's 'P o l y m e t i s '  ( 1 s t  E d i t i o n  1 7 4 7 ) ,  T o o k e 's  
Rantheon/
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Pan theon , and L e m p r ie r e 's  C l a s s i c a l  D i c t i o n a r y  
(2nd E d i t i o n ,  1 7 9 2 ) .  I t  m us t have heen  one o f  
H u n t ’ s s t r o n g e s t  p o i n t s  o f  c o n ta c t  w i t h  th e  m ind o f  
th e  you n ge r  K ea ts  t h a t  he a ls o  knew and d e l i g h t e d
(as  a s c h c c l - b o y )  i n  t h i s  s id e  o f  ' t h e  g l o r y  t h a t
was G -reece '. One knows wha t use  H ea ts  made o f
such ' g l o r y '  and how he made i t  p a r t  o f  h i s  own. 
H u n t 's  p o e t r y  i s  n o t  so pe rm ea ted  by i t ;  b u t  he made 
s p le n d id  use  o f  i t  f o r  h i s  p r o s e ,  i n  h i s  I n d i c a t o r s , 
h i s  London J o u r n a l  and h e r e .  Such a r t i c l e s ,  he 
in te n d e d  -  e s p e c i a l l y  th o s e  w h ic h  appeared  i n  th e  
Hew M on th ly  -  t o  g a t h e r  t o g e t h e r  i n t o  a b o o k ,  en­
t i t l e d  The F a b u lo u s  W o r ld . T h is ,  h ow eve r , was n e v e r  
done. Ho t o n ly  d id  he expound th e  c l a s s i c a l  m y th s ,  
b u t  a ls o  th e  H a i r y  L o re  o f  E ng land  and o f  th e  E a s t ,  
th e  G e n i i  o f  th e  A r a b ia n  E ig h t s ,  and th e  A n g e ls  and 
D e v i ls  o f  M e d ia e v a l  Schoo lmen and S u p e r s t i t i o n .
1839 . PART I I .
p .  564 . c o n ta in s  a n o t i c e  o f  Kenny Meadow's  
"Heads o f  th e  P e o p le " ,  w h ic h  o r i g i n a l l y  came o u t  i n  
1 / -  p a r t s ,  ( q . v . )
1 8 4 0 . MARCH. S h o r t  a p p r e c i a t i v e  c r i t i ­
cism o f  !' l h e  le g e n d  o f  F lo r e n c e ' ' .
& p r i 1 Rev iew  o f  M is s  S t r i c k l a n d ' s  "Queens
o f /
205.
o f  E n g la n d " .  T h is  may he h i s .  i t  i s  n o t ,  h ow eve r ,  
th e  essay w h ic h  a p p e a rs  i n  "Men, Women and B o o k s " .
1 8 4 5 . PART I I I , p p . 1 4 3 -1 4 8 .  "Lazy  
Corner o r  Bed v e r s u s  B u s in e s s  ' f r o m  B e r n i .  T h is  i s  
preceded by a n o te  o f  one and a h a l f  pages upon  
B e r n i .
p p .  3 7 4 -5 .  R e v iew  o f  "The F o s t e r  B r o t h e r "  
by T h o rn to n  H u n t .
1846 . PART I . p p .  2 4 6 -2 4 8 .  R e v iew  o f  
" S t o r i e s  f r o m  th e  I t a l i a n  P o e t s " .
184 7 p p .  1 4 5 -1 5 1 .  ( P a r t  I I J .  3wre e t  
Harmon ies and D is c o r d s  ?
T h is  d e a ls  w i t h  S p r in g  S t r e e t  c r i e s  and 
s t r e e t  m us ic  and s u g g e s ts  H u n t ' s  manner and s t y l e .
A ls o  a s h o r t  R e v iew  o f  "L ien, Women and
B o o k s " .
P a r t .  I I I .  p .  83 seq .
"A G ra y b e a rd 's  G oss ip  a bo u t h i s  l i t e r a r y  
A cq u a in ta n c e "  g iv e s  s k e tc h e s  o f  John and L e ig h  H u n t .  
The l a t t e r  i s  sa id  t o  have b een  most a t t r a c t i v e  a t  
the p ia n o ,  h i s  f i n e  m an ly  v o ic e  " w a r b l i n g  im m o r ta l  
ve rse  and Tuscan a i r " .  I t  i s  a ls o  s a id  t h a t  L o rd  
H o l la n d ,  ( d u r i n g  th e  M e lbo u rne  a d m in i s t r a t i o n )  
s ta te d  t h a t  t j i e  queen c o u ld  n o t  be asked to  s ig n  a 
g ra n t /
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g ran t to  a man who had been im p r is o n e d  and f i n e d  f o r  
a l i b e l  a g a in s t  h e r  u n e le .  The w r i t e r  i s  Cymes 
Redding.
1848 . PART I .
S h o r t  R ev iew  o f  J a r  o f  H oney , p p . 1 3 6 -7 .  
pp. 418 -423 . N a t u r e ' s  M y s t e r io u s  S ym pa th ie s  ?
(s ig ned ) H. A h in d  o f  c o n t i n u a t i o n  o f  t h e  F a bu lo u s  
World a r t i c l e s ,  and e x t r e m e ly  o p t im i s t i c  a t  end .  
Probab ly  H u n t 's .
PART I I .
PP. 1 34 -1 4 1 . The P a l i n g e n e s is  o f  th e  
A lchem is ts  ( u n s ig n e d ) .  T h is  embraces v ie w s  w h ic h  
would n ow -a -days  be te rm ed  t e l e p a t h i c  and i n  i t s  
optim ism  i t  re s e m b le s  The R e l i g i o n  o f  t h e  H e a r t . M r.  
O i l i e r  i s  q uo te d  and t h e r e  I s  some m y th o lo g y .  P ro ­
bab ly H u n t 's .
PP. 3 0 9 -1 9 .  The C ou r t  and T imes o f  James 
the F i r s t ?  ( u n s ig n e d ) .
I n  1848 , H un t p u b l i s h e d  The Town w h ic h  con ­
ta in s ,  tow a rd s  th e  end , s im i l a r  f a c t s .  The manner  
of w r i t i n g  re sem b le s  t h a t  o f  The Town. I t  i s ,  t h e r e ­
fo re ,  p ro b a b ly  H u n t ' s ,  th o ugh  i t  may be F o r s t e r ' s .
PP. 5 0 8 -2 2 .  The C o u r t  and T imes o f  C h a r le s  
I*  See a n te .
part /
2 0 ? .
R ev iew  o f  M on ck to n  M i l n e r ' s  L i f e  o f  K e a ts .  
Hunt i s  m en t io n e d  s e v e r a l  t im e s .
1849 . PART I .
pp . 1 7 3 -1 7 7 .  S u p e r n a tu r a l  B e in g s ,  ( u n ­
s ig n e d )  ? The t h o u g h t  i s  e le v a te d  and re s e m b le s  some 
t im es  t h a t  o f  th e  R e l i g i o n  o f  th e  H e a r t . The l a s t  
t h r e e  p a ra g ra p h s  a re  w r i t t e n  i n  h i s  m anne r.
PART III.
pp . 2 3 -3 0 ,  The A u th o r s  o f  th e  "R e j e c te d  
A dd re sse s " ( u n s ig n e d ) .  T h is  b e a u t i f u l  a r t i c l e  may 
be H u n t 's .  I t  has .h is  i n t im a t e  t o n e ,  W h i le  th e  
w r i t e r  m e n t io n s  S h e l le y  ana o t h e r  f r i e n d s  o f  H o race  
Sm ith , he n e v e r  m e n t io n s  H un t hy name, th o u g h  he 
r e f e r s  to  h im  once o r  tw ic e  and speaks d e l i c a t e l y  
o f the  lo a n  w h ic h  S h e l le y  o b ta in e d  f o r  H u n t ' s  benefit,
1850 . Poems. See M i l f o r d .
PART III.
1823 . ULTRA- CREPILARIUo ; A SATIRE on T ILL  I  A ll 
GIEEORD. See 1111 f o r d . p p .  161 and 748.
ROTS. T h is  has a s h o r t  p r e f a c e . some n o t e s , and a 
lo n g  E x t r a c t  f r o m  H a z l i t t ' s  d e n u n c ia t o r y  L e t t e r  to  
Mr. l i f f o r d  .
H u n t ,  i n  s p i t e  o f  h i s  G h r i s t i a n i s m ,  n e v e r  
seems to  have f o r g i v e n  G i f f o r d ,  Even i n  th e  1832  
t r u n c a te d  and em a scu la te d  e d i t i o n  o f  The F e a s t  o f  
th e  P o e t s , he r e t a i n s  th e  l i n e s  upon  " t h e  s o u r  
l i t t l e  g e n t le m a n " .  The r e a s o n  t h e r e  g iv e n  was th e  
lame one t h a t  t h e y  had p le a s e d  E a z l i t t .  The p r e fa c e  
g iv e s  th e  g ro u nd s  f o r  h i s  d i s l i k e .  I t  s t a t e s  t h a t  
th e  " f o l l o w i n g  jeVjl d ' e s p r i t  i s  th e  TS t ' : c k '  w h ic h  i s  
m en tioned  i n  th e  t h i r d  number o f  th e  L i b e r a l , as  
h a v in g  been  c u t  f o r  M r .  G i f f o r d ' s  s p e c i a l  use . . . 
People who make a s p o r t  o f  th e  l i v e s  and f o r t u n e  o f  
o th e r s ,  s h o u ld  be made t o  pay b a c k  some o f  th e  
advan tages o f  w h ic h  th e y  d e p r i v e  th e m " ,  G i f f o r d ' s  
u p b r in g in g  " s h o u ld  have t a u g h t  h im  to  be k in d  and 
s ym pa th e t ic  to w a rd s  o th e r s  . . .  Ee a t t a c k e d  a 
woman . . , s t r u c k  a t  th e  c r u t c h e s  o f  p o o r  Mary  
Robinson . . . "  J?or The Eeas t  o f  th e  P oe ts  and "  
-Lor a t t a c k in g  p o w e r f u l  p r i n c e s  in s te a d  o f  t h e i r  d i s ­
carded M is t r e s s e s ,  he has n e v e r  f o r g i v e n  me. . , My 
i i r s t /
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f i r s t  n o t i c e  o f  h im  was i n  h i s  p r a i s e " .  Hence " t h e  
r e q u e s ts  o f  M u r ra y  t o  w r i t e  i n  th e  Q u a r t e r l y " (H un t  
had c a l l e d  G i f f o r d ,  t h e  " f i r s t  s a t i r i s t  o f  h i s  t im e  
and quo ted  f r o m  h im  i n  h i s  C r i t i c a l  E s s a y s . 1 8 0 6 ) .
He th e n  r e f e r s  t o  " t h e  m is q u o t i n g  c r i t i c i s m  on "The  
S to r y  o f  R im i n i " ,  s s y s  t h a t  ’ e x t r a o r d i n a r y  g e n iu s  
( f o r  e xam p le , S h e l le y  and K e a ts )  was c a l c u la t e d  
m e re ly  t o  p e r p le x  h im '  f o r  a l l  h i s  sym pa thy  i s  ' w i t h  
common-place u n d e r s t a n d in g s ’ and he i s  th e  ' f l a t t e r ­
in g  s e r v a n t  o f  th e  T o r i e s ’ . The t i t l e  ' u l t r a - C r e -  
p i d a r i u s ’ has been in v e n te d  by a f r i e n d  o f  m in e ’ .
The r e a d e r  o f  th e  P re fa c e  w i l l  f i n d  th o se  
remarks supp lem en ted  by a l o n g  passage  i n  th e  A u to -  
b io g ra p h y  ( V o l .  I .  p p .  2 3 9 -2 4 3 . )  He t h e r e  g iv e s  
th e  passage on ’ p o o r  Mary R o b in s o n ' and a d d s : -
"This is the passage which put all the gall 
into anything which I said, then or afterwards, of 
Bifford, till he attacked myself and my friends. At 
least it disposed me to think the worst of whatever 
he wrote; and as reflection did not improve nor 
suffering soften him, he is the only man I ever 
attacked, respecting whom I have felt no regret".
The S a t i r e ,  i t s e l f ,  i s  n o t  a v e r y  good  
example o f  h i s  w h im s ic a l  f a n c y ,  and t h e r e  i s  l i t t l e  
c r i t i c i s m .  I t  i s  w r i t t e n  i n  th e  same m e tre  as The 
g M s t .
M e rc u ry /
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Mercury loses one of his winged shoes and 
he and Venus travel to earth to find it. On their 
approach, all pairs of things on earth feel love to 
one another,
''All felt hut one shoe , . . 
not the shoe that was missing.
But one, which as Yenus and Mercury put up 
Somewhere at Ashburton, nigh tripp'd her sweet 
foot up",
',7hen ashed to kiss her foot, "the shoe huff'd", and
when Mercury asks if it knows its "own profit", the
shoe replies,
"I was made for a Squire; and my instinct has 
told me.
That if through the dirt with discretion I hold 
me.
My service, some day, will he under an Marl, 
Which I think's something higher than you and 
your girl".
The Deities laugh and after some more such give-and-
take, Mercury discovers that he has maltreated his
shoe the other day, when it wanted "to come in for
some shoes for a lady". Then he reveals himself and
denounces the
"Vile soul of a Shoe - that -with decent 
self-knov.'led ge 
Had honoured the good man that made thee 
at college"
find sentences it to be not a man, "hut human to see" 
for it is,
''A thing made for dirty ways, hollow at heart
Do/
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Do thy "best to obstruct all the feet that 
come there,
Especially younger ones, winged like mine.
Till bright up above thee, they soar and 
they shine".
(Attacks on Keats and Shelley).
Then Gifford's errors and spite as a 
commentator are denounced. (Hunt is wrong here, for 
Sifford was a good commentator). He is to
. . . "edit no authors but such as unite
With their talents a good deal of dirt or of 
spite".
This is a hit at Cifford's translation of Juvenal.
Then Murray, Southey, and Groker are 
referred to,
"Be these the Court critics, and vamp a 
Revi ew"
Misconduct it, misquote poets,
Miss all that is good that ye miss not 
the Court
3ut meet with a Prince's old mistress 
discarded,
And then let the world see how 
vice is rewarded".
Then the shoe struggles into the shape of poor
Sifford,
There is here more denunciation than 
criticism. Gifford is trounced as heartily as Byron 
trounced Southey, two years before.
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THE LITERARY EXAMINER:./ consisting of 
THE INDICATOR / A REVIEW OE BOONS, / and / MIS­
CELLANEOUS PIECES in PROSE and VERSE / London / 
Printed for H.L.Hunt, Tavistock Street./ 1823//
British Museum Copy. 8°, 8-g-" x 5f-” , pp. 1-412 (not 
counting Title and Index).
Each number had 16 pp. and was entitled 
"The Literary Examiner", No.I. (Saturday, July 5,
1823, to No.XXVI. (Saturday Dec.27, 1823). It thus 
lasted about six months.
"'When the Liberal was put an end to, I had 
contributed some articles to a new work set up by 
my brother, called the Literary Examiner. Being too 
ill at Florence to continue these, I did what I could, 
and had recourse to the lightest and easiest transla­
tion I could think of, which was that of Recii' s Bacco 
in Toscana" .
The Literary Examiner was, indeed an off­
shoot/
off-shcbf,a literary supplement, of the Examiner, 
set up by John Hunt for the benefit of his brother. 
In the 26th Ho., an apology is made for the absence 
of the Indicator. While there was a prospect of 
his continuance, the paper has been filled up .with 
other articles, but as illness prevents him from 
writing, the present number is the last and the 
literary notices will be resumed in the Examiner 
Newspaper, "particularly those of Lord Byron’s 
forth-coming works" (John Hunt was then issuing 
parts of Don Juan.)
In Ho. I appeared Ho. 77 of the Ind icator, 
as Ho. 76 was the last issue of the Ind icator under 
the editorship of Leigh Hunt. Hunt wrote only 









Nos. 79, 85, 86, 87 and 88 are signed 
’Bor the Indicator", Leigh Hunt, nine years after, 
in/
Ho. 77, I.3y Books.
Ho. 78 (oontd,)
Ho. 80 On the Suburbs of Genoa and
the Country about London.
Ho. 81 contd.




in 1832, wrote for the Hew Monthly Magazine, Ind i- 
cator Ho. 89, "life in May, Butterflies, Bees etc".
The sequence then drops. (Bee under Hew Monthly 
Magaz ine ).
My Books is re-printed, as in 1823, in 
Essays (Ed. Brinley Johnson, 1891) and Essays and 
Sketches (Ed. Brimley Johnson, World's Classics,
1906). It is one of the greatest of his essays, 
reveais the bookman and, in the phrasing, often re­
calls Eazlitt.
On the Suburbs of Genoa, etc. is given as 
in 1823, in ’The Wishing Gap Papers' (1873). It is 
addressed to his friend, Novello, contains many per­
sonal touches and ought to be again fully reprinted. 
"On the Latin Poems of Milton" has never been reprint­
ed. The translations, however, are to be found in 
Milford (192 3).
The other articles contain much that is 
interesting to the student of Hunt. There is an
attack (in the 1st number) on Blackwood, which assails *
"by every species of unjust and impudent invective.,
^he individuals who sustain the weight of those pub­
lications.”, there are reviews of the three parts of 
Jaan then being issued by John Hunt; a. review 
Elora Domestics by Hunt’s sister-in-law, Elizabeth 





NOTE, a series of papers in the Examiner, commencing
March 38, 1824 and ending Oct. 16, 1325.
The subjects are as follows 
; XA Walk in Covent Garden - Piccadilly and the West End 
y j-- A Walk in the City - On seeing a Pigeon make Love -
xSpring - Rainv-day Poetry - I and We - My Imprison-
X  Xment (2 papers) - Whitehall - St. James’3 Park - Love
and War - A Proposal to the Inhabitants of the
Metropolis (with regard to the institution of certain
■w
grounds and enclosures, for the purpose of restoring
the manly games of their ancestors) - Body and Mind -
Actors and Artists at Rome - Eating and Drinking -
Illuminations and Ceremonies at Rome - The Venus de
-f*Medici - Plan of Mr Owen - "Flora Domestica" -'Fiction
X xand Matter of Fact - The Valley of Ladies - Love and
the Country -^Ver-Vert; or the parrot of the Nuns
(2 papers) - a Novel Party (2 papers) - Clarendon’s
History of the Rebellion". Jack Abbot's Breakfast.
Those marked with an asterisk afterwards appeared in 
the Wishing Cap Papers (1873); those with a dagger,
Hunf reprinted in Men, Women, and Books (1847). Ver- 
Vert is Hunt's translation of Cresset's famous story; 
flora domestica is a review of Elisabeth Kent's book on 
popular botany; and A Walk in Covent Garden and others 
are first versions of material which went to form The 
-Tom books. Hunt had already discussed the ideas of 
Robert Owen, the reformer, in The Examiner of 1817.
The Venus de Medici he reproduces in the Autobiography 
(Chapter X X I )
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BACCHUS IN TUSCANY. 1825.
See Milford, 1923, pp. 468 seq. & p. 751. 
Besides the Dedication to John Hunt, given in Milford 
there is a prose preface (pp.v-xix) and Notes Origi­
nal and Select (pp. 59-298)
CRITICAL NOTE.
Here Leigh Hunt is perhaps seen at his 
test as a translator. The animal spirits of 
the piece suited his ’tropical' blood and light­
hearted gaiety. Moreover, he was in 
Italy/
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Italy when he did it, recovering from the ordeal 
of the liberal and Lord "Byron. (Autobiography II. 
Chapter XXI. p. 152) Too ill to write his Indicators 
for the Literary Th:aniner , q.v. he found solace in 
Redi añd the rebound bach to cheerfulness is re­
flected. in the 'go' with .vhich he has made the Tuscan 
Bacchus speak in English and the verve with which he 
has caught the rapidity of the language, the clever­
ness of the rhymes, and the spontaneity of the ir­
regular lines. He had recently failed to equal 
Byron in his imitations of ’Don Juan1; here, he often 
surpasses him at leas't in cleverness of phrase and 
rhyme. And this was to be expected, given the 
suitable medium and occasion, for Leigh Hunt had the 
j southern nature and was steeped in the literature 
which suggested to Byron the colloquial style of his 
Beppo and Bpn -Juan.
He does not here expatiate, in his intro­
duction and. notes, with a full apparatus of texts, 
upon the lack of animal spirits in English litera­
ture, and its failure to give anywhere a complete 
cheerfulness. vet the note is already felt which 
produced later the remarkable articles in The ITusioal
-ir-mes (1855-54) q.v. upon Poems of Joyous Impulse 
the more famous Jar of Honey (c.v.) Cheerfulness in 
j n£¿lish literature and other essays.
I
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In his Preface, (op. V-XIX), he gives 
the facts about Redi, a physician of a quality he 
was afterwards himself to find in Dr s. Southwood. 
Smith and Bird, and a great name independent of his 
poetry. He also lays stress upon the esteem in 
which the Bacchus is held in Italy. His criticism 
of it is also excellent. ,rIt is an original, an 
effusion of animal spirits, a piece of Bacchanaiian 
Music, This is all; hut this will not he regarded 
as nothing, "by those who know the value of original­
ity, and who are thankful for any addition to our 
pleasures”. He sums it up beautifully by saying 
that ”it is to the Ode and the Dithyrambic, what 
the Rape of the Lock is to the Epic” . The only 
fault he can find with it is that "Bacchus has all 
the talk to himself, and Ariadne becomes a puppet 
ly his side”. In this criticism, he is probably 
the first to suggest the influence of the Bacchus 
upon the style of Dryden's Alexand er ’s Feast, a 
suggestion endorsed by Dr. Garnett in his Italian 
Literature.in the passage where that author also 
says that ”the difficulties of translation have 
been surprisingly overcome by Leigh Hunt”.
The Notes.(pp. 59-224) and 4 additional
pages, must not be neglected. It has been already 
seen/
seen how important for an estimation of Hunt are 
'the notes to the Feast of the Poets. The notes to 
the Red3 are more varied and make pleasanter reading; 
hut the critic is heard again and again. Among the 
more important notes are the following
1. p. 95. A Comparison of the Italian with 
the English genius. "The Italian genius notwith­
standing its greater physical vivacity, has in 
reality more alliance with the gravity and melancholy 
of the English character, than with its dancing 
neighbours the French. Our schools of poetry have 
much that is in common; and there is a. greater 
sympathy with the imaginative part of their devotion 
in our very heresies and infidelities, than in the 
orthodoxy and strange cynicism, equally volatile, of 
the French, etc." p. 134.
2. Of Feats, (note, in 1825). "So sang a
young poet, who, if he had lived, would have been one 
of the greatest since the days of Milton. He was so;
for he gave proof that he inherited his great intel-
lectual estate, though he did net live to spend it”.
3. Chaucer and Baccaccio, p. 317. "I will
here observe that Chaucer's versions of Palamon and
.4£cite_, and Troilus and Cressida. besides their known
merits, exhibit an extraordinary instance of the




are eaeh of them long poems, whole tedious volumes« 
The originals of most of th~ finer passages are 
there, hut drawn out into a languid redundancy. 
Boccaccio is aware of the propriety of a natural 
stjle, hut wants the great test and property of 
the natural style poetical, which is concentration". 
These ideas are now very well known, hut this was 
written in 1825.
4, Concentration, the Poet's Business, p. 138. 
"The poet's business, let him write as much as he 
pleases, is always concentration;- concentration of 
passages, of places, of words; not in order to he 
shrrt, hut to he intense; and he indulges our imagin­
ation after all hy not telling it too much” etc.
His theory, here, is greater than his practice.
These are not all; for he discusses the 
'nepenthe' of Helen, which leads him on to opium and 
he can - unfortunately - only speak of He fuincey's 
Confessions. as "interesting and ingenious” ; and he 
has good notes on Filicaia, r'ompound Words, England 
and Drinking-Songs (Fee Tlusical Times articles), and
0 jy who should have written oriental stories in 
prose.
One is struck hy two things, First, he is 
oecoming a good critic quite early and did not require
wait till the forties and Imagination and Fancy 
etc./
etc. after Coleridge, Lamb, and Hazlitt had written, 
to give the Romantic note in criticism.
Second, he has already a vast reading behind 
him, classical and English as well as Italian.
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THE / REBELLION / OH / THE BEASTS: / 
or, / THE ASS IS DEAD I / LOKE HIVE THE 
ASS lil / By a late fellow of St. John's College,/ 
Camb ridge /
"A man hath no pre-eminence above a beast" /
Ecoles. III. 212 
Vvith Engravings. / London: / Published by J, & E.L. 
Hunt, Tavistock Street, / Covent Garfign: / and sold 
by all Booksellers. / 1825. //
8°, x 4t”, i-xii + 13-166«
gROHT IS PIECE John Sprat speaking into Ass's ear.
(There are three other illustrations):. 
LSD I G A U G E . iii-xii. To any Lord Chancellor.
(signed) Your lordship's thorough 
varlet, / John Pimplico.
REEELLIOH OF THE BEASTS. 13-166.
CRITICAL EC IE. This has been attributed to Hunt, 
but is more likely to be by 'The Black Dwarf', of 
whom "A Political Lecture on Heads" (1820), (which 
consists of political Skits in verse), has also 
been examined. 'The Black Dwarf to his Readers' is 
there (signed) 'Pimlico1 and the Dedication of above 
is signed 'John Pimlico'. Also in Ads. to 1st Ed.
of this is "Cooler's Secret History of the Radical 
Era"/
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Era" and fooler was probably 'The Black Dwarf'.
The political irony of the piece is 
neither too good, nor too evident. John Sprat 
learns how to address animals and to understand their 
speech. In consequence of his communications, they 
rise in rebellion. Radicalism is thereby ironically 
condemned.
The style of the piece is not Hunt's and 
the humour is often coarse. The date, also, is 
against Hunt's authorship.
There is a second Edition with some minor
changes.
NEW MONTHLY HA3AZINE. See also Forster Collection 
for alterations made by Hunt in US. for- r-e-publica'frinn.
THE FAMILY JOURNAL, 1825. See THE
224.
SPECIMENS of a DICTIONARY of LOVE 
and BEAUTY. See 'New Monthly Magazine, 1826.
See also Forster Collections for MB. 
alterations made by Hunt for Republication.
22^.
THE NHTT.PSaKE FOR 1828 contains two 
delightful essays of Hunt's. Pocket-Books and Keep­
sakes pp. 1-18 and Dreams on the Borders of the land 
of poetry, pp. 254-241. They are anonymous and were
identified only in the eighties, by Mr Dykes Camp­
bell from MSS. in his possession. They were made
accessible /
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accessible in Mr. Arthur Symons edition of the 
F'ssays (q.v.) and have since become 7/ell known.
The first is a characteristic essay, in 
which, with some show of learning, some quizzing, 
and much charm he discusses familiarly and elegantly 
the history of pocket-books and keepsakes and their 
’gorgeous dresses”. Incidentally he speaks of suit-
able presents and of books as keepsakes. He also
.
gives a parody of the jewel passage from Marlowe's 
Jew of Malta and a, shorter parody from lycidas and 
ends with Davenant's ”To the lady Olivia Porter”.
The second essay is quite different and is,
as Mr. Arthur.Symons says, one of his greatest pieces
It is prose poetry in the manner of Tourgueniev.
He says "Poetry without the fit sculpture of verse,
is no more to be called poetry than beauty conceived
is beauty accomplished”, and 'a poet's hand should
be like the energy within the oak, to make strong,
and like the -wind that bend(s its foliage, to make
various”. He has a wish to be a poet, but is too
ill for such energy. Accordingly, he will give
themes for poetry in prose. Ho he gives My Bower,
An Evening Landscape, A Sight of the lod. s , etc.
-he last would have delighted Heats and the others
are beautiful, though they spring from merely subur­
ban/
suburban scenes. Occasionally, there are sentences 
which show the poet within him, for example, this 
one of Spring, "We care not for the chilliness for 
it is vernal, the cold of a young hand instead of 
an old one".
The 'Keepsake' Annual was popular at the 
time, and, to judge from the list at the end of a 
year, given in the New Monthly, Annuals were very nu­
merous indeed, and in quality good, bad and indifferent 
The artists and men of letters of the day contributed 
to the best of them original illustrations, poems, 
essays, and sketches. Hunt wrote poetry for several 
and further research may reveal more essays like the 
above. They came out like the Christmas numbers of 
present day and Hunt's Jar of Honey from Mount 
iiẐ la was intended as a hind of Keepsake or Gem of
V
his own making.
T H E /
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THE COMPANION. / by / LEIGH HUNT. /
"The first quality in a Companion is Truth”.
Sir William Temple. / 
London:/ Printed for Hunt and Clarke, / York Street, 
Covent Garden. / 1828 //.
7" ,pp. i-iv + 1-432, 8 q x 5f-".
"The Companion consisted partly of 
criticisms on theatres, authors, and public events, 
and partly of a series of essays in the manner of 
the Indicator. Some of the essays have since 
accompanied the re-publications of that older work. 
They contained some of what afterwards turned out 
to be my most popular writing. But I had no money 
to advertise the publication; it did not address 
itself to any existing- influence; and in little more 
than half a year I was forced to bring it to a 
conclusion".
The Companion was a weekly periodical like 
the Indicator. No. I. appeared on Wednesday, Ian,
9, 1828 and the last number (No. XXIX) on 'Wednesday 
July 23, 1828. The first four numbers had 8 pp. 
each and cost 3^, No. 5, etc, had 16 pp. and cost 4^ ,j
At the end of the first number, Hunt says 
that the publication of the paper was resolved upon 
very suddenly and that there were difficulties about 
size and price. At the end of the fourth number, he 
states/
states that his readers have told him "they are 
sorry, they come to the end of their reading so soon” . 
Others have been complaining about the price ana he 
admits that since in the Indicator he gave them a 
paper "at a price below what it ought to have been” , 
he determineo in the case of the Companion "to go to 
something of the other extreme, till we could see 
what our head would bear, as well as our pocket . . . 
It i s now in contemplation to double the size of the 
Companion, but we cannot say at what addition of 
price”.
In a mind of prospectus, entitled "Boons,
Politics, and Theatricals", in lío.I., Hunt lays down
( 1  )
the lines he wishes to follow. Books are to be cri­
ticised and "the opinion that we give upon any book, 
will oe, such as it is, our own". Good faith will 
kept,- and the anonymity of the Companion will be only 
an innocent mask" /for we have at least some portion 
of reputation to lose".
(2) Politics are a part of humane literature 
provided they deal with mankind at large. 'The j-ing
Oleorge IV. ) has been recently showing "the indestruc­
tible youth of his nature" by returning to Liberalism, 
however, "we have learnt to be cautious in our hopes 
about kings", though "we (at present) find ourselves





[¿) Theatrical criticisms are to ue resumed 
"We have had a long interval of absence from the 
theatres',' . . .  so that "going to the play again is a 
sort of new and juvenile thing with us".
However, the even course of the paper, writ­
ten at first solely by himself, is disturbed by ill­
ness at No.X. and he apologises for giving a review 
of Hazlitt’s 'Plain Speaker' . He receives help in
XIII. from 'a fair correspondenc1 with 'The Lover's 
Leap1 and from others signed W. and V/.P. and one, 
without signature who sends two sonnets.
In No.XV. he returns to the "Miscellaneous 
Intentions of the Companion" and apologises for being 
unable to carry out his designs. He has enjoyed 'go­
ing to the play' again ana seeing, especially "dear 
delightful Pasta", but must give up this pleasure and 
along with it, late suppers and night-watchmen'. 
However, he has still old books and new to delight 
himself and his readers and, going off at a tangent 
he sums up Sir Walter Scott. In The feast of the 
joets and elsewnere, he . had never been very favour­
able to the Scottish wizard. Here, Scott "is a very 
great novelist; a very mediocre poet; and to our 
thinming, no ctitic at all. He is so great a man in 
one way, that he cannot but interest you in any".
In No.XVI. , he is ill again, but gives in
this/
this and the next, something very interesting, "from
our portfolios", a fragment of a drama on Elizabethan
lines, by himself, entitled-.A father Revenged. (See
Milford p. old). In XXIV., he falls back upon his
and
translation of Redi's Bacchus (q.v.) gives specimens
A
with some of the notes.
I hen comes in Iio.XXIX?, "She Companion's 
farewell to his leaders".
"I would have continued the work with plea­
sure, had circumstances allowed me (but ) . . . I 
could neither pay it attention enough, nor afford to 
wait time enough, to get it up to a sale that should 
indemnify all parties concerned, without more help 
than the speculation was thought to warrant. I , ^
therefore, take leave of my readers . . . .  It has
happened, that the composition -of this work, line r_. 
that of the Indicator, has taken place at one of the 
most painful periods of my life. . . " He then 
pleasantly discourses on freedom of thought and spe­
culation and the hope of progress.
The Companion then, was a failure; yet it 
contains some of the best writing of its author.
His own articles, besides those given in The Indica- 
—92L and the Companion are as follows:-
Books, Politics, and Theatricals (a kind of 
Bros pectus. )




Character of Rossini. A Hint -on Behalf of love and 
the Sex. (See Wishing Cap Papers, 1873).
III. french Plays in london. Moliere's Tartuife. 
Anecdotes of the Author, a specimen of the piece 
itself, and remarks on the performers. See Mol-p
iere's Tartuffe (W.C.P.1873).
IV. lev; Tragedy of the Serf. Italian Opera. Tan- 
credi, Reappearance of Madame Pasts.
V. Madame Pasta. An oo.jection to concerts and ora­
torios. The Beauty of Truth, even as an accom­
plishment. (W.C.P. lb.7.3). lew Pieces at Drury 
lane. A word for the manager.
VI. hew Comeay of the Merchant's Wedding.
VII. large Bonnets. A new way of Gallantry. Secret
of some existing fashions. I.A Gw of lb34 gives
only the last part. Opera of the 7/hite and Rea 
Rose. Madame Pastafn 1 the lover, franch Dancing. 
(W.C.P.1873)
VIII. Sir John Suckling. Memoir of him, -with Speci­
mens of his Poetry.
IX. Remarks 011 french Opera. Dancing Resumed. Danc­
ing in General, with a word on our Anglish Balls. 
(W.C.P. 1873) - Specimens of Sir John Suckling 
(Concluded ).
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X. Remarks on Hazlitt's ,r>lain Speaker1 (Oontd. in 
XI. )
XI. introductory Note to the translation from French
of Chapelle's Trip to Languedoc and Provence 
followed by Translation (Contd. in XII and XV).
XIV. Sir William Davenant.
XV. Miscellaneous Intentions of the Companion. The
Roue (a Review).
XVI. New Splendours at Windsor - Domestic News from 
China - Mistakes in Matrimony (A kind of Romance 
of Real Life)- The 'Miserable Methodists' (Com­
pare The Folly and Danger of Methodism) - Lord 
Holland and the Duke of Wellington.
XVII. Subjects for Dissection (Topical) - The Draw­
ing-Room and the Duchess of St. Albans (Compare es­
say in Men, Women and Books) May-day and Shakes­
peare's Birth-day, (nut the Indicator article).
XVlii. May day at Holly Lodge. Marriages Royal, and 
of Doubtful Propriety. Letter of Madame Pasta.
Xix, Progress of Liberal Opinion, and what becomes
the Highest Ambition accordingly. Poetry of Brit­
ish Ladies; continued in other numbers, (See, Men 
jVomen, and Books. This is the first version and 
a Review on Dyce's Specimens of British Poetesses) 
Anatomical Subjects - "Only Once" (the bathing 
joke about Charles Lamb)
XX./
XX. Pasta and Sontag - Musical Ramble (Review)
XXI. Johnson and Dry den (half-page)
XXIII. Mr HusXisson and the Duke of Wellington. - 
Pasta in Desdemona.
XXIV. Redi's Bacchus in Tuscany. (See above).
XXV. The fencing Master's Choice. (See W.C.P.1873). 
XXIX. The Companion's farewell to his Readers. (See
note), for Poetry, see Miliord.
GRITICAe RXPDRxoCXS.
GRIT ICAL HOTiii. In spite of his troubles, Hunt 
wrote for the Companion, sane of his finest essays 
An Barth upon Heaven. Bad weather. Rain out of a 
c I ear sk.y etc. Here also occur The Mountain of the 
Two Dovers (Compare the poetic version by Meredith) 
and The True Story of Vertumnus and Pomona, which 
may have been suggested oy his old school teacher, 
Mathew field’s play on the same subject. (See 
Aut0.1.73). T.he Graces and Anxieties of Pig- 
Privi, rig . which appeared here, was already written.
"I could never understand till this moment, 
what it was, for instance, that made the editor of 
a magazine reject an article which I wrote with 
the mock-heroical title of The Graces and Anxieties 




vulgar in the title. He declared that it was not 
he who rejected it, hut the proprietor of the ma­
gazine (probably Colburn).. The proprietor, on 
the other hand, declared that it was not he who re­
jected it, out the editor. (prooably Thomas Camp­
bell, the poetj, I published it in a magazine of 
my own, the Companion, and found it hailed as one 
of my best pieces of writing. Hut the subject was 
a man inducting a pig into Smithfield through the 
intricacies of Cockney lanes and alleys; and the 
names of Smithfield, and Baroican, and Bell-alley, 
and Ducking Pond-row, were not be be ventured in 
the teeth of my friends the Tories under the sig­
nature of the quondam editor of the Examiner". 
Autobiography Vol.II.p.l9o).
again, the revival of an interest in the 
theatre, which is usually associated even by Mr 
Archer, with the Tatler, really begins with The 
Companion, which has, however, with the exception 
of the Pasta articles and that on l.ioliere's Tar- 
tuii'e, a really fine piece of work, no great play; 
or actors.
There was, as he himself, afterwards in­
ferred, too much Pasta; out one knows how lovers 
of the theatre have always raved over some actress 
Arnold over Rachel, others over the divine and 
lately lamented Sarah, and even Shaw over Duse 
and /
and ¡..Ellen Terr,/ and so Hunt must also be excused.
Of criticism, the best is the article on 
British Poetesses, inspired by lice’s Specimens and 
AHTERWAHDS REVISED H OR Lien, Worn e n, a rid Bo ohs. It con­
tains many good views of his own though he seldom de­
parted from Dyce in quotation and Lir J.O. Squire, who 
praises Jyce, might have said a word for it. There 
are also the articles on Suckling and Davenant, with 
good and accurate material.
The 0ompanion articles which appeared in 
the lb¿4 Indicator ana G ompani on are, with one excep- 
t i on, un eh an ged .
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LORD BYRON and SOME of HIS CONTEMPORARIES.
LORD BYRON/ and/ SOME of his CONTEMPORARIES;/ 
with /RECOLLECTIONS of / The AUTHOR'S LIFE,/ and 
of his / VISIT TO ITALY./ By Leigh Hunt./
"It is for slaves to lie, and for freemen to 
speak truth 
"In the examples, which I here bring in, of 
what I have heard, read, done, or said, I have forbid 
myself to dare to alter even the most light and in­
different circumstances. My conscience does not 
falsify one tittle. What my ignorance may do, I 
cannot say".
MONTAIONE./
London:" Henry Colburn, New Burlington Street./ 1828/ 
COLLATION. Title-page i.ii blank; Preface, iii-viii 
Illustrations viii; Text pp.1-514 (No list of Con-
T 17 ^
tents is given) Q. 10y§-"x8H"» bound in brown leather 
with thin gilt line round edges. On the back is a 
coronet and the title, "Hunt, Lord Byron, etc. 
Illustrations.
Potrait of Lord Byron
Lord Byron, /as he appeared after his daily 
ride at Pisa and Genoa/ (to face title) Cut in paper 
by !vIrs Leigh Hunt/ Engraved by S. Freeman.//
(This is the notorious white silhouette in black 
^hich shows the club foot and is almost a caricature) 
2-/
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2. Pac-Similes of the Handwriting of Lord Byron 
Mr Shelley ana Mr Meats, to face p
6. Portrait of Countess Guiocioli.........
Engraved by H.Meyer, from a shetoh by 
Santo Panario.
(a  somewhat heavy and almost girlish 
face, not at all line the other 
portraits. )
4. Portrait of Mr Meats.
Engraved by Henry Meyer, after a shetch 
frcta life by Severn.
5. Portrait of Mr Charles Lamb
Painted and Engraved by Henry Meyer. 
(Perhaps the most characteristic por­
trait of Lamb.)
6. Portrait of Mr ileigh Hunt with Autograph
Engraved by H.Meyer from a Drawing by 
J.Hayter.
(This is the face of L.H. described in 
one place as having a 'villainous lower 
jaw' and in anotherthat of one 'not 
only capable of calumniating his host, 
but of walking off with his tankard".
(These engravings are excel lent and add 
to the value of the first Edition).
COLT EL TS.
LORD BYROli.
letters of Lord Byron to Mr neigh Hunt (12 in 
number)
fragments of natters, (the rest of which has 
been mutilated or lost )
CQIi TEMPORARY ILEiQIRS 
Mr Moore
Mr Shelley - With a Criticism of his genius
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P.
Letters from i.ir Shelley to Mr neigh Hunt
(8 in number) 230o
Mr heats . With a Criticism on his writings 246
Mr Keats to Mr neigh Hunt. (1 letter) 269
Mr Dubois - i.ir Campbell (The poet)
Mr Theodore Hook - Mr Matthews (The xiCtor )
Messrs James and Horace Smith 273
Mr Fuseli - Mr Bonnycastle - Mr Kinnaird 269
Mr Charles namb 296
Mr Coleridge 300
Recollections of the Author's Life 305.
II. LORD BYROH/ and / SOME of his 0QhTEmPORa RIES/
with / RECOLLB C TI PITS of/ THE AUTHOR'S LIFE/ and of
his/ VISIT TO ITAuY/ By neigh Hunt./ i Quot .from
Montaigne. ) oKCOIiU E D IT IO H .  / ID  TWO VO-uUlUES. /
Vol.I./ London:/ Henry Colburn, hew Burlington StreetVol.II
1626./
V OL. I .
COLLATION. Frontispiece: Lord Byron, Engraved by W,
Meyer from a I&inting by Holmes. (The club-foot white 
black silhouette is discarded).
Title i ;ii(blank); Preface iii-xii; Preface 
to second edition, xiii-xxxix; Illustrations xl.;
Text 1-450, 6°, 8--"x5-g-n . (Vol.I. ends with the 
chapter on Keats ).
VOL. II.
FRCHTI3PIECE. /
FRONTISPIECE. Leigh Hunt (as in 1st edn.; Title-page
Text 1-406: Appendix, 409-426. Index 429-49; errata
450. 8V0, 8T^,,x5g’n .
1 0
NOTE. The illustrations, with the exception of the 
Lord Byron, are the same as those of the first edit­
ion. Three are in Vol.I; neigh Hunt and Charles Lamb 
are in Vol.II. There is, again, no 'Contents', but 
a useful Index is added.
III. LORD BYROH/ and/ Some of His GOHTEMPORA- 
RIES;/ with/ REGOLLECTIOHS of the Author's nife,’/ and 
of his /VISIT to ITALY/ By Leigh Hunt/ (Same fuo- 
tation as in I. A II. ) /in three Volumes/ Embellished 
with five portraits ana a fae-simile./ VOL.I.(II or 
III.) / Paris:/ Published by A. A 7/. Galignani,/ at 
the English, French, Italian, German, and Spanish/ 
Library, Ho.16, rue Vivienne./ Ib28.
Vol.I., pp.i-xii + 1-360 (Preface v-xii).
Vol.II. pp.i.iv + 1-296.
Vol.III. pp.i-iv + 1-304.
12mo, 6f" x 4"
VOn.I. gives the Lord Byron, with the Lord Byron, (the 
elub-foot) the Fac-similes, and the Countess Guiccio- 
li illustrations.
V0a.il. gives the Contemporary Memoirs and part of 
the Recollections of the Author's Life, along with 
ihe Heats, Charles Lamb, and aeigh Hunt illustrations. 
VOL.in. concludes the Recoil ections and gives The 




The Preface of the Paris Aclition is that of 
the 1st Edition. However the Appendix to the 2nd is 
given.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL HUT no.
All three editions appeared in 1626, thus 
showing the general interest in everything relating 
to Lord Byron. The text is the same in all. The 
new material of the 2nd edition is the "Preface to 
the 2nd Edition" and the "Appendix" containing the 
three letters to 'The Morning Chronicle'. The new 
material of the (Paris) edition is a short passage re­
garding his own courage, added to Letter II.
PREFACE to FIRST ED IT I OH.
This relates the peculiar origin of the Vol­
ume. (See also Autobiography, Ingpens Edition,p.vii 
etc.) "The work was originally intended to be 
nothing but a selection from the Author's writings, 
preceded by a biographical sketch. I engaged for it, 
together with another work, as soon as I returned to 
England; but the delight of finding myself among my 
old scenes and friends, the prospect of better health 
ond resources, . . . .  all conspired to make me . . 
indulge in too long a holiday. I wrote but I wrote 
little. . . . the sicMnhours returned upon me. . . .
I wished to make amends for loss of time; the plan 
°I the book became altereu: and I finally made up my 
mind /
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mind to enlarge and enrich it with an account of 
Lord Byron".
"It had been wondered, when I returned to 
England, hot it was that I did not give the public 
an account of my intimacy with Lord Byron. I was 
told that I should put an end to a great deal of 
false biography, and do myself a great service be­
sides. My refusal of this suggestion will at least 
show, that I was in no hurry to do the work for my 
own sake; and to say the truth, it 'would never have 
been done at all, but for the circumstances above- 
mentioned. I must even confess, that such is my dis­
like of these personal histories, in which it has 
been my lot to become a party, that had I been rich 
enough, and could have repaid the handsome conduct 
of Mr Colburn with its proper interest, my first im­
pulse on finishing the work would have been to put it 
in the fire. Hot that I have not written it consci­
entiously, and chat it i s not in every respect fit to 
appear. . . . "
(The failure of The .Liberal and the es^r 
trangement from Byron, left Hunt high and dry in It- 
uly- In order to find money for the return of him­
self arid his numerous family to England, he entered, 
^nrough the good offices of his friend Vincent Hovel - 
1°, into an arrangement with ColDurn, the publisher. 
He was to write a oook as above stated, and Colburn
as to send a sum of money in ddvance. Hunt arrived 
in/
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in England in October, lb25-2 The literary 'world was 
then bdingcfl coded with all kinds of accounts of Lord 
Byron, in many of which Leigh Hunt was treated some­
what scurvily as one who had received innumerable 
benefits from the noble Poet, a s  a consequence Hunt, 
altered his plans and wrote of his relations with him, 
It was the greatest mistake, perhaps, of his life; 
the volume was at once a'succ^s scandal1, and its 
author was. vituperated as an 'ingrat'.
It is interesting to note in this preface 
how Hunt, at bottom a thoroughly good fellow, but 
suffering still from a terrible experience, feels he 
is doing something' a gentleman seldom does. As usual 
he anticipates all the objections of his critios and 
supplies^ himsel f, arguments for his own abuse. His 
relations with Byron were for him, a 'painful retro­
spect1. "I could not conceal from myself, on looking 
over the manuscript, that in renewing my intercourse 
with him in imagination, I had involuntarily felt a 
re-aceess of the spleen and indignation which I expe­
rienced, as a man who thought himself ill-treated". 
This was surely a warning not to write on the subject. 
Farther, down, he says, "I am not vindictive and I 
speax the truth". However, he could not be iaipartiul 
when writing with such feelings, for complete detach­
ment was impossible, a  Contemporary, Indeed,:, can
seldom give anything but a coloured portrait of a 
dose/
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close friend or enemy and Leigh Hunt's is probably 
now, taking it as a whole, the most valuable contem­
porary portrait of the noble poet, why it has never 
been republished is, therefore, a puzzle.
From this preface, two other things are 
learned, a  sketch of Hazlitt was made to be included 
in the volume. It was omitted and there is no furth­
er mention of it. Also, a good part of the Autobio­
graphy was omitted; a statement which reveals that 
the greater part of the work of ldhO was already 
written and, judging from the portions included in 
the Byron, this did not receive much alteration be­
fore it finally appeared. "My puolisher thought it 
oest". Indeed, Colburn, probably recognised the fi­
nancial value of the Lord Byron portion and, through
his urgency.Hunt gave way. Moreover, he had spent
the money. The pmolieation, was a great success for 
Colburn; but it was a mistake for Hunt because it 
gave his enemies a foothold, for their calumnies'.-
(cf. Mo ore's mife of Lord Byron. )
a HEFa CE t o the EECOhD ELfl’IOlJ.
In this, he answers his critics and corrects
mis-statements. Leigh Hunt may usually be accepted
for his facts, as he was one of the most careful of
writers. Thus, when he says that Lord Byron did not
take his final leave of him by a long explanatory 
let cer/
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letter, and when lie states that Shelley never asserted 
'with tears1 that "he we] 1 knew he had oeen all in the 
wrong" (that is to say, in everything throughout his 
life), one knows such denials to he the truth; and 
when he speaks of the Quarterly quotation from Byron 
about his "not very tractable children", and adds, 
"Thank God, they were not tractable to him"'., one re­
members the indignation of a father against one who 
attempted to lead a young lad into evil courses, 
against the Quarterly article, he is justly bitter.
It is 'hostile', 'shallow and mean' and the product 
of the unprincipled calumniators of the Blackwood gang 
(lockhart had oecorne Aditor in 1BB6). Again, he in­
tends, he declares, to have his say when Moore's Life 
appears, a threat he executed magnificently in the 
Tatler articles (q.v. ). a s for calumniating a patron 
or the dead, "what patron or dead person . . . .did 
lord Byron spare". The latter would have trampled on 
the memory of Shelley, if 'I had not told him I should 
be compelled to make him repent it. Mr Shelley who 
had been really his benefactor, if people knew all". 
(How ̂ neiley reformed the Byron of the Venice period 
is now well known).
"Had Mr Moore been sincere, he would have
saved/
saved, me the trouble of the present work; or, at 
least, of a great deal which gives me any pain in it. 
Had Lord Byron been sincere, he would have saved a 
great many people, and himself a world of wretched­
ness. Let the reader consider but these two facts, 
and make his own deductions". At the beginning, he 
hopes that this cheaper edition will put an end to 
the misconceptions occasioned by partial extracts.
Then, after an interesting passage upon 
sincerity, he states that he frankly admits that "as 
far as the sincerity in It has taken a. splenetic 




Firstly he refers to "An attempt to estim­
ate my own character" (q.v.)
Secondly, he gives three letters of his 
addressed to the Editor of the Morning Chronicle. "With 
respect to the partial extracts from the book sent to 
the newspapers before it was published" - These he 
says were not made by himself.
Then he discusses the spirit of his inter­
course with Lord Byron, stating that he has been re­
presented as a man capable of violating the confid­
ence of friendship, and giving an unfavourable pro­
trait of a host who had treated him with nothing but
kindness. Then follows the extended comparison of 
the/
the rich and poor merchants, repeater in the Tatier 
articles (q.v. ). .further on, he states, "I have told 
nothing hut the truth, hut I am far from having told 
all the truth, - ana I never will tell it all. Com­
mon humanity would not let me".
(Was it for the Soine reason that floore al­
lowed the Diary to be burnt?).
it ext he refers to the concluding passage on 
Theodore Hook, which had been severely criticised (see 
1st Ad. p . 279, where one finds -  "I have oeen unable 
to repress a wish . . . that he had stuck to his hu­
mours and farces, for which he had real talent, in­
stead of writing politics"). This originally read - 
"I wished Die had stuck to his humours and farces for 
which he had real talent, instead of attempting to 
cut up a great man for the hounds, and taking a sil­
ver fork and a seat at a great table for the refine­
ment that he has missed” .
II. With respect to an alleged charge of cowardice 
«gainst lord Byron (Bee p.91, 1st Ad. ), heigh Hunt 
tries to explain his real meaning, not very success­
fully.
III. With regard to a mistake liable to be drawn 
respecting Mr Horace Smith. Here he states that the 
difference in opinions between Shelley and Hr Horace 
Smith is not made explicit enough and states that 
fhey differed altogether upon points of religion.
247-
He a lso  g iv e s  a l e t t e r  to  h im se lf  from
t h e /
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the Rev. Lir Le G r ic e  (L am b 's  'G r e c i a n ' . )  Hun t l iad  
accused h i s  y o u n g e r  b r o t h e r  o f  b e in g  a ' r a m e ' ,  b u t  
makes ample a p o lo g y .
H I a, . J T l . j i i .  to  t h e  PnRIS Half luH  i s
p r a c t i c a l l y  t h e  same as  t h a t  o f  t h e  End. H ow eve r ,  
i n  L e t t e r  I I . ,  th 'e  o f f e n d i n g  passage  i s  q uo te d  and a  
pe rsona l n o te  -  a p a r t  o f  t h e  A t te m p t  t o  e s t im a te  my- 
own c h a r a c t e r  -  (y_.v. ) a oou t h i s  p h y s i c a l  and m o ra l  
courage i s  ad dec .
crj. f  iU j.ju Rxj.ii'aatnhG HE.
AT Hah iiaj U lv i. Ho . i  . ,  I I . ,  I I I . ,  I V . ,  G an • 3 ,
9, 16, and Eb•
HOI n.
From t h e  beginning, Athenaeum favourable
t o  Hun t.
aal'j.1j_Q ai-jj h 01 a .
The work  f a l l s  i n t o  t h r e e  p a r t s ,  The " n o r d  
By ron " , t h e  "C o n tem po ra ry  m e m o ir s " ,  and th e  " R e c o l l e c ­
t io n s  o f  th e  a u t h o r ' s  L i f e " .
nCRL 'BYROH. Some c r i t i c i s m  has been a l r e a d y  
given i n  th e  B i b l i o g r a p h i c a l  H o te .
I t  may be f u r t h e r  sa id  t h a t  t h e  l o n g  s e c t i o n  
l s  not v e ry  p le a s a n t  r e a d in g  and t h i s  i s  s a y in g  much 
aga ins t i t ,  when i t  i s  remembered t h a t  Hun t i s  g e n e r a l ­
ly  p le a san t r e a d in g ,  no m a t t e r  wha t e ls e  he  may be.
He/
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He i s  as v i v a c io u s  as u s u a l ;  b u t  s t r a i n  i s  f e l t  on  
every page and , th o ug h  th e  w r i t i n g  i s  o f t e n  even b r i l ­
l i a n t  and th e  a rgum en t u s u a l l y  c o g e n t ,  one i s  c o n t in u ­
a l l y  j a r r e d .  I t  i s  p e rh a p s  u n f a i r  t o  g iv e  e x t r a c t s  
o f some o f  th e  w o r s t  p a s sa ge s ; b u t  h e re  a re  a few .
"Lo rd  B y ro n  saw, i n  th e  a t ta c h m e n t  o f  any fe m a le ,  
n o th in g  b u t  wha t th e  w ho le  sex w e re  p re p a re d  t o  e n t e r ­
t a in  f o r  h im " .
"Ye t I  d ou b t g r e a t l y  w h e th e r  he was a man o f  c o u r ­
age. I  s u sp e c t t h a t  p e r s o n a l  a n x i e t y ,  com ing  upon  a 
c o n s t i t u t i o n  u n w is e ly  t r e a t e d ,  had no s m a l l  hand i n  
has te n in g  h i s  d e a th  i n  G re e c e " .  ( T h i s  i s  th e  o f f e n d ­
ing passage ) .
"O f th e  Pa re  Thee W e l l "  poem "He s a t  down t o  
imagine what a husband  m ig h t  sa y , who had r e a l l y  lo v e d  
h is  w i f e ,  t o  a w i f e  who had r e a l l y  lo v e d  h im ;  and he 
sa id i t  so w e l l ,  t h a t  one r e g r e t s  he had n o t  been en­
couraged, when y o u n g e r ,  t o  f e e l  th e  g e n u in e  p a s s io n .
But th e  v e rs e s  were  n o t h in g  m o re " .
"The f i r s t  t im e  I  saw L o rd  B y ro n ,  he was r e ­
hea rs ing  th e  p a r t  o f  L e a n d e r ,  u n d e r  th e  a u s p ic e s  o f  
Hr Jackson th e  p r i z e - f i g h t e r  . . . .  I  s*ew n o t h in g  i n  
Lord Byron a t  t h a t  t im e ,  b u t  a young man who, l i k e  
P yse l f ,  had w r i t t e n  a bad  vo lum e o f  poems". He was 
in troduced  a f t e r w a r d s ,  w h i l e  i n  p r i s o n ,  t o  B y ro n  by
hoore. They became f a i r l y  i n t im a t e  and p r a i s e d  each  
o th e r1s /
2^0.
o t h e r ’ s p o e t r y .  I n  l t i 2 2 ,  B y ro n  i n v i t e d  H un t to  go 
ove r , and s e t  up a w o rk  w i t h  h im  . T h is  was th e  
l i b e r a l . H u n t ' s  v e r s i o n  o f  money m a t t e r s  and i n ­
deb tedness  may ./be a c c e p te d  as t r u t h f u l ,  as a ls o  h i s  
accoun t o f  t h e  d e a th  and b u r i a l  o f  S h e l l e y .  So a ls o  
on th e  w ho le ,  may h i s  a c c o u n t  o f  th e  L i b e r a l  t r a n s a c ­
t i o n s .  T h a t  B y ro n  was m a in ly  i n f l u e n c e d  by th e  e x ­
p e c ta t i o n  o f  v e r y  l a r g e  r e t u r n s  f r o m  th e  L i b e r a l  is . 
borne out by o t h e r  a u t h o r i t i e s .  I t  was e v i d e n t l y  
H a z l i t t ’ s a r t i c l e  on ’ The S p i r i t  o f  M ona rc h y ’ t h a t  
caused Moore to  say ’’ t h e r e  was a t a i n t  i n  The L i o e r -  
a l  and t h a t  no rd  B y ro n  shou ld  lo s e  no t im e  i n  g e t t i n g  
out o f  i t ” , a t  p .  9S, th e  a u th o r  d i v i d e s  th e  a c ­
coun ts  o f  L o rd  B y ron  i n t o  f i v e  c la s s e s ,  among th o s e  
t h a t  g iv e  s o m e th in g  b o th  t r u e  and new he i n c l u d e s  
D a l la s ’ s R e c o l l e c t i o n s , th e  C o n v e rs a t io n s  o f  C a p ta in  
Med v a n , and P a r r y ' s  and Camba's a c c o u n ts  o f  h i s  L a s t  
D£Zs. He c r i t i c i s e s  Medwin s h a r p ly  f o r  h i s  a c c o u n t  
o f the  b u r n in g  o f  S h e l ly $ s  b o d y .  However, t h e r e  i s  
much more i n  t h e  a c c o u n t th a n  can  oe d e t a i l e d  h e r e .
I t  ought t o  be one o f  th e  c h i e f  s o u rc e s  f o r  B y r o n ’ s 
p e r s o n a l i t y  and c h a r a c t e r ,  b u t  i s  v e r y  se ldom  used  
us such. The more one re a d s  o f  B y ro n ,  t h e  more one  
oomes to  have f a i t h  i n  i t ,  i n  s p i t e  o f  i t s  o c c a s io n ­
a l c a rp in g  and w ro n g -h ea d ed n e s s ,  fe w  m ode rn  s t u ­
dents can o b je c t  to  t h i s  g e n e r a l  e s t im a te  
"H e /
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"He has added a n o th e r  t o  th e  l i s t  o f  t h e  
W hartons and buck in gham s  th o u g h  h i s  v i c e s  w e re  i n  one 
re s p e c t  more p r u d e n t ,  h i s  g e n iu s  g r e a t e r ,  and h i s  end a 
a g re a t  d e a l  more l u c k y .  P e rv e r s e  from  h i s  b i r t h ,  
educated u n d e r  p e r s o n a l  d i  s a d v a n ta g e s , deoauched by 
i l l  com pan ions , and p e r p le x e d  be tween  r e a l  and f a l s e  
p re te n s io n s ,  th e  i n j u r i e s  done t o  h i s  n a t u r e  were  com­
p le te d  by a s u c c e s s ,  t o o  g r e a t  even f o r  th e  g e n iu s  he 
possessed ; and as h i s  l i f e  was n e v e r  so u n f o r t u n a t e  
as when i t  appeared t o  be most o t h e rw is e ,  so n o t h in g  
cou ld  happen more s e a s o n a b ly  f o r  h im ,  o r  g iv e  h im  
what he w ou ld  mos t have  d e s i r e d  u n d e r  any o t h e r  c i r ­
cumstances , th a n  h i s  d e a th 1’ .
Po r L e t t e r s  o f  L o rd  byr o n  to  H u n t ,  see  
Correspond  e n c e .
2 . COhfhivIPQjhihf LhhfOlKS.
I t  i s  a p i t y  t h a t  t h e s e  'wh ich c o n t a in  good  
c r i t i c i s m  and some o f  t h e  b e s t  .moa w r i t i n g  o f  th e  
p e r io d  shou ld  be a lm o s t  f o r g o t t e n ,  because  th e y  a re  
embedded i n  a ’ h a t e f u l 1 Dock. The b e s t  of them  a re  
on S h e l le y ,  K e a ts ,  and aamb. The S h e l le y  a r t i c l e  i s  
a f i n e  t r i o u t e  t o  f r i e n d s h i p  and c o n t a in s  some f a c t s  
no t found e ls e w h e re .  I t  i s  a g lo w in g  a p p r e c i a t i o n  o f  
S h e l le y '^  l i f e  and g e n iu s  and t o u c h e s ,  in a w o n d e r f u l ­
l y  modern w a y , upon th e  p r i n c i p a l  a s p e c ts  o f  h i s  p o e t -  
r y* I t  can be o c c a s io n a l l y  c r i t i c a l ,  as  when i t  
speaks o f  ’ wan t o f  m a s s iv e n e s s ' i n  h i s  p o e t r y  and a c ­
cuses/
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accuses h im  o f  p u t t i n g  to o  much s p e c u la t i o n  i n t o  i t .
The Keats i s  r e m in i s c e n t ,  r a t h e r  th a n  c r i t i c a l ,  th e  
reader b e in g  r e f e r r e d  t o  th e  I n d i c a t o r  a r t i c l e s  ( q . v )
I t  i s  p e c u la r  t h a t  Hun t s h o u ld  be w rong  a bou t t h e  
dates o f  K e a t1s b i r t h  and d e a th .  I t  i s  h e re  t h a t  he  
t e l l s  how K e a t ' s  e a r l y  poems were  re a d  by h im  t o  Mr
Godwin, Mr H a z l i t t  and M r B a s i l  M on tagu . "One o f  them
was t h a t  n o b le  s onne t on f i r s t  r e a d in g  Chapman's Homer, 
which te rm in a te s  w i t h  so e n e r g e t i c  a c a lm ne s s ,  and  
which c o m p le te ly  announced th e  new p oe t  t a k i n g  pos­
s e s s io n " .  Here a ls o  o c c u rs  th e  s t o r y  o f  how K e a t 's  
f i r s t  p u b l i s h e r  wen t t o  G i f f o r d  t o  c o n c i l i a t e  h im  
and so made m a t te r s  much wo rse  f o r  p o o r  K e a ts .  Hunt  
l i k e  S h e l le y ,  e v i d e n t l y  b e l i e v e d  i n  th e  f a b l e  t h a t  
the Reviews k i l l e d  K e a ts .  I n  a n o te  upon  Endym ion  
he says t h a t  " n o t  h a v in g  y e t  s e t t l e d  w i t h  h im s e l f  
any p r i n c i p l e  o f  v e r s i f i c a t i o n ,  t h e  v e r y  e xube ran ce  
of' h is  idea  le d  h im  to  make use  o f  th e  f i r s t  rhymes  
tha t o f f e r e d ;  so t h a t ,  by a new m e e t in g  o f  e x t re m e s ,  
the e f f e c t  was as a r t i f i c i a l ,  and much more o b t r u s i v e  
than the  one u n d e r  th e  o l d  s y s te m " .
Lamb i s  s a id  t o  have a head w o r th y  o f  A r i s ­
t o t l e ,  w i t h  as f i n e  a h e a r t  as e v e r  b e a t  i n  human 
hosom, and a f i n e  a p p r e c i a t i o n  f o l l o w s .  Cam pbe ll i s  
h igh ly  p ra is e d  b o th  as man and p o e t .  H u n t ' s  d e b t  o f  
° h l ig a t io n  t o  Ho race  S m ith  i s  r e c o g n is e d .  The C o le r -  
a r t i c l e  i s  n o t  q u i t e  a s u c c e s s .
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III. R iiCOL li 'DT IO lS  o f  t h e  AUTHOR’ S -uLcUS 
T h is  i s  th e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  t h e  n u t  o b io g r a p h y , w h ic h  was  
e v id e n t l y  l a r g e l y  w r i t t e n  b e f o r e  1828 . (See ■autobio­
graphy )
See a l s o  "O pe re  C om p le te  d i  L o rd  B y ro n ”  
(1842 ) ; "The  T rue  S to r y  o f  L o rd  and Lady B y ro n ”  (1 8 6 9 )  
and "The P o e t i c a l  Works o f  S h e l l e y ”  ( 1 8 7 2 ) .
” an a t t e m p t  o f  th e  a u t h o r  t o  e s t im a te  h i s  
own Char a c t e r ” (See a ls o  u n d e r  Dyce and R o r s t e r  Se­
gue s t . )
CRITICAL LO IRS .
6 p p . & 5 pp . o f  p r i n t  o f  t h e  s iz e  and ty p e  
o f the  f i r s t  e d i t i o n  o f  th e  L o rd  B y ron  and h i s  Con­
te m p o ra r ie s  ( q . v . )  I t  was b ro u g h t  to  l i g h t  by Mr 
Dykes Oamxibell and was r e p r i n t e d  i n  th e  A thenaeum  
(March 25 , 1895 ) I t  i s  a ls o  g iv e n  i n  B r im le y  'JUhnsonfe 
l i f e . and i n  R oge r In g p e n ’ s L d i t i o n  o f  th e  n u t o b i o -  
g raphy .
The t r u e  e s s a y i s t ,  f rom  M on ta ig n e  t o  o u r  
day, has d e l i g h t e d  i n  s e l f - r e v e la t i c m n a n b  L e ig h  Hunt  
has t o l d  h i s  r e a d e r s  many r im e s  t h a t  he  wore  h i s  
hea r t on h i s  s le e v e .  H e re , s t i r r e d  by th e  th o u g h t  
hhat i n  h i s  " L o r d  B y ro n  and h i s  C o n te m p o ra r ie s " ,  he  
has s a id  so much o f  o th e r s  and f e e l i n g  t h a t  he has  
g iven  an u n f a v o u r a b le  a cco un t o f  a n o th e r  man, he con ­
s id e rs  i t  t  o be h i s  d u t y  t o  add a cand id  p o r t r a i t  o f  
h im s e l f .  So, i n  Rousseau v e i n ,  he s t a t e s  t h a t  he i s
1Jo t n a t u r a l l y  a t e l l e r  o f  t r u t h ’ , i s  h a s t y  ana je a ­
lo u s /
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je a lo u s 1, i s  ' n o t  a c o u ra geou s  m a n ' ,  i s  more ' v o l u p ­
tuous th a n  o t h e r s '  and. 'w o u ld  n o t  have  m issed  th e  
o b l ig a t i o n s  t h a t  he has  had. f r o m  h i s  f r i e n d s .  ' O f  
course , he p ro c e e d s  t o  m o d i f y  a l l  t h i s .  'Though  n o t  a 
l o v e r  o f  t r u t h ' ,  s i n c e r i t y  and th e  th o u g h t  t h a t  i t  i s  
the o n ly  s a fe  g ro u nd  f o r  h u m a n i ty  t o  go u pon , has  made 
him s t r i v e  t o  a t t a i n  i t ;  i f  he he j e a lo u s ,  he i s  
je a lo u s  f o r  o t h e r s  and can , th r o u g h  m e d i t a t i o n ,  s c h o o l  
h is  g re a t  s e l f - l o v e |  i f  he i s  n o t  b r a v e ,  he possesses  
g rea t m o ra l c o u ra ge  and has h a za rd e d  most d an g e rs  i n  
l i f e ;  i f  he i s  t h a n k f u l  t h a t  f r i e n d 3  have  h e lp e d  h im ,  
he re c o g n is e s  t h a t  i t  i s  'c o m e ly  and sw ee t ' t o  be  
able to  e a rn  o n e 's  own s u f f i c i e n c y ;  and i f  he i s  
v o lu p tu o u s ,  he demands r e f in e m e n t  i n  h i s  p le a s u r e s  
and cannot s e p a ra te  them  f r o m  s e n t im e n t  and a f f e c t i o n .  
A l l  th ro u gh  one has  r e c a l l e d  th e  w e l l  known re m a rk ,
"but f o r  th e  b ra c e  o f  bod . . .  o f  t h a t  'g r a c e  o f  
God' Le igh  Hunt p o sse ssed  a l a r g e r  p o r t i o n  th a n  m os t ,  
hu t, h e re ,  he w ou ld  p a ra p h ra s e  i t  " b u t  f o r  t h e  lo v e  
o f b eau ty , t h e r e  goes L e ig h  H u n t " .  A g a in ,  as he  
o fte n  h im s e l f  a n t i c i p a t e d ,  th e  s e v e r i t i e s  o f  h i s  
c r i t i c s  upon h i s  w r i t i n g s ,  so h e re  he has s u p p l i e d  
m a te r ia ls  f o r  m a l i g n e r e r s  o f  c h a r a c t e r .  However,  
fhe pa ragraph  s t a t i n g  t h a t  he w ou ld  n o t  have m is sed  
o b l ig a t io n s ,  i f  c o r r e c t l y  r e a d ,  c e r t a i n l y  does n o t
k in t  a t i t s  c lo s e  t h a t  a man o f  g e n iu s  s h o u ld  be a s -  
3i s t e d /
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a s s is te d  by th e  com m un ity .  Such men som e tim es need  
such h e lp ,  because  o f  t h e  bad sy s tem  upon  w h ich  o u r  
s o c ie ty  i s  b u i l t .  As f o r  h i s  v a n i t y ,  he a t t r i b u t e s  
i t  to  h i s  power o f  p l e a s i n g .  And when he a s s e r t s  
th a t  ' i n  a f a m i l y  o f  men re m a rk a b le  f o r  t h e i r  b r a v e r y  
I  am th e  o n ly  t i m i d  p e r s o n ,  one must t h i n k  o f  th e  
in s ta n ce s  o f  b r a v e r y  r e c o r d e d  b y  T h o rn to n  H un t .
T h is  s h o r t  e ssay  o r  c h a p te r  t h e n ,  must be  
th o ro u g h ly  w e ighed  b e f o r e  an o p in i o n  i s  passed  upon  
i t .  I n  th e  l a s t  lo n g  p a r a g r a p h ,  he r e c o g n is e s  t r u l y ,  
what i s  o f t e n  f o r g o t t e n ,  t h a t  f r o m  h i s  w r i t i n g ,  th e  
reade r may d raw  a t r u e r  p i c t u r e  o f  h im  t h a t n  f r o m  h im ­
s e l f .
(T h e re  i s  no m y s te r y  a bou t t h i s  p a p e r ,  as 
Dykes Campbe ll supposed . I n  th e  A pp e nd ix  t o  th e  2nd  
Ed. o f  "L o rd  B y ron  and h i s  C o n te m p o ra r ie s " ,  L e ig h  
Hunt, i n  t h e  o pen in g  s e c t i o n  c l e a r l y  s t a t e s  t h a t  he  
in tended  to  c lo s e  t h e  E d i t i o n  w i t h  some l e t t e r s  o u t  
o f the  M o rn in g  C h r o n ic le  and "an  a t te m p t  (w h ic h  I  had  
promised i n  them ) t o  e s t im a te  my own c h a r a c t e r " .
His a d v is e r s ,  h ow eve r ,  ( a n x io u s  e v i d e n t l y  a bou t th e  
harsh r e c e p t io n  o f  t h e  b o o k )  we re  o f  o p i n i o n  t h a t  
such an e s t im a te  w o u ld  s u b je c t  h im  t o  s t i l l  h a r s h e r  
cT i t i c i s m . )
M o rn in g  C h r o n ic le  1828 . Th ree  l e t t e r s  u p -  
°n "Lo rd  B y ron  and h i s  C o n te m p o ra r ie s " ,  ( q . v . )
255a.
OPEBE CO M PL ITE /d i/ LORD BYRON/ v o l t a t e  d a l l 1 o r i g i ­
na le  in g le s e  i n  p ro s a  i t a l i a n a /  da C a r lo  R o s o o n i / e t c .
. . . . ( w i t h  n o te s  and i l l u s t r a t i o n s  f r o m  a lo n g  l i s t  
o f a u th o r s )  . . . .
P adova / c o i  t i p i  d e l l a  M in e r v a /  1 8 4 2 / / .  2
Volumes o r  P a r t s .  I t  w a n ts  b o th  In d e x  and C o n te n t s .  
For n o te s  and i l l u s t r a t i o n s ,  i t  makes o c c a s io n a l  use  
o f H u n t 's  "L o rd  B y ro n  and some o f  h i s  C o n te m p o ra r ie s " .  
(1828)
THE /  CHAT o f  th e  WEEK/ o r  /  COMPENDIUM 
o f  a l l  TOPICS o f  PUBLIC INTEREST, /  O r i g i n a l  and
S e l e c t . /  V e r i t a s  e t  V a r i e t a s ,  / /
v o .  5"8 , 8-£" x  5 — , pages d o u b le -c o lu m n e d
w i t h  The Cha t o f  th e  Week a t  to p  o f  e a ch .  13 n o s ,
(S a t .  June 5 , 1830 -  S a t .  Aug . 28 , 1 8 3 0 ) ,
NOS. I  -  V I I ,  16 p p . P r i c e  6d .
V I I I  -  IX .  34 p p .  P r i c e  7a .
X. -  X I I I .  36 p p .  P r i c e  7a .
I n  1 s t .  8 n o s . ,  C o n te n ts  i n  two  co lum n s ,  
f o l l o w  im m e d ia te ly ,  T i t l e  and t e x t  "beg ins on
1 s t  page . Prom IX  to  X I I I ,  t h e r e  i s  a f u l l  and 
d i f f e r e n t  t i t l e - p a g e  w i t h  c o n te n t s  on r e v e r s e .  T h is  
i s  THE /  CHAT o f  th e  "THEE /  and /  GAZETTE o f  
LITERATURE, /  P in e  A r t s ,  and T h e a t r i c a l s . /  V e r i t a s  
e t V a r i e t a s .  /  No. IX .  e t c .  /  L o n d o n : /  P r i n t e d  "by 
C. & W. R e y n e l l ;  /  P u b l is h e d  "by Chapman and H a l l ,
186 S t r a n d ;  /  S o ld  "by E f f in g h a m  W i ls o n ,  R o y a l E x­
change; /  and a l l  B o o k s e l l e r s  and Newsmen. /
T h is  was a s h o r t - l i v e d  j o u r n a l  o f  l e s s  
note th a n  th e  o t h e r s .  I t s  p u rp ose  was " t o  t a l k ,  
w ith o u t  s c a n d a l ,  o f  a n y th in g  w o r th  p u b l i c  n o t i c e " ,  
but " th e  Government p u t  a s to p  to  t h i s  s p e c u la t i o n
*y /
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by i n s i s t i n g  t h a t  i t  shou ld  have a s tam p ; w h io h  I  
cou ld n o t  a f f o r d " .  A u t o b io g r a p h y , Chap. 24, p .  204.
I n  th e  P ro s p e c tu s  (No . I ) ,  he says t h a t  
the  P u b l i c a t i o n  . . . has been  sugges ted  by th e  
p o p u la r i t y  o f  th o s e  d e p a r tm e n ts  i n  th e  new spape rs  
wh ich  a re  d e v o te d  t o  m is c e l la n e o u s  i n t e l l i g e n c e  . .
. . . we s h a l l  ta k e  th e  w ho le  round o f  o b s e r v a t i o n  
- t h e  S t a t e ,  th e  D rama, th e  New P u b l i c a t i o n s ,  New 
M us ic , Manners and Cus tom s , th e  Town, th e  C o u n t r y ,  
th e  'G re a t  W o r ld '  . . . .  There  w i l l  be an O r i g i n a l  
A r t i c l e  a t  th e  head o f  i t ,  on th e  p r i n c i p a l  s u b j e c t  
o f  i n t e r e s t  t h a t  has  o c c u r re d  d u r i n g  th e  week.
"T h is  i s  to  be f o l l o w e d  by q u o t a t i o n s  f r o m  th e  news­
p ape rs ,  T h e a t r i c a l s ,  F in e  A r t ,  ( i n c l u d i n g  M u s ic )
New Books , and a m is c e l la n e o u s  d e p a r tm e n t  . . .
The who le  i s  " t o  p u t "  t h e  r e a d e r  i n  p o s s e s s io n  a t  
the  l e a s t  e xpense , and i n  th e  m os t e n t e r t a i n i n g  
manner, o f  th e  F a c t s , O p in io n s , and C le v e r  S a y in g s  
o f  th e  Week" .
I n  No. V I I  he t e l l s  h i s  r e a d e r s  t h a t  " t h e  
stamp o f f i c e  d e c l a r e s ,  us t o  be a n ew spape r ,  and 
t h a t  as such we m us t be s tamped , o r  change th e  
c h a ra c te r  o f  o u r  p a p e r ,  o r  cease .
learned/
In No. VIII he declares that he has
le a rn e d  t h a t  " P o l i t i c a l  P ape rs  m ig h t  s t i l l  be 
c o n t in u e d ,  p ro v id e d  th e y  amounted t o  a s i z e  above  
two s h e e t s " .  So he m easures h i s  s i z e ;  b u t  th e  
Stamp O f f i c e  p o l i t e l y  c h a rg e s  h im  a c c o r d in g  t o  
th e  A c t  and he f i n a l l y  changes i n t o  th e  T a t l e r  (q .v ) ,  
I n  h i s  t h i r t e e n  n um be rs , e v e n ts  f a v o u r  
h im . George IV ,  h i s  o ld  enemy, d ie s  and g iv e s  h im  
an o p p o r t u n i t y  o f  summ ing-up h i s  c h a r a c t e r  as man 
and X in g ;  W i l l i a m  IV  s u c ceed s , f o r  whom he has r e ­
gard as a r e f o r m e r ,  b u t  whose f a m i l y  o f  d a u g h te r s  
by M rs . J o rd a n  he d is c u s s e s  q u i t e  f r e e l y ;  and l a s t l y  
the  J u l y  R e v o lu t i o n  b re a k s  o u t ,  w h ic h  a l l o w s  h im  
to  t i l t  a g a in  a g a in s t  k i n g s ,  th o ug h  he has a re g a rd  
f o r  l o u i s  P h i l i p p e ,  "Whom I  f a n c ie d  to  be a p h i l o s o ­
p h e r " .  N e a r ly  a l l  th e  o r i g i n a l  a r t i c l e s  a re  th u s  
i n t e r e s t i n g .  Here i s  h i s  v e r d i c t  on George IV .
He i s  "a p r i n c e  o f  a good n a t u r e ,  b u t  no  
t a l e n t s ;  showy r a t h e r  th a n  m a g n i f i c e n t ;  more  
p o l is h e d  th a n  r e f i n e d ;  handsome, j o v i a l ^ v o l u p t u o u s ; 
o f g e n e ra l  a m e n ity  o f  i n t e r c o u r s e ;  a l o v e r  o f  h i s  
ease above a l l  t h i n g s ,  and F o r t u n a te  beyond a l l  
e x p e c ta t i  o n s " .
A F e a tu r e  i s  th e  Cha t C lub  w i t h  i t s  
Spectator a t t i t u d e ,
"We c a n n o t b e t t e r  t o u c h  upon some p o i n t s ,
258.
th a t  /
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that we might otherwise have handled more formally, 
than by giving them in the words of a Club, which 
we visit sometimes, ip. the neighbourhood of St,
James's".
With the Play-goer, he continues his in­
terest in the Theatre (vid. The Companion). In No.
X is this characteristic passage;
"The reader must know, that we are in a 
kind of second spring of criticism, having seen a 
good deal of the theatres formerly, but scarcely 
anything of them for years, so that we visit them 
with a sensation of boyish novelty, and have the 
happiness of seeking in the playbills for the names 
of the performers who came before us". This 'second 
spring' had really begun with the Companion (q.v.)
Under the Reader (No. XI) in reviewing 
the Album Verses of Charles Iamb, he begins his 
campaign against Wm. Jerdan and the literary Gazette 
"that most illiterate publication". (See The Tatler)
"The Editor of the Literary Gazette, the 
most illiterate of the literate, says, that the 
greater part of Mr. lamb's book is "rubbish". Hunt 
then defends Iamb, while admitting "his careless 
a&d indolent" style of versification.
In/
260.
In Nos. XII and XIII he reviews and 
quotes extracts from Hazlitt's Napoleon .and The 
Conversations of James Ncrthcote, R.A. He cannot 
understand Hazlitt's worship of the Corsican and 
is angry, with the hook; "hut Mr. Hazlitt is too 
great a friend of the good cause now raising its 
star again, to let us he out of humour with him 
for more than a moment. Let us reserve contest 
for enemies".
In No. 7, the first page of which has a 
black border for the man who in 1813, imprisoned 
him occurs the following, which might be called 
'red ' even today.
"The death of the King, the greatest 
interest of which arises, after all, from his being 
a man like the rest of us, lias not made us forget 
that our last number contained an account of five 
men starved to death in the fields".
CRITICAL REFNRENCmR.
CRITICAL/
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CRITICAL NOTE. This is a torso not so greet as 
The Companion, its predecessor, nor so interesting 
as The Tatler into which it merged. Its themes are 
more topical >nd political and there is less of 
personality breathing through them to make them 
live. It is however the last Journal where Leigh 
Eunt the Reformer is heard and it is curious that 
he should drop ’reform’ when it was becoming popular 
If he had continued, to advocate Reform he would not 
have been neglected. Some of its other features 
should be noted, for they were to be continued in 
The Tatler and The two Londoh Journals; These are 
the notes and quotations from New Publications, the 
Theatrical Articles, and the Chat or Table-Talk,
THE TATLSR. / a DAILY JOURNAL of / 
LITERATURE -and the STAGE. / Erom September to Decem­
ber 1830. / Volume the First. / London: / Published 
by J. Onwhyn, at the Office, 4 Catherine Street, 
Strand. / MDCCCXXX. //
On Reverse of Title is ’’London:/ Printed 
by 0. and W. Reynell, Broad Street, Golden Square ” 
12^ x ', 4 double-columned pp.
each issue, price 2d , a daily, pp. 1-408 + Index 
and Title-Page.
2 62.
THE TATLER. / A DAILY PAPER of
LITERATURE, FINE ARTS, MUSIC,/and the STAGE. /
From January to June 1831. / Volume the Second./
London:/ Published 63? R, Seton, at the Office,
26 Brydges Street, Covent Garden. / MDCJCCYXXI. //
7" AQ. 1 2 g  x 8't, 4 pp. each issue, price 2 .
Title and Index + pp. 409-1028.
TEE TATLER.................. / From
July to December 1831. / Volume the Third / . . . 
. . . . . . . .  Title and Index + 1-
TEE TATLSR............ / From January to
(31st) March 1832. / Volume the Fourth. // . . . .  
each issue 1 , Title (no Index) + 1-312.
TIM? TATLER (New Series).
NO. 1. Monday, April 2, to Wednesday,
April 4, 1832.
0  1 1  tt 1 TT8 , 9  —  x 7 4- , 8  pp. each issue, . .16 0
r,If I had not a reverence of a peculiar 
sort for the inevitable past, I could wish that I 
had begun writing for Mr. Knight immediately, in­
stead of attempting to set up another periodical 
vvorlc of my own, without either means to promulgate 
i’k, or health to render the failure of little con­
sequence/
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consequence. I speak of a literary and theatrical 
paper called the Tatler. set up in 1830. It was a 
very little work, consisting hut of four folio pages; 
but it was a daily publication; I did it all myself, 
except when too ill; and illness seldom hindered 
me either from supplying the review of a book, going 
every night to the play, or writing the notice of 
the play the same night at the printing-office. The 
consequence was that the work, slight as it looked, 
nearly killed me; for it never prospered beyond the 
coterie of play-going readers, to whom it was almost 
exclusively known; and I was sensible of becoming 
weaker and weaker and poorer every day,T 'Autobio­
graphy, Chap. XXIV. Vol. IV. p. 203.'
NOTE. His reverence for the eighteenth century 
type of essay made him pursue its methods of nubli- 
oation after the modern magazine was already a joint- 
stock affair. Hence The Tatler failed and its 
Editor nearly killed himself through writing it all 
himself. On Feb. 4, 1831 he suffers from 'protracted 
and severe indisposition', but is compelled to re­
sume on Feb. 9; in August, he is again forced to 
seek help from others, but struggles on, until Feb.
13, 1832, when he contributes his farewell letter.
The/
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The ’paper has done him good’, 'has enabled him 
to show that a life accustomed to hostility in 
politics does not prevent a man from having a habit 
of mind inclining to good will". The Tatler, how­
ever, has its following, for it is continued, in 
the old form, by one who signs himself X, until 
March 31. In April, it becomes an 8 page bi-weekly 
to which the old editor contributes a letter, under 
the Indioator,(on.May 24-25) in reply to Junius 
Redivivus. defending Lord Brougham and comparing 
him favourably with his other old friend and 
helper Jeremy Bentham. In the same number are 
"Lines suggested by an evening spent at the table 
of Jeremy Bentham, Esq." Then, in the Saturday 
to Monday issue (June 9-11) is given the beautiful 
Letter on the Late Mr. Bentham, which shows the 
author's accustomed tenderness along with a dignity 
not always his. It may be compared with that 
written privately three years after to Mr. Charles 
Reynell on the death of his wife. For example, 
it contains the following passage:
"I saw him about an hour after he had 
"breathed his last, and never have I seen death 
look more amiable and lovely. I have gazed with 
intense/
intense enjoyment on many objects in nature, and 
on many of the mimic productions of nature - in­
spired art, but I did not think to linger with a
'
tenderness over the work of death similar to what 
I have felt at the cradle of sleeping infancy. In 
death, even as in life, intelligence and benevolence 
free from the faintest shade either of weakness or 
austerity, distinguished every feature of his 
beautiful countenance".
The letter ends with a poem,
"let not a sigh escape thy breast,
Nor down thy cheek a tear-drop roll, . . .
and is signed by the Indicator hand.
Another feature of the Tatler is its 
fighting spirit. In exposing the spite and jeal­
ousy of Jerdan, he declares that "-we shall make it 
a point to give at least four blows for their one - 
if not a blow for every day of the week". In enter­
ing upon his exposure of Moore's treachery, he says, 
"We have suffered enough upon all points; we have 
conceded enough in the case of Lord Byron. We 
shall concede no more". This is the last time Hunt 
is to tilt at his foes, political and other.
The Tatler. on Aug. 20, 1831, comes down




ORIGIN. THE TATLER followed immediately 
upon The Ghat of the Week. Since "the Stamp Office 
has contested the legality of the new shape we 
gave to our Chat of the Week,. . . . .  we have 
thought it better to undergo an entire metamor­
phosis than vary our efforts to no purpose".
THE TITLE. "We have taken an illustrious 
title for our new paper; but we are not vain 
enough to be modest on that score, or deprecate 
comparison with the original possessor. There is 
nothing in the humbler nature of our work to pro­
voke it. We borrow the title, simply because the 
journal, called the Spectator, (the Modern Weekly) 
has led the way to this adoption of a popular 
name . . . .
AIMS. & These are placed before the reader
Ma t t e r.
in No. I. The matter is to consist of;
(1) Entertaining extracts from books, with
occasional criticism.
(2 ) Theatrical criticisms from an impartial
lover of the theatre.
(3) Miscellaneous department for stray pas­
sages of any kind.
(4) Light original articles in prose and
verse "which may be thought suitable 
to a breakfast-table". He is still 
working along Addisonian lines.
The journal is to be "a regular daily 
paper devoted to literature and criticism" sold by 
newsmen/
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newsmen and of the size and general aspect of the 
original Tatler.
CONTENTS. The contents cannot he given in full, 
hut what follows gives the more important items 
under headings.
. . ; CRITICISMS (LlThiUxir).
HO.il) Life of Lord Byron. John Galt (Severe).
"To dulness he adds impertinence".
Sept. 6th. with lampoon entitled'The 
Cartilaginous Author'
NO. (II) Sept. 7. Reply to "the illiterate and
most unthinking Editor" of the Liter­
ary Gazette, who had attacked Leigh'" 
Hunt, because he feared a rival 
journal.
In the first few numbers are several skits 
on William Jerdan, including the Answer to Gold­
smith's Epitaph on Ned Purdon. Ecr Jerdan see 
Lucas's Lamb and an article by Augustine Birrell 
(lond on Mercury, May, 1920).
Jerdan had attacked Lamb's Album Verses 
on July 10, 1830, in a "contemptuous review", and, 
in the Times of Aug. 6th, 1830, appeared Southey's 
lines to Lamb, beginning,
"Charles Lamb, to those who know thee 
justly dear", (This was Southey's public recanta­
tion of the Letter of 1823. See Ana). Both Lamb 
(in/
fin the Examiner) and Hunt in the Tatler attacked 
Jerdan in skits none of which are specially good.
Sept. 14 & 15. The Poetical 7/orks of Willian
Collins.
Sept. 18, Death of Hazlitt with a mag­
nificent appreciation (in a 
short paragraph) of his 
genius.
Appreciation and criticism 
of Da Marseillaise.
Sept.23,24,29 Scott’s letters On Demono-
logy and 7/itchcraft.
Sept. 27 Oct.l Roger's Italy, a Poem.
Oct. 13,14,15 Soileau's Le ii&trin.
Oct. 16. Carlyle's translation of
Coe the 's Wilhelm Ilei st.er; 
This was "before he had met 
Carlyle.
Oct. 19,20,21,25 lowered Tone of the Quarterly
Revi ew.
Hov. 18 & 19. Paine's Rights of Man.
Dee. 16. Lord Byron's 7/erner, con­
taining the foilowing:-
"Lord Byron was a wit, a man of genius, 
an extraordinary individual, and the finest 
Satirist since the days of Pope; hut when he came 
to touch the ark containing the spirit of a 
diviner poetry his hand withered; for he approach- 
Qd it in presumption, and not in reverence". Is 
not this our modern attitude to Byron?
defence of his position and answer to his critics, 
occasioned "by the publication of Moore's Letters 
and Journals of Lord Byron. These five articles, 
well documented, deserve to be published separ­
ately, as they give an intimate account of personal 
relations between the author, Byron and Moore, and 
supplement 'Lord Byron and his contemporaries'. 
Moore's conduct over the Liberal is relentlessly 
exposed, his insincerity proved beyond all doubt, 
and his poems condemned for reasons we are now 
familiar with. They are, for example, "three- 
piled hyperboles" of sugar-plixms. Prejudice has, 
however, made him speak of Moore as "no real 
biographer, no prose-wri ter, no thinker".
Here is given what Byron and Moore 
thought originally of Rimihik and here, its author 
anticipates the criticisms of his worst enemies, 
upon it. Three reasons for the change in Byron's 
conduct towards him are given.
(1) Hunt's increasing reverence for Words­
worth as the first poet of the day and 
appreciation of Shelley and Heats as 
great poets.
(2) "Lord Byron never surmounted that re­
verence for the circles" and so turned 
against the poet who was also a refor­
me r , and
( 3 ) /
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1831. Jan. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. Magnificent
(3) "Mr Hunt had become poor" His defence is 
at one place summed up in the passage 
from Lord Byron, etc. 1828 (q.v.) 
which is almost equal to Johnson's 
Letter to Lord Chesterfield and is 







'Lives of the Italian
Feb. 14. Massinger's A Hew Way to Pay Old
Pebts.
Feb. 15. Wm. Godwin.
Feb. 24, 2b, 
March 1 & 3
Poems, chiefly lyrical. 
Tennyson.
Alfred
Sonnets and Fugitive Pieces,
Charles Tennyson.
Speaking of two, then unknown and youthful 
poets, he declares "we have seen no sucn poetical 
■writing since the last "Volume of Mr. Keats . . . .
and the authors......... may take their stand at
once among the first poets of the day. v/e mean that 
Mr, Wordsworth and Mr. Coleridge may give them the 
right hand of fellowship. "Although he says he can­
not make up his mind which of the brothers is the 
superior, it is Alfred who attracts him. He 'spots' 
Mariana, thinks that the portrait of The Poet is 
that of Shelley, feels that Keats would have liked 
The Poet's Mind, and is disappointed with the 
Bee oilections of the Arabian Kights, because 'there 
should/
should have been more flesh and blood in them
and vicissitude and magic". Cf. Letter (in Hallam
Tennyson's Life of his Father) of Hunt to S.C.
Hall. (Chap.VI).
A fine piece of criticism and this before 
the article of Mill, who was a friend, in London Re­
view of July 1835 and before crusty Christopher's re­
marks on 18.33 Volume, March 21 i In a Review of 
The Plays of Philip Massinger (adapted for family 
use) he lays down rules of selection and omission 
which he afterwards adopted for his volume on Beau­
mont & Fletcher.
April 7 Wm. Godwin's Caleb Williams.
April 14 The Public Press.
April 30 Specimens of the old English Drama­
tists. No. I. Specimens of Cyril 
Tourneur. (This the only one 
that appeared).
He thinks The Atheist's Tragedy "poor 
stuff"; but praises The Revenge's Tragedy. "By 
the quality of this play only, he was second to 
scarcely any writer of his time".
May 12 Sheridan Knowles's Alfred the Great.
June 2 Matthew Green's Poems. The Spleen.
cf. Section in his Wit and Humour.
June/
June 4 Mr. Moxon's Publications.
June 11 Shakespeare's Sonnets.
June 14,15,16,18,20. Old English Stage.
Collier.
June 21. Jeremy Taylor.
Sept. 22 & 27 Wm. Cobbett.
Nov. 10 Mrs. Shelley's Erankenstein.
Dec. 6 Fielding and Tom Jones.
"Completest novel in the language".
1852
Jan. 5&6 Eugene Aram (Lytton).
Jan. 19 Joseph Andrews.
Jan. 20,21,23,27,30 Article with Extracts on 
his own Sir Ralph Esher.
(2) THEATRICAI, CRITICISM - THE TATIER period
is the author's second great theatrical period. His 
criticism is now more careful, more informed, but 
lacked the daring, the brilliancy of outspeken 
youth bent on reforming the stage and giving 
emphatic praise to neglected talent. It made, ex­
cept among actors, less impression.
TEE PLAY-COER is over the signature of 
THE INDICATOR and each 'number gives the Play-bills 
of the evening.
Continual bad health makes him at length 
give up his almost nightly visits to the theatres
and review plays before hand. (Dec. 27, 1831 ) and 
on/
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on Feb. 1, 1832, a new writer, who signs himself 
with an asterisk, has undertaken the Play-goer.
All through, he has at heart, theatrical interests 
and on January 25, 26, 27 (1831) gives Twenty-three 
Reasons why the Managers of the great Theatres ought 
not to prevail against Mr. Arnold. These were a 
plea for the unlicenced theatres which were spring­
ing up. He is always very critical of Miss Kemble 
and speaks severely of her performance as Juliet, 
(Oct. 5, 1830) as Portia (Oct. 28), as Beatrice 
(Feb. 18, 1831); he has not much to say for Macready 
as HamletfOct.. 22, 1830) Joseph Surface Oct. 27, or 
Macbeth. March 15, 1831; but gives Edmund Kean all 
due praise as Othello. (Feb. 21, 1831). There is a 
whimsical essay on The Hereditary House of Players 
(Oct, 7, 1830). a serious one on The Art of Dancing 
(Dec. 1, 1830) and a humorous one on The Criminal 
Size of Ladies' Hats. (Dec, 2.4, 1851). There is a 
pqatieal- skit, entitled The Essence of Opera (Nov. 
8, 1830). A Review of the Life of Mrs. Jordan 
appears on Dec. 3 & 4, 1830, See Poetical ?/orks, 
(1832), and an appreciation of The Late Mr. Elliston 
on July io, 1831.
See also the Selections given in Archer & 
Lowe's 'Dramatic Essays. Leigh Hunt' under Critical 
-'says on the Performers etc. 1867,
One/
274.
One is tempted to give short quotations 
of those articles upon more general points, for 
Eunt is always great as a dramatic critic on a 
great occasion. He rases with his subject. Here, 
for example, as a general depiction of Halstaff in 
the criticism of Dowton's Falstaff, not of Henry IV, 
but curiously, of The Merry Wives. He gives one 
his idea of Tthestage idea of Halstaff as handed down 
probably from Shakespeare's own time.
"It purports to represent a puffing and 
blowing, swaggering, chuckling, luxurious, fat­
voiced 'tun of a man1, gathering corpailency from 
every dish and goblet as he rolls, for ever mirth- 
ful and shameless, making a jest of danger in the 
apprehension, and anxiously getting out of it when 
it comes, but above all things witty and festive, 
unable to admit care or to give it, making his moral 
enormities appear as natural and jovial a part of 
him as his fat; in short a perpetual feast to him­
self and his beholders........ (part) difficult
to perform on the stage, because it requires an 
actor remarkable both for intellectual address and 
a merry blood of his own". Here, also, is his des­
cription of Venice Preserved from Fanny Kemble as 
Belvid era. (Oct. 7, 1830).
"What/
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"What a beautiful,most painful, and in 
some respects disagreeable play is this veni.ce Pre­
served! Otway's genius, true as it was to nature,
t
had a smack in it of the age of OharlesII, and of
the Company of Lord Plymouth and the bullies.
Sensuality takes the place of sentiment, even in 
the most calamitous passages. The author debauched 
his tragic muse; brings her, as he does his heroine, 
among a set of ruffians: and dresses her in double
tears and mourning, that her blushes may but burn
and her fair limbs be set off the more, to furnish 
his riotous imagination with a gusto of contrast".
Archer says that these articles are equal 
to "those of the Examiner in niceness of discri­
mination" and "superior to them in depth and colour­
ing". Yet Archer, awards the first place to G-.H.Lewes 
of the four dramatic critics, (Hunt, Hazlitt, Forster, 
and Lewes) between 1800 and 18501 (See his Forster & 
Lewes "Dramatic Essays" 1898).
(3). ORIGINAL APTIOLES.
1830 A Prose.
Sept. 8,13,18 On Titles.
Sept. 10,11,18,25. A Letter on, to, and by the 
Book-personage known by the name of "The 
Reader".
Sept. 25 Umbrellas.



















(evidently suggested by his Review of 
Scott’s Demonology Sc Witchcraft).
1. Dr. Johnson, The Devil, and Mr. Cor­
bett .
2,4,6,7 A Pew Words on Angels.
4 "Kelp yourself and Heaven will help 
you" (signed) Indicator.
8 "A fine Aristocratic Pace".
12,13 Personal Reminiscences of lords.
17,18 Lords and Loaves.
22,23 The Correspondence and Diary of
Philip Doddridge. See Wishing-Cap 
Papers, 1873.
26. Ghosts and Visions.
29 The Confectioner’s Oracle.
(supplied matter for Confectionery)
See W.C.P. 1873.
6 Protestant Nunneries and Swift’s
Exquisite Banter upon them.
17 Protestant Nunneries - Nicholas
Pax£4i£. . (See also London Journal 
1834-5 and passages in Sir Ralph 
Esher).
21 Tale of Pour Deaf Men.
25 Christmas Day.
Two Genuine Love Letters. Mrs Pen- 
ruddoek’s last letter to her husband 
(See also One Hundred Romances of 
Real Life.
28 Apagi, Prime Minister of Ring Krish-
naraya (Story).
31 Tale of Pour Simple Brahmins.
1831
( 1 5 )
2 7 7 ’.
Jan. 1. Hew Year's Day.
Jan. 7. Twelfth Hight.
Feb. 22. Taxes on Knowledge.
Feb. 25. Flogging and its Substitute.
(Compare The Examiner article).
May 9 TÎ e Fagging System.
May 10. A Walk from the Regent's Park to
Finchley.
May 13 The East Wind.
May 14 English Politeness.
May 26 Slanderers "Worse than Housebreakers
May 9,12,25 Paganini at the King's, (ef.
The famous piece of Blank Yerse 
in London Journal 1834-5).
June 22 Spines and Tight-lacing.
(a fairly frequent topic).
June 27, 28,29,30 Interesting Events in the
July 4, Sept. 24. History of Poland.
July 15 How the Streets of London ought to
be named.
Aug. 27 Statue of Mr. Pitt.
Oct. 12&13 Preservation of Health.
Nov. 25. Philosophy of Digestion.
B. Poetry and Translations - See Mil­
ford 's Edition 1923.
(15). A Paw of the ARTICLES B? OTHERS.
IAMB, CHARLES.
Dec. 31, 1830. On Accident by Drowning.
"Tears are for lighter griefs: man
wee ps the d o om",
Teh. 19, 1831, lines written in a Lady's
Diary.
"Kay cheerful thoughts that went on
health". (signed) Cor Carcli.
HAZIITT.
March 28. Emancipation of the Jews.
CODERIPSE.
May 23 ft 24, 1831. Report of two lec­
tures by Coleridge (the former on 'pro­
gressive Changes in English Prose Writ- 
ing) the latter on Rabelais, Swift, 
Sterne etc.
2 ? 3 .
April 26. Sonnet: Calvus. (on the bald
man) occasioned Hunt’s reply Calviultor.
"7 has other poems on Shelley, Shelley and 
Heats and their Reviewer, etc.
Another poetical correspondent was Francis
Edgeworth, the brother of Maria.
On April 1 and 2, there are poems by
'Aloanzor', Tennysonian in feeling.
May 3, 1831, Chimney-Sweepers. (signed)
M.V.C. (Mary Cowden ’ Clarke),? and on Feb. 14,




CRITICAL NO13. After the critical notes inter­
spersed throughout the contents, there is little 
need to speak further of this wonderful journal.
For interest, it is equal to The London Journal 
of 1834-35; and it is marvellous that Hunt could 
turn out, daily, such material. Seldom has jour­
nalistic adaptability been combined with such 
literary talent. However, Hunt was not a journa­
list, even Ta journalist of genius'. He was, pro­
perly speaking, a man of letters in the truest 
sense of the term who, partly through the example 
of Addison and Steele, partly through drift and .in­
capacity to pull himself together, and partly be­
cause he loved being a 'vulgarisateur1 to the new 
public then arising, adopted this manner of writing. 
In bringing the riches of literature to the working- 
classes, he anticipated the (Chambers and the ¿mights 
and showed them how to make their appeal.
i ° /
28o.
1°. THE / MASQUE of ANARCHY /. A POEM /
by Percy Bysshe Shelley*/ How first published,
with a Preface / by Leigh Hunt./
’’Hope is strong 
Justice and Truth their winged, child have found/
Revolt of Islam./
London:/ Edward Moxon, 64, New Bond Street./1832//
8V0, of-'1 x 4'T, pp. i-xxx + 1-48.
Leigh Hunt's preface occupies pp. V-XZX. There are
2 pp. of Advertisements among which occurs "A
Second Series of Poems/ By Alfred Tennyson / In
foolscap 8V0./
1A° Iffl. WISE'S FACSIMILE REPRINT of ABOVE.
THE / MASQUE of ANARCHY./ A POEM./
By Percy Bysshe Shelley. / a / Type-Eac-Simile 
Reprint of / The Original Edition, first published 
(together with a/ Preface by Leigh Hunt) in 1832./ 
Edited / By Thomas J. V/ise./ London:/ Published 
for the Shelley Society / By Reeves and Turner,
196 Strand./ 1892 //
COLLATION. FLY (i) The Masque of Anarchy, (ii*.blank)
this Booh / Two Hundred Copies only / Have been'
printed. . i A. iii iv (blank).
TITLE, 7 . 71 (blank).
CONTENTS. VII. VIII, (blank).
BIBLIOGRAPHY/
(Signed) September 1892. Thomas J. Wise. 
Then follows a Fae-simile, including fly, 
etc. of 1832 edition with exact reproduction of 
its paging.
8'/c, 6 “  x 4 I f, pp. i-xx + paging of 
original edition.
This is a brochure bound in green paper 
covers, It has, on front cover,
THE SHELLEY SOCIETY’S PUBLICATIONS./ 
Second Series. No. 13./
Then the Titie, differently arranged to 
"Wise'’ and, at foot,
LONDON / Published for distribution/ To 
Members of the Shelley Society only / 1892 //.
Back fly-leaf states,
Reprinted by / Richard Clay and Sons, 




The First Edition, 1832 XII.
Watson's Edition, 1842 XIII.
Fac-Simile of Shelley's Manuscript,
Edited by H. Buxton Forman. XV.




TYPE-? AO-SIHH B REPRINT
(as above).
In his Bibliographical note. Hr. Wise 
states that in the Autumn of 1819, tidings came to 
Shelley, at the Villa Valsovano near Leghorn, of 
the Peterloo Massacre (Aug. 16, 1819). These filled 
him with more than the usual amount of horror and 
disgust and he at once threw his feelings into words 
in the lines of The Masque of Anarchy. The MS. he 
at once sent to Leigh Hunt, suggesting that he might 
publish it, in his Examiner.
There is no mention of this in the cor­
respondence, though there must surely have been an 
accompanying letter, which probably perished through 
Leigh Hunt's carelessness. In the Preface, Leigh 
Hunt says: "I did not insert it, because I thought
that the public at large had. not become sufficiently 
discerning to do justice to the sincerity and kind- 
heartedness of the spirit that walked in this flaming 
robe of verse”.
Mr. Wise goes on to state that Hunt's MS. 
passed into the hands of Mr. Buxton Forman (1876); 
hut Shelley's own original holograph MS. is now 
in his own hands. (See Athenaeum, Jan. 22, 1887). 
®r./
28},.
Mr. Buxton Borman published a photo-lithograph 
fae simile of the former for the Shelley Society. 
(1887) See The Gentleman’s Magazine (II rch 1887); 
for the 1832 Edition, the other was employed by 
Mrs Shelley, as well as Hunt's.
II. 2nd Edition 1842 (not seen).
Mr. Wise has the following entry.
TEE / MASQUE of ANARCHY. / To which is 
added, / Queen liberty; / Song - To the men of 
England. / By Percy Bysshe Shelley. / With a Pre­
face / By Leigh Hunt/.
Hope is strong; /
Justice and Truth their winged child have found,/
Revolt of Islam/
London:/ J. Watson, 15 City Road, Finsbury, / 1842. ■
VOFoolscap 8 pp. 24 in plain paper 
wrappers. It is very scarce. It contains Leigh 
Hunt's Preface.
H I . THE WORKS / of / PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY /
From the Original Editions / Third Series / . . ,
• . . Edited with Notes by R.H. Shepherd / London / 
Chatto and Windus Piccadilly / 1875 .
1  i f  fT16°, 6 ~ x 4vr pp. i-viii + 1-368
(Cloth Covers, The Golden Library).
This //
2 3 4 .
This volume contains Mary Shelley’s Pre­
face of 1824, in which she expresses the wish that 
Leigh Hunt had written the biographical notice.
This may explain why the Memoir by Hunt appears at 
the beginning of the First Series. (See Lord Byron 
and his Contemporaries). Here occurs the Masque 
of Anarchy with the original Title-page and The 
Preface of 1832.
This forms the third of four volumes of 
Shelley's Poetry and. Prose, published between 1871 
and 1875, the first two by John Camden Eotten and 
the last two by Chatto and Windus.
IV. THE POETICAL WORKS / of / PERCY BYSSHE
SHELLEY / Edited by / Harry Buxton Forman / in 
Four Volumes / London / Reeves and Turner 196 
Strand / 1877.
The Masque of Anarchy appears in Vol. Ill 
and Leigh Hunt's preface in its Appendix. The 
text of the poem is that of the Hunt MS. (See IA). 
"MS from which the poem is now given is that sent 
to Leigh Hunt mainly in Mrs Shelley's handwriting". 
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
critical/
CRITICAT< NOTE. Hunt's Preface, after giving the 
occasion of the poem, gives another reason for his 
not publishing it. This w-.s that "the suffering 
part of the people . . . would, believe a hundred­
fold in his anger, to what they would in his good, 
intention; and this made me fear that the common 
enemy would take advantage of the mistake to do 
them both a disservice". He then states truly that 
the poem "though written purposely in a lax and 
familiar measure, is highly characteristic of the 
author". Shelley's views on reform are next dis­
cussed and "A Proposal for Putting Reform to the 
Vote" is declared to be "judicious as well as fer­
vent". Then follows a fine picture of Shelley the 
man, in which his true refinement is pointed out.
He 7/as not "an aristocrat by disposition as well as 
birth" and his mind could be "measured by common 
rules". Incidentally, he shows that the 4th and 
5th stanzas contain an affecting allusion to his 
being deprived of his children by Lord Eldon. In 
its simple beauty of writing and in its clear por­
trayal of Shelley, the man c-nd his ideas, this is 
one of the choicest pieces of Leigh Hunt's writing. 
There is little reason for inveighing against Hunt 
for his spelling 'masque' instead of 'mask'.
CHRIS TIANISM:/
236.
CERISTIANISM:/ or / BELIEF and UNBELIEF
RECONCILED; / Being / EXERCISES and MEDITATIONS./
"Mercy and truth have met together; righteous­
ness and Peace have /
Missed each other" /
Not for sale: / Only Seventy-five Copies Printed//
(1832).
8V°, 8 ~  x 5-g-/, pp. i-xviii + 1-60. 
Bound, in Bluish green glazed cloth, with white 
paper laBel on Back.
The Book consists of Title (i-ii)
Bd.itorts Preface (iii-viii) (unsigned, But By 
John Forster, and dated London January 1832). 
Introduction (ix-xvi ) (in the form of a letter, 
dated Dec. 20, 1831 and signed "Believe me, my 
dear x x x x
Your truly obliged and affectionate friend,
Leigh Hunt".
Contents (xvii-xviii) and Text (1-60).
The Copies which have Been seen are,
(lJL Mrs Hunt’s copy, now in the possession of 
T.J. Wise, Esq., which has at the top of the Title.
To / Marianne Hunt, from her affectionate
BusBand /,
This contains MS. notes By Leigh Hunt and 
By Oeorge Henry Lewes.
The/
28? .
The most characteristic of Hunt's notes 
occur on p. 6 (see Religion of the Heart, p. )
where at the passage "by doing all we can to extend
a heaven on earth’', he has written in the margin
"dear Shelley!" and on p. 6, (Religion of the Heart 
p. ) where at the passage "The heaven I look
for, has a right to a happy face; it reflects no 
ghastly fires of eternity", there is in the margin, 
"Talking of lovely things that conquer death".
L.H.
Ariosto is quoted (p. 48) and Browning's Paracelsus.
"Make no more Giants God! but elevate" 
and the three and a half lines following.
The majority of the notes, however, are 
in the hand-writing of George Henry Lewes. The 
most important of these is the concluding note, 
which speaks for itself.
"Read for the third time, 21st June 1838, 
this most exquisite book with more delight than I 
can well describe. First what I admire is its 
genuineness - it sounds like my kind and admiring 
friend speaking to me in serious mood. Secondly 
its Christian Philosophy - a philosophy woven in 
him by Misfortune and Uncharitableness -
- Toleration, in its d. ivinest sense he
carries /
288 .
carries to its limits, for virtue in the man though 
questionable in the critic in the way he uses it 
viz. to avoid faultfinding, - its Bee-like good- 
extracting tendency. And thirdly its style, with 
all his beauties and without his faults. There is 
a still strength about some of the passages not 
only fine in itself but in such admirable keeping 
with the subject. It is aphoristic without dogma­
tism or presumption. Ho wonder Carlyle was in 
raptures with it. The Fault I find with it is - 
that it is unpublished! What a lovely answer is it 
to the mill-stone-visioned and uncharitable!
Gf. H. I.”
Lewes gives quotations from Bacon, Spinoza 
Coethe, Fichte, Jean Paul Richter and Hicole, sug­
gested by the text. He also adds in margin at
■
certain passages, "I.E.” as if he wished to indicate 
special traits, feelings, or thoughts of our author, 
e.g. at passages,
(1) p. XIII. "To begin the day with an avowed
sense of duty, and a mutual cheerfulness 
of endeavour, is at least an earnest of 
its being gone through with the better".
(2) p. 1 2 . '»if i have done an injustice to­
day, or left a duty undone, let me not 
forget to repair it to-morrow" A Char­
acteristic remark occurs at p. 5 on the 
passage.
"Consid er/
’’Consider. The Heavens do not speak to 
us; the sun and the stars are silent. But the 
silence leaves us more eloquently to our o m  ener­
gies . It is
”77e all look upwards unto heaven and pray 
for trust and hope; but over us in the infinite 
blue expanse is no voice for the Heart. Nothing 
appears nothing assures - nothing answers us - and 
so we die I” Jean Paul.
How different is the conclusion Leigh 
Hunt draws from this silence! a true bit of him­
self!
Enclosed in this copy is a letter of 
Hunt's to his wife (1855). See Letters in IIS.
(2) The British Museum Copy.
(3) 4 copies in Dyce and Poster Bequest
Library at South Kensington Victoria 
and Albert Museum. These show slight 
variations and there may have been two 
Ed iti ons.
As Christianism is a very rare book, the 
following parts of The Religion of the Heart (q.v.) 
(in the order given below) may give some idea of 
its coiaplete contents.
1° The Editor's (John Forster's) Preface of 
1832 is not given in 1853.
2° The substance of Leigh Hunt's Tntrod.uc- 




"pernicious" with some minor changes; then the 
next par. to "co-operation"; then- for other 3 pp. 
thoughts similar to 1853 Edition (opening section) 
are given.
Text. p. 22 (fd'ot) Entitled, (in 1832) 
For a Family Assembled (with some minor changes) 
pp. 24 (foot) - 26 which lacks the last par. of 
1832. p. 26 (foot) to 28 with more changes.
On Awakening in the Morning 
Summary of Daily Duties 
On Going to Sleep 
Another
For a Case of Conscience 
p. 41 (foot)X called "In Sorrow", enlarged in 
1853. XI, much enlarged.
Then II (p. 30) enlarged and altered.
Ill, IY, Y (enlargedYI.YII, YIII,IX,XIY,XY,XYI) a 
Section "Of Knowledge and Goodness" not in 1853.
Then XYII, "Of Worldliness and Unworldli­
ness" not in 1853, then XXIX (p. 81) enlarged in 
1853, then hack to p. 45 to XII which is entitled 
"In Sickness", XIII, then XXY and XXYI,






"An Aspiration concerning the Divine
Being"





Christianism was written at Maiano in 
1823, because, as the author says, ”1 was in a state 
of health which I thought might terminate fatally”
It "contains, among other matters, the conclusions 
•which the author had then come to on points of
religious belief and practice". He was anxious be­
fore he died to do what good he could, as far as his 
reflections on these points had enabled him. 
Autobiography, Chap. XXI.
In 1831-32, when leigh HuntTs affairs were 
in a very bad way, and when his poems were being 
published by subscription, "A warm-hearted friend, 
(John Forster) of admirable taste, . . . requested, 
and obtained, leave to print it at his own expense".
John Forster, in his Preface says "it 
consists of a set of aspirations, or thoughts and 
feelings, connected with the best hopes of man, both
regarding this world and the next". It was felt
that,
(1) "so very eloauent an exposition of a pure 
morality, so full of enthusiasm, and a deep percep­
tion of the beautiful and good, as to be well cal­
culated , with those who have no settled religious 
opinions, to make them, at least, wish to have 
some", and
(2) "in printing the MS. for private circula­
tion/
2.9*.
circulation among men of letters . . . .  the real 
state of Hr. leigh Hunt’s opinions upon a point 
on which he has been greatly misconceived" certain 
erroneous feelings might pass from the minds of 
those whose good opinion "was worth the having". 
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTICE. "The least faulty book, perhaps, 
which I have written" is, Leigh Hunt's own critic­
ism in the Autobiography; and the modern reader 
will endorse, at least, Seorge Henry Lewes’s re­
mark upon its style, that it hss all his beauties 
and is without his faults. It was the pet child 
of its author, chiefly because it w a s  the" essence»;, 
in a beautiful dignified chaste prose to which he 
seldom for any length attained, of the views he 
held dearest and which came to dominate his politi­
cal and religious life. The author, like his 
father and mother, had adopted Universalist views, 
held to-a"iarger hope" without dogma, and advocated
a pure ethic, springing like that of the Quakers, 
from/
2 9 > .
from within, (The Religion of the Heart) and 
sorrowing over all the cruelties of war and intol­
erance and hatreds engendered through differences 
of opinion and class feelings and rivalries.
In the Autobiography, (Chap. IX), occurs 
a passage which shows his belief in a religion, 
made visible by a Church. "I never to this day 
pass ona (a church) even of a kind the most un­
reformed, without a wish to go into it and Join 
my fellow-creatures in their affecting evidence of 
the necessity of an additional tie with Deity and 
Infinity, with this world and the next. But the 
wish is accompanied with an afflicting regret that 
I cannot recognize it, free from barbarisms dero- , 
gatory to both; and I sigh for some good old country 
church, finally delivered from the corruptions of 
the Councils,^_and breathing nothing but the peace 
and love befitting the Sermon on the Mount. I 
believe that a time is coming, when such doctrine, 
and such only, will be preached; and my future grave 
in a certain beloved and flowery cemetery, seems 
quieter for the consummation"
The views are very modern and it is in­
teresting to note that Hunt in 1823, already before 
his time in politics, should also foreshadow reli­
gious/
2 9 4 ,
religious views which became common with the 
Victorian prophets. However, the author has not 
their trouble, as he boldly throws dogma overboard. 
The meditations breathe the Spirit of Shelley and 
give simply and finely what Carlyle wished to give 
but felt he could not because he would have entered 
into controversy and would have offended his motheife 
religion. They may be compared with the finer 
prayers of Dr. Johnson. How interesting it is to 
read the note of G.E. Lewes composed in 18381 This 
acute metaphysician was much later to fall under 
the spell ( in 1854} of 4h@ther disciple°of other­
worldliness without a creed.
It is better- perhaps to give here, though 
out of order,
(1) THE /' RELI3I0N of the HEART./ A MANUAL 
of FAITH and DUTY./ by / Leigh Hunt. / London: John
Chapman, 142, Strand. MDCCCLIII.//
o 11" l'»8 , 6 ̂  x 4 g , pp. i-xxiv + 1-260.
Bound in dark green decorated cloth cover.
(2), RE-PRINT, from same plates, by ,TTrubner 
& Co. /6'Q Sc 60, Paternoster Row. / (no date).
(3). The British Museum has Leigh Hunt's own
c°py of No. i prepared for a second edition or 
which.never appeared, and having on
obverse/
obverse of Title in MS. "Charles Weatherby Reynell/' 
given to me by the Author’s/ son Thornton, August 
1859”/ It has also in MS., but in a more modem 
hand (probably Richard Garnett's).
"By C.W.Reynell’s wish, expressed to his 
daughter some time before his death, this booh is 
presented to the British Museum, together with an 
autograph letter from Leigh Hunt. Sept. ’92. The 
letter bears water-mark 1854. It was written in 
February 1855. A letter from the daughter is pasted 
in. It is written on heavy blach-bordered mourning 
note-paper and is as follows:-
JPorde House, Putney, 
18th Sep. 1892.
Dear Sir,
I sent this morning, by registered par­
cel's post, the booh and letter that I wrote to 
you about some days since - I was very glad to 
receive your assurance that these should be hept 
together, otherwise I should not have lihed to 
part v/ith a letter which my father had valued so 
much -
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The/
The letter of (Feb. 1835) is to the 
father, Charles W. Reynell, on the death of his 
wife. It is one of the tenderest ever penned.
The book has Leigh Hunt’s signature and 
contains on the fly-lea:f, in his hand-writing,
"For Second Edition'’ and on the title-page, a new 
title, "Cardinomia;
or”// (The/ Religion of the Heart).
On p. ZII of Preface he speaks of "Car- 
dinomians”; and the first line of the text is to 
be altered from "Cod , - which is the name for the 
great First Cause of the Universe” to "Cod, - which 
is the name for the Spirit of good in the Universe". 
There are other changes in the Preface, and many 
especially towards the end of the first Section.
(Its Creed and Hopes p. 1 seq. )
Then p. 57, ZIX, has a new long par. 





CRITICAL ROTE. The sixty pages of Christianlsm 
have been expanded into two hundred and sixty. 
However, 150 pp. are taken up with a lengthy essay, 
entitled "The only Final Scriptures, their test, 
and teachers'1. Here The Bible is shown to be only 
one of many scriptures for his Religion of the 
Heart, and a not too perfect one. THe Sayings 
of Confucius, The Fabulists, Socrates, Epictetus, 
Marcus Aurelius, Francis d.e Sales, Whiohcote's 
Aphorisms, Dr. ..Andrew Combe, Emerson, Oersted's 
Light of Nature and other writers and. books are 
discussed with copious illustrative quotations. 
Passages from all these, as well as from our Eng­
lish poets and. essayists, are to form the Sermon 
part of the weekly Service of a Religion which now 
has many resemblances to Comtism. In this essay, 
indeed, we have Hunt's Calendar of Great Men for 
his Religion of Humanity. Some of his remarks, 
for example those on Socrates, Shaftsbury's 
Characteristics. Science and the Care of the Body, 
and Carlyle are worth noting; and the whole is 
written in his usual interesting manner. However, 
although he wishes to eschew controversy, it is 
there, as an undercurrent.
There/
There is also a shorter discourse • on 
"Punishments and Rewards according to The Neglect 
or Performance of Duty"; and expansions of the 
older meditations as well as additional ones.
In short, the "beauty of Christian ism 
(q.v.) is largely spoilt by more questionable 
material, though even this retains much of the dig­
nity of utterance and. of the high-souled thought 
and feeling of his "least faulty book". The Re­
ligion of the Heart, is however, far from being, as 
Lanncelot Cross called it, the "weakest of all 
Hunt's productions", the one "which falls below 
his most casual articles". A study of it explains 
why he judges Dante's Christianity so severely.
THE REFDECTOR, (Nov. or Dec, 1832).
Edited by John Forster and. published by Ivioxon. A 
Weekly paper of which three numbers appeared.
NOTE. John Forster was then twenty-one, and 
Hunt still his literary Gamaliel, for 
whom he was urging people to buy the 
Poems of 1832. "All trace of the Re- 
flector has disappeared" Lucas's Lamb. 
Hunt wrote for it one or two articles.
A I M H  of HOHEYMOOHS (Signed )
CHARLES DAL T OH.
This appeared in the first three Volumes 
of the Court Magazine. (1832-33).
Introduction pp.273-277 (Vol.I.); January 
Vol.II. pp.37-41; February, pp.91-94; March, pp.174- 
179; April, pp.250-53; May and June, pp.304-09; July 
( Vol.III.) pp. 33-35; August, pp.82-85.
In all eight papers. See Knight1s Tale s.
(1891 ).
Chatter on nature and boohs, sometimes de­
lightful, if Charles and Harriet and their honeymoon 
were away. (of. The Months 1821 and London Journal 
(1834). Here he refers to Ju-hiao-li (see under 




I. Sir Ralph Esher:/or, Memoirs/ of/ A 
Gentleman of the Court of/ Charles II./ In three 
Volumes/ Vol.I (or II. or III.) / London:/ Henry 
Colburn and Richard Bentley, Iiew Burlington Street./ 
1830/ (Anon. ) (Printed by C.& W. Reynell, Broad 
Street, Golden Square). 12mo, 8"x5".
Vol.I. Title-page (obverse blank), then 
Introductory letter of the author pp.1-32 
Memoirs of Sir Ralph Esher pp.33-300.
CHAPS. I. to XII.
VOL.II. Title-page (obverse blank:), then 
Memoirs of Sir Ralph Esher pp. 1-354.
CHAPS I. - VI.
VOL.III. Title-page (obverse blank), then 
Memoirs of Sir Ralph Esher pp. 1-344.
CHAPS. I - XVII.
The British Museum copy which is bound in 
one Volume belonged to ’’Charles Reynell”, whose name 
is written in right-hand corner of title-page of 
each of the volumes.
On binding fly-leaf of VOL.III. is written 
ln Pencil in Leigh Hunt's hand-writing, an important 
note -
"The character of Sir Philip Herne is suppos- 
eî to be intended for the author's friend Shelley 
the poet”.
301.
II. Sir Ralph Usher:/ or, /Adventures/ of/ A Gentle­
man of the Court of /Charles II./ in three Volumes/ 
Vol.I. (or II. or III.) / London:/ Henry Colhurn
and Richard Bentley,/ Hew Burlington Street./ 1832.
This is exactly the same as Ho.I, except 
in date and change in title of "Memoirs” for "Adven­
tures”. Both have, at en# of VOL.II., a page of 
Ads. including "Lawrie Todd” by John Galt and
'The King's Own' by the Author of "The naval officer" 
(Captain Marryat. )
This is usually given as the Hirst Adition.
III. Another Adition in 1836, probably exactly the 
same as I. & II. (Hot seen. )
IV. Sir Ralph Asher:/ or/ memoirs of a Gentleman of 
the Court of / Charles the Second,/ including those 
of/ His Hriend Sir Philip Herne./ By Leigh Hunt./ 
with a preface to this edition./ London:/ Richard 
Bentley, Hew Burlington Street;/ and Bell a Bradfute 
Adinburgh./ 1850//
8°, 6j|"x4-^” , pp. I.-VI + 1-514. Here the Vols
are distinguished as in I. & II. This is the only
edition bearing the author's name. He returns to
his original Title of Memoirs. There is a frontis_.
piece of Sir Ralph Asher meeting Oliver Cromwell and 
his mother. "I went in, and saw a gentleman in




The Edition has a dedication to Lord John 
Russell, dated Kensington, Dec.25, 1849. "To the 
Rt.Hon.Lord John Russell, etc.etc. . . . since gra­
titude would fain speak while it can, and better oc­
casion may be wanting. . . this attempt to portray 
some of the circumstances that modify human charac­
ter, . . . .  p.iii.” The reference is, of course, 
to the bestowal of his pension.
in Advertisement to the Header occupies pp. 
V-VI. This states that the novel originated in the 
design to write a work entitled "The wits of the 
age of Charles the second". It was found that there 
was such a deplorable failure of materials - "the 
gentry who figured under that title having been per­
sons not producible to good company . . . .  that in­
tention became changed to the present work".
The author also says that the work does 
not open lime a novel and that history, (dates, 
places, etc.) is well attended to, beyond what is 
customary in the historical novel. Hence the ques­
tion arose whether the book was or liras not a veri­
table biography. He had made this pretence the 
stronger by stating that the work was a translation 
from the french, in order to account for his modern 
style of writing.
H Ux'm/
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NOTE. It is interesting to note that Hunt, who the 
year before had written a fine appreciation of Defoe 
for "A Booh for the Corner" (q.v.) should have at­
tempted earlier his methods and should have publish­
ed what purported to be a real history. However, in 
spite of what he says above, his attempt could not 
have deluded any one at all acquainted with his style 
and manner; his purpose which was to show that true 
refinement could exist at the Court of Charles II.
(and in the language of Graminont ) was eminently 
Huntian. notwithstanding Catholicity of taste, he 
was a little squeamish on the side of wit and humour. 
How then, could he ever have considered a design of 




In the Autobiography (Vol.II.p.SCO seq.), 
ohere is some account of the origin of Sir Ralph 
A^her bearing out what has been said in the adver- 
t is era en t.
"It is a fictitious autobiography of a
gentleman/
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gentleman of the Court of Charles the Second, inclu­
ding the adventures of another, and notices of Crom­
well, the Puritans, and the Catholics. It was given 
to the world anonymously, and, notwithstanding my 
wishes to the contrary, as a novel; hut the publish­
er pleaded hard for the desirableness of so doing; 
and as he was a good-natured man, and had liberally 
enabled me to come from Italy, I could not say nay. 
It is not destitute of adventure; and I took a world 
of pains to make it true to the times which it pic­
tured; but whatever interest it may possess is so 
entirely owing, I conceive, to a certain reflecting 
exhibition of character, and to fac-simile imitati­
ons of the courts of Charles and Cromwell, that I 
can never present it to my mind in any other light 
than that of a veritable set of memoirs".
He goes on to tell how bad health and un­
certain prospects made him wax and wane in spirits, 
and how the two extremes of mirth and melancholy 
are reflected in the two principal characters, Sir 
Ralph Esher and Sir Philip Herne.
Sir Ralph Esher is, indeed, what Hunt saysj 
it is a fictitious memoir rather than a novel. A 
fictitious memoir can form a novel, as in the case 
°f Esmond . but here there is not only too little 
Plot out also too little unity of any kind. It 
excels after the manner of Grammont and of his own
books on'the Town, and not after the manner of Sco ot 
and Thackeray. It is greatest for its portraiture 
of manners and tastes and is excellent in its depic­
tion of historical characters and in making them come 
to life again. Given characters whose lineaments 
were perfectly well known through history or tradi­
tion and Hunt could do much to give them flesh and 
blood; but he had not the force of genius to get be­
yond himself and his books and to create fictitious 
men and women. Hence his Charles II., Buckingham, 
Hyde, and Rochester and his Lady Castlemaine, Miss 
Stewart, and Hell Gwynne live; but his Esher and 
Herne are bundles of qualities. In plot, the story 
suffers by the insertion of the life and adventures 
of Herne which occupy nearly the whole of the second 
volume.
However, he never intended the book for a r 
novel and it forms a wonderful picture of the closing 
years of the Commonwealth and the opening years of 
Charles II.1s reign. Its knowledge of the history 
of the period cannot be gainsaid. It errs, if in 
anything, in being too meticulously accurate. The 
desire to reveal the soul of good in things evil,to 
show that good men and women lived at the court of 
Charles II. and that even the bad had something good 
111 'them, prevents him from sometimes making the most 
°f his situations and characters. Hell Gwynne, for 
example/
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example, is given all the good nature she is tradi­
tionally said to have possessed, but is also made 
too proper, which she never was and even Lady Castle- 
maine, according to some an arch-fiend in woman's 
shape, often becomes in his hands, gentle and good- 
, natured. It is unfortunate, then, that Hyde should 
be treated so badly and his swollen pride and glut­
tony made so much of; but Hyde was one of Hunt's 
pet aversions.
The melancholy of Sir Philip Herne is too 
black and little of the Shelley that one knows can 
be found in him.
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THE/ POETICAL works/ O f / LEIGH HUNT/ (Moxon,
1832.) See Milford p.754.
NOTE.
There is an important Preface (pp.v.-lviii) 
which is one of the most completely Huntian of his 
essays. Mr Humphrey Milford did well to print it, al­
most entirely, as an introduction, for though the 
thoughts on poetry, are not so deeply pondered as in 
Imagination and Fancy, the whole production reveals 
the many-sided nature of a writer who was 'nothing if 
not social1 and who had the 'tropical' gaiety of 
heart of the Southern race, whose poetry he so much 
loved. Here in this "good gossipping preface", one 
learns of his troubled existence, of his optimism, 
his Christianism,. his cheerfulness, his likes and 
dislikes in poetry, his love of Spenser and Chaucer, 
and Dryden, and Theocritus, and his small opinion of 
Pope as a versifier.
There is no need to go into details with
Mr Humphrey Milford's work before one. However, it
should be noted how, by 1832, Hunt had come to have
doubts about his position as poet and was quite, content
If the world came to regard him as a true, if not a g
great poet. He truly reverences "poetry, pre-eminently
30 CaHed"; but, then, "poetry, like the trees and
flowers, is not 0f one class only". Poetry is "the
flower of any kind of experience, rooted in truth, 
and/
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and issuing forth in beauty. All that the critic 
has a right to demand of it .. .is that it should 
spring out of a real impulse, be consistent in its 
parts, and shaped into some characteristic harmony 
of verse".
\
Imagination is, of course, the first quali­
ty, i h  a pQ<ot and he defines it in a way that after­
wards gripped John Husfin. However, he is for ever 
recurring to the personal note and says with great 
truth that his propensity would have been, if his 
life had been different, to have written "eternal 
new stories". Indeed, he might possibly have become 
a minor Chaucer of less force than Morris, who would 
have chosen G-riseldas for his heroines instead of 
Medeas and have given hastern tales rather than 
horse legends.
In his praise of triplets, Alexandrines, 
and double rhymes, one feels that his theory is 
better than his practice, lor why did he do away 
with all these in the poems which follow? Why also 
did he spoil Hi mini, tahe the sting out of the heast 
and reduce the Hero and heander to half its length? 
^ere arises the unusual example of a poet who is so 
desirous of pleasing his public that he is content 
to destroy the fairest fruits of his genius, and 
the worse of it is that he seems to be quite aware 
°f what he is doing.
Yet/
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Yet, in criticism, if not in practice, he 
can be very great. The discussions mentioned above 
are excellent for their insight into the beauties of 
poetic form and their wide knowledge of poetry. They 
also reveal, from their tone, that, in Hunt's opinion 
the new poetry had still to be urged against the Ibth 
century. This surely had ceased to be necessary.
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WISHING GAP PAPERS, A HEW SERIES of
in "TAIT’S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE ”
Yds. II and III.
Jan. 1833 The Wishing Gap No. I Yol, II, pp.
435-442.
Jan. 1833 The Wishing Cap No. I Yol. II, pp.
455-442.
The author possesses the wishing-eap of 
Porthnatus - Wonderful powers conferred by it, "be­
yond those of which Fortunatus was aware - Beauti­
ful women of former days - Reason why, scoundrels 
are often handsome - Establishment of a marvellous 
claim - Description of a rare and. real collection 
of curiosities, personally connected with Milton,
Swift, Johnson, Shelley, Neats, Hazlitt and others
.
Original characteristic remark or two made by Eaz- 
litt.
March 1833 The Wishing Gap No. II Yol II pp.669-
693.
A Flight to the Cape. Inferiority of all
other hunts to the lion-hunt. Character of the
lion Vindicated. Dr. Johnson caught wild. Inquiry
into the reason of the existence of Dions. Nature’s
love of Pomp and Show. An Awkward question for our
friends in America. National Symbols in need of
Reformation. Terrible mistake of Napoleon.
*>
May 1̂833 The Wishing Cap No. I l l  Yol. Ill pp.
141-148.
Undue inequalitits in society, not an
efernal/
eternal or necessary consequence of inequality of 
understanding. Genius has had little to do with 
founding or maintaining the privileged orders. An 
answer to the last argument for the existence of 
those orders. Reform and privileged breeding how 
far compatible. Necessity of Lord Brougham to the 
Whig ministry. His reputation with posterity, A 
wish for Ireland. Reason why the Ministers have 
chosen to govern Ireland in a spirit of fear, and 
not of love, A question respecting Napoleon.
June 1833 The Wishing Cap, No. IV Vol. Ill pu.
275-880.
Never was and never will be.
July 1833 The Wishing Cap. No. V. (numbered VII 
in Tait) Vol. III. pp. 417-21,
Answer to a singular Argument of the Tories
about human happiness and misery.
Sept. 1833. The Wishing Cap No. VI. Vol. III. pp.
695-701.
Spenser recommended to more general perusal 
Spenser a favourite Poet with Poets. Remarks on the 
supposed obsoleteness of his language, on his diffuse- 
ness, and his caprices of spelling. Reason why, be­
yond any other great English Poet, he takes people 
out of their cares.
CRITICAL NOTE. It is easy to understand why these 




exception of the first ancl last, topical gossipings, 
and, in this, resemble very closely the final 
Occasionals in the Spectator of 1859 (q.v.); and 
neither the chief subject of the first nor the 
treatment of Spenser in the last are attractive 
enough for re-printing.
In No. I, he refers to his former Wishing 
Caps (Examiner 1824-25 q.v.) and states that now 
he is going to be also a *time-traveller*. ( In this, 
he anticipates Mr. U.S. Wells.)
H9 can have personal communication, whenever he 
chooses, with people -who have lived hundreds of 
years ago. This is by means of the leeks of their 
hair he possesses. These are described and their 
pedigree is given. (See Printed List under Dyce & 
Forster Pequest). There is also an amusing list 
of the places he can be in and. the things he can be 
doing occupying a whole double-columned page.
No. II. The disquisition upon the Lion- 
hunt is suggested by 'Ephemerides, or Occasional 
Poems’ by Thomas Pringle, the Scotch South-African 
settler. He sympathises with the lion and puts Dr. 
Johnson in its place and wonders why nations keep 




No. III. Here occur some good remarks 
on genius. However, the article is notable for 
some points of view extremely modern and some 
extremely 'intransigeant' "Great geniuses have 
not been in the habit of ruling the world, because 
political government has been an easy thing, es­
pecially upon the commonplace principle" . . . .  
The mistake of the Whigs has been that "the good 
of the majority, and the far superior good, of the 
few" have been regarded as being the same thing. 
Then follows some straight talk to Lord John 
Russell and to his defender in the past, now Lord 
Brougham, "Lord Brougham, in accepting a coronet, 
helped to save the coronets of the Tories". In 
conclusion,this: "If Napoleon had followed up his
victories over corruption with a reign of love . . 
he would now have been at the top of the world".
These quotations are given to show how 
irritating Hunt could sometimes be in his later 
remarks on political and social questions. They 
are said; in passing and not in dead earnest. He 
had long abandoned the arena of journalistic poli­
tics- and, in 18-53, when so many were stretching 
out a hand of help it was foolish to rekindle old 
hatreds. Such remarks may explain why he had to 
wait/
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wait for his pension, until 1847.
No. IV. This is a ’chatty article’
suggested hy the sight, for the first time, of a 
steam omnihus.
No. V. This is a better one than III, 
for here he attacks his enemies the Tories. "The 
amount of happiness and misery in the world is the 
same in all ages", argue the Tories. "'Then Tories 
resort to philosophy, it is always to recommend some 
endurance on the part of others".
No. VI. While treating of the points in
the abstract, Hunt admits that there are 'flats’ in
his favourite poet and that he is not to be read for
his story. There is a final paragraph, almost 
worthy of the subject, in which he states anew that 
he has found consolation in Spenser "’Then almost 
everything else pained us". However, most of his 
article is concerned with answering criticisms upon 
Spenser.
NOTF. In Talt for February, 1833, there appear­
ed an excellent article on the 1832 
edition of the Poems of Leigh Hunt.
THUS SUN DAILY REVIEW, CONTRIBUTIONS to
from August 16th to December, 26th, 1833.
They have never been reprinted- amount, 
according to Alexander Ireland, to 400 pp. of his
scrap-book, and were mainly criticisms of new books.
From the selected list given below, it 
would appear that some of the articles, or at least 
their subjects, were used for The London journal 
of 1834. (q.v.). Hunt employed, for them, the
Incl icator signature.
SELECTED LIST. Mrs. Jordan; Cruickshank; 
Drummond of Hawthornden; Tales from Chaucer; Chris­
topher North on (1) The Creek Anthology, and (2)
The Greek Poets; Hartley Coleridge's lives of 
Northern Worthies; National Education; Galt’s Poems- 
Eeightley’s Popular Fictions; Burns; D ’lsraeli’s 
Curiosities of literature; The Frolics of Puck; 
Purcell; Teaohing of Spelling; Cowden Clarke’s 
Adam the Gardener and Howitt’s Book of the Seasons; 
Bogers’s Poems; Galt’s Autobiography; Cooper the 
Novelist; Paul de Kock’s The Modern Cymon; Tom 
Cringle's Log; Victor Hugo's Notre Dame; Parnell 
and Pomfret - Miss Land on.
It is interesting to find, in the list, 
Cooper the American novelist, and Victor Hugo. 
Previously, in The Tatler, he had discussed the 
latter’s '’Hernani'', without at all knowing the fer­
ment it had caused in Paris.
THE TRUE SUN was started in opposition 
to the SUN, by Mr. Patrick Grant, a brother-in-law 
of/
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of lord Olenelg. He sold an estate to obtain 
capital but, in spite of Miis, soon found himself 
in the bankruptcy court. It was started in 1832, 
and during its first year, had four editors, in­
cluding leigh Hunt. It did not last long.
Ireland, quotes from the original 
announcement of Leigh Hunt's articles. The "In­
dicators”, it says, have "dispensed so many pleas­
ures among mankind, dug up so many fine truths for 
them, and fought so many patriotic battles - un- 
profitably, save to the world. We may claim to 
be pardoned for saying this, and for being proud 
of the friendly and active alliance of such a hand" 
leigh Hunt, himself, is quite short.
"While (in the Hew Road), I received an 
invitation to write in the new evening paper called 
The True Sun. I did so; but nothing of what I wrote 
has survived, I believe; nor can I meet with the 
paper anywhere, to ascertain. Perhaps an essay or 
two originated in its pages, to which I cannot trace 
it. I was obliged for some time to be carried every 
raorning to the True Sun Office in a hackney-coach.
I there became intimate with lamon Blanchard". 
Autobiography. Chapter XXIV, p. 206.
!
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I. TEE INDICATOR, / and / THE COMPARI Olí; / a 
MISCELLMY / for the RIELES and the RIRE-SIEE. / 
by LEIGH HU1-ÍT. / In Two Volumes. / Vol.I. or Vol. 
II). London: / Published for Henry Colbourn, / by 
R. Bentley, lew Burlington Street, / 1634. //
VOL.I. pp X + 320; Vol.II.VIII + 226, 
(The Indicator), 229-352, (The Companion), with 
frontispiece to Volume I. of the Hayter portrait.
An Introduction occupies pp. IX-X of the 
first Volume. It is very characteristic.
The Indicat or, a series of papers originally 
published in weekly numbers, having been long out 
of print, and repeated calls having been made 
for it among the booksellers, the author has here 
made a selection, comprising the greater portion 
of/
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of the articles, and omitting such only as he un­
willingly put forth in the hurry of periodical pub­
lication, or as seemed otherwise unsuitec! for present 
publication, either by the nature of their disqui­
sitions, or from containing commendatory criticisms 
now rendered superfluous by the reputation of the 
works criticised.
The Companion, a subsequent publication 
of the same sort, has been treated in the like man­
ner.
The author has little further to say, by 
way of advertisement to these pages, except that 
both the works were written with the same view of 
inculcating a love of nature and imagination, and 
ef furnishing a sample of the enjoyment 'which they 
afford; and he cannot give a better proof of that 
enjoyment, as far as he was capable of it, than by 
stating, that both were written during times of great 
trouble with him, and both helped him to see much 
of that fair play between his own anxieties and his 
natural cheerfulness, of which an indestructible 
belief in the good and the beautiful has rendered 
him perhaps not undeserving.
London, Dec. 6, 183-3.
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e numeral after the Title jives the number 
of the Indicator (1819-21) Vol. I.
Difficulty of Finding a Name for a work 
of this kind. No. I. Oct. 13, 1819.
A Word on Translation from the Poets.
No. I.
Autumnal Commencement of Fires - mantel­
pieces - Apartments for Study. No. II.
Aeontius’s Apple. Entitled in No. II 
"Acontius and Cydippe, a love Story in 
the Antient Writers".
Godiva. No. III.
Pleasant Memories connected with various 
parts of the Metropolis. No. III.
Advice to the Melancholy. Entitled, in 
No. V, "To any one whom Bad Weather 
Depresses".
Charles Brandon, .and Mary -ueen of 
France, No. Y.
On the Household Gods of the Ancients.
No. Y.
Social Genealogy. No. YI.
Angling. No. VI.
Ludicrous Exaggeration. No. VII.
Gilbert! Gilbert! No.VII.
Fatal Mistake of Nervous Disorders for 
Madness. No. VII.
from Ossian inco j. » ' ■*-* — *
(16)/
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X  (18) 
X  (19 ) 
X  (20)









X  (29 ) 
X (so)
X  (31) 
X  (32) 
(33)
Kore Nev/s of Ulysses. No. IX has dif­
ferent title.
Far Countries. Ho. IX.
A Tale for a Chimney Corner. No. X.
Thieves, Ancient and Modern, No. XI, 
XII & XIII.
A Few Thoughts on Sleep. No. XIV.
The Fair Revenge. No. XIV.
Spirit of the Ancient Mythology. No.
XV.
Getting up on Cola Mornings. XV. 18-34. 
essay ends at '’handsomest street in 
London" and If- pp. omitted. See Brim- 
ley Johnson’s (W.C.) & Ollier's selec­
tions .
The Old Gentleman. No. XVII.
(Sic.) Dolphins. XVII; hut large part
omitted that dealing with Bacchus 
and the Dolphins.
Ronald of the Perfect Hand. XVII.
A Chapter on Hats. XX.
Seamen on Shore. XXIII; hut entitled
"lady's Maid - Seaman on Shore". In 
1834 essay, the dialogue part omitted. 
Compare Ollier's or Brimley Johnson's 
(W.C.) with Symon’s Selections.
On the Realities of Imagination. XXIV.
Deaths of Little Children. XXVI.
Poetical Anojaalies of Shape. XXVI, 
which has, besides, as conclusion, "The 
Story of Cyllarus and Hylonome" (See 
Milford p. 425), Of this translation, 
Hunt says that he translated it after 
Dryden and Randys had given a version, 
because/









heoause it "gave us some pleasant 
moments to do so . . . . With regard 
to the measure (Ballad measure) we 
have chosen it as the most capable of 
expressing the alternate laxity and 
compression, for which Ovid's 3tyle 
is remarkable. We found the heroic 
couplet hamper us, tending either to 
too great length or the reverse of it. 
With the old ballad measure before us, 
one may do as one pleases; and there 
is something in it that suits the 
simplicity of the affections". There 
is something in what he says; and the 
translation given reads better as an 
affecting ballad, than it would have 
read even in enjambed couplets.
Spring and Daisies. XXIII without a
concluding sentence upon Sacchetti's 
"Gathering Flowers", and the original 
followed by a translation. See 
Milford p. 441 and letter to Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti under Correspondence.
May-Day. XXIX.
Shakespeare's Birth-day. XXX. Which has, 
also, a short paragraph at end, in 
which Hunt says that only the happy 
occasion has made him write instead 
of compile the whole number (See Brim- 
ley Johnson W. C . )
La'39lle Dame sans Mercy XXXI.
Of Sticks. XXXIII.
Of the Sight of Shops. XXXIV of which, the 
Dialogue between the Stationer and 
the Indicator is onitted).
A Nearer View of the Shops XXXV which is




















VOLUME I I .
A Word or two more on Sticks, XXXV,
The Correspondent is, of course, 
himself.
The Daughter of Hippocrates. .XXXVI.
The Italian Girl. XXXVII, where it is 
entitled "The Venetian Girl",
A "Now". XXXVIII.
The .Honourable Hr. Robert Boyle, XXXIX, 
which is twice as long and is en­
titled "On the Slow Rise of the Most 




On Receiving a Sprig of Laurel from 
Vaazcluse. XL, which has as conclusion 
translation of "Petrarch's Contempla­
tions of Death", reprinted from Exam­
iner 1816, which begins, "Clear, fresh, 
and dulcet streams" and is poetry as 
well as translation. (See Milford, 
p. 440)
Coaches. XLVI & XLVII.
Remarks upon Andrea de Basso's Ode to 
a Dead Body, XLVIIT, which gives also 
origin and translation of the poem,
See Milford, p. 442.
Thoughts and Guesses on. Human Nature.
XL IX.
The Hamad ryad. XLIX,
The Nurture of Triptolemus. L.
On Commendatory Verses. LI.
A Word upon Indexes. LII (Oct. 4th 
1820) which is the last article of^Vol. 
I and is followed by an Index of 3-̂- pp. 
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(56) An Old School Book, H IT or No. T. Oct. 
11. 1820.
Of Dreams. IIV.
A Human Animal, and the other Extreme.
IVI I.
Return of Autumn. I.
The Maid-Servant. LIX. This was a 
reprint from The Round Table series in 
The Examiner.
The Old Lady, IX. like the above, 
really a reprint from The Round Table 
in the Examiner.
Pulci. IXXV.
LIy Books. ’literary Examiner’ July 5 & 
12, 1823, (numbered Indicator IXXVII & 
IXXVIII) In Ho.,63, some very personal 
passages are omitted. See Brimley John­
son 1891 or W.O.
Bees, Butterflies Etc. Examiner 1823.
THE COMP AH ION. ( 18 28 ) .
An Earth upon Heaven. April 2.
Bad Weather. Jan. 16.
Eine Days in January and. Xebruary. Jan.
30.
Walks Home by Night in Bad Weather. 
Watchmen, Eeb. 6.
Secret of some existing Fashions, Feb. 
30,^which gives the whole essay, of 
which this is concluding portion. The 
parts upon ’large Bonnets and "A New 
Want of Oallantry’’are omitted.
Bain out of a Clear Sky. Feb. 20.
324.
(7) The Mountain of the Two Lovers. Feb. 20
(8) The True Story of Vertumntae and 
Feb. 13.
Pomona.
(9) On the Graces and Anxieties of 
ing. March 26.
Pig-Driv­
(10) Pantomimes. Jan. 9, 1828.
(11) Cruelty to Children. May 7.
(12) Houses on Fire. June 25, entitied "The
Late Fires’, nd having a short final 
paragraph here omitted.
(13) A Battle of Ants. Desirableness of draw­
ing a Distinction between Powers common 
to other animals, and those peculiar 
to man. July 16« which has a note re­
commending Jameson's Philosophical 
Jcurnal, here omitted.
(14) A Walk from Dulwich to Brockharp. June
25 and July 23.
II. THE / INDICATOR, / and / THE COMPANION;/
A MISCELLANY for the FIELDS and the FIRE-SIDE. / 
By LEIGH HUNT. / in Two Parts. / Part I (or Part 
II)/ London: / Edward Moxon, Dover Street. /
UDCOCXL. //
8°, 9 I" x o".
Vol. I, i-iv + 1-84; Vol. II, i-iv + 1-94.
This is an exact reprint of No. I (even to the ex-
*
tent of omitting Essay XXVI of Part I) in double- 
columned pages enclosed in lines. The contents of 
the Volumes are the same as those of No. I.. The
Volumes are often found "bound together and there is 
also an edition with fine steel engravings, chiefly 
of landscapes, bound with the two parts of The Seer. 




CRITICAL NOTE, See also unci er The Indicator (1819- 
21) and The Companion (1828). This is an excellent 
selection, made of course by himself especially of 
the Indicator articles. The Selection from The 
Companion gives the general essay articles and 
avoids the Theatrical Criticisms and the longer 
articles, the longest that on the British Poetesses 
with Specimens appearing afterwards on Hen, Women, 
and Books.
A comparison with the "Selections by 
Others" will show how frequently the essays of this 
collection have been used. Even when editors have 
gone to the original period, icals, they have usually 
chosen the essays which Hunt also chooses. It is 
surprising indeed, in spite of the declarations of 
Editors that they have resorted to the original 
articles /
articles, how few the changes made in the 1834 eai- 
tion are. An attempt has been made to show this in 
the Qontents. What changes there are, are chiefly 
omissions. Though words in the text have been alter­
ed occasionally, this is not the general rule. One 
has, of course, favourites especially of the Indica­
tor which do not here appear; but one wishes none of 
those chosen away. Hunt, indeed, a great anthologist, 
is here equally great in dealing with his own work.
The mood of repression, so disastrous to the 1832 
Edition of his poems was evidently passing away, . unv a 
though here he tries to omit references which are too 
personal. It was an inspiration surely to cinclude 
My Books from the literary Examiner. It might other­
wise have been forgotten.
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jluLIGH HUNT’S/ jjOBDOI JOURNAL./ T o assist the 
inquiring, animate the struggling, and sympathize 
with all./ Vol.I./ From Wednesday ^pril 2, to Tues­
day Dec.30, 1834./ nondon:/ Published by Henry Hoop­
er, Pall-mall Hast;/ .and Supplied to agents in the
Country by 0. âlight, mudgate street./ 1834.//
m •
4°, loi"x.V" , pp.i—11 (Title I, t iii-iv. (Contents 
of Vol.I.), + 1-316 (Nos.1-40). Bo. 40 has only 4 
pp. of - text, as Bo.i-iv were included in it.
ĵ ach Bo. contained eight triple-columned 
pages, cost three halfpence, and appeared, on Wednes­
day. There was no cover, and the first page had for 
heading in black type,"Leigh Hunt’s"/ London Journal/. 
This was followed by the motto, as above; and then 
came dare, no. arid price.
LMGEHo HUNT’S/ LGBLOB JOURNAL/ and/ The 
Printing machine./ To assist the inquiring, animate 
the struggling, and sympathize with all./ Vol.II./ 
From 'Wednesday January 7 to Thursday Dec.31, 1835./ 
London:/ Charles anight 32 _udgate street./ 1835.//
4°, 13|"x9", pp. Title (not counted) + Index, i.- 
ii.+ pp. i_4o0. Same format arid price as above, till 
ho.62. Then the Title is ".weigh Hunt’s/ London Jour­
nal/ and/ The Printing machine/” This is followed 




The Title printed at end of year mentions 
both journals, though the London Journal alone is giv­
en till Wednesday, ¡.lay 27, 1834. On June 6, there is 
a combined issue. There, the union of the two publi­
cations is announced and discussed. Hunt speaks of 
'our 99,000 hosts', which is evidently the circula­
tion of the two. The price, he says, is to be rais­
ed to 2d; but the essence of both is to be given for
iiless than half the money . The London Journal has 
long desired to be helped and enriched by other regu­
lar contributors"; ana its Editor will now be assist-; 
ed in point of time, labour, ana materials. Lone of 
the best matter of either is to be lost; and both 
editors will continue work. The Editor of the London 
Journal will not omit a single contribution of his. 
own; ana the Printing-Hachine notices are to be confi­
ned to the most interesting books and will be briefer. 
It is regretted, for the old associations of Wednes­
day with this and other publications of the Editor 
(e*g. The Indi oator). that Saturday is now the day 
of issue.
A  Supplement at three halfpence came to be 
issued to "make the monthly numbers equal in size” 
that is when the month had only four issues, a 5th 
was added. There were nine of these containing 72 
PP* for the issues before the union, which were dev­




with the union, they form only «3 or 4 pp. of the new 
Mont hi y Supplements, the rest being devoted to a sup­
plement of The Printing Machine, consisting of re­
views of coons. The paging is now Arabic ana is in­
cluded in that of the usual issues; but supplements of 
of Sept.oO and Oct.31 must have come out together for 
they are continuous. The Streets of the Metropolis 
ends with ho.30, in the middle of Chapter X. (See 
The Town. )
"The London Journaln was a miscellany of 
essays, criticism, and passages from boons. . . the 
note which it had struck was of too aesthetical a 
nature for cheap readers in those days and , after at­
taining the size of a goodly folio double volume, it 
terminated". AUtobiog. Chap.xxiv.
The Aditor1 s Address (ho.I.) explains more 
fully his purpose. This is "to supply the lovers of 
knowleage with an Anglish weekly Paper, similar in 
point of size and variety, to Chambers1 Adinburgh 
Journfl . but with a character a little more southern 
and literary". . .
"The Journal is to "consist of An Original 
Paper or Assay every ween, from the pen of the Aditor 
of matter combining entertainment with information, 
selected by him in the course of his reading, both 
old and new; of a weekly Abstract of some popular or 
otherwise interesting book, the spirit of which will 
be/
be given entire, after the fashion of the excellent 
abridgments in Johnstone's Edinburgh Magazine; Lind, 
lastly, of a brief current notice of the Existing 
State of Poetry, Painting, and Music, and a general 
sprinkle of Motes, Verses, Miscellaneous Paragraphs, 
and other helps to pleasant and companionable perusal 
• • • • •
"Pleasure is the business of this Journal :
we own it: we love to begin it with the word: it is
like commencing the day with sunshine in the room. 
Pleasure for all who etui receive pleasure; consolation 
tion and encouragement for the rest: this is our de­
vice”. "We believe we may call ourselves the father 
of the present penny and three half-penny literature'.'
This immense double folio with its triple- 
columned pages gives, serially, several of Hunt's 
later volumes. Launcelot Dross is surely thinking 
only of the 'essay' articles when he states that his 
contributions amount to some bO in all. They must 
amount to more than three times that number. He is 
rig l i t , however, in speaking of Hunt in this journal
as "an immediate descendant of those mighty nnakirn,
our elder writers"; for it showed "the cyclopaean 
and eneyclopoedian fecundity of our early magazines" 
and was "a new a m  lawful Babel". Here are to be 
found the whole round of Hunt's interests. He drew 
for it from his past stores of articles and books and 
he/p /.
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he gave the first versions of a number of "boohs which 
were to some.
I. There were first the essays one of which usu­
ally began each issue. Fifty-six of these were af­
terwards reprinted, in The Seer (q.v.). The others 
are as follows
The Address, No.I., April 2, 1834 along 
with Further Remarks on his Design. Apr. 16. Letters 
to such of the Lovers of Knowledge as have not had a 
Classical Education. Letter I. Introduction to a 
series of Articles on the Great Writers of Greece 
and Rome.
Apr. 30. To-morrow, the first of May.
May 14. Thoughts in Bed upon Waking and Rising.
An Indicator in Verse.
June 4. On the Genii of the Greeks and Romans.
June 11. on the Genii of Antiquity and the Poets.
(Conclusion of last) (See a Day by the 
Fire 1870.)
Aug. 6. Some further Remarks upon Goethe with an­
other specimen of him. (He advertises 
(Carlyle's Wilhelm Meister in this and a 
previous article)
Aug. 27. Windows, Considered from inside.
Oct.i and 8. Fairies. See a Day by the Fire 1870.
0ct. 22. Genii and Faries of the East. D.F. 1870.
Nov 12. A New Book worth knowing.
(Simpson's .Necessity of Popular Education')
Nov. 19. Twilight accused and defended. W.C.P.1873.




Dec. 24 Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.
Deb. lb 1835. A question to Lien of Business.
Apr. b fhe Satyr of mythology and the Poets. D.F.
lbVO
Apr. 15, 1835: Mr landor's Ode to a Driend (i.e.to
Joseph xi blett J.
Apr. 22,29, May 6 and 13. Reprint of 'Criticism of 
Female Beauty" from Hew Monthly Mag.
May 13 Beggar's Lodging-Houses. Sir Thomas Dyot,etc.
May 20. Chat with the Magazines. Wordsworth's 
Sonnets.
May 27 Union of the L.J. with P.M.
June 6 Pleasure, Pain, and knowledge.
July 25 'Wit made Easy'; Reprint from B.M.M.
Aug. 15 .o. Man introduced to his Ancestors. Reprint
from 1I.M.M.
Sept.5 & 12. Conversation of Pope. Reprint from
1. • M. M.
rSept. 19 & 28̂  Cleanliness, air, -Exercise and Diet. 
(jOctr. 3, 10, 17.
Oct.24 A 31. The Present State of the Dine Arts in 
Dngland.
Hov. 7 Of the Feelings Lc Exhibition of Taste.
II. ROMM CBS of REAL LIDE. See under 1S43.
III. The STREETS of the METROPOLIS.
See under The Town.
IV. The Week. Here he returns to the mood of
The Months. (1821) and illustrates the changes in
the year with quotations from the poets, from Howitt's 
Book/
Book of the Seasons, Linen s Calendar of hature and 
Evelyn1 s Silva. Bird slaughter does not escape his 
attention. In Vol.II., the Veen is illustrated with 
flowers from the poets.
He also made use of the -uiterary Pocket- 
Booxcs in giving She Birthdays ox .eminent hen. He 
sums up their literary ana personal characteristics 
often in terse strong language. 7/hen the round ox 
the year had been completed, he began a series ox 
Portraits of Eminent xien, taken from other worms. 
DANTE, Sir Thomas Urquhart, Akenside, Corbet, Hilton 
and Burnett are among those chosen.
V. TaBLE TMuk. Material resembling that contri­
buted to The atlas and, lime it, used for the volume 
of Idbl (q.v.) appears.
VI. Some of the subjects which were discussed in 
a Book for the Corner (Ib49) appear. for example, 
there are articles on John Buncle. Peter Uilkins.
Thomson1 s Castle of Indolence, 1 edyard1 s Travels, and 
Nil Bias.
VII. Material for Imagination and Haney. Meat1 s 
Eve of St. agues given in this volume, appeared first 
in the London Journal. Use was also made of the 
Specimens of Chaucer.
VIII. Specimens of Celebrated anchors with 
short remarns. Pine selections from Montaigne,
Sowley, Swift, Richter, St.Evremona, addi son, Voi- 
ture and others are given.
II/
t
IX. In the 2nd Volume, there is a reprint of Haz- 
litt1 s Characters of Shakespeare's Plays.
X. The numbers abound also in miscellaneous quo­
tations, short and. long, from numerous authors.
Among these were many of his contemporaries, for ex­
ample, Carlyle, L^ndor, Lamb, Morier, Clare, Hugh Miller 
and Mrs Inchbald.
XI. There were also Contributions from others.
Landor's Ode to Joseph Ablett (remodelled) here appears 
as well as Landor's Lines to Mary Lamb on her broth­
er's death. There is also a poem, entitled Drumwhinn 
Bridge which was written probably by Carlyle. In 
No. 81, appears a reprint of Ha.zlitt's First produc­
tion written when he was thirteen and taken from 
the Monthly Repository.
Of contributions of lesser note, are a 
charming article on Shopping by a lady, articles by 
a Bookworm, the author of which one has not yet been 
able to discover. He is, from remarks made, not 
Hunt himself, though his attitude often resembles 
his, a correspondent gives a ballad, Betty Bolaine, 
and there are Sonnets - good Wordsworthian Sonnets, -
3i.gnedr j.c. entitled Edinburgh and Arthur's Seat.
His friend, J.W.Dalby, sends 'Lines, written on the 
anniversary of the London Journal' April 2, 1835.
However, the most outstanding contributor
Journal, besides Hunt himself, was Egerton
Webbe, the son of the musician. He was a young man 
of/
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of great promise and had great classical attainments 
and some knowledge of philosophy. He was, in a way, 
Hunt's discovery and the two became close friends and 
Hunt lamented his early death in a letter to the 
Morning Chronicle... (dee under 1640). To the London 
Journal, he contributed a series of interesting and 
original articles, entitled A. few Thoughts on Langu­
age and translations of some of Martial's Lpigramst 
which Hunt refers to in other works.
G B IT I Oili-i H-iiif nHLn 0 h 3.
GRIT 1G aL H OIL.
The above details will give the reader 
some idea of this extraordinary production. Superfi­
cially consicieree the contents resemble those of 
Jduunhals like John O' London's Weekly of the present 
day; but when one thinks of the greatness and bulk of 
the matter, one is astounded at Hunt's industry and 
rapid powers of production. He gave his readers of 
his best, ’wrote and compiled most of the matter him­
self, and spared no pains in finding out the truth 
of facts. However, it was too fine to be appreciated 
by the class for which it was produced and it contain­
ed too much pure literary matter ¿mid little or no­
thing that was topical, except new books. He claimed 
with some justice that he was really the father of 




masses through the press. But, the masses wanted 
more every-day food for the mind, they were interest­
ed in inventions, in the materials of civilization 
and had often to be given the elements of history and 
geography. Hence the ICnights ana the Chambers, the 
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and 
Lardner's Encyclopaedias had great success, btlt Hunt 
had little. Dor he began at the end, instead of at 
the beginning and the best of the material of his 
London Journal is still Caviare to the general.
Yet his effort was praiseworthy and earned him the 
esteem among others of Robert Chambers.
As Essayist, he showed that he had lost 
none of the old charm and variety of The Indicator 
and the selection of The peer became a companion 
volume co that of ldo4.
Another notable characteristic was the way 
he advocated the claims of his contemporaries. Car­
lyle was then scarcely known and Hunt by his quota­
tions from Wilhelm ^eister, the Cerman literature 
and the Burns. along with comment and praise, helped 
to direct attention to him. He discovered the merits 
of the style and writings of Hugh Miller, another 
Scotsman. Disraeli’n Revolutionary Epic was also 
praised.
It was in the London Journal that the beau­
tiful analysis of Charles Lamb appeared, which is not 
inf eri or/
inferior in power and has a more intimate note than 
Pater's well known article. Lamb's claims were also 
advocated by quotations from his works with comments 
and Landor's beautiful lines to Mary Lamb, beginning 
"Comfort thee, 0 thou Mourner, yet awhile"! were 
given in the issue of June 13, 1835.
CAPTAIN SWORD and CAPTAIN PEN.
A Poem. 1835, 1839. and 1849.
See Milford, pp. 755, 756, 759, 684-707. and 81. 
CRITICAL NOTE. The prose consists in the 1st Edi­
tion of the Dedication (p.v.) to Lord Brougham, Adver­
tisement (pp.vli-viii) foot notes and Post scriptT con­
taining some remarks on War and Military Statesmen, 
pp.49-112. in the 3rd Edition, the Dedication is 
omitted (because Lord Brougham's opinions on war have 
changed), the Advertisement is the same, and there 
is added (i) A Few- more First Words, occasioned by 
immediate events, (pp.iii-viii), (signed) Leigh Hunt, 
Oct.12,1849, (2) Preface to the Present Edition, 
containing further remarks on the importance of the 
subject (signed) Leigh Hunt, Kensington, July 17,
1849, ix-xxii. (3)i;i0n the Duty of considering the 
Horrors and the alleged Necessity of War: originally 
Published in a Postscript to the First Edition (only 
Part of the Postscript of 1835 is given & pp.74.&92 are
omitted/
omittedy ,pp.1-07 and (4) many foot notes, some of 
them very long, in the text.
One is indebted to hr ,.dlford tor reprint­
ing all this prefatory matter as well as the notes 
of the 1049 Edition, for Leigx limit’s is a great 
indictment against war, eloquently ana passionately 
written. He has taxen the trouble to search out 
some terrible instances ana his arguments are quite 
cogently put. One wonders, then, why it has been 
forgotten, for it presents a better balanced case 
than many modern discourse.^. He even faces the pes­
simistic view that the amount of good and evil in 
the world is always the same and, in condemning 
Wordsworth's famous "Carnage is Cod's daughter", 
he exclaims -
"jihatever the Divine being intends by his 
permission or use of evil, it oecomes us to think 
the best of it; out not to affirm the appropriation 
of the particulars to Him under their worst appella­
tion, seeing that He has implanted in us a horror 
of them, and a wish to do them away"•
One was surprised to find that he said so 
little about War in his Descent of xiberty, when one 
remembers nord Byron's glowing indictments in 
Childe Harold and Don Juan and Sheliey's continual 
condemnations. However, Hunt, as he says, was not 
a writer'whose habit it was to deal in painful sub­
jects/
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subjects and in the Autobiography, he tells how he 
was often overwhelmed by the mere contemplation of 
some of his details. (See Autobiography Vol.II. pp. 
216-18). He wrote the poem from a sense of duty and 
obeyed the .impulse only "with joy because it took 
the shape of verse". One cannot think so highly of
his verse "written in the author's later and more
*
spiritual manner, which experience led him to adopt 
after quitting the material school of Dryden". It 
is a too meticulously careful rendering of all the 
outward manner and devices of Christabel.
WESTMINSTER REVIEW, CONTRIBUTIONS to, all Signed 
by the Indicator hand and written in his character­
istic manner.
1837. April, pp.130-164. "Lady Mary Wortley 
Montagu", Review of Lord Wharncliffe*s Letters and 
Works of Lady M.W.M. (reprinted in Men, Women and 
Book3"). He gave as he himself said. "the most 
complete and regular account of this extraordinary 
womah" that had yet appeared and discusses her court­
ship and marriage, the reasons for her being twenty 
years abroad, her trampling underfoot of the "poor 
little immortal, Pope and, while sympathetic, is 
not sparing upon "the license of her tongue and pen". 
The manners of an age which permitted her to be
seized hold of 'like a sack of wheat' and returned 
♦to /
to the King's levee -re also discussed. "Enchanting 
Lady Mary'.. . . . thou didst err for want of a
little more heart, perhaps for want of finding heart 
enough in others. . . Loveable thou wert not . . . 
but admirable thou went.n* . (How like Carlyle'. )
This whole last paragraph is a magnificent perora- 
ti on.
ldhd. august, pp. 4:óó-4:ól. The Tower of 
xondon, occasioned by John Bayley's "History and 
antiquities of the Tower, etc." This i s undoubtedly 
his, though not usually mentioned among his worxs.
It i s an essay after the pattern of the Town, and 
abounds in accurate historical detail and personal 
points of view.
October lod9 pp. 102-1 ¿7, article upon "The 
Arabian Lights", occasioned by the publications of 
Lane and others. One wanted to hear Hunt expatiat­
ing at length upon one of his favourite booxs and 
oii6 was delighted at discovering this. He had pre­
viously found fault with the want of flesh ana blood
in Tennyson's poem. Here he revels in the life de­
picted in the stories of Sherzerzade. Yet he is 
scholarly, also^and gives an account ot the growth
of their popularity which he interestingly connects
with the rise of the Romantic Movement and a denial 
of the proposition that 'as civilization advances 
poetry necessarily declines? The author of the 
'Criticism of female Beauty1 found here a book to
his taste with its frequent exclamation, "Praise
340.
be to Him that created such perfection"1.
THE/ MQLTHLY REPOSITORY/ for/ 1637./
Edited by Leigh Hunt./ Enlarged Series, Vol.I.// 
London: / Charles fox, 67 Paternoster Row;/ and 
William fait, Edinburgh./ 1607//
6°, 6t"xbl"
6
Each number has 72 pp., usually double-columned, 
except for poetry.
The Monthly Repository ’was originally a 
magazine in the Unitarian interest, ana contained 
admirable papers by Mr 'William Johnson fox, the pre­
sent member for Oldham, Mr John Mill, and others; 
but it appeureu, so to speax, in one of the least 
though most respectable corners ox influence, and 
never obtained the repute it deserved. Lor, if such 
writers as these failed to counteract the drawback, 
could it be expected that others would help it bet­
ter. The author of Orion made the attempt in vain; 
and so did the last of its eaitors the present 
writer, though Land or assisted him. (July 1637 - 
March, 1636). In this publication, like better 
things before it, was sunk Blue-Stocking Revels, or 
The feast of the Violets". Autobiography Vol.II.p.
220. W.J.fox, (who was one of the earliest admirers 
of/
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of Browning) had tried to make anti^sectarian, this 
sectarian medium and handed over his editorship, in 
June 1636, to R.H.Horne (author of Orion), who con­
tinued until June 1637. Hunt then became editor, 
until the magazine expired in March 1636. He en­
larged ana brightened it and tried to make it appeal 
to a larger public, yet failed. The price under his 
editorship was eighteenpence.
The following are some of Hunt1s articles 
between July and December, 1637. (By an oversight, 
the issues between January ana March, 1636 were not 
examined ).
JULY, female Sovereigns ox England when young.
(See M.W.& 3. ). Inspired by the accession of 3fueen
.
Victoria and by Miss Strickland, whose book he had 
probably reviewed in the New Monthly)
Vicissitudes ox a Lecture. (See the Seer, part
II. )
Blue-Stocking Revels; or The feast ox the Violets. 
Inscribed to A.U.D. Both Lowndes ana Aliibone men­
tion a separate issue which no recent investigator 
has seen. (See Milford pp.176, 713-6, and 765.)
It is an amazing freak of fancy in the metre of The
feast of the Poets. It introduces to the Revels, 
not only the poetesses, but also the novelists, the
artists, indeed almost every lady, living or dead 
who/
who can be, for any reason brought in, including his 
wife for her sculpture or ohelley and one wonders if 
he omitted any one at all. Its patronizing tone be­
comes nauseating and there are vulgarities like the 
well known one upon Lady B1 essington^ dind this 
ot he r, -
’’But the best of it was, the god's wit so embrac'd 
The whole room with its kindness and exquisite
Every guest seem'd to feel his arm round her own
waist".
One cannot pardon Hunt for this stuff, this 
'animal spirits of his' run mad, especially when one 
remembers his own domestic circumstances. However, 
it was, perhaps reaction; perhaps he was buoying up 
his spirits. In any case, he should not have given 
himself away before the public, and yet, there are 
good points and interesting side-issues, aady VVin- 
chelsea receives, in one of the notes, (one is re­
ferring to the lb60 edition) very high praise; Joan­
na Baillie is for him as for dcott, an exalted poet­
ess; and E.B.B. is introduced in ldd7, as 'a sister 
of Tennyson'. The supper reminds one of those of 
the Hegent which he condemned in his Examiner days, 
and 'when Apollo in parting, gives arid taxes 'of the 
dames an ubiquitous kiss' one is left gasping.




AUGUST. The Queen ? Hunt.
High and Low Life in Italy. (to be contd. ) 
Landor.
Of the Sufferings of Truth, Egerton Vv'eobe.
The Death of Marlowe. R.II.Horne.
Announcement of the Retrospective Review, 
a section to be devoted to older dooas. Hunt.
SEPTR? Duchess of St. Albans and Marriages, from 
the Stage. Hunt (See M.W.& 3. ) A develop­
ment of sections of the Town articles of the 
■aondon Journal.
Retrospective Review; or Companion to the 
Lover of Boo^s.
Ho.I. Old Boons and Bookshops - Randolph's 
Orchard - Robbing of Fairies. Hunt.
Short notes on Carlyle's French Revolution 
and Talf ourd ' s .Letters of cy.ia.rles D;-,mh.
? Hunt.
OCTR. Explanation and Retrospection - The Examiner 
Twenty Years ago. Hunt. See unuer Examiner.
Of Statesmen who have written Verses. (See 
M. W. ¿0 B. ) Hunt.
another Article of The Town type.
Retrospective Review. Ho.II, Bookbinding 
good and bad. Ethiopics of HeBiodorus. (The 
Bookbinding and H6fiioaorus of Li. W.& B. ) Hunt
BOVR. The ’Queen mid the Working Class. Hunt.
(mentioned as his in To the Reader of Dec.J
Hints towards an Essay on the Sufferings of 
Truth. By G. H. Lewes
Childbed, a Prose Poem, (See Sketches A 
Essays W.C. etc. L.H.loSV)
Retrospective Review. Bo.III. Beneficence 
of Bookstalls. "Galatea, or a Treatise on 
Politeness". Curious instance of Italian Deli­
cacy of Reproof. Hunt. (See M.V.& B. )
DECR. The Queen, The opening of Parliament, and 
the address of the working men on Rational 
Education. ? Hunt.
In exh au st ib il i t y /
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Inexhaustibility of the Subject of Christmas. 
(See Seer, etc. ) Hunt
Note on the Fragment of Simonides, Hunt.
On the alleged Sufferings of Truth. Thornton 
Leigh Hunt.
The Walk in the Wood; a Prose Poem by a Little 
Boy. Hunt.
/ \ ̂a favourite of the Cariyles.j
Retrospective Review. No.IV. Catalogues of 
Cheap Boons - Curious final interview of Queen 
xnne and the Duchess of Marlborough. Hunt.
xkddreas. Hunt.
States that each number has been better than the
preceuing and promises good fare for the following
year.
CRITICAL REFEREN CES.
C HIT I Can N Of E. The 'boon1 articles are the best 
and the heavier articles of the Town type show again 
the extent of his reading.
NOTES/
"NUDES of a LOVER of BoOHS" to The Monthly 
Chronicle; /a/ Rational Journal/ of/ Politics, Lite­
rature, Science, and art./ Vol. II (& III) (lodò-«39 ) 
London, Longman, Orme, Brown, Green and Longmans.
(The Magazine lasted only from l'ddb to 
1841 )
The following are Leigh Hunt's contributions.
ROTES of a LOVER of BOOLS.
I. Cowley ana Thomson pp.«337-42 Oot.lddd.
II. Pope, in some Lgghts in which he is not usually
regarded. pp. 429-«3o. Nov.lddb.
III. Garth, Physicians, and rove .uetters. pp.o41-46.
Lee. Iddo.
IV. Love and Will. pp. bo-od. Jan.ldd9.
Particulars of Steele's 'Lover' - Tragical 
Termination of an Intrigue in Germany - Reverse of 
the Feeling that caused it in one of Shakespearee" s 
Sonnets. Good writing proportionate to the writer's 
faith - Passages from Burns, mriosto, and Marot - 
Cases of Suicide and Love-Stories in the newspapers 
- Love modified oy the prevailing Quality of the 
mind - Charity needed by all.
V* Social Morality - Suckling and Ben Jonson. pp. 
167-172. Feb.l8d9.
All but the fourth, are given in "Men, Women 
und Books". (Id47 ). The Fourth appears in a Lay by 
Ahe Fire. (1870) q.v. It begins with an account of 
Steele's/
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Steele's periodical 'The lover', which was written 
under the pseudonym of Marmaduke Myrtle and consist­
ed of forty papers, afterwards collected by Tonson.
The second article concluded with the 
famous Rondeau "Jenny kissed me", a passage, omitted 
from the beginning of V. is given by Thornton Hunt in 
the Correspondence Vol.II., pp.¿27-29. It is on sui­
cide, in continuation of the argument in IV.
CRITIC An ROTE. They are 'Chatty1 articles on the 
temperaments of different men of letters, and the 
social conditions of their periods. They could all 
be called 'Social Morality'. He calls for an edition 
of the rarer works of Steele and is, as usual, very 
severe upon the arrogance of Ben Jonson. The ease, 
the fluency, the go-as-you-please procedure of these 
essays must have been in the mind of Macvey Rapier, 
when, shortly after this, he Hinted that, he wanted 
something more than a 'chatty' article from Hunt for 
the Edinburgh.
j-_dda. NOTICES of Heats and Shelley by Hunt in
S. C. Hall's Book of; Cons , Vol.Ill. Rot 
yet seen. See Milford p.xlix.
1HE MUSICAL 'WORLD. Jan. 10 to March 21, idb9, b
articles, entitle a 'Words for Composers and b
articles , entitled the musician's Poetical
, {Companion. These give selections from the 
poets/
poets of songs suitable to be set to music, with 




THE / ROMANTICjsT,/ and / NOVELIST'S 
LIBRARY:/ The BEST WORKS Of the EEST AUTHORS./
Vol. I, II, III or IV /. London: / Printed by C. 
Reynell, Little Pulteney Street./ J. Clements,
Nos. 21 and 22 Little Pulteney Street, Regent Street/ 
IffiCCCXXXIX.
Vols III and IV Have after Authors.
“Edited by Wm. Hazlitt'1 and are dated MLCCCXL.
This was a weekly publication in parts of 
16 pp. each. The pages are three-columned and then I ^
size i s l / 8 x 9 . It contains a vast amount of 
material and each volume numbers 412 pp. (26part3 ). 
Its aim is to bring the best Romances, Tales, and 
Novels within reach of all in a uniform publication 
and it made a special feature of translations from 
the best Continental Novelists of the day.
THE TALES of HUNT included are,
IQL, I. Nos., 1 — 26.
The. Florentine Lovers pp. 46-48 
(The Liberal).
VOL.- II. Nos. 27 - 52.
Ronald of the Perfect Hand. 261-262.
(both the poetry and prose) (The indi­
cator No. 2 8).
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The Daughter of Hippocrates. Ho. 36 
349. (The Indicator) Ho. 39.
Galgano and Madonna Minoccio. 411-12. 
(Tne Indicator) giving with it the 
Verses "Oh oranges, sweet oranges". 
See Milford p. 439.
Hos. 5 3 - 78.
The Adventures of Cephalus and Procris 
95-96, ( The- indicator ) XXVII.
The Nurture of Triptolemus ( The Indi­
cator Ho. 3 0). 111-12.
The Pair Revenge. (The Indicator) No. 
14. 127-23.
Hos. 79 - 104.
The Eeaüi Miser (The Indicator) Ho. IV
138 -  39 .
HEADS OE THE PEOPLE: / or, /
PORTRAITS of the ENGLISH. / Drawn by
Kenny Meadows./ with original essays
by distinguished writers./ London: /




Vol. I, 40, 9» x 5!", pp. viii+400,} with
frontispiece and illustrated title.
There was a second volume issued in 1841,
which contained nothing of Hunt's. In the Preface
to Vol. I, the object of the work, is stated to be
serious, for it is to deal with "English faces, and
the records of English character". (Compare with it 
a similar
Lgg rrancals work which appeared in Prance, and for
A
which Balzac wrote. (1859).) Hunt contributed two ar­
ticles; others were contributed by Douglas Jerrold, R.H. 
Horne, Wm. Howitt, Laman Blanchaid, Thackeray and 
others.
II. A SECOND EDITION appeared in 1846.
Leigh Hunt's articles are :- 
I. THE MONTHLY NURSE. Vol. I, pp. 97-104.
See also Essays and Sketches (Ed. Brimley Johnson). 
World's Classics. A character-sketch, like his 
"Old Gentleman' and 'Old. Lady', formal but showing 
keen observation. Mrs Gamp did not make her appear­
ance until 1846 and may have some traits taken from 
Hunt's sketch.
2. THE OMNIBUS CONDUCTOR, pp. 193-200.
Besides keen observation, this shows a knowledge of 
London ways and dialect. (Parts of this and of 'The 
Monthly Nurse' are given in Kent's Selections (1889).)
!h the same volume appeared "The English Pauper"
PP. 345-352 by Thornton Hunt.
352.
I. THE/ DRAMATIC WORKS/ Of/ RICHARD BRINSLEY 
SHERIDAN./ With/ A BIOGRAPHICAL and CRITICAL 
SKETCH./ By LEIGH HUNT./ London;/ Edward 
Moxon, Dover Street". MDC'CCXL.//
8°, 9i"x 5^” "» pp. i-xvi+l-1 5 4.
A Biographical and Critical Sketch/ of,/ Richard 
Brinsley SHeridan/ By Leigh. Hunt.// occ.upieg pp. 
vii-xv. In the text, eight plays are given, the 
ugual seven and "The Camp".
The Biographical and Critical Sketch has
an opening paragraph omitted in 2nd edition. In
( K )this, the writer spates openly that his task is 
somewhat uncongenial. His "sketch must he considered 
as arising from necessity of saying something ahout 
him (Sheridan) however short ... than an attempt to 
do justice to his fame". Also, the writer is "con­
scious of a want of enthusiasm for the genius of 
Sheridan", refers the reader to the Life and Memoirs 
in 2 vols. py Thomas Moore, and states that he in­
tends to conclude with the enconium from Hazlitt's 
Lectures on the Comic. Writers. A paragraph reveal­
ing Leigh Hunt’s often foolish frankness-.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
353.
Leigh Hunt is here doing hack-work and 
not writing which is congenial. He had also, pro­
bably, temporarily exhausted the comedy-loving side 
of his nature by his larger preface for the Post- 
Restoration Dramatists, which appeared the same year. 
It is, therefore, not, as Ireland says, "a biograph­
ical sketch” in his "happiest vein”. Besides having 
little respect for Sheridan, the man, he had little
liking for his style of comedy. He fails to see,
(through his partiality for Shakespearian and lean­
ing towards Post-Restoration comedy) that Sheridan, 
in his wit, banter, and style, and avoidance of the 
sentimental comedy of his own day, returns to the 
methods of dialogue found in Congreve and 7/ycherley 
without appreciating at all their greatness in plot 
and construction. Hence he scarcely does Sheridan 
justice and is often perfunctory. Thus he does not 
rise to the romance of the situation immediately be- 
fore and after Sheridan's marriage with the sweetest 
of the Linley nest of nightingales, although it was
better than most of the Romances of Real Life which
be himself had already written. Bor is he just to 
Sheridan's motives in the Warren Hastings trial, at­
tributing to him only "a display at somebody's ex­
pense without any violent care either for right or 
wrong”. Nor does he see the importance at the be­
ginning/
CRITICAL If OTE .
beginning (vide Mrs Oliphant in E.M.L. ) of Sheridan's 
exercises in wit and letters with Nathaniel Halted; 
nor, at the end, the effect of the catastrophe of 
the burning of Drury Lane. How could the author of 
the 100 Romances miss the tragedy of the red glare on
the windows of the Commons and the frenzied departure
Iof the dramatist from the Houseti Yet, in assessing 
the work, he praises on the whole, the right things 
and sees that both Falkland and Captain Absolute have 
"self-references". The School for Scandal is for him 
the "very concentration and crystallization of all 
that is sparkling, clear, and compact, in the mate­
rials of prose comedy". . . "yet not one of the char­
acters (is ) . . . . .  agreeable". In She Rehearsal, 
Sheridan is for him most at home, because there is 
"every call in it upon the powers he abounded in - 
wit, banter, and style - and none upon his good na­
ture". He mentions, what may be denied by some, "the 
extreme and constant care with which the plays were 
elaborated". There is great criticism also in the 
two following quotations, given here because they are 
not easily accessible and because they are worthy of 
the author of Wit and Humour.
(SHliRIDM'S WIT & FIELDING'S)
"Sheridan's wit ns more sparkling, but does 
not go so deep as Fielding's. Neither is it so good- 
natured. There is little intimation of tenderness 




anything but some jest at somebody's expense........
It was not in Sheridan's nature to invent a Parson 
Adams, or Sir Poger de Coverley; much less to ven­
ture upon an heroical character in the shape of a 
footman".
"The 'great world' of artificial society 
is a very little world to become intimate with, com­
pared with Shakespeare's. Passions there, like 
modes, run very much in patterns, and lie on the 
surface, and folly, which is the object of satire, 
is by its nature a thing defective, and therefore,
sooner read through than the wisdom of the wise, or 
*
the universality of nature. A man like Sheridan or 
Congreve, may very well know all that is to be known 
in the circles of conventional grace or absurdity, by 
the time he has spent more than half his life".
If, after this, one may end. with a correc­
tion, Mrs Malaprop is not a caricature of Mrs Slip­
slop, but is an imitation of her lady's-maid-ship, 
without her lubidinosity. They are both of them, 
caricatures.
THE SEER;/ Or,/ COMMOM-PLACES REFRESHED/ By LEIGH 
HUNT./ m  two Parts./ Part I./
Love adds a precious seeing to the eye./
Shakespeare,/
London:/ Edward Moxon, Dover Street./ MDOOCXL.
8v 0/
8vo, 9t" x 6t",PP.i-viii + 1-88.
(P). Part II. has same title, except 
date which is MDCCCXLT.
8vo, 9^ x 6f",pp. l.iv.+' 1-80.
These are often found Pound together.
2° Second Edition.
Same Title except "London:/ William Tegg 
and Co.., 8 5, Q,ueen street, Cheapsi de-. / 
MDCCCIi.// The text* is exactly the same.
3°. American Edition 1364- (Erimley John­
son ).
In the Preface (v..vi. ), the author states' 
that the Essays are collected from such of his 
periodical writings as might furnish another 
publication similar to The Indicator, and that most 
of them are from Lei^h Hunt’s London Journal the 
remainder Peing from The Literal. The Monthly Re­
pository. The Tatler and The Pound TaPle. ( see-
contents)........ He goes on to say that one
of the most delightful recollections of the author's 
life vías that the periodical work ( See London Jour­
nal 1834-3 5 ), from which the collection has Peen 
chiefly made:, was encouraged Py all parties in the 
spirit in which it was set up ........
The Preface ends very characteristically 
"( Given at our suPurPan apode, with a fire on one 




this 19tn day of Octoder, one tiiousand eigiit Hun­
dred and forty, and in the very green and invlncidle 
year of our life, tne fifty-3ixtn,
L.Ii." )
C O N T E N T S  .
_______ PAGE
I. Pleasure (L.J., Sept.3, 18 3 4) 1
II. On a Peddle (L.J.Apr.9, 18 3 4) There
called "on a stone"; 'More Thoughts 
on a stone' in L.J.July 2, 1834. 4
III. spring (L.J., April 1, 1 8 3 5) 8
IV. Colour (L.J.Aug. 29, I8 3 5) 7
V. windows ( L.j.Aug.20, 18 3 4) 8
VI, Windows considered from Inside (L.J.
Aug. 27, 183.4 ). 11
VII. A Flower for your window. Names of
Flowers. Mystery of tneir deauty.
(L.J.sept.1 7 , 18 3 4). 14
vii i. a Word on Early Rising (L.J.July 18,
l 8 3 5 - t ' 7  1 7
IX. Break-fa3t in summer. (L.J.July 2,
18 3 4) 18
X. Breakfast continued - Tea Drinking
L.J. July 9, 1834) 22
XI. Breakfast concluded - Tea and Coffee-,
Milk, Bread, etc. (L.J. July 16
18 34) 25
XII. Anacreon (L.J. April 23, 18 34) 28
XIII. Tde Wrong side of Scholarship and No
scholarship. l.j, April 3, 1834.
Part of Letter I. to Lovers of Know­
ledge who nave not a Cla33ical edu­
cation.
XIV. Criket and exercise.in General
(L.j. May 21, 18 3 4) 34
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PAGE
XV. A Dusty Day (L.J. July 11, 1835) 36
XVI. Bricklayers, and an Old Book (L.J. 
Aug.8, 1835) 37
XVII. A Rainy Day (L.J. Aug.l, 1835 40
XVIII. The East-Wind Tatler (IMay, 1831) 42
XIX. Strawberries (L.J. June 27, 1835) 44
XX. The Waiter. (L.J. June 13, 1835) 45
XXI. "The Butcher" - Butchers and Juries - 
Butler's Defence of the English 
Drama, etc. (L.J. June 20, 1835) 47
XXII. A Pinch of Snuff. (L.J. June 18, 1834) 48
XXIII. A Pinch of Snuff (concluded) (L.J. 
June 18, 1834) 50
XXIV. Wordsworth and Milton (L.J.May 20, 1835)
(entitled1Wordsworth1s Sonnet's) 53
XXV. Specimens of Chaucer - No.I. (L.J.June 
13, 1835) 55




" " No.I I I .  His 
Pathos - (L.J. June 27, 1835)
No.IV. Story of 
Griselda (L.J. July 11, 1835)
59
60
XXIX. , No.V. Eurther 
Specimens of his pleasantry and Satire 
(L.J. July 18, 1835) 63
XXX. No.VI. Miscella­
neous Specimens of his Description, Por­
trait Painting and Pine Sense (Aug.l, 1835) 
& (L.J. Aug.1 5 ,  1835) 64
XXXI. Peter Wilkins and the Plying Women 
(L.J. NOV.5, 1834) 66
XXXII. English and Prench Females (L.J. July 
23, 1834) 71
XXXIII. English Male Costume (L.J. July 30, 
1834) 75




















Sunday in London. B'o.I. (L.J. March 
4, 1835) originally in the Weekly 
True Sun 79
" " ” ■ Ho.I I . (L.J.March
11, 1835) 82
Sunday in the Suburbs, etc. (L.J.
March 18, 1835) 83
A Human Being and a Crowd (L.J. May
6, 1834) 85
CONTENTS. (PART II.)
The Cat by the Fire (L.J. Nov.26, 1834) 1.
Put up a Picture in Your Room (L.J.Dec.
10, 1834) 3
A Gentleman-Saint (L.J.Feb.4, 1835) 5
The Eve of St. Agnes. (L.J. Jan.21, 1835 
also ' Imag^, & Fancy1 12
A 'Now1 , Descriptive of a Cold Day
(L.J. Dec. 3, 1834) 18
Ice - with Poets upon it (L.J. Jan.
28, 1838) 20
The Piano-forte (L.J. Jan.14, 1835) 23
’Why Sweet Music produces sadness (L.J.
July 4 1835) 27
Dancing and Dancers (L.J. Sept. 10,
1834) (Similar article in 'Tatler' 28 
Dec.1, 1830
Twelfth Night - a Street Portrait - 
Shakespeare's Play - Recollections 
of a Twelfth Night. (L.J. Jan,7
1835) Different Article on same 31 
subject 'Tatler' Jan.7, 1831.
Rules in Making Presents. Dec.31,1834.
Last part of Article entitled 'New 
Year's Day, New Year's Gifts, The 
Wassail Bowl1. (L.J. Oct.18,1834) 34
L. Romance of Common-place. (L.J.Oct.
29, 1834)
LI. Amiableness superior to Intellect
(L.J. Sept. 24, 1834)
LII. Life after Death - Belief in Spirits
(L.J. Sept. 24, 1834)
LIII. On Death & Burial R.T. Vol.I.
LIV. On Washerwomen R.T. Vol.II.
LV. The Nightmare R.T. Vol.I.
LVI. The Subject Continued R.T.Vol.I.
LVII. The Florentine Lovers Liberal No.I.
LVIII. Rhyme and Reason; or, a New proposal
to the Public Respecting Poetry in 
ordinary. The Liberal. No.I.
LIX. Vicissitudes of a Lecture: or, Public
Elegance and Private non-particularity 
Mon.Repository, July, 1837 61
LX. The Fortunes of Genius (L.J.Aug.22, 1835)
63
LXI. Poets* Houses (L.J. Dec.5, 1835) 66
LXII. A Journey by Coach (A Fragment)
(L.J. NOV.14, 1835) 68
LXIII. » " « (Contd.L.J. Nov.21,1835) 69
LXIV. » « « « L.J. Dec.12,1835) 71
LXV. " « <» (Cdncluded)" Dec. 12,1835) 75
LXVI. Inexhaustibility of the Subject of Christ­
mas.(Monthly Repos. Dec. 1837). 77
NOTE.
L.J. = Leigh Hunt's London Journal (1834-34) 












CRITICAL NOTE. This is the second of the Selections 
made by Hunt himself of his typical essays. It is 
tafcen chiefly from the London Journal of 1834-35, 
and proves that he had, after his recovery from the 
Tatler experience, a second blossoming of Essay- 
writing, scarcely less fresh, less intimate, or less 
whimsical than that of The Indicator of 1819-21.
(q.v. London Journal, 1834-35).
It was well also to re-print from The Ll- 
Jberal, the two best things he wrote for it. (q.v.) 
and to end with his wonderfully vivacious essay on 
the "Inexhaustibility of the Subject of Christmas".
THB / LRAidiTIC WORAS /ox/ WvYCHLRxfiY, COLGRnViij,
ViliBRUGE,/ and/ PARC^UHAR./ With/ Biographical and
Critical lotices/ by/ Leigh Hunt./ London:/ xdw&rd
Moxon, Lover Street./ MDCCCXL. 
o8 , 9" x 6-" pp.i.-ci + 1-668 with portrait of 
Wycherley as frontispiece and decorative title-page 
containing vignette of Clive Hall, the birth-place 
of Wycherley.
There is a Ledication to Thomas Moore "in­
scribed by the Publisher". This is noteworthy, as 
it infers.that Hunt must have refused to dedicate 
the volume, in his own name, to Lioore. The hostility 
between the two continued and in the Qorrespondence 
(1862) there is a letter of Hunt’s speaking strongly 
against the insertion of the poems upon him in MooreS 
Collected Worms.
Biographical and Critical notices of 'Wycher­
ley, Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Larquhar. pp.ix-ci.
A biographical and critical notice of each 
is separately given and a general critical estimate 
and comparison concludes the long article, numb,
"On the artificial Comedy of the Last Century" and 
Hazlitt’s Chapter from "The Lnglish Comic Writers" 
are quoted.
The Contents are as follows:- 
%cherley’s four plays: Love in a Wood, The Gen­





CONGREVE. Commendatory Verses by Southerns 
Marsh, Bevil Higgons, Dryden, and Steele.
The Old Bachelor, The Double-Dealer, Love 
for Love, The Mourning Bridge, The Way of the World,
The Judgment of Paris, and Semele.
•VANBRUGH. The Relapse, The Provoked Wife, 
Aesop (Partsl. " II.), The False Friend, The Con­
federacy, The Mistake, The Country House, A Journey 
to London.
FARQUHAR. Love and a Bottle, The Constant 
Couple, Sir Harry Wildair, The inconstant, The Town
Rivals, The Recruiting Officer, The Beaux'Stratagem.
II. A New Edition. 1849.
8°, 9" x 6^",PP. i—lxxxiv+i—668,
The introductory matter is generally the
same, though there are a few alterations. This, or
either III. or IV., is the Edition to follow, pp. 
lxxxii.-iv contain quotations from the Reviews.
III. Edition of 1851 is the same as II.
IV. 1855. Same as II.
CRITICAL NOTICES.
'Athenaeum' Jan. 8 1841.
Jan. 1841. Macaulay's Essay in Edinburgh
Review.
CRITICAL NOTE. This work is still authoritative, 
for its critical biographies. Little attempt, however, 
was made to give a revised text.
The/
364.
The Mermaid 'Vanbrugh' reproduces the part 
of Hunt's article, dealing with Vanbrugh, along with 
valuable notes by its Editor, Mr W.C.Ward* showing 
how modern research has altered Leigh Hunt's facts.
On the whole, the alterations are not many, - a good 
test of the 1840 editor's accuracy and knowledge of 
the period. In the text, the alterations made by 
Hunt on the stage directions and his additions to 
the dramatis personae (in Caste) are indicated for 
3 plays.
In the Mermaid 'Wycherley', Leigh Hunt's 
Edition of 1849, forms one authority for the text. 
However, the portion of Macaulay's Essay dealing 
with Wycherley is given as Introduction.
In the Mermaid 'Congreve', there are refe­
rences to Hunt in the Introductory matter to each of 
the plays. However, it gives the account of Con­
greve in Macaulay's Essay.
The introductory matter shows Hunt's catho­
licity of taste in letters. He, indeed, recognised in 
the comedies of the four post-Restoration playwrights, 
dramas greater for construction and character-drawing, 
than any that had since appeared. He had strong views, 
indeed, upon the morality of their works, but, like 
Lamb, regarded them as creating for its manifestations 
a of fairyland of gallantry and intrigue. Hunt's 
°laim to scholarship is clearly proved by this
introduction/
3 6 5 .
introduction, and it is no mean claim. Macaulay's 
essay may be, indeed, more brilliant than Hunt's more 
painstaking, biographies, but one feels that it was 
written with Hunt's introduction open before him. It 
gives an erroneous view, then, to think of Hunt's work 
only as the occasion for Macaulay's essay, especially 
as that gives an account only of the first two drama4- 
tists. Also Macaulay, himself, is too disparaging 
when he speaks of Hunt's 'light, garrulous, desultory 
ana; half critical, half biographical" However, one 
must not quarrel with Macaulay who was then doing Hunt 
not only the service of making him known to Edinburgh 
Review readers, but was also finding work for him in 
the Review itself. Yet one feels it is a pity that Ma­
caulay's essay, largely dependent upon Hunt's for its 
facts should be continually quoted, while Hunt's 
essays on the dramatists are almost completely un­
known.
notice / Of the Late/ Mr EGER TON WEBBE,/ by /
\
LEIGH HUNT./ Reprinted from the Morning Chronicle// 
Brochure, pp. 1-8. x 5xi"> Croydon: Printed
bY J.M.Langford, High Street.
NOTE, it takes the form of a letter and is dated 
August 6, 1840. It shows the love and admiration 
Hunt had for this scholarly contributor to his 
¿QRdon Journal and The Monthly Repository, (q.v.)
EjIMjuEIi RETIED. ABTI OLE 3 IE.
These were four in number as follows:- 
(1 ) R.B.Peaxe's "Memoirs of the Colrnan family",
Vol.73, 1641, pp.309-424.
(2) The'lev.John Smith's "Life, Journal and Corres­
pondence of Samuel Pepys, Esq..,", Vol.74, 
164-1, pp. 105-27.
/ \ /- V(3) "Madame de Sevigne and her Contemporaries”,
Vol.76, 1642, pp.203-36.
(4) John H. Jesse's "George Selwyn and his Contem­
poraries" Vol.60, 1644, pp.- 1-42.
Iios. 2 and 3 were reprinted in "Men, Women 
and Boons", Hos. 1 & 4 have never been reprinted, 
though Charles Tent gives extracts from both in his 
selection (1669) and Brimley Johnson a passage
from (1) in hisml691 selection.
I. The Solman article is well worth reprinting 
for its careful and lively account of the Col ¡man8L 
and for its sketches of the father, Francis ColmaTt,*, 
and his brother-in-law, Pulteney. It is also inte­
resting to read what Hunt says in 1641 of the essays 
that he imitated as a beginner. They are "an echo 
°i’ the Spectator, without its seriousness, but sin­
gularly terse and pure in style and "of a genuine 
though sometimes pert vivacity". "Pert vivacity" 
is a good phrase for some of his own work.
Of/
36? .
Of the two plays, Hunt <nightly, prefers The Clandes­
tine Marriage to the Jealous Wife. They are "at the 
bottom of the genuine class", below Sheridan and Con­
greve. The work of George Dolman the younger is 
treated severely. He was among the farce-writers 
criticised in The Jeast of the Poets.
II. Pepys1 s Diary was still a new book when Hunt 
wrote this article. He makes some remarks upon Auto­
biographies and praises Pepys for his frankness.
There is a good sketch of his career, which shows 
some insight into his character. The article, how­
ever, is chiefly devoted to the book under review.
Was the Tangier Voyage the same as that which roused 
Hunt against Charles II. and, incidentally, against 
Sir Walter Scott? See also The Toxin.
III. This is a most informative article. Hunt ad-
/ ^mires Madame de Sevigne and gives a good account of 
her, illustrating his points with copious extracts 
from her letters. "The moment her name is mentioned 
we think of the mother who loved her daughter; of the 
most charming of letter-writers". Hunt was critical 
of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu and Gould be severe upon 
Horace Walpole and Hanny Burney, but here he is en­
thusiastic .
IV. "Perhaps no individual has ever acquired so 
general a reputation for mere wit as George Selwyn." 
Villi ers, Duke of Buckingham, Lords Dorset, Roches­
ter/
Bochester, ChesterfiaLd and Hervey, Sir Charles Han- 
bury, Williams, Bubb Doddington, Sheridan, and Theo­
dore Hook are known for other things, but Selwyn 
lives for his wit alone. A good account of this re­
markable character is given in which the love of 
gambling in English society of the loth century is 
discussed. See also ,TA Saunter through the West End; 
GAIT 10 Ah hQTE.
Those articles are written after the manner 
of the Town books. In the Correspondence, (1062) I. 
p.102, one learns that he had been asked by Jeffrey 
to write articles in lbl7. However, nothing seems 
to have come cf this, though Hunt mentions as possi­
ble subjects, Fairfax's Tasso, Coleridge's Poems, 
and a review of hathan Drake's book upon Shakespearefe 
Life and Character. It is only in 1S41 that,through 
Macaulay's kindness, he becomes an a qinburgh .Reviewer 
and then only for a few years, hapier praises his 
Qolman article, but Hunt spoils his chances by writ­
ing long letters to a vexy busy man. Hunt wishes to 
spend time over an article on Petrarch and to avoid 
an hiatus, suggests on6 on Pepys. He says he will 
look out for some 'chatty', some 'piquant' subject 
and adds that the addition made by hapier was quite 
right and graceful on the part of a Scotsman, though 
it might not have been so proper for an Englishman 
■to repeat the scandal”. This want of tact verging 
°n bad manners leads to a strong reply, hapier is
alarmed/
alarmed at his phrase 'chatty', objects to a 'preva­
lence of colloquial expressions - nay, of some that 
are positively vulgar* and states that they have 
'made me sometimes apprehensive of the durability of 
our connection1. He ends by ashing, for January, an 
article "in an amusing but gentlemanlike style". This 
Olympian tone disgruntles Hunt, and Macaulay is call­
ed in to throw oil on the troubled waters.
Macaulay sums up the situation by saying 
that Napier thinks 'your style is too colloquial; 
and, no doubt, it has a very colloquial character.
I wish it to retain that character'. (See Corres­
pondence Vol.II.p.16 sea. and, Trevelyan's Macaulay).
Hunt, indeed, had, in Napier met with one 
still holding the 18th century scholarly view of 
style and manner. Dignity of tone and heaviness in 
matter, however, could scarcely be achieved by one 
who had, to an extreme, the looser Homantic way of 
writing. Yet he had xvhen he chose, a way of marshal­
ling masses of facts, and of summing up periods which 
can be as impressive as Macaulay's method. Good ex­
amples of this occur in the Town as well as in the 
above Review articles, especially that on the Colmans.
3 6 9 .
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1842. THE PALEREY; a luove Story of Old Hues. See 
Milford. pp.62, ¿84, and 757. There is a Preface 
of about ten pages of which the first two paragraphs 
ware retained in subsequent editions and are given 
in Milf ord (p. 684).
In Kensington, ”sometimes in the Gardens, 
sometimes in the quondam liightingale-lane of Holland 
House (now partially diverted), I had the pleasure 
of composing the Palfrey, -the scenes of which are 
partly laid in the place. Autobiography Vol.II»p. 
251.
CHIT 10 ML HETEHEHQES.
CRITICAL HOTE.
The first two paragraphs, which give the 
sources of the story, show his out-of-the-way learn­
ing and accurate scholarship.
The story which is na variation of one of 
the most amusing of the old Erench narrative poems 
that preceded the time of Chaucer”, has its scene 
shifted from Champagne to "Kensington, Hendon, and 
their neighbourhoods, . . . out of regard for these 
remnants of the old woods and associations with them 
still more grateful”. Kensington, he indeed loved 
next to Hampstead; but there was another reason why 
in 1842, he should write a tale of its old woods.
0outhey the Poet Laureate, had for long been physic­
ally/
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physically arid mentally disabled and Leigh Hunt had 
constituted himself a kind of unofficial Laureate by 
singing the birthday, the escape from assassination, 
and the births of the children of the young Queen 
Victoria. Although it was quite in keeping with his 
character that he should give such manifestations of 
supererogatoiy good will to the throne, there is 
little doubt that he then had gopdshopes of becoming 
the next Laureate. Macaulay in a letter to him as 
early as 27th March, 1841, had said - "I heard the 
other day, from one of poor Southey’s nephews, that 
he cannot live many weeks; I really do not see why 
you might not succeed him". (Correspondence, 1862, 
p.9, Vol.II. ) Sroadus, in his Laureateship a Study 
of the office, etc.,(Oxford 1921) is silent here and 
is wrong over Hunt's wishes in 1850 (See London Jour­
nal , 1850).
The Palfrey, then, was another gift unsoli­
cited, to the young queen. 3he is praised in 1L*Envoy
as one . . . "who loves all peaceful glory,
Therefore laurelled song and story;
7/ho, as blooming maiden should,
Married blest, with young and good;
And whose zeal for healthy duties 
Set on horseback half our beauties".
A copy is also sent to her with an Address and Lord
Mel oourne, in his reply, describes the poem very
well as "a pretty, lively piece" containing "many




The most important section of the rest of 
the Preface is upon the style of the poem. It is 
modelled "to a certain extent upon that of the old 
English romances and ballads. Its metre is the same 
"as that of Christabel, four beatings of the time in 
each (line), of whatever number of syllables it may 
consist". (This is indeed the case, for the poem 
is an almost slavish imitation). "Animal spirits" 
also mark the production which had better be read 
fast, as it will then sound better.
If the verse is imitative, it is a good 
example of Hunt's easy, colloquial, vivacious and 
often elegant style. The story is well told, there 
is some wit and some humour, and the two old men are 
clearly differentiated. '
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ONE HUNDRED ROMANCES Of REAL LIFE.
I. ROMANCES of REAL LIFE., appeared first 
in Leigh Hunt's London Journal (1834-35) in which 
they formed a weekly feature from the first to the 
last issue. The text is exactly the same as in vol­
ume form, with the following except ions:-
I. Additional Romances.
(1) In the last issue, is given Romance C I 
(Gratitude of a Freed Slave) taken from M.Cardonne's 
Eastern Miscellany), thus showing that the author's 
sources were still productive of good things and 
that the Romances would have been continued with
the paper.
.
(2) in issue, No.47, (Feb. 18, 1835) is an 
unnumbered Romance. "The Origin of Mallet's 'Edwin 
and Emma' (No.51 in Volume issue). Owing to this
om ission/
omission another extra Romance occurs. It is num­
bered LXXXV, and is entitled The Tailor King (from 
The History of Germany in Lardner's Encyclopaedia.)
II. Additional material occurs :-
(l) In No.4 (April 23, 1834), Here is a 
quotation from The Times, pointing out the improba­
bility of the incident recorded in Romance, No.I., 
because the third Duke of Marlborough was then only 
19 years old (1758) and so could not be Master Gene­
ral of the Ordnance. A letter is also given which 
shows that the 2nd Duke died about the time of the 
letters given in the Romance. (1758-9).
(2 ) No. xxiv. (Sept.1 0 , 1834) at end of 
Romance 34, is an exquisite contemporary lampoon upon
t
Frederick, Prince of Wales (son of George II). This 
is taken from Horace Walpole, by whom it is declared 
i’O be the composition of the Hon.Miss Robbs.
"Here/
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"Here lies Prince Fred,
Gone down among the dead.
Had it been his father,’
We had much rather;
Had it been his mother,
Better than any other; y 
Had it been her sister.
Few would have missed her;
Had it been the whole generation,
Ten times better for the nation;
But since ' tis only Fred,
There's no more to be said".
This is apposite, as it is interspersed between two
Jacobite Romances.
(3) In XXXII. the Journal gives Shenstone's 
pathetic ballad of Jemmy Dawson.
(4) In the Volume form of Romance XXXV., a 
divagation from the 'Spectator' story of Gonrad the 
Third is missed out.
(5) At the beginning of Romance XXXVI. it 
is stated that his chief source, The Lounger1s Com- 
mon-place Book is beginning 'to pump a little dry', 
but that a correspondent is willing to send some 
Romances and he has old stores of his own. He asks 
his readers to help him.
(6) The discourse, Romance of Coiomon-place, 
precedes Ho.XL. (Via. The Seer Ho.L.)
(7) In Ho.35 of the Journal iHov.26, 1834) 
is given Allan Cunningham's version of Helen of 
Xirkconnell', one source of Romance XLIV., 1 Adam
gleming m a  Helena Irving' ■ 3oott's version in the 
Border/
X Her~ not his is the reading of the London 
J ournal.
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Border minstrelsy is quoted from, and it is stated 
that tradition says that the despised lover and mur­
dering villain was Bell of Blacmet House, who, ac­
cording to some accounts, was hilled by Hleming him­
self in the streets of Madrid.
(6) In the Journal, Romance LXXVI., The Shep­
herd Lord contains a word on Sir Egerton Brydges, 
and on the name of Brougham. (cf. Wordsworth's ’ o 
’Song at the Eeast of Brougham Castle1 ).
(9) NO.LXXVII. was originally entitled ”San- 
dy Wright and the Pair Orphan”. The Journal states 
that the story is an abridgment of Mr (Hugh) Milleri 
’’Scenes and Legends of the Uorth of Scotland”, the 
source also of NOS.LXXIII and LXXXIVS (Hunt was one 
of the first to appreciate Hugh Miller).
(10) In beginning of Romance LXXVIII, the 
Journal states that Madame de Genlis has made an 
episode of this R omance in her Adelaide and Theodore.
litI'! VARIATIONS IN NUMBERING.
(1) XX of Journal is XIX of Volume form and 
vice versa.
(2) LI of Journal is LVIII of Volume form;
LVI by a misprint numbered LV is LI; LV is the same 
in both.
(3) The order of the Romances varies from 
1*XXXV to XCIII. LXXXV. of Journal is not given (see 
under No.I.) and LXXXYIof Journal is iXXXV. and so 
on/
on, until XCIII of Journal, which is in Volume XCII. 
XCII & XCIII of Journal are both very short and were 
given in one issue; Hence, therefore, the next is 
also numbered XCIII in Journal. This brings the 
Journal into agreement with Volume.
IV. The Original Preface in The London Journal 
is as follows:-
"We purpose, under the above head to give, 
from time to time, a series of those extraordinary 
real circumstances often found in the history of 
private individuals, which have been said to shew 
truth in a stronger light than fiction. We shall 
abridge, enlarge, or copy them from our authorities 
as the case may render expedient, with such notes or 
verbal alterations (facts being scrupulously adhered 
to), as may serve at once to fit them the better for 
present perusal, and to appropriate them to our 
public ati on11.
II, One HUNDRED/ ROMANCES of REAL LIRE;/ Selected 
and annotated/ by/ LEIGH HUNT/. Comprising 
Remarkable Historical and Domestic Pacts/ 
Illustrative of Human Nature./ London:/
Whit taker & Co. , Ave-Maria Lane./ lb ,43//
B°, 9 " ,,x 6” f pp.VI (Title page, Preface, andJ. O
contents, unnumbered) + 1-132.
The pages are double-columned and the 
type is of same size and appearance as that of the 
London/
London Journal. The first paragraph of the Preface 
is virtually the same as the preface quoted under I. 
iv. He adds that hi3 collection is far the most 
abundant that has been made and mentions his indebted­
ness to Mrs Charlotte Smith's "Romance of Real Life" 
in three volumes (which he says is a hasty selection 
from Guyot de Pitavel's"Causes Celebris") and to The 
Lounger’s Common-place Booh".
The last paragraph of the Preface, omitted 
in other editions, is characteristic. ,
"The selection originally appeared in the 
Editor'.s "London Journal" (of 1834-35); but as he was 
the selector and commentator only, and not the writer 
of the narratives, he may be allowed, without im­
modesty, to express his belief that in its present 
shape it will go into a great many new quarters, and 
Perhaps not be unacceptable to some of the old. A 
work more fitted to be laid on the table, whether of 
drawing-room or parlour of hotel or country inn, or to 
accompany the traveller in coach or postchaise, it 
Might not be easy to conceive: since it unites, in an 
extrema degree, the advantages of quick and exciting 
Perusal, with lasting and useful interest. Prom the 
appearance of its first number it was popular with its 
Periodical readers; but the shape (a folio) was in­
convenient for the purposes which it is now hoped it 
will realise".
I l l /
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III. ONE HUNDRED/ ROMANCES of READ LI EE/ by 
LEIGH HUNT/ London: Hamilton, Adams & Go./ 
Glasgow; Thomas D. Morison/ 1888//
8°, 8̂ x5-g-, pp.1-2 (Ely-leaf) +3-4 (Title-page 
+ 5-6 (Preface) + 7-12 (Contents) + 9 - 316 
(Text). (Note curious instance of wrong 
numbering) Binding rich medium-blue cloth with 
title in gilt on back.
The text is the same as that of 1843; but 
the last paragraph of original preface is not given 
and the few asterisk notes are wanting. The note 
on the source of the Romance originally enclosed in 
square brackets is here not so enclosed and forms 
part of the text.
IV. The above (No.Ill) has run throtigh many edi­
tions.
A ninth has the following title-page.
ONE HUNDRED/ ROMANCES of READ LINE/ by/ 
LEIGH HUNT/ author of / "Captain Sword and Captain 
Pen” , "Men, Women, and Books", "Religion of the 
Heart", "The Seer", etc., etc./ Ninth Edition/ 
London/ Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Go./ 
Glasgow: Thomas D. Morison//. (No date; probably
1915) and the following format,
8°, 7^"x4g ", pp. 1-12 (same as 1888) + 13- 
384.; Binding medium-blue cloth with title 




Here it may be useful to Have a note on 
THE/ LOUNGER* S GOMMON-PLACE BOOK/ or/ MISCELLA­
NEOUS COLLECTIONS,/ in/ History, Criticism, Bio­
graphy, Poetry, & Romance./ The Third Edition/ In 
three Volumes/ Vol.I. etc.//
Non Omnino ex scriptorum officina sed vitae 
humanae schola./
London:/ Printed by Henry Reynell, 21, Picca­
dilly,/ Nor Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 39, Pa­
ternoster Row, and /C. Chappie, 66 Pall Mall, and / 
at 30, Southampton-Row, Russell-Syuare./ 1805//
Vol.I. Svo pp.i-viii + 1-424, double columned pp.
Vol.II.8vo pp.i-iv + 1-456 " " "
Vol.III.8vo pp. i.iv.+ 1-430 " ” "
(VOL.IV. )
A/ NEW VOLUME/ of the / LOUNGER* S COM- 
MON-PLAGE BOOK;/ containing /One Hundred Articles,/ 
none of which’ Have been printed in any of the for­
mer volumes./
Tantis si nugis populus gaudetur ineptis,/
V c -Tfl T  Qiuid et nosmet?/
London:/ Printed by Henry Reynell, 21, Piccadilly,/
Nor Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 39, Paternoster
Row,/ and G. Ghapple, 66 Pall-Mail./ 1807.//
2 pp. i.iv + 1-252, double-columned pages. 
The/
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The aims of this lounger’s encyclopaedia 
are stated shortly in the preface. They are ”to 
unite the useful with the pleasant” , to give ”an 
easy tooth-pick companion for idle, dissipated, for^ 
getful men, who pass their mornings in Hyde Park, 
the fruit shop, or St. James’s-street and who, at 
the club, would be sorry to appear wholly uninform­
ed on any casual subject of private converse, or 
public discussion” ; to catch ere it perish the tri­
fle of the minute, to give short sketches of men 
and things, which tho' beneath the dignity of a 
Biographia, deserve to be recorded, to select from 
the scene before us, what appeared curious, amusing 
or applicable, to the purposes of human life; to 
make a book, which might be perused without injury 
to morals or taste, is attempted in the following 
pages” . The 3rd edition has been improved and cor­
rected; the preface ends with a patriotic refer­
ence to tha -u European War, then being waged, and 
some verses thereon. The articles are arranged al­
phabetically. The ’’Lounger’s Gommon-Place Book” 
was a mine of information for Hunt. He frequently 
quotes from it in his periodicals, takes long ex­
tracts from it for The Town, and drew from it at 
least a third of the material for his ’’Hundred 
Romances of Heal Life” Some of his knowledge of 
things in general undoubtedly came from it and it 
’ may/
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may have helped to form some of his views.
It is an instructive and entertaining 
work, being, in fact, a compendium of useful know­
ledge for that creature too much neglected by the 
Victorians and even by our own age who would come 
by knowledge through easy and pleasant ways. It 
is well written and, unlike most modern encyelo- 
paedias;most readable. Its point of view is often 
advanced, which may be due to some study, for 
material, of D'Alembert and Diderot's great work. 
Although it does not systematically face all know­
ledge, from A to Z, it proceeds alphabetically and 
culls what its author regards as the necessary 
equipment for a man of fashion in standard infor­
mation and the tit-bits among the stories and gossip 
of the past and present. It treats, indeed, of 
those topics which are useful in discussion or 
entertaining in talk. It shows what the 18th cen­
tury average man of education was expected to know, 
and classical themes form a good percentage of the 
articles.
However, modern literature is not forgot­
ten and Erasmus Darwin and the Della Cruscans are 
treated critically. It can give an article on 'Coal' 
a definition n ^ e  that of the 'Common Law', can ex­
pound the Athanasian Creed, say something of 'Chimney 
Sweeping/
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’Chimney-Sweeping' and a few pages after of 'Cicero' 
It tells one 'Eow to grow Rich' and gives anecdotes 
upon the 'Soothers of Sorrow'. IJnlike the 'high­
brow' encyclopaedias it admits thieves and rogues 
into its Calendar of great men and discusses such 
eccentric individuals ss Orator Henley and Ueorge 
Psalmanazar. Besides, it abounds in sensational 
tales of Real Life (see the Hundred Romences). It 
is indeed a volume very useful for the essayist and 
journalist as well as for the man of leisure. Its 
compiler was a doctor named Hewman. It has some­
what undeservedly sunk into oblivion.
CRITICAL RSPSRR1TCES.
CRITICAL KOTB. In the Romances of Real Life, Hunt
is a compiler, but a compiler who draws upon his
stores of past reading and has little need to search
for his immediate purpose. He gave the public
those stories that had really appealed to him, and
knew, therefore, they would appeal to others. His
method is one that all anthologists should follow,
for a true anthology, the good selection, is not
made for a special publication, but grows slowly 
in/
in the mind and heart. If the compiler needs happy 
moments for this skill, those happy moments are em­
ployed , not in searching, hut in recollecting in 
tranquillity the happy moments of the past and dis­
tinguishing what were the most spontaneous over­
flows of powerful feelings in his contact with 
hooks. Such remarks apply more forcibly to the 
anthologies of 1844 and 1846, but as the Romances 
were the first to be published and are needlessly 
slighted, they are perhaps better said here. Those 
"crimes, virtues, humours, plots, agonies, heroioal 
sacrifices, mysteries of the most extraordinary des­
cription, though taking place in the most ordinary 
walks of life” and having "over the greater portion 
of them the greatest of all interests - domestic 
interests" are as interesting as any ’Decameron' 
or 'Tales of Imagination and Mystery'; for they are 
the chief source of all such tales which are best 
when reality is not over-powered by imagination.
When a writer of imagination chooses them, they be­
come entrancing. Those Eundred Romanoes are then 
worth recommending 'for their own sakes', as well 
as for 'the comments that contain some of my best 
(the author's) reflections". They are a mine of 
good things, not yet apparently opened up for our 
modern short story. Hunt is in them perhaps un­
cone iously/
384.
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unconsciously, a great artist. They are mostly very 
short and are told straightforwardly with the same 
kind of' condensation as Hardy employs in his (Group 
of lioible names.
THE POETICAL WORKS of LEIGH HUNT.
I. (Moxon, 1844) See Milford p.757.
NOTE.
The Preface (pp.iii-x) is much shorter and 
less pleasantly written than that of 1852. It is, 
however, like it, very personal, and he is pleased to 
have in his hands an edition of his own poems in a for­
mat resembling that of the 6d volumes of Cooke which he 
used to devour at school. (See Autobiography). He 
has, therefore, striven to make the text worthy of such 
an edition and has made further alterations. To this 
end, for example, the Story of Rimini has been made 
more in keeping with history and more exact in its 
scenery. It has also been "delivered from many weak 
lines", 'The last canto is completely recast). Cap­
tain Sword and Captain Pen, The Feast, of the Poets,
The Feast of the Violets, and The Legend of Florence 
are also discussed.
He thinks more of the procession in Captain 
jword and Caotain Pen, than in Rimini-^- a curious ex­
ample of blindness to the merits of his own work.
He does ¡justice to Coleridge. "Since the 
days of Milton there has been no greater name for pure 
essential poetry than that of the author of 'Christabel1 
and 'The Ancisnt Mariner".
The source of The Legend of Florence is 
stated to be a romance of real life found in a perio­
dical Italian publication called the "Florentine Obser-
Vei"'. Shelley also had begun a poem bn the same subieot of 
which/
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which a fragment remains. He is delighted to record 
that iueen Victoria saw his play twice and expressed 
her approbation to the manager.
of 1860 edition and eight others.
This is a larger reprint of the 1844 edition 
and includes the preface.
Ainsworth 1 s Llagazine, VOL.VI. July 1644. 
pp. 98-94. Short review of Coventry Patmore's Poems. 
See under Patmore in Hunt i an a.
from the Anglish Poets,/ Illustrative of those first 
Requisites of their Art;/ with markings of the best 
passages, critical notices/ of the writers,/ And an 
Assay in answer to the Question/ "What is Poetry"?/ 
by/ Leigh Hunt./ London:/ Smith, Alder, and Co., 65 
Comhill./ MDCOCXLIV//
IS0’ >% nx4§" , pp.i.-xii+1-346.
II. I HA POATICAl .vOAilS/ of / LAIGH E l m / .  
with Illustrations./' Ward, Loch and Go.,/
(London and Hew York; no date, 1686).
8°, 7i"x4-|-", pp.l-x + i.-268. with illustrations6
I? ILLAGIHATIOli k AAHCY; / or/ 3ALA0TI0HS
II. Second Adition - same except that after 
Author's name comes "Second Adition" ana date is 
’’MDCCGALV".
III. Third Adition. 1862.
IV. Cheaper Adition, often reprinted, 1670.
Imagination and fancy; / or, Selections/ Prom the 
English Poets,/ Illustrative of those first Requisites 
of their art; with markings/ of the "best passages, 
critical notices of the writers,/ and an essay in an­
swer to the question/ "What is Poetry"?/.3y Leigh Hunt/. 
Anew edition./ London:/ Smith, Elder, & Co., 15 Water­
loo Place./ 1870 etc.//
8°, 6ii"x4§-" , i.-xii.+ 1-316. lb
V. Reprint in John Murray's Library.
VI. Imagination/ and fancy/ by/ Leigh Hunt/ 
with an introduction by/ Edmund Gosse/ Blackie and
Son Ld. London/ (on reverse of Title is "first printed
Septembers 1907")
8° 5lp" s 4", pp.i^xiv + 1-330. lb
This is in Red Letter Library series and gives, as
frontispiece, the usual Ileyer head. The contents give
only the names of the poets treated.
Edmund Gosse's Introduction occupies pp.iii.-
xii. In it, he speaks of the work as its author's
ripest contribution to criticism and points out that
it was not "a forerunner in taste" but "rather summed
the
ap& Leglkiiaaitis.'ecl<< in popular form, ̂ the ories and expe­
rience of the finest spirits who had flourished during 
the previous half-century. This is true not of Hunt 
generally, but only of the volume. "Like Hunt's other* 
works it i s rather a series of articles than sustained 
developments of a single theme". He notes the gap in 
the selections between Hilton and Coleridge, but states 




Shelley, ana xea^s given proper praise. While, on the 
who 1 eappreciative, he is apt to slight Huiit, who was 
at lease more widely read than either Hazlitt or lamb, 
and who took his ideas, like them, from Wordsworth.
VII. The 3.11. has Hunt's own copy (made up 
of proofs, with two different pagings, and one part 
of a page (p.145) with 1 in v "Beauty Beyond Expression" 
cut out. ) The correction of proofs seems to be very 
carefully done and makes for the betterment of the 
text. The Volume is entitled on back "1.Hunt's Imagi­
nation & fancy. - (Proof Sheets". and bears the book 
plate of '3 libris (Josephi Maskeil/ Camberwell 1347.) 
Enclosed in the volume are two notes of Haskell, prob­
ably to Hunt, dated, respectively, 'Douglas I., of Han./
gives
July 1849/ and "Dec. 1849". The former^a sneering re­
mark of Hazlitt on 'The hncient Mariner' and defends 
and moralises on Coleridge; and the latter is a comment 
on the passage of Hunt on Heats ending with "their own 
sweetness embalms them”. There is also in the Volume 
a publisher's advertisement slip with quotations from 
journals praising the volume.
In the Preface, the author states that "this 
book is intended for all lovers of poetry and the sis­
ter arts, but more especially for those of the most 
poetical sort£ and most especially for the youngest and 
the oldest: for as the former may incline to it for
information's/
information's sake, the latter will perhaps not refuse 
it thei r good-will for the sake of old favourites". . .
It was suggested by the approbation which 
the readers of a periodical work (The Loud on Journal 
of ldo4-oo) bestowed on some extracts from the poets, 
commented, and marked with italics, on a principle of 
co-perusal, as though Lhe Editor were reading the pas­
sages in their company". . .
The remarks on The Eve of St. Agnes are re­
peated from The iuondon Journal. "All the rest of the 
matter contributed by him is new".
"The object of the book is threefold;- to 
present the public with some of the finest passages on 
English poetry. . . .  to furnish . . an account, in an 
Essay, of the nature and requirements of poetry, . . . 
and to show . . . what sort of poetry is to be consider­
ed as poetry of the most poetical kind. . . . Poetry, 
therefore, is not here in its compound state. . . but 
in its element, like an essence distilled".
If the volume succeeds, others, similar to it 
are promised, e.g. Poetry of Action and Passion (Nar­
rative and Dramatic Poetry), the Poetry of Contempla­
tion, the Poetry of Wit and Humour and the Poetry of 
Song, or Lyrical Poetry. "These volumes, if he is not 
kistaaen, would present the Public with the only selec- 
hitherto made, of none but genuine poetry". Of
390.
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none but geniune poetry”. Of those, only Wit and Hum­
our appeared.
George II.Smith (the publisher and creator of 
the D.Li.B. ) in an article contributed in the Gornhill 
(Hov.1906), giving his reminiscences and entitled In the 
Parly forties, says that Imagination & fancy was his 
End publishing venture (his first being Horne’s Spirit 
of the age. ) As a young man, he was given some capital 
by his father to start for the firm the publication of 
new booms, fining one evening with Thomas Powell "a 
counting-house cleric who dabbled in literature” , he 
found in the drawing-room a LIS. which attracted him. 
’’ah'.” said Powell, ’’that doesn’t looic worth ¿40 does 
it? I advanced £40 to Leigh Hunt on the security of 
that MS., and I shall never see my money again” . How­
ever, Smith was so interested that he tooic it away with 
him, 'finished reading it before he went to sleep1 and 
bought it for n40 from Powell, the newt day. He then 
found out the author himself and offered him an additio­
nal £40 for the copyright” . * 'You young prince' cried 
neigh Hunt in a tone of something like rapture, and the 
transaction was promptly concluded". Imagination and
cy was succeeded by Wit and Humour ana other boohs &
sprang
fherâ .np a delightful friendship between the young pub­
lisher and Leigh Hunt.
The Introductory Assay, What is Poetry? which 




I. LSI *21 HUIiT/ Ali AL3WEH .-to the 4UE3TIGII 
/What is Poetry?/ iiicluaing/- HiiHIAHIIS on VMH3IEICMJIOL/ 
Edited by/ Albert 3. Cook/ Professor of the English 
Language and Literature/ in Yale University/ Boston, 
U.S.A./ Published by Ginn & Company/ Ib93// (frequently 
reprinted. )
b°, 7-fnx4-f”, pp.i.-vi.+ 1-96.
The tent occupies pp.1-74. This is followed 
by a Ilote on the Distinction between Imagination and 
fancy, (pp.75-94), consisting: mainly of quotations from 
Jean Paul Hichter (Vorschule der Aesthetik, Programm 
II*, §6 and 7, Coleridge (3iog.Lit.chap 4.) Wordsworth 
(Preface of 1615-45). There is also an Index '-of Proper 
Lames (pp.95-96) and a Preface of two pp. by Professor 
Cook (v.vi). Professor 0<ax&A. has: caxrecte.d. moot „&£?. the 
author's inaccuracies in quotations and has added some 
useful foot-notes.
II. 111 / EEGLISE CHlTlCaL aoSAYS/ (Lineteen- 
th Century)/ Selected and edited by/ Edmund 0. Jones/ 
Humphrey Milford/ (World's Classics. 1916, reprinted 
1919, 1920, and 1921.) pp.5u0-355 has the text alone.
CHIT Mi AL REE SREh CE3.
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CRITICAL _„NOTE.r*
This is, LeigiL Hunt's Pest known volume; of* c;ri- 
tiicism. it is; deservedly so,, although it is ratner 
the.’ late flower of nis own experience than "the fruit 
of Romantic criticism called from Coleridge, Hazlitt,. 
and Larnd". This has Peen said before, Put needs' re­
peating^ for although many thoughts are here more 
finely stated than elsewhere, they are mainly repeti­
tions of former views, one cannot quote here, where 
the riches are super-abundant, Put there is less need, 
because the volume is very accessible. He is at his 
Peat in the essays on Spenser and Coleridge. No ex­
tracts are given between Milton and Coleridge and one 
wonders why Dryden, at least does not appear; and one 
remembers that this is not an anthology,, so much as a 
loosely constructed treatise on what constitutes the 
quintessential in poetry and Lryden ’ 3 lack of imagina­
tion and poor fancy- explains why he does not appear.
It is needless to state that here:occurs the famous 
passage upon De' Eiores and Middleton’s Changling. 
which: is often regarded as the teat of Leigh Hunt's 
genius for criticism. One remembers also how Profes­
sor Saintsbury quotes a sentence from the Coleridge 
When you have said, such a thing as this of Coleridge,. 
IQf pure poetry. . _ consisting of nothing Put its 
G,3sential self. . . ne was-, the greatest master of his 
time,, you nad better stand down. Your critical
cIaira: ig made out:; you may damage Put can hardly in­
crease it:"1.
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The poets chosen, it should he said, are 
Spenser, Llarlowe, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Beaumont 
and jTletcher, Middleton, Becker, and Webster, Milton 
Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats. There is a critical 
notice on each and selections with notes, which are 
beautifully written and usually illuminating. One 
would wish away none of the passages chosen. They all 
of them, breathe the quintessence of poetry.
The essay, "An Answer to the Question, What is
poetry? including Remarks on Versification” is one
of Hunt’s most closely argued pieces of writing. If
he had always written criticism like this, if he had
always kept to his theme as he keeps here, one would
have heard less about his loose garrulous method and
unphilosophical mind. The definition on poetry must*
have cost him some trouble, as it strives to infer 
everything. It is indeed comprehensive enough and in 
a sense sufficient,though, like other definitions of 
poetry, it does not achieve its end. Borne of the 
thoughts which follow, stated formally, are not clear. 
He sees clearly, however, that poetic feeling is more 
or less shared by all; otherwise the poet would have 
no appeal. Poetry, however, is expression and he an­
swers Wordsworth when he says that he ’knows of no
very fine versification unaccompanied with fine poetr^ 
Yet/
Yet the Wordsworthian note is felt all through. Be 
does not manage, because he did not wish, to distin­
guish between imagination and fancy, two terms the 
Romantics strove carefully to define. They are not 
different and fancy but a lighter, more playful mani­
festation of imagination. Upon imagination itself, 
he is Aristotelian.
One need not, at this time of day, rate Hunt 
for his habit of printing in Italics, passages which 
specially appealed to him. It was pro voicing .and use­
ful only zo certain hinds, and not the best hinds of 
learners. Yet it showed his method of talking, 
through a booh, as if to friends.
3 9 5 -
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THE / FOSTER-BROTHER / A TALE / of /
THE WAR OF CHIOZZA. / In Three Volumes. / EDITED 
by / LEIGH HUNT. / Vol. I ( or II or III) / 
London:/ T.O. Newby. 72 Mortimer street, Caven­
dish Square, (no date 1345) written by (Thorn­
ton Hunt).
mo 7 „12 , 7 ^  11 X 4f".
INTRODUCTION by the EDITOR. pp. I-VI of Vol. I.
VOTE. Thornton Hunt was interested in Italy and
knew Mazzini. His father states apologetically
that as*a veteran he has been asked by the publisher
to procure for the volume a speedy attention. He
says he is in a delicate position, as the author is
his son, who is 'not a new writer, except as a
novelist1. He praises his hearty male characters,
his highly graphic descriptions and his treatment
of the 'graver elements of the passion of love*.
He objects to the introduction of Italian idioms
and would have preferred less of the history of
Venice and more of its private life. The novel
rapidly skimmed seems to be interesting. There is
a striking peasant girl, Rosa Bardossi, and a gallant
Englishman.
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I. WIT AND HUMOUR,/ SELECTED from the ENGLISH 
POETS;/ With an ILLUSTRATIVE ESSAY,/ and 
CRITICAL COMMENTS./ by/ LEIGH HUNT./ London;/ 
Smith, Elder & Co., 6 5 ,  Comhill/ MDCCCXLVI.//
12 , 7^" x 4-̂ --1 pp. 1-xll (V - VIII,
Preface, dated Wimbledon, Sept. 22, 1846) 
An Illustrative Essay on Wit and Humour pp.1-72 
Selections, with critical notices and notes, from 
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Ren Jonson, Beaumont and 
Fletcher, Anonymous (The Old and Young Courtier), 
Randolph, Suckling, (A Session of the Poets), Rrome, 
Marvel, Dryden, Philips, (The Splendid Shilling), 
Pope, swift, Green, Goldsmith, Wolcot (i.e. Peter 
Pindar)
II. 2nd. Edition, same as above, with date 1852.
III. A cheaper Edition in Smith, Elder & Co's RE- 
prints of standard Works. 1870 and frequently 
reprinted. I
8°, 6f" x 4§- , pp.1-X11+1-352 (Essay, 
pp.1-65).
17. Reprint in John Murray's Library.
In the Preface, he states that he has been
beset by a superabundance of material two-thirds of
which he has been obliged to cast aside. This was
the more surprising to him, as he also found 
himself/
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himself '’unable to extract a great deal of what is 
otherwise excellent, on account of the freedom of 
speech in 'which almost all the wits have indulged, 
and which they would in ail probability have checked, 
could they have foreseen the changes of custom in that 
respect, ana the effect it would have in bounding their 
admission into good sompany”. ’Heaps of admirable 
passages' were, for this reason omitted, from the 
works of Beaumont and HIetcher down to Bon Juan.
Passages in Italics continue, but the neces­
sity for such a device is decreasing with better edu­
cation.
CHI? 10 Ah RaHERmbGES.
CRIIIC aIi HQIE.
One striking result of his selection is clear­
ly inferred by Hunt in his Preface, when he says that 
"some of the best of the writers excelled in prose, 
often to the far greater advantage of their pleasantry 
• • • Comedy, indeed, has had comparatively liftle to 
say for itself, in verse, even in Shakespeare, ’//it 
snd satire, and the observation of common life, want 
of necessity, the enthusiasm of poetry, and are not 
impelled by their nature into musical utterance.
"its and satirists may write verse in order to concen­
trate their powers and sharpen their effect; but it 
will/
will never be of any high or inspired order, it ’will 
be pipe and tabor music; not that of the organ or the 
orchestra".
Hunt is here scarcely correct. Wit, especially 
in some of its older senses - and Hunt's use of the 
term embraces them - may give one great verse, as is 
well seen in his own selections from Shakespeare,
Butler, and Dryden among others. However, in spite of 
the great .example of Chaucer from whom he gives ex­
tracts and the nearly as great example of Burns from 
whom there is none, the view that prose is the proper 
medium of humour is well proved by this selection.
It is, with the exception mentioned, mainly of wit ; 
for Halstaff cannot at one end, enter into it, nor 
Tristram Shandy at the other. Hunt, too, in his re­
marks, both in the essays and throughout the volume, 
is this time somewhat limited in two directions. Ile 
has, first, a little of the eighteenth century scorn 
of humour and, secondly is somewhat squeamish upon 
some of its manifestations. This is all the more to 
be lamented because with his sympathy, almost morbid, 
snd his tenderness, he would have been well suited to 
discover those humorist passages where according to 
Coleridge, what is thought in jest, is felt in earnest.
The volume is, then, not so great as 'Imagi­
nation and Haney'. Yet it is exceedingly great, and 
some of its selections are, unlike those of that vol- 




here and one can appreciate ’dairies Bobbing an Or­
chard1 in its contest. Suckling's Session of the 
Poets, which influenced him early in life, is also 
given. So is Andrew Marvel's Description of Holland 
and Philips Splendid Shilling, as well as some good 
selections from Swift, Green's Spleen and 7/01 cot' s 3 
Bozzy and Piozzj. There is also a full selection, 
from both Butler and Pope. Only the essays do not 
ring so true, and the Introductory discourse on Wit 
and Humour is excellent on 7/it, but poor on Humour. 
Its division of the principal forms of wit could not 
be much bettered and the examples given are enliven­
ing.
The subject was of course a difficult one, 
where Hazlitt is sometimes not too satisfactory, 
where Meredith, another vat rather than humorist is 
too far-fetched and allusive, and where Bergson is 
too much a Latin. Indeed, as far as one's memory 
goes, an essay by 'Garnett is one of the best dis­
courses on the subject, though some of Thackeray's 
thoughts in Lnglish Humorists are also excellent. 
Hunt, at any rate, in his opening passages, gives a 
tine apparatus, with his quotations from Barrow, 
Addison, Locke, and others, and his own definition of 
Wit is all that is to be desired.
PLHOY/
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I» STORIES/ from the / iTAALall POETS:/ with/
LIVES of the WHITHRS/ hy LEIGH HUIffi i / in two volumes/
Vol.I./London:/ Chapman and Hall, 186 Strand./
II.
HDCCCXLVI.
12mo, 7t" x 4i". pp.i.xviii+1-(41b) (Vol.I.)
mo -i12 7-g-"x4, pp. i.-vi.+ 516.
The Collation of the Pirst Volume is Ely i.(ii), Title
(iii.-(iv), .
VOLUME II.
hedication toSir Percy Shelley, hart., V.(VI.), Pref­
ace vii-xvi. & Contents xvii-sviii. Text 1-588 and 
Appendix(589-418 ).
Collation of the 2nd Volume is Ply i.(i±.), J' 
Title iii-(iv), Contents V,VI. Text 1-474. Appendix 
475-516.
DANTE.
Critical hotice of-his Life and Genius 1
The Italian Pilgrim's Progress:
I. The Journey through Hell 81
II. The Journey through Purgatory 151
III.The Journey through Heaven 219.
PULCI.
Critical notice of his Life and Genius 281
Humours of Giants 515
The Battle of Roncevalies 545,
A T>*p T?T\Tn T IT  ü  JL uLJE iJ •
402.
I. Story of Paulo and Francesca 391
Translation 393
II. Accounts given hy different writers
of the circumstances relating to 
Paulo and Francesca; concluding 
with the only facta ascertained 396
III. story of Ugolin© 401
Translation 404
Peal story of Ugolino, and Chaucer's
feeling respecting the Poem. 407
IV. Picture of Florence in the time of
Dante'3 Ancestors 409
Translation 410
V. The Monies and the Giants 411
VI. Passages in the Battle of Roncesvalle3 413
CONTENTS/ of/ the SECOND VOLUME.//
B0IARD0.
Page
Critical notice of his Life and Genius 1
The Adventures of Angelica 27
The Death of Agrican 57
The Saracen Friends 71
Part the Second 90




Critical Notice of his Life and Genius 107
The Adventures of Angelica:
Part I. Angelica and her Suitors 177
II. Angelica and Medoro 196
III. The Jealousy of Orlando 213
Astolfo*s Journey to the Moon 225




Critical Notice of his Life and Genius 287
Olindo and Sophronia 379
Tancred and Clorinda 397
Rinaldo and Armida; with the Adventure 
of the Enchanted Forest:
Part I. Armida in the Christian Camp 419
II. Armida*s Hate and Love 432
III. The Terrors of the Enchanted
Forest 438
IV. The Loves of Rinaldo and Armida 445
V. The Disenchantment of the Forest, 
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APPENDIX.
Page
I. The Death of Agrican 477
II. Angelica and Medoro 488
Translation 494
III. The Jealousy of Orlando 500
IV. The Death of Olorinda 50 9
V. Tancred in the Enchanted Forest 511
The DEDICATION to Sir Percy Shelley, Bart, 
from his 'Father’s Friend1 is beautifully expressed.
The PREFACE states that the purpose of the 
Volumes "is, to add to the stock of tales from the 
Italian writers; to retain as much of the poetry of 
the originals as it is in the power of the writer's 
prose to compass; and to furnish careful biographical 
notices of the authors* The Volumes are, further­
more, interspersed with the most favourite morceaux 
of the originals, followed sometimes with attempts to 
versify them; and in the Appendix, for the furtherance 
of the study of the Italian language, are given entire 
stories, also in the original, occasionally rendered 
in like manner", in the case of Dante, an abstract 
of“ his whole work is given. In this manner he has 
endeavoured 1 ih - to suit the severe passion of 
Dante, the overflowing gaiety and affecting sympathies
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of Pulci, the romantic and inventive elegance of 
Boiardo and the great cheerful universality of Ariosto.
There are some remarks upon the position he 
has taken upon Dante, upon translators from the 
Italian, and upon the Roman Catholic Church.
II. American Edition, 1st. published by G.P.
Putman's Sons. 1848 (not seen)
III. Reprint in "KNICKERBOCKER NUGGETS"-STORIES/
from/ The ITALIAN POETS/ (First Series)/
DANTE ALIGHIERI/ W i t h  CRITICAL NOTICES O f
the life and/GENIUS of the AUTHOR/ by/ LEIGH
HUNT/ New York and London/ G.P. Putman's
Sons/ The Knickerbocker Press//(no Date, '
but Publishers' note is signed New York
June 1888) v° 5
8 , 5̂ -" , Fly, Title, Publishers' Note,
Contents 8pp. unnumbered, 1-274, giving original dedi­
cation pp.1-2 preface (without last par.) pp. 3-12, 
and Critical Notice upon Dante and the Journeys 
through Hell, Purgatory and Heaven of the original 
edition, (pp. is-2 7 4 )
In the PUBLISHERS' NOTE, it is promised
that "if t-hie public demand warrants they will be well
Pleased to complete the reissue at an early date, by
publishing the TALES from BOIARDO and the metrical
Vs?sions given in Appendix of 1st. Edition". Evident­
ly/
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Evidently, "public demand" warranted a completion, 
for this was followed by
1?. STORIES/ from/ The ITALIAN POETS/ (second 
series) BERNARDO TASSO/ and LUDOVICO 
GIOVANNI ARIOSTO/ with critical notices of the 
lives and/ genius of the AUTHORS/ by/ LEIGH 
HUNT/ New York and London/ s.P. Putnam's Sons/
The KNICKERBOCKER PRESS/ (No date 1389?)
o _5
8 , &§•" x 38", Ply (unnumbered) Title (l-;ll), 
Contents ill - (iv) x 1 - (260) This gives the 
Critical Notices of Ariosto, Tasso, and Pulci along 
with the Humors of Giant3 and The Battle of
Roncesvalles of the first edition. The two Series
came to form Volumes I and II and are beautifully 
bound in cloth of a flower pattern with dark blue back 
decorated with gilt H r ®  ornamentations.
V. Reprint.
DANTES/ DIVINE COMEDY/ The BOOK and its 
STORY/ LEIGH HUNT/ London/ George Newnes Limited/ 7-
Southampton street/ Strand W.C. (No Date)
0 18 , 6t" x 416", Ply, Title and Contents, (unnumbered ) 
6PP. x Text 1-218, bound in light-brown cloth cover
with/
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with designs of heart with a lily growing out of it. 
This gives the Dante notice and the Journey through 
Hell, Purgatory and Heaven, of the original edition. 
There i3 a frontispiece representing Dante's meeting 
with Matilda from the painting by L.L. Maignan.
VI. Reprint.
STORIES from the ITALIAN POETS.
ROUTLEDGE. (not seen)
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. The value of this Volume has 
been slighted through Hunt's rancour towards Dante. 
Yet the other portions are now recognised by students 
of Italian literature as real helps to a knowledge 
of the chivalric poetry of Boiardo, Pulci, Ariosto, 
and Tasso and the severity towards Dante does not, 
indeed, make Hunt neglect his poetry: upon Dante as 
a poet, he is as fine as upon Ariosto and Tasso. 
However, Dantefe intensity does not stir him so much 
as the fancy, the cheerfulness and the adventures of 
the chivalric poets. Here he has met with spirits 
kindred/
Kindred to himself and to his own beloved Spenser 
and he tells their Romances in a fine continuous 
prose narrative which is one of the best intro­
ductions of their worfcs.
The §0 Volumes of the Italiano Parnasso 
which he purchased when a young man and which were 
always beside him, even in prison and in Italy, here 
bear great fruit. The lives are good examples of 
critical biography. The Appendices discuss some 
interesting points, (see contents)
I. MEN, WOMEN, and BOOKS;/ A SELECTION * 
of SKETCHES, ESSAYS, and CRITICAL MEMOIRS,/ Prom 
his/ Uncollected Prose Writings,/by/ LEIGH HUNT./
In Two Volumes./(Vol.I. or'Vol.II.)/London:/ Smith,
Elder and Co., 65, Cornhill/ 1847//
o 78 , 7x" x 4 3 ", with,(as frontispiece to
Vol.I.), a signed engraving by J.C. Armytage ef Leigh
Hunt, aetat. 56, from an unfinished miniature by
Joseph Severn.
Vol.I. pp.i - XII + 1 - 324. Preface iii-VI
Vol.II. pp. i - x + 1 - 358.
CONTENTS.
Vol. i. Fiction and Matter of pact. W.C. Ex.
1825 1
The/
The Day of the Disasters of Car- 
fington Blundell, Esquire.
N.M. 1837
A Visit to the Zoological Gardens.
N.M. 1836
A Man Introduced to his Ancestors. 
N.M. 1825
A Novel Party 17.0. Ex. 1825
Beds and Bedrooms A?
The World of Boohs T.M. 1833
Jack Abbott1s Breakfast W.O. Ex. 
1825 N. M. 1837
On Seeing a Pigeon make Love 
W.O. Ex. 1824
The Month of May A?
The Guili Tre L. No. 2.
A Pew Remarks on the Rare Vice 
called Lying. M.R. March, 1838
Criticism of Pemale Beauty 
N.M. 1825
Of Deceased Statesmen who have 
written verses M.R. Oct. 1837
Pemale Sovereigns of England 
M.R. July 1837.
Vo1. II. 'Social Morality M.O. Peb. 1839
Pope,in some lights in which he is 
usually regarded M.O. Nov. 1838.
Garth,/




















Garth, Physicians, and Love-LettersM.C. Dec. 1838 37
Cowley and Thomson. M.C. Oct. 1838 51
Bookstalls and 'Galateo' M.R. Nov.
1837 65
Page.
Bookbinding and 'Heliodorus' M.R. 
Oct. 1837 76
Ver-Vert; or, the Parrot of the Nuns.
W.C. Ex. 1825 87
Specimens of British Poetesses. C.
1828 1101
Duchess of St. Albans, and Marriages
from the Stage. M.R. Sept. 1837 16.GT
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu W. 1837
Vol. 27 ' 2 W 4
Life and African Visit of Pepys.
E.R., 1841, Vol. 74 126-2 7
Life and Letters of Madame de Sevigne
E.R. 1842, Vol. 76 2030038
W.C.- = Wishing Cap Paper; M.R. = Monthly Repository;
N.M. = New Monthly; T.M. = Tait's Magazine;
L. = Liberal; M.C. = Monthly Chronicle;
0. = Companion; w. = Westminster Review; E.R. =
Edinburgh Review; A. = Ainsworth's Magazine.
II. 2nd. Edition, 1852. As above.
III. MEN, WOMEN, and BOOKS:/ A SELECTION
of SKETCHES, ESSAYS, and CRITICAL MEMOIRS,/ Prom/
His Uncollected Prose Writings./ By LEIGH HUNT./
A New Edition/ London:/ Smith, Elder, & Co., 15,
Waterloo Place./ 1870//
This/
This has been several times reprinted,
(One copy bears date, 1876) in Smith, Elder & Go's 
Standard Worhs.
8 °, 6#" x 4^", pp. i-xii + 1-402; Preface
(as in 1st Edition) pp. iii-iv.
In the Preface, which is dated "Kensington, 
May 1st., 1847", he states that "the title of this 
booh, though a peculiar, is not a forced one. The 
reader will see that 'Women1, upon their own grounds, 
form an essential portion of its Contents". He has 
"pruned a few passages", but has not altered any­
thing materially, so that new readers must mahe 
allowance to his 'tropical* blood, for the articles 
written when young.
CRITICAL NOTE. (See under Magazines, in which 
they appeared for special comment upon the separate 
articles). The collection as a whole is varied. One
can judge Hunt, here, not only as an essayist, but
as/
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as a writer of longer review articles; not only as
a lover of boohs, but as a teller of tales. One 
wishes away the "Criticism of Female beauty" and the 
articles on The Arabian Nights or George Selwyn 
substituted. The inside of the Omnibus should be com­
pared with the Omnibus Conductgr of the Heads of 
the Peoole.
A JAR OF HONEY FROM MOUNT HYBLA.
1° ARTICLES, I-XII, AINSWORTH1S MAGAZINE.
Jan. - Dec. 1844.
The following gives the differences in 
text and arrangement of material between these and 
the volume form. The paging of the 3rd edition,
(1883) is followed.
A. = Ainsworth.
T. = Text of Volume.
I. A. Jan. pp. 70-74;
T. pp. 25-33.
II. A. Feb. pp. 161-168
T. pp. 153 (foot) - 181 and pp. 35 (foot) 
-middle of 37.
2-|pp. of A. do not appear in T. in 




who has objected to his praise of 'The Gentle Shep­
herd', because it has a 'barbarous diction', be­
cause it has 'no more truth of representation . . . 
than Pope in his Pastorals and because there are 
'no gentle Shepherds in the world. Shepherds' pre­
fer the best beer and baccy to sitting under trees'
. . . . 'So if we must have falsifications of life 
let us have them in the style of Fletcher, Jonson, 
Milton, and. the rest'.
Leigh Hunt says that Allan Ramsay cannot 
compete for a moment with Fletcher and Milton, as 
far as poetry in the abstract is concerned. He;, is 
also far' inferiorvto Trie'ocltim- to the ideal 
part of the pastoral genius of the Author of 'Arainta' 
And yet this does not hinder us from still thinking 
the 'Gentle Shepherd' "in some respects", the best
Pastoral that ever was written. As for ideal repre­
sentations/
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representations, he says that ,Tall art is more or 
less ideal, otherwise it is no longer art, hut 
mimicry or wax-work, and does nothing: for us hut
present our commonplaces over again; hut our corres­
pondent does not consider, first, that all classes 
cf life and conditions of nature are capable of
ideal treatment, as long as they are capable of
fancies and affections'1. Secondly, "all fancy and 
affection - the latter, in particular, when it is 
young, - is full of the ideal, every lover, the 
homeliest (if he is a lever at all), making a god­
dess of his mistress, and desiring to express his 
love, if he could, in a poet's tongue". lord Wood- 
hcuselee has said that The Gentle Shepherd is uni­
versally relished and admired by the class whose 
habits it describes because "it is in unison with 
their feelings".
Another 1 i pp. of A. fp. 166-7) do not 
appear in T, This is a passage on Hylas, with a 
quotation in Greek and. English. See Milford p. 401.
'And straight he was aware".
III. A. March pp. 234-341. T. pp. 178-19 7.
IV. A. April. pp. 343-350. T. pp. 37-57, 
with the addition of quotation from 
Gay, p. 42.
V. A. May. 454-455. T. pp. 58-70, with a 
few changes and additions.
VI. A. June, pp. 536-543.
pp. 93 (foot) - 106 & pp. 123-128, 
with many small alterations and addi­
tions ,VII/
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T, pp. 129 ("in truth"} - 146.
VIII. A. August pp. 176-18C. This ends with
a torjical reference to a festival in 
honour of Burns to he held on the 
hanks of Boon, (Aug. 6th, 1844), not 
given in T.
T. pp. 147-156 ("into his eyes")
IX. 4. September, pp. 274-280.
T. pp. 162-176.
X. A. October, pp. 307-512.
T. pp. 107-122. Here the opening sec­
tions ( p. 107-109 ("dramatize it 
ourselves") are greatly expanded.
VII. A. July, pp. 79-86.
7 T A. November, pp. 390-595.
This ends with a short paragraph not given 
in f., hut worth rex>rinting. The Author, had hoped 
"to conclude this article with a passage or two 
from an admirable hook Just published, called "ves­
tiges of Creation". . . . .  We earnestly recommend 
it for its benignity, modesty, and profundity, to 
all who ever speculate on the origin of themselves 
and their fellow-creatures and who cannot contemplate 
fhe smallest being in the universe without rising 
into thoughts of the greatest". There was movement 
on the face of the waters and Leigh Hunt, as usual, 
¿elt its influence.
T. pp. 198-210, with slight changes.
XII. A. Becember, pp. 437-493.
This/
This contains some interesting material, 
not reprinted in T. His friend, Vincent Novello's 
Italian Melodies are praised. This is followed by a 
paragraph on the "Sicilian Musician, Ballini, towards 
the end of which mention is made of "Young England". 
Disraeli is hinted at as "our illustrious infantine 
friend", "his youthfulness being of the Roman sort, 
which styled a man juvenile till he was five and 
forty".
Then follows much more important matter, 
for several young poets are welcomed for the first time. 
"Coventry Patmore! you who want nothing but experience, 
and the study of the mechanism of verse, to become 
equal to the finest poets existing" (Coventry Patmore’s 
early Poems (1844) had been attached in Blackwood 
in an article which aimed at the father and the 
"Cockney1 school rather than the son). This praise 
of young Patmore, then, may have been partly sympathy. 
However, he goes on to say "May the writer take 
this opportunity (in accordance with an old habit 
of recognising new poets, in which it has been his 
good fortune to prosper) to hail some other names, 
just now emerging in the poetical horizon; - to wit, 
Lowell, an American poet of very unusual order; - 
Jones, author of "Studies of Sensation and Event", 
a/
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a little excessive at present on the animal side; - 
and Aubrey de Vere, a poet who, if we mistake not, 
is the son of a poet. Mr. Me Vere has a particular 
claim on us in this place, from the subject that 
gives the principal title to his book, - the Search 
after Proserpine. Among his many noble smaller 
poems, is one, most noble, on "Coleridge”. Here the 
man of taste ea^s'le of judging new arrivals is 
finely exhibited. Lowell's first important volume 
had appeared in 1843; Aubrey de Yere had followed 
The Talflenses (1842) with ?hs ?all of Proserpine 
(1843); and Rbenezer Jones (1820-60) had in him the 
essence of poetry and was afterwards praised by 
Browning and. Rossetti.
XII differs materially from T towards the 
end, in the account of the modern Sicilian poet,
ITeli. Before the book was published, Leigh Hunt had 
consulted authorities at the British Museum and had 
rewritten and expanded his remarks.
A. p. 211-221. (practically the same) then 
221 (We cannot close . . . .  2311) (nomenclature) 
i new, then 231-235.
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' It, 'A / JAR OF HOMEY / FROM / MOUNT HYELA, / 
by HEIGH-. HUNT. / Illustrated by Richard 
Doyle- /■' London:: smith,. Elder, 4 CO., 6.5
Cornhill.. / MD.CCCXLVIII.
7"2, 8 1 5  x , pp. i Dedication to Horace 
Smith, ii blank, iii-iv, List of Illustra­
tions designed and drawn on wood by Richard Doyle, 
v-viii, contents., ( cnaps. i-xii ), then "Overflowings of 
tne jar'", Christmas and Italy i-xxiv, Text, pp. 1-200. 
This is a handsome volume.
V'OIn the- ads;., is mentioned a- square 8 
qdition with 25 illustrations.. This is No. III.
III. CHEAPER EDITION.
A JAR OF HONEY / ETC. / 1348.
8° 7 "' x 4f'", pp.. i-xii +• 1-266. This is a re­
print of No... II with the same illustrations, and an 
additional one, 'The Rape of Proserpine’ p. 53,. 
'Christmas and Italy is here numbered with res'.t of 
the text in arabic numerals.
E V A ,  NEW EDITION, same as above out
bearing date 1883. etc. It has been fre­
quently reprinted.. Also reprint' in 'John 
Murrays Library.
CRITICAL r e f e r e n c e?,.
I .    "■
^ots 11 a. Another copy, evidently intended a3 a 
'-hristmas gift-book. It is bound in stiff pasteboard 
y' has on front and back a gorgeous design. This 
ongiats of a purple jar enwreatned in gilt flowers 
ha ivy upon a yellow background. Above and below is 
he title enclosed in a broad rectangular ornamenta- 
1Qh,. Ths pages are tooled and heavily gilded.
CRITICAL/
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CRITICAL ffPTB. This is a. hook hard to sum ,up, for 
there are great beauties in it and beautiful criti­
cisms and it breathes on every page the pagan love 
of beauty bf its author. Yet It often cloys, be­
cause there is an exotic aroma pervading it. This 
is so chiefly because, as its author has said of the 
Honey of his Jar, not much of it can "be eaten with­
out a Qualification of its duleitude with some 
plainer food" and this plainer food is not present.
It is presumably a book about Sicily and its story, 
a' region of Italy Hunt had never visited. The Jar 
was suggested by the little blue jars, then common 
in grocer's shops, labelled 'Sicilian Honey'. Suoh 
recall Mount Hybla and its bees ancl so, from the jar, 
the author makes to issue, not the monster Efreet 
of his beloved Arabian Nights, but a spirit fair and 
lovely and of good report; and just as the Efreet 
begins the Thousand and One Tales, so this spirit 
begins a series of Tales about Sicily or suggested 
by Pioily. These include some from Theocritus and 
other pastoral writers, ancient and modern. Its 
roost important part is that giving a free and easy 
appreciation of the pastoral and, if the modern
reader/
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reader cannot for the moment willingly suspend his 
disbelief in the virtues of this extinct species, 
he is hopeless. Yet it is not so much the pastoral 
proper that Hunt appreciates, but cheifly those 
hinds of it which deal with the homely ideal of 
country life. Hence Theocritus and Allan Ramsay 
are highly praised in passages embodying, especially 
on the latter, great criticism. Tasso, Guarini, 
Spenser, Ben Jonson, and Fletcher receive their due 
meed of praise or blame and those poets like William 
Browne, Cowley, Thomson, Cowper and Burns, who love 
the country are passed under review. Of other matter 
the best chapter is that which tells the legend of 
King Robert of Sicily, but the chapters dealing with 
Polyphemus and Galatea and the Love-Story of an 
Earthquake run this hard. There is, in conclusion, 
an account of the modern Sicilian poet, Meli. In 
the prefatory essay, which did not appear in Aina- 
W2£iil» he advocates the study of modern languages 
chiefly for what amounts to an anticipation of 
Arnold's European confederation "bound to a joint 
action and working to a common result".
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TOPOGRAPHICAL BOOHS.
I. THE TO 'AT.
(1). THE 71 SHI IT 0 CAP. (q .v .) Papers en­
titled "A Talk in Oovent Garden", 'Piccadilly and 
the West End', 'A Walk in the City', 'Whitehall', 
'St. James's Park', appeared in the Wishing Cap of 
the ''Examiner (1824), They were written at Mai an c
itand contained some germs of a hook . . . .  called 
'The Town.” 'Autob. II. ch. XXI p. 153).
(2). 'TEE STREETS OF TEE METROPOLIS, 
their MEMORIES and GREAT HEN'. These formed the 
Monthly supplements of 'Leigh Hunt's London Journal' 
1834-5. (q.v.) The Town (3) is simply a reprint
with a few changes and additions. Chapters V & 71 
were originally Chapter V. Chapter VII, Chapter VI, 
etc. until Chapter XI (which is Chapter X of The 
lonflon J ournal. )
The Supplement ends on the subject of 
Masques with a quotation from Isaac D'Israeli, not 
given in the book. (See p. 492, World's Classics 
Edition, paragraph ending 'skins full of wine').
The rest is additional as is also Chapter XII.
(3)./
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(3). THE Ĉ'TH • / i'15 f jrvOR «3^  CHAR LC-
THRS and EVEFPS. / by ./ ISICH HU1TT. / St.
Paxil’s to St. James’s / with ^orty-five illustra-
the Second
tions. / Volume the Hirst, / London: Smith, Rider 
and Co., 65 C'ornhill. / 1848 // (2 V0ls. cloth,
£1: 4 : 0}
Vol. I pp. i-xii + 1-300 ) Chaps, i-xii
)  O 0  n h . T !  -y. RTT
Vol.IT pp. i-viii + 1-312 )
Illustrations, Initial letters, and Tail-pieces en­
graved by C. Thurston Thompson. The Advertisement 
states that the work is ”an account of London, 
partly topographical and historical, hut chiefly re­
calling the memories of remarkable characters and 
events, associated with its streets between °t. 
Paul’s and. St. James’s; being that part of the 
great highway of London which may be said to have co 
stituted ’The Town' when that term was commonly 
used to designate the metropolis”.
”It was observed by one reader, that 
Leigh Hunt has illumined the fog and smoke of Lon­
don with a halo of glory, and peopled the streets 
and buildings with the life of past generations'”.
Adv. to 1st Edition.
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rc_23- 'r--he illustrations . . . had the advantage of 
being engraved by (0.7. Thompson) . . . 
which still makes the 1st Edition a desir­
able possession to the amateurs of the wood- 
blookTT (Austin kobson from Introduction to 
(8) ■).
(4), THE TO WIT; / IT® / LTEIIOEABI E CHARAC­
TERS and EVEFTS. / by / LEIGH HTJITT / with 
Eorty-Ei ve Illustrations. / A Few Edition / london/ 
Smith, Elder & Co., 65, Cornhill / 1859 //.
Small 8V0, Sf" x 4|" pp. i-xii + 1-450.
price 2/6.
This Edition "comprises the entire con­
tents, unabridged, with the Illustrations".
The "Advertisement" is an abridgment of 
that of 1st Edition. Of this edition frequent 
reprints bearing different dates have been made,
in Smith, Elder & oo’s ’Cheap Editions of Standard 
Works’).
In the advertisements, a Library Edition 
(price 6/-) is announced as in preparation. Fo 
trace of thi s has been found.
(5)./
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(5). THE TOWN / . . .  . A NSW EDITION / 
London / Oibbings and Company, Limited. / 18 Bury
Street W.C. / 1893 //.
o  j!_" 98 , 8 q_5 x 5 j5“ * i-xvi + 1-454.
This has a good Index of places and per­
sons (5 pp. ) and the engraving of Leigh Hunt "by 
J.C. Armytage, as frontispiece, besides all the old 
illustrations and additional portraits. It is bound 
in blue cloth with the Title in Gilt and Vignettes 
of St, Paul's and St. James's on front cover.
(6). JAIIES HENRY LEIGH HUNT / THE TOWN /
........  London / Unit Library, Limited /
Leicester Square. / 1903 //
pp. i-xvi + 1-612 (Text), 613-16 (Notes)
and 617-626 (Index of Places and Persons). 8°,
aAi* Y j i" b2 X 4 0 •
The Notes, Index, and a brief account of
the origin of the book (p. ii) are additional and
were prepared by A.R. Waller. The Advertisement
and 2 full-page and 28 text illustrations of the
original edition are reproduced. The Volume forms
No. 30 of The Unit Library.
(7). THE TOWN / ETC. . . .  I with ERONTIS- 
PIECB PORTRAIT of the AUTHOR / London / Hutchinson 
00 / Paternoster Row. 1906.//
This/
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This is an exact reprint from the plates 
of (6) for Hutchinson’s Popular Classics with the 
addition of the Hay ter Portrait and a brief note 
thereon in the brief account of the origin of the 
book.
£ ! i8°. 6 g" ’ x 4- -g-". In red cloth and Red 
Morocco bindings.
(8). TEE T OM / . . .  . / EDI TER with an
INTRODUCTION / and NOTES by AUSTIN DOBSON / Henry 
Frowde / Oxford University Press / London, New York 
and Toronto // 1907, pp. i-xx + 1-528; World's 
Classics, No. 132; T o  Editions, 1.pocket Edition on 
thin paper and 2. an edition printed on thicker 
paper (limited), both in several bindings. 16vc,
6" x 4". The thick paper has, for frontispiece, Dr. 
Johnson's House, No. 8 3olt Court, Fleet Street from 
the water-colour by 1. Shepherd (1805) and the thin 
paper, the Hayter Portrait.
Austin Dobson's Introduction ( 6-g pp.) 
states that Leigh Hunt's delightful qualities "come 
ou'*; • . . .  in the picturesque literary topography 
which he may almost be said to have invented , since 
He certainly did not find it in the Maitlands, or 
Malcolms, or Pennants, -whom he quotes so lavishly.
His mode of work is entirely individual. His smiling 
alohemy/
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alchemy makes gold, dust of the deposit of the ages, 
the deserted streets echo once more with the foot­
steps of their dead-and-gone inhabitants; the air 
is filled with familiar voices, and every house 
has its legend or its memories. And with all his 
decorative fancy, he has one inestimable quality, 
not always found in those who habitually combine 
association with imagination; - he is scrupulously 
exact in his details, and precise in his references 
to his authorities. Then he quotes from memory he 
tells you so TTIn a concluding paragraph, The Town 
as Leigh Hunt knew it, is contrasted with The Town 
to-day. There are some useful notes at the ends 
of the chapters,mainly, supplementary.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. The Town is, as Austin Dobson says 
"essentially a 'chatty' book". In it, streets and 
"buildings gossip of their history and give up re­
cords which are richer than these of the Eorurn in 
Heme. Here, amid. London's central roar, the author 
sees/
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sees the city of the past and the famed dead going 
and coming as they lived. That an array of charac­
ters and episodes this time traveller raises before 
us with his magic wand I Zings and queens of Eng­
land, all the great ones in our history and litera­
ture and many a lesser spirit who lives on in memory 
for some virtue or some fault or some peculiarity, 
like Ogilby 'a bad poet', Beauclerc, the living 
inage of Charles II, Jones and Peters the Regicides, 
bravely dying. Sometimes the narratives have all 
the dignity and length of a monograph like those 
upon Russell and the Rye-House Plot, folsey^ and 
Essex; sometimes, a person walks merely across the 
stage, like vain Beau Fielding. The author is in­
deed at his best when d i scussing 1i terary men and 
players and actors and his most characteristic 
chapters are those on Drury lane, Fleet Street, and 
the Strand. The first is really a history of the 
plays, playwrights and players from the age of 
Shakespeare to his own day, and. the Restoration 
period is made living by a practically complete list 
of the passages upon the theatre and drama from 
Hepys; and just as Pepys dominates the first, so 
Joes Johnson, the second and third, with their full 
account of the Taverns. Yet Johnson and Pepys and 
Russellj
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Russell ancl Essex form, after all, but a small por­
tion of the contents; and Donne and Benjamin Frank­
lin, Voltaire and Ililton, Tons on the bookseller and 
Orator Henley, and many another jostle each other, 
because they happened to live in the same street.
And there is also good literary criticism as in the 
account of Richardson, whose villain of Clarissa 
may, the author states, have received his name, 
because Lovelace the poet lived in the novelist's 
neighbourhood. Again, Pryden's "Ode to St. Cecilia's 
day" is declared to contain finer things than those 
in any part of his "Alexander's Feast", though as a 
whole it is not so striking. There is besides great 
criticism cf Butler, Steele, Congreve, Lee and 
others.
Nor does the essayist in the author for­
get the personal touch and there are notes on 
children's Books, Coats of Arms and Heraldry, Ang­
ling, and the relations of Physicians with Literary 
Men. The matter is considerably increased by numer­
ous quotations, seme of them very long but this is 
part of the design and. they are in themselves often 
Qntrancingly interesting. The book is, indeed., an
$-lla podrida, but delightful fare for the bookman 
when/
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when he 7/ants a lighter diet. Yet is is no "whipt 
syllabub,r, hut nutritious food for the mind and 
heart.
THE OLD COURT SUBURB.
(1). ARTICLES in HOUSEHOLD LORDS ■ (Aug. 1853- 
Eeb. 1854), "About two thirds of the Contents of
these volumes (The Old Court Suburb) made their 
first appearance in Household 'lords''« Preface to 
2nd Edition.
-
The articles number seven and are as
follows:-
I. LOUITCII'TCr THROUCtH H^FSIUCTCU.
pp. 533-538 711. Sat. Aug. 6, 1853.
(Chaps. I, II, & III with some omissions).
II. CORE HOUSE. VII, Aug. 20th 1853. pp.
589-593 Chap. IV without the account of 
Lady Blessington and Count L ’Orsay.
III. ZEUS INC TOIL VIII, cept. 3. pp. 13-17
Chap. V, Chap. VI without the long quota­
tion from Hr. Sheil, and Chap, VII without 
passages referring to Blackmore etc. (pp. 
71-77 of 2nd Edition).
IV. KENSIUOTOU CHURCH VIII., Nov.. 19,
1853. pp. 276-281, Chaps. VIII, Chap. IX 




pp. 325-333. Ohaxj. X (contd.) and Chap.
V. ZT3TS IF C TON f;rOR TE T ' S , VIII, Lee. 3, 1853,
T T- '• J- 4
VI. HOLLAED HOUSE. IX., ^eb. 18, 1854, pp.
8-15. Chap. XII, XIII, XIV, with 
omissions.
VII. HOLLAED F0U°r. IX, Feb. 25, 1854, pp.
38-42. In Two Chapters, Chapter the 
Second. Chap, XVI and XVII.
(2). THE OLD COURT SUBURB; / or, /
MEMORIALS of KENSINGTON, / REGAL, CRITICAL, and
ANECDOTAL. ,/ by / LEIGH HUNT. / in Two Volumes. /
Vol. I. / London: / Hurst and Blackett, Bublishers/1
Vol.II.
Successors to Henry Colburn, / 13, Great Marlborough 
Street. / 1855 //.
Vol. I, 12 mo 7f" x 4-|n, i-x + 1-306,
Chaps, I-XV, with Vignette on Title-page of The
Palace.
Vol. II., 12 rao, 7f" x 4|-!\ i-vi + 1-288 
Chaps, I-IX, with Vignette, on Title-page of Holland 
House.
(3). Title-page same as (2), except that, 
beneath the Vignette, is "Second Edition, Revised and 
Enlarged".
Vol. I. same as above except that pages are
1-314.
Vol. II. same as above except that pages
Thi s /
are 1-29 2.
This edition has a Preface (iii-iv) 
stating that the Hcusehold 7ords articles "have been 
revised and a little increased; and the whole of 
the chapters from the close of the subject of Hol­
land House, are addi ti o n a l .
Vol. I. The paging is the same as that 
of first edition, until Chap. XIV, foot of p. 285; 
and Chap. XV begins (Contrary to the Contents which 
are the same as those of 1st Bd.) at p. 3CO.
Vol. II. The paging seme as that of 1st 
Edition until p. 249 7/here additions occur.
(4). THE OLD COURT SUBURB; / or, /
MEMORIALS of EENSDTGTOF, / REGAL, CRITICAL,
and AHECLOTAI. / by / LEIGH HUITT. / Third Edition./ 
London: / Hurst and Blackett, Publishers, / Succes- 
sors to Henry Colburn, / 13 Great Marlborough Streeivj 
(1860)
8VC, 7̂ 'T x 4f'T, i-viii + 1-302, Chaps.
I-XXIV,
This has no date and no preface and is a 
reprint of 2nd Edition. It has been, several times, 
reprinted, (the later reprints-dropping "Successors 
to Henry Colburn") at first, as Vol X. of Hurst and 
rlackettTs Standard library
(5). /
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(5). (a). THE / OLD COURT / SUBURB: or /
MEMORIALS of EENPINGTOIT / REGAL, CRITICAL and
AI'TSCDOTIlCAL; / by / the late J.E. LEIGH HUNT ESr:/
Edited by Austin Dobson, Esq./ and newly embellish!/
by / Herbert Railton, / Claude Shepperson, and /
Edmund J. Sullivan / Esqrs. / London: published by/
Ereeraantle & Co., at 217 Picadilly V. / 1902. //
(All in elaborate and decorative script).
5 ”Vol. I. 8°, 7 -g- x 5fTT, i-xviii + 1-212.
Chaps. I-XIV.
Vol. II. 8°, 7 x 5f" i-x + 1-208. Chaps.O
XV-XXIV.
A superb and profusely illustrated edition 
bound in green art cloth with impressed designs, 
having on inner covers design representing Leigh 
Hunt with the spirits of the Kensington celebrities 
he has recalled to life. The frontispiece of Vol. I; 
is an idealised portrait of Leigh Hunt by E.J. Sulli 
van.
(b). LARGE PAPER FINE ART EDITION OE 
SAME, limited to 150 numbered copies, each signed,
R  7  rTin 1st Vol. by the artists, 8V0, 8 |" x 6 g in 
glossy white vellum binding with title and designs 
in gilt on front and back of each volume.
Austin DobsonTi Introduction ( XI-XVIII) 
is that of a kindred spirit interested, in little 
"things/
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things as well as great and loving the genius lcol 
of the Suburb. It states that the book was perhaps 
sketched but not written in Kensington, pictures 
the author with Time’s snows ’upon his pericranium 
in the protective cape new added to his robe de 
chambre which gave him the appearance of 'an old 
French Abbe'. "He is so pleased himself that, in 
Steele's phrase, it is 'humanity' for his reader 
to be pleased as well" is an admirable summing-up 
of this delightful volume almost colloquial in its 
exuberant way of retailing the gossip of history, 
always with 'the right association in the right 
place'. The accuracy of this gossip - an accuracy 
rendered difficult through illness, but aided by 
the kindly offices of his son, Vincent, who died 
before the articles saw the light - is clearly 
proved by the few corrections in Austin Dobson's 
notes. An interesting paragraph gives the different 
aspect of the Old Court Suburb to-day.
CRITICAL REFEFT?WH ES .
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CRITIC AT. IT TP). This was deservedly the most popular 
of the topographical hooks and the model prohahly 
of many a gossipy account of an old hurgh since 
his time. Substantial fare, - the hard facts of 
history and literature - is given here transmitted 
into,gold by the essayist’s personal alchemy. It 
is the most representative volume of its class, a 
class which he may almost he said to have invented. 
Nearly two-thirds of it is devoted to a gossiping 
history of Holland House and Zens ington Palace and 
their inhabitants. The accuracy of the facts is 
proved by the slender amount of mistakes discovered 
by Austin Dobson. Prom a book which is so instruc­
tive and charming from beginning to end, it is 
difficult to instance passages and topics of special 
interest and. charm. However, there are two beauti­
ful ’essay' passages, mellow in their thought and 
perfect in their expression, on Churchyards and on 
flowers and death and a third which discusses the 
utility of beauty. Of the outstanding sketches in 
the book, mention must be made of the sprightly 
account of John Wilkes, the sympathetic record of 
Lady Blessington and the Count D*Orsay, the truly 
tender description of that admirable woman and
writer, Mrs. Inchbaid, the portrait of Addison late 
in/
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in life, the analysis of Charles James Fox and the 
cutting depiction of the malicious Lord Hervey 
with quotations from his memoirs and the play upon 
his own death, William III and Anne, and the 
n-eorges, move "before us and their courts and Maids 
of Honour live again in the accounts of Holland 
House and Kensington Palace. For is Hr. Johnson 
forgotten and his refusal to expose FIphinstone, 
the worst translator in the language. There is 
"besides, a fine description of the emigr^ School 
to which Sheil and dear Mrs Inchhald -went. And 
lobbett has an excellent criticism and so has dxxll 
Sir Richard Blackmore, and the painter Wilkie. Of 
modern themes, the Crystal Palace of 1851 and the 
National Gallery are discussed,
A HAUNTER THROUGH TEE WEST END,
(1). ARTICLES in ATIAH NEWSPAPER (1847)
entitled "STREETS of LONDON" (not seen)




Horace, - °er.Lib. 
a , o,
In/
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In one Volume. / London: / Hurst and 
Blackett, Publishers, / Successors to Henry Colburn,/ 
13, Great Marlborough °treet./ 1861./ The fight of 
Translation is reserved. // (Posthumous).
8°, x 4 i-x + 1-252. Chaps. I-XT7 
in scarlet red cloth binding.
CRITIC AX R FF FRFI'T 0 p S .
CRTTTCX FCTF. The book was published posthumouslyl 
There is no Preface, and the articles were printed 
as they had appeared in the Atlas ox 1847. This is 
most apparent in the two closing chapters, where he 
gives reminiscences of his campaign for Reform 
during the days of the Regency and launches out into 
a tirade against the piracies of American book­
sellers. The first would probably have been revised
i1 he, himself, had prepared the articles for volume 
forra; for it contains a personal pies for a pension 
xrom the state. This is, indeed, as dignified as 
such things can be and contains two characteristic
sentences:
"Life/
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"life upon the whole, though a severely 
tried, has heen a strenuous and cheerful thing 
with us" and
"We look upon ourselves as having person­
ally succeeded in the tasks which we set it - namelyj, 
the doing some good to the world, and the gaining 
some portion of repute as a writer".
The second might also have "been altered 
for, in his introductory letter to the American 
f1857) Edition of his poems, he makes light of the 
quarrel, chiefly because, as he says in the Book of 
the Sonnet (1867), Samuel Adams lee has taken an 
interest in the Trans-at1antic welfare of his 
writings. It is, however, better as it is, for it 
gives shortly the grievances of British authors and 
holds up to scorn the flattery of American book­
sellers towards their victims.
The Ti tie 'well describes with the above 
two exceptions, the contents; for the author pleas­
antly recalls to his readers as if during a ’saunter1 
the associations of the buildings, past and present, 
of the Eest End . He begins with Apsley House at 
kycie Park Corner and covers the district roughly 
bounded on the north by Oxford Street (which he 
leaves alone as he has already treated it in' the 
supplementary/
supplementary articles of The Town -given:intthe 
London Journal (1850) ), on the '.Vest hy Park Lane,
on the South "by the Creen and St. -James's Parks, and 
on the East, by the ("haring Cross Road. This allows 
him to chat, as he pleases, upon the history of Hay- 
fair, Pall Kali, Piccadilly, Regent Street, The Hay- 
market, Leicester Square, and all the shorter streets 
joining them up. He has really more material than 
in The Old Court Suburb; but the bock is shorter and 
the matter more concisely stated. Among his princi­
pal topics are Apsley House and the Duke of Welling­
ton, Piccadilly and its history, Devonshire House and 
the Cavendishes, Burlington House and Arcade, The 
Albany, St. James's Church, -ark and Tyburn Lanes, 
Clarendon House and its great founder, Regent Street 
with a discussion on piazzas, the Opera House with 
recollections of singers and dancers, The Haymarket 
Theatre, the Mulberry Cardens, the clubs and gamblers 
I and gambling, and, at the very end, Buckingham Palace 
and its 'royal inhabitants'. Here he tells again 
the story of the Colonel of the St. James's Volunteers 
and of Michael Zelly, the singer (See Autobiography). 
There are also repetitions of the story of Colonel 
Blood and Mr, Thynne (see the Hundred Romances) and 
°f Mrs Inchbald. and Dr. 7/arren (See the Old Court 
Suburb/
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Suburb and elsewhere). It is here that one finds 
another famous description ox Lamb's bookshelves 
(p. 84,see also My Bfioks), the defence of Sterne 
the man (p. 64), and that of Steele and his Eitty 
ip. 149). Here also Is much good incidental literary 
criticism: , shortly done, apereu fashion, often in 
flashes. Horne of the subjects are Hazlitt, Madame 
D'Arbiay (for whom and whose works he does not much 
care) Addison, Arbuthnot's History of John Bull, and 
Punch, then a newer force than he is for us. The 
Volume has been long out of print and it would re­
pay seme publisher to issue a new edition; for like 
the other topographical books, it is a classic.
THS TOW. LOUDON JOURNAL (1350-1) 
q.v. Chap. I-XTV (in Nos. 1-13) of a new series, 
in which the subject is continued where The Town 
left off and the author goes sauntering from White­
hall to Westminster, thus completing the hiatus in 
bis discourses upon London. He is as interesting 
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4BNERAL REEIAREB OF THE TOPCSRAPHIOAL BOCEB. 
AS THE IT QP TH BRITI R EY TEW.
As the Forth British Review said in 1860, 
The Town ancl its successors are ’altogether unap- 
proaehahle in their kind”. They are, indeed, com­
pilations, hut compilations of genius, which reveal 
the many-sided mind of their creator. Eor they are, 
indeed, creations, examples of an almost new thing 
in literature.; yet creations of a kind which is 
often slighted hy the student of literature, though 
known and treasured hy his often despised brother, 
the general reader. They show v/hat can he made of 
an unlikely subject hy style and treatment and put 
life and blood into the dry hones o’f the antiquarians 
whose volumes were so closely studied, for their pro­
duction; They are serious in their way and the amount 
of time their author spent in diligent drudgery 
over parish registers and local records made for such 
accuracy that Austin Dobson, a pleasant master in 
similar research can, in his notes to two of the 
volumes, find, few errors.
The great charm of such hooks is that one 
never knows what to expect, what is coming next.
Antiquarian/1
♦
Antiquarian one moment, tragic tne next, the writer 
may, immediately afterwards he telling some rich 
anecdote of 3orae celebrated character or an even 
better story of one tne world has forgotten. Then 
may come a great aperc.tr of aesthetic criticism or 
an even more wonderful summing-up of a great his­
torical character, a3 when Hunt says "Pitt was all 
bone and will; he had not the flesh and blood of 
Fox", The Merry Monarch, may one moment be looking 
over the wall of Bennett's Gardens to note how his- 
subjects are enjoying their beer, and Gray, with his 
delicate and thoughtful countenance, may be turning 
a corner, the next, in the hands of Hunt, such 
books, written when he nad read more than most, are, 
then, must varied. They are, of course, far above 
Guide-Eooks. Perhaps the Volumes of modern time 3- 
that most resemble; Hunt's series are Mr Lucas's 
'Wanderer1 books.. G.3. Street's Ghosts of Piccadilly 
also, has, in spite of its- 'nineties' flavour, many 
resemblances.
L.
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I. a liuOE POR A GQRliER;/ or/' SEjuECTIOUS in
PRO3A and VERSE/ Prom AUTHORS/ the BEST 
SUITER to that MOPE ox EliJOIUEliT; / with
0 OIEiHLIT 3 on each, and a GELiERAb IlffiRODUGTI Oli/
b, LEIGH HURT. /
Illustrated with eighty wood engravings,
from designs by / P.W.Hulme and J. Pranlclin./
Vol.I. or Vol.11/ hondon:/ Chapman and Hall,
1S o ot rana , / • I.ECOoaLIa • / /
d°, 7’'x4-J" , pp.i.viii (containing Ply-leaf
Title and Preface (v.vi ) and Contents (vii-viiij
+ 1-240.
Page viii. states that ”the woodcuts are 
engraved by iff.R.Sedgfield and T.Bolton”.
VOx.II. pp.i-viii + 1-240.
Bound in chocolate-brown cloth.
I I . /
II. In one Volume, like III— 1851.
III. TITLE same as above to "Franklin” and then 
/¡7W0 VOLUMES in OkE. / London:/ Henry C. 
Bohn, York Street, / Covent Carden./
fNo date, probably 1855, for British 
Museum Copy gives Advertisement of Hunt’s "Beau­
mont and Fletcher"). There is a decorative title- 
page, (with a vignette) preceding the above, and 
the two volumes are bound in one, though the sep­
arate contents are given and the separate pagina­
tion ds kept. It forms No. 51 of Bohn's Illus­
trated library. There is also an edition dated 
1858.
CONTENTS OF VOLUME I.
PAGE.
Preface (Leigh Hunt) V-VI
Nature of the Present Work, and a 
Few Remarks on its Readers. (Leigh 
Hunt). 1
1. Letter to a new-born child. Catherine
Talbot. 18
2. The Schoolmistress. Shenstone. 22
3. Crown Schoolboys A Letter. Horace
Walpole. George Montagu. 35
4. Ode on Solitude , written at twelve
years of age, POpe. 38
Sir Bertrand - A Fragment. Dr. Aikin. 40
6./
JOTF. Leigh Hunt is wrong here, for the fragment is 
Miss A.L. Aikin, afterwards Mrs Barbauld.
445-
6. Robinson Crusoe. The Five points
on his History. Re Foe.
Crusoe's Meditations and Mode of life,
He Finds the Print of a Man's Foot on 
the Shore.
Sees Savages in the Island, and obtains 
a Servant.
7. Peter Wilkin's Discovery of the Flying
Woman. Robert Pultock.
8. Gil Bias and the Parasite. le Sage.
9. Ludovico in the Haunted Chamber. From
the "Mysteries of Udolpho". Mrs. 
Radcliffe.
10. The Warning. From the novel of
"Nature and Art". Mrs. Inchbald.
11. John Buncle - Thomas Amory.
12. Delights of B'-oks of Travel.
. Wandering Tartars and their Chief 
Zagatai, in the Thirteenth Century 
Williaqi de Rubruquis,
Passage of the Desert of Loo, Marco 
Polo.
Hubla Khan
Fubla Kean's Palace at Zanadu,Marco 
Polo.
Kubla Khan's Person and State. Marco 
Polo.
Friar Oderic's Rich Man who was fed by 
the Fifty Virgins.
Of the Old Man of the Mountain
How Prester John burnt up his Enemy’s 
men and Horses.
Praise of Women. ledyard.
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L'OToIi
First Sight of the Niger, Mungo Park 189
Kindness of a Woman to Kim, and a Song 
over his Distress. Mungo Park. 190
Ee Passes a lion. Mungo Park. 192
Narrow Escape from another lion. Mungo 
Park. 194
Moss in the Desert. Mungo Park. 195
A Shipwreck, a Sea Voyage, and an 
Adventure "by the Way. 199
Shipwreck of a Spanish Vessel. Cyrus 
Redding. 200
A Sea Voyage, and Adventure "by the Way.
Cook. 203
Business, Books, and Amusement. 229
(Passages from his Autohiography,
William Hutton.^
CONTENTS OF VOLUME II.
PACE
Against Inconsistency in our Expec­
tations. Mrs. Barhauld. 1
The Enchantments of the Wizard In­
dolence, and Exploits of the Knight Sir 
Industry. From the "Castle of In­
dolence" Thomson. 9
Stories (now first collected from the 
"Patler" "Spectator" and. "Cuardian")
Sir Richard Steele. 39
The/ ■
Valentine and Unnion 43
The Fire 44
The Wedding Day 47
The Shipwreck 49
The Alchemists 51
Th e V i o 1 e nt Hush and 55
Inkle and Yarico 57
The Fits 60
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The Spectator’s Club. Steele
The Club of the Tatler Steele.
Clubs - Choice Spirits - Muzzy Club - 
Harmonical Society. Cold smith
Count Fathom's Adventure in the Lone 
Cottage. Smollett.
The Hermit Parnell
Peter Pounce's Dialogues with Parson 
Adams. From "Joseph Andrews". Field­
ing.
Verses written at an Inn at Henley.
Shanstone.
Five Letters. Cray.
Advantages of Cultivating a Taste for 
Pictures. By Jon. Richardson
Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton 
College, Cray.
A Long Story. Cray.
Sir Roger de Coverley. From the 
"Spectator" Addison.
Sir Roger’s Household Establishment,
His Behaviour in Church on a Sunday.
Sir Roger and the Cipsies.
His Visit to the Tombs in Westminster 
Abbey.
Manners of the French Colonel Pinckney
A House and Cround s
Thoughts on a Carden. From a letter to 
Svelyn, Cowley.
Thoughts on Retirement. From one of 
his Letters. Sir W. Temple.
Old/

























Old English Garden of the Seven­
teenth Century. Sir W. Temple. 195
Petition for an Absolute Retreat.
Lady Wincfitlsea. 199
An Old Country House and an Old 
Lady. Prom the "Lounger". Mackenzie 205
Love of the Country in the Decline 
of Life. Prom the same.
Two Sonnets, and an Inscription on a 
Spring. Thomas Warton.
Inscription over a Calm and Clear 
Spring.
Written in a Blank Leaf of Dugdale's 
"Monasticon"
Written after seeing Wilton House
Descriptions of IJight. Prom the 
Notes to Cssian, Macpherson,
Retirement and Death of a Statesman.
Prom "Memoirs of the Right Honourable 
Charles James Pox". Trotter, 226
j j
Elegy in a Country Churchyard. Gray. 234
In its Preface, A Book for a Corner, is 
described as " a collection of passages from such 
authors as retain, if not the highest, yet the most 
friendly and as it were domestic hold upon us dur­
ing life, and sympathize with us through all por­
tions of it. Hence the first extract is a Letter 
addressed to an Infant, the last the Elegy in the 
-hurehyard, and the intermediate ones have some­









stages of existence. It is therefore intended to 
be read by intelligent persons of all times of 
life".
In the Introduction, - Nature of the 
Present Work and a few Remarks on its Readers, - 
which is one of his beautiful and really personal 
essays, he explains his purpose more fully. "Man­
kind", he says "Are the creatures of books, as well 
as of other circumstances"; and the volume gives 
"Favourite passages, not out of the authors we most 
admired, but those whom we most loved . . . What 
we desired was not an excitement, but a balm". Thus 
Shakespeare is not suitable because of his "infinite 
agitation of wit". His publishers somewhat changed 
his purpose in asking for a larger selection and so 
he has made it one which should recall all periods 
of life. In conclusion, he describes the only true 
reader as the bookman on whom no writing is lost, to 
whom all books, all knowledge, all experience is 
interesting, because he is a "thorough human being". 
He puts up with difference of opinion, by reason of 
his own very difference; because his difference is 
a right claimed by him in the spirit of universal 
allowance, and not a privilege arrogated by conceit".
Such a bookman 'can make something out of books for 
which/
which he has no predilection1. He is the person 
to whom the volume will most appeal, Leigh Hunt 
was, indeed, such a bookman.
In the volume, Leigh Hunt made use of 
material previously given. Shenstone, Peter Wil­
kins, John Buncle, Rubruquis, Mungo Park, and others 
of larger fame, had already been treated in The 
Lond. on Journal of 1834-35 fq.v.)
CRIT10AL REFERENCES.
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CRITICAL NOTE. A Book for a Corner is a most en­
trancing anthology and one breathing the author’s 
personality and delight in books. It deserves to 
be reprinted as it is, both for its selections and 
for its biographical and critical remarks. Its 
peculiar aroma cannot be otherwise appreciated. It 
is invaluable for giving certain passages, not else­
where often quoted, e.g. The Warning by Mrs. Inch- 
bald, the Travel passages, (especially those from 
Mungo Park7 Mrs. BarbauldTs Against Inconsistency in 
our Expectations. the powerful scene from Count 
¿̂ ¿hom, (a novel universally disliked), and Ad van-
Advantages of Cultivating a Taste for Pictures 
(from Jonathan Richardson, our earliest art critic) 
The well known extracts are interesting because of 
the remarks which accompany; them. They reveal 
more clearly than elsewhere the width of his know­
ledge of books, the power to say the essential 
thing, and the taste to put the finger on the 
great and characteristic passage. Some of the 
criticisms are repetitions of views found else­
where in his works; as. for example, those on 
fljLtock’s Peter Wilkins and Amory's John Buncle 
interesting though not great books, which Hunt has 
the merit, along with Hazlitt and Iamb, of making 
known.
Others, like those on Shenstone's School- 
mistress. Thomson's Castle of Indolence, Defoe and 
Robinson Crusoe, Oil Bias and Steele can scarcely 
be excelled. There is a good note on Ossian. 
Jonathan Richardson is compared with Sir Joshua 
and Hazlitt and the "Oxford Graduate" (Ruskin) is 
not forgotten. He gives cogent reasons (which we 
may or may not endorse) for placing Gray first 
among letter-writers. Indeed, for its invaluable 
criticisms, this almost forgotten and odd anthology 
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LEIGH HURT'S JOURNAL; / A MISCELLANY / 
for the CULTIVATION of / THE MEMORABLE, THE PRO­
GRESSIVE, and the BEAUTIFUL//
Nos. I-XVII, Saturday, Dec. 7, 1850 -
Saturday, March 29, 1851. Price 1-g-̂, 16 double-
15 rT 13 ,fcolumned pp. 9 TX x 0l o  1 6
"Published at the Office, 300, Strand. 
Printed by Stewart & Murray, Old Bailey, London".
"Towards the close of 1849, a proposition
was made to me for the revival, in another form,
of the London Journal, which had been published 
under my name. It was revived accordingly, and 
had to boast of contributions from distinguished 
friends; but it failed - partly, perhaps, from want 
of accordance with other pens concerned; but chiefly 
from the smallness of the means which the proposers 
had thought sufficient for its establishment".
Autobiography, Chap.XXVI, 
It was "jointly edited by Leigh Hunt and 
John Stores Smith, a young Manchester man, the 
author of a book on Mirabeau and of a volume of 
Essays entitled Social Aspects". Roger Ingpen's 
Edition of Autobiography Vol. II p. 244.
"We are about the size of Household Wordsf 
Leigh Hunt to Wm. Allingham, 22,XI,1850. 
The/
The features, indeed, closely resembled 
those of the more famous journal of 1834-35. They 
comprised a continuation of The Town (q.v.) (Chap.
I-XI} from ’Whitehall to Westminster, original poems 
(never afterwards published) , original essays 
"(with which he decided to begin his paper as in the 
older Journal (at the 9th no.) Sxtracts from New 
Books (New Books Speaking for Themselves) with a 
more rapid survey of them without continuations 
into other numbers, Table-Talk and Quotations.
There are, however no Birthdays of Famous Men and 
no column on the month.
Among the original poems are notable con­
tributions from Walter Savage land or, (See Corres­
pond ence for discussion on titles).
These include the following "Poematfei':.-
NO. I. (l) On a Lady's Surprise at my Ignorance 
of Botany. "Instead of idling half 
my hours").
(2) To the Countess de Molande on her
going to Paris. "Again to Paris?
Far Remain"
(3) Love and Age.
"Love flies with bow unstrung".
NO. IX. (4) To Louisine at Paris.
(5) To a Green Lizard called Ramorind.
(6) To a Lyric Poet.
NO. XI (7) Remonstrance and Reply.
NO.XIII (8) Reproof of Thanks.
NO/
453.
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NO. XVII. (10) To the Conqueror of Scinde.
Here are also found a few poems by others, 
including pieces by R.H. Horne, Wm. Allingham, and 
Vincent leigh Hunt’s Sonnet, The Deformed Child.
The prose consists of three pieces ''from 
a Waste-paper Bag of Thomas Carlyle”, Two.Hundred 
and Nifty Years Ago,
Their subject is Duelling, with three
episodes,
I. Jiolles of Houghton.
II. Croydon Races.
III. Sir Thomas Dutton and Sir Hatton 
Cheek.
See Miscellaneous Sssays, Vol. 7, pp. 111-122.
The most notable of Leigh Hunt's own 
contributions besides the continuation of The Town, 
are
(1) Lover's Amazements, the complete play,
'(See Poems, 1857 & 1923).
(2) The Bull-Right, a short story under the
heading The Weekly Novelist,(which has 
also contributions from R.H. Horne, 
Charles Oilier, Edmund Oilier, Wm. All­
ingham and others).
(3) The Murdered pump, a story of a Winter's
Night, (a dramatic sketoh).
(4) Essays entitled The Charterhouse, Critics
and Contemporaries, and Desirableness 
of a Knowledge of One Another among the 
Unvulgar of all Classes.—  --- -- ..„ .I -..  — ■ ■ . .. 
(5) A few translations.
Und er/
NO. XVI. (9) Nil Admirari.
r  4^6.
Under Talk of the Week of No. I, occurs 
the following interesting statement on Tennyson and 
the laureateship. The editor "has particular 
reasons for wishing to give his opinion on a subject 
in his own person and his opinion is that if the 
Office in future is really to he bestowed on the 
highest degree of poetical merit, and on that only, 
then Mr. Alfred Tennyson is entitled to it above 
any other man in the kingd.om; since of all living 
poets he is the most gifted with the sovereign 
poetical faculty, Imagination". This should be 
sufficient to prove that in 1850 leigh Hunt, what­
ever his public might say, had no desire for the 
laureatship.
CRITICAL REFBRMOSS.
h^lTICAL HQTE. The 1850-51 Journal wants the
gusto of the 1834-35 and is not so pervaded by his 
peculiar tone. Yet the temper is the same though 
subdued, and its aim "the cultivation of a spirit
°f °heerfulness, reasonableness, and peace" was less 
novel/
457.
novel than in the former year, (for Bright and 
Cobden were speaking and preparations were being 
made for the Great Exhibition). Although he be­
gan with the support of Carlyle and Landor and had 
"Business men on his side", it met - this, the last 
of his own journals - with the fate of all the 
others.
4^8.
READINGS for RAIL MY 3:/ or,/ ANECDOTES and OTHER 
SHORT STORIES,/ REFLECTIONS, MAULS, CHARACTERISTICS, 
PASSAGES/ of WIT, HUMOUR, and POETRY; etc.,/ together 
with points of /information on Matters of General In­
terest./ Collected in the Course of his own reading./ 
by LEIGH HUNT./ London:/ C. Gilpin, 5, Bishopsgate 
Street, Without. (Ho date - 1849 or 1850 - Preface is
signed Kensington, Dec.1st, 1849). 
o
6 , 6"x4", pp.l-vi.(not counting title ) + 1-156 in 
in gray stiff boards.
GRIT IC AL REP ERE HO ES.
CRITICAL NOTE.
There i s no mention of this compilation in the 
Autobiography; but it may have been another venture, 
like the earlier Pocket-Books, to acquire a1 property' 
in something annual. He promises, at the end of the 
preface, to issue others for the year or half year, if 
this is succe-saful. He says he is displeased with most 
books for travellers and proceeds to give one made up 
of briefer passages on all subjects, 'not excluding 
railways'. The passages he chooses have all been ' a...r:
1marked' fo r hi s own pleasure, in the course of his 
reading.
The little book is a queer mixture of subjects 
°f interest. A few continuous selections, taken at
random/
4^9.
random are as follows:- The Central Electric Tele­
graph Office - Good Manners (Swift) - Patent Electric 
Light - Laughter (Pope) - The "Murder outT,respecting 
Green Tea - Jo he from Massachusetts Journal - Air and 
Water in Towns - Self-Kn owl edge and the knowledge of 
others - A Rival to Chloroform - Slanderers (Ben Jon- 
son) - fortune reduced to her True Rank (llabb) - 
Cheerful Aspirat ions (Chapman ) - Drinkers (Randolph) - 
Death of a Large Elephant at Liverpool - quotation 
from Whichcote.
I.
THE/ AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ of/ LEIGH HURT;/ with/ RELilUIS-
CHNGES/ of friends and contemporaries./
"Most men, when drawn to speak about themselves 
are moved by little and little to say more 
Than they first dreamt; until at last they 
blush,
And can but hope to find secret eucuse 
In the self-knowledge of their auditors"
7/ALTER SCOTT'S Old Play.
In Three Volumes./ VOL.I. (or II or III)/ London:/
Smith, Elder and 0o,i. 65', Gornhill./ 1U50.
d°, 7-Jnz4g", in light green ornamental binding.
Vol. I.pp.i —xii + 1-612 with Bowyer portrait, (aetat,
17) and signature; Preface v-xi; Contents pp.xiii-xv.
( Oh. I - VIII); errata to the 5 Vols.xvi.
VOL.II. pp. i_viii +1-554 with portrait (aetat.56)
by Severn; Contents pp.v-viii (Chs.IX-XVTII)•
VOL.in. f pp.i_viii+l-528 with portrait (sigaed),
(aetat./
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(aetat. 66 ) by W.A. Williams ; Contents, pp.v-viii (Gh. ...ix
xix-xxv); Appendix, consisting of Letters of Thomas
Moore and Shelley, of which the latter are those in
The Lord Byron (1828) pp.287-322; Index, 323-328.
Reprinted 1852.
H. 2nd ADITIOII.
TEH/ AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ of/ LAi GH HUM./ (.¿uot.
as in 1st lid. ) A Hew Adit ion, revised by the author;/
with further Revision, and an Introduction,/ by his
eldest son./ with a Portrait./ London:/ Smith, Alder
and Go., 65, Gornhill./ MDGCCLX. 
o8 , 7"x4fn, pp.i-xvi+1-452 with the Williams portrait 
(aetat. 66) as frontispiece; Introduction by the Authorjfe 
eldest son v-xvi. The t-ext is not only revised but 
curtailed and the letters of Moore and Shelley are not 
given. There is an additional chapter, entitled 'Life 
drawing towards its Close" and a short Postscript, re­
cording his death by Thornton Hunt.
III. a Cheaper Adition ’with Text of II.
THA/ AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ of / LAIGH HUM./
Anew edition, revised / by the author;/ with/ further 
Revision, and an/ Introduction/ By His Aldest Son./ 
MDC001X.
8°, 6-x4x", pp.i-xvi + 1-412 . Ho portrait. I
price 2/6d.
The first format had light tan cloth covers
îth title-page reproduced on cover. This, line others 
of/
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of L.H.'s wort, became one of Smith, aider's series 
of 'Standard Works' and was frequently reprinted. A - 
copy in compiler's possession bears date lb85. There 
is no Index.
IV. Reprint in John Murray's Library of above.
V. 'THE aUTOBUO GRAPH Y/ of LEIGH HUM/ with reminis­
cences of friends and/ Contemporaries, and with Thorn­
ton Hunt's introduction and postscript/ newly edited 
by/ Roger Ingpen/ Illustrated with Portraits/ in Two 
Volumes/ VOL.I. (or Vol.II)/ Westminster/ Archibald 
Constable & Co.Ltd./ 2 Whitehall Gardens S.W./ 1903// 
8°, 8f"x5-|" in light blue cloth binding.
VOL.I. i-xl + 1-260.
Ely and Title i-iii;
iv. ..¿uot. as in I.; v. Dedication "To Walter 
Leigh Hunt the eldest son of Leigh Hunt's eldest son 
is inscribed this new edition of his grandfather's, 
autobiography. March 1893".: Editor's Preface vii-x. 
(Roger Ingpen); Testimonia xi-xiii; xiv (blank); Con*, 
tents (Chaps.I-All ) xv-xviii; List of Portraits xix.
(These include Leigh Hunt ,(Samuel Lawrence) as 
frontispiece, Leigh Hunt (Bowyer) Charles Lamb (H.Meye- 
er), Heigh Hunt (J. Severn), Leigh Hunt (J. Hayter),
B.Shelley (Amelia Curran-); Chronology xxi-xxiv; 
Author's Preface, xxv-xxviii; Introduction (by Thorn­
ton Hunt ) xxix-xxxix; Text 1-260.
VOL./
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fly and Title i.-iv; contents (Chaps.XIV-XXVT) 
with Postscript by Thornton Hunt, v-ix; x (blank);
LIST of PORTRAIT:S XI., giving Leigh Hunt (W.̂ 1.Wil­
liams ) as frontispiece, nora Byron (Phillips), John 
Keats (J. Severn), S.T.Coleridge (Wivel), 77. Hazlitt 
(W. Bewick), Leigh Hunt (D.ilacl is e) and facsimile of 
Letter of neigh xiunt to 7/. S. Landor;
Text 1-258; appendix I. "I took him for a Hr. 
duy” (a quot. from Talfourd' s Lamb) 259; Appendix II., 
John Hunt (cpuot. from Patmore's I.iy friends and Acquain­
tances ). 26u-62tj Appendix III., Prospectus of the nxa- 
miner; 262-266; Appendix IVj Leigh Hunt and the civil 
List Pension, giving Carlyle's memorandum 266-268; Ap­
pendix Vy neigh Hunt's Hampstead residences 268-70; 
Appendix VÎ  Portraits of Leigh Hunt 27u-2; chronologi­
cal Bibliography 275-299; index 301-615.
This is a definitive edition of the autobio­
graphy with full apparatus. It is a reprint of the 
latest revised euition with foot-notes by the Lditor
as may be seen from the above, with much addition­
al material. The "Attempt of the Author to estimate 
his own Character" is given on pp.254-258.
(See Lord Byron. 1828)
¿̂IJICAL Riio AHAb GAS.
VOL.II. i-xii + 1-616.
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GRIT IO-tiL LOTE.
The Lord Byron (1628 } had brought its author 
such ill fame that it was, after the first year, never 
re-issued. However, it contained good material upon 
his earlier life and acquaintances. So, about 1849, he 
began-to make another booh of it, using as much of the 
original as h e could and bringing the story of events 
down to the year of issue. That the Au tobiography is 
largely a piece Gtfbook-making is very obvious to any 
one who cares to collate the 1st edition with the Lord 
Byron. The opening chapters are the same in both, 
though Jhe Autobiography gives additional material. So 
is the Voyage to Italy. It would take too long to 
collate passage by passage; but such collation shows 
that Hunt made full use of his original material. 1/lore- 
over, he stated in the hors Byron that he had written 
much more than had appeared in print. So, probably, 
not much more was doiie in 1849 than to use scissors and 
paste and to bring the work up to date. This fully ex-, 
plains the length of the earlier portion of the narra­
tive compared with the later. In Ingpen’s edition, on­
ly 60 pages out of over 500 deal with the period be­
tween 1825 to 1850.
The Autobiography then, is not well proportion­
s'! and Leigh Hunt has, through it, himself to blame 
for the world forgetting too often his Victorian exis­
tence. it was for this reason and for its vagueness in 
many matters that the reader wishes to know more about, 
that it was badly received in 1850. However, before
4Ó4.
his death, Hunt partly remedied this hy cutting down 
some of his earlier accounts and the second edition of 
the work, his own, except for the second Introduction 
and the postscript by his son, was well received.
The book is the work of his which has always 
received high praise and is with some justice often 
regarded as the best Autobiography in the language.
Part of the reason of its greatness is that he has so 
much to tell of others and knows exactly, as a master 
in the essayist’s craft - which is, as Montaigne said 
at the beginning for self-revelation - when and how to 
introduce himself. Hunt's Autobiography, indeed, like 
that of Montaigne, Lamb, and Louis Stevenson, had, long 
ago been written in his scattered essays. However, he 
has a further claim upon his admirers by giving defi­
nitely the events of his life in their sequence, ting­
ed by his admirable personality. It is this persona­
lity that maizes the book live and that earned Carlylefc 
exceptional praise of it in a great letter. Yet that 
Personality is sometimes felt to be too submissive 
along the lines of the self-made creeds he had come 
to accept. Tor example, one really wishes he had not 
unsaid so much aboizt Byron, because what he did say 
in 1828 was largely true, though bitterly expressed, 
again, he gives himself away too often 'for daws to
peck at", all this, however, was the defect of hism 
?are/
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rare quality as self-revealer and the book will be
more highly esteemed as his age sinks into the past.
185.5. RlifDXlifi'S for RAX LŴ iY S • 18 5 3.
"An0ther series with .the same full title
(as volume of I860), by i.H. and J.B.Syiae. (’Brimley
Johnson. )
f(Hot seen ).
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I. Paragraphs and short articles in the 
Atlas newspaper of 1846 (under the pseudonym of 
Adam Fitzadam, Esq.). These form the hasis of II.
II. TABLE-TALK. / to which are ADDED / 
IMAGINARY CONVERSATIONS of / POPE and SWIFT. / by/ 
LEIGH HUNT. / London :/ Smith, Elder and Co.,
65, Cornhill./ 1851 //
VO 1 n 15 ”
8 , 7 15 x 4 16 , pp. i-xii + 1-251.
This is a handsome volume in purple binding with
gilt edges and a fine gilt design on bach and front
The PREFACE in this, the 1st Edition, is
C Lfuller than that in the 2* . (See III), and omits
a paragraph important for sources. This is as
follows:
"The matter oonsists partly of short
pieces first published under the head of "Table
Talk" in the Atlas Newspaper; and partly of passage:
of a conversational character, selected from such
of my writings as have been scattered in periodical
Publications, and never before collected"
NOTE.(The allocation of each of the short
notices to its periodical publication 
has not been undertaken).
CON TENTS. The Second Edit ion has not the article
entitled "Disputes of Philosophers". Hunt, in the
TABLE TALK.
Errata to the 1st, states that the whole of this 
passage- "was sent by accident to the printer, and 
is not the author's composition".
The Table-Talk proper ends in the 1st, 
with A Strange Heaven. The new material of the 2nd 
consists of 17 pp.
Page 252 has an Advertisement of Leigh 
Hunt's Journal (1850-51); and on p. 5 of the list 
of .books by Smith Elder & Co. are given five of 
Hunt1s.
III. TABLE TALE / To which are ADDED / 
IMAGINARY CONVERSATIONS of POPE and SWIFT / By / 
LEIGH HUNT / a NEW EDITION / London / Smith,
Elder, and Co., 15 'Waterloo Place / 1858 //
This was several times reprinted e.g. in
1882.
In it, all the Errata, given in the first, 
are corrected; the Preface is curtailed; and there 
are 17 pp. of additional matter (See No. II).
IV. There is an American Edition, dated 1879.
(not seen).
NOTE, The "Imaginary Conversations of Pope and 
Swift" are reprinted from The New Monthly Magazine 
J-on 1825, (q.v.). Of these, Hunt says in the Pre-
that they "were considered an appropriate 
Edition /
467.
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addition to a volume of 'Table Talk* and are in­
tended strictly to represent both the turn of style 
and thinking of those two poets; though the thoughts 
actually expressed are the writer's invention". 
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. This volume reveals the art of the 
book-maker and is not genuine table-talk like that 
of Selden and Coleridge. It consists of paragraphs 
and short articles like those which Hunt had long 
ago been in the habit of writing for his various 
periodicals. Such paragraphs he was indeed giving, 
when this volume went to press, in the London Journal 
and his last Occaslonals are also of the genre. He 
was quite aware of the artificial nature of his 
'table-talk', for, in the opening paragraph of his 
preface he says that he hopes that the title will 
'be found by the reader to be warranted by the con­
versational turn of the style, as well as the nature 
and variety of the subjects touched upon, and the 
manner in which they are treated. Some portion was
really talked; and it may be said of the rest, that 
the/
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the thoughts have, in all probability, passed the 
writer's lips in conversation". Such a volume, how­
ever, might as well be called "For Table-Talk" and 
is not of the genuine species where a great man is 
heard freely delivering himself conversationally upon 
a variety of topics through the zeal of a Boswellian 
friend and admirer. Yet Hunt's manner of 'writing, 
was, in one sense, "Conversation raised to a higher 
level"&~he was, besides, one of the best talkers of 
his time. He thus, comes nearer to the genuine 
species than many others who have attempted to give, 
instead of the true, a false Flori mail, Moreover, 
being Hunt, he is always interesting.
®ie Contents are indeed very varied. 
"Steeple-chasing", "Turkeys", "Bagpipes7 "Caesar 
and Bonaparte", "Pseudo-Christianity", "Dyed Hair", 
"Hating", "Poland and Eos©!usk©" represent a few 
consecutive pages. The mind, indeed, is not always 
in the mood to jerk from the thought that,
"An air played on the bagpipes, with that 
detestable, monotonous drone of theirs for the bass, 
is like a tune tied to a post", to the thought that 
"To-morrow is the famous Ides of March, 
tlle day of the death of Caesar".
So, the genre becomes annoying, unless it 
De lasted, pemmican fashion, on a tram-car or a 
r&ilway/
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railway-carriage. It is, indeed, very suitable 
for such joxirneys for its frequent apophthegms can 
then be fully digested.
All leigh Eunt's peculiar views appear; 
for example, his pacifism in Private War etc, his 
'Ohristianism' is 'Pseudo-Christinaity 1 and Unwritten 
Revelations; his feeling for the dumb creation in 
Sporting and Pears and their Eunters, his stress 
upon the 'Sound Body' in Tight-lacing and Body and 
Mind. his personal touch in Tears and Weeping, his 
sense of a joke in the 3jshops and Brahmins and 
many another anecdote, his wrong-headedness in Fires 
and Martyrdom, his fancy in Angels and ¿’lowers, 
his ’tosh' in Use of the Word 'Angel' etc, in Love- 
making. his vulgarity In Women on the Right Side,
The Volume is what table-talk ought to be thoroughly 
representative of the man. To continue, he can 
give wise advice like the following:-
"The great secret of giving advice success­
fully, is to mix up with it something that implies 
a real consciousness of the adviser's own defects, 
and as much as possible of an acknowledgment of the 
other party’s merits. Most advisers sink both the 
one and the other; and hence the failure which they 
meet with, and deserve".
He //
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He can  come away w i t h  p h ra s e s  l i k e  t h i s  
o f p o e t r y ,  " t h e  f lo w e r  o f  a m an 's  r e a l  n a tu re  
w ha te ve r i t  b e " and g iv e  w o n d e r fu l a p e rc u s  i n  a 
few  w ords when he c a l l s  H a n d e l, " t h e  J u p i t e r  o f  
M us ic " , Bacon , " t h e  l i b e r a t o r  o f  th e  hands o f  know­
le d ge " and S ou th e y  one who "w ro te  p ro s e  i n t o  l y r i c a l  
w i ld  shapes , and to o k  th e  appea rance  o f  i t  f o r  v e r s e "  
And l a s t l y ,  he has  some g re a t  s h o r t  c r i t i c i s m s  and  
some f o o l i s h  o ne s . O f th e  l a t t e r  a re  B eaum a rcha is  
and th e  B u rke  and P a in e ; o f  th e  fo rm e r  a re  th e
f
Goethe, th e  Lamb, th e  M o n ta ig n e , th e  F e n e lo n , th e  
S m o l le t t . The Lamb i s ,  i t  s h o u ld  be n o te d , e x t r a c ­
ted  from  th e  London J o u rn a l and i s  th e  a r t i c l e  w h ic h  
Luca3 d e s c r ib e s  as th e  m ost i l l u m in a t i n g  and sympa­
th e t ic  u n t i l  P a t e r 's  a r t i c l e  o f  1889 . ( S e e  A p p re c ia ­
t io n s ) .
MUSICAL TIMES and SINGING- CLASS 
CIRCULAR. V o ls . V & v i .  London . . . .  j .  A l f r e d  
N o v e llo .  ARTICLES i n .
Dec. 1853 -  N ov . 1854 .
They a re  as f o l l o w s :
I ,  INEXHAUSTIB IL ITY  o f  th e  SUBJECT o f  
CHRISTMAS. (D e c . 1 , 1 8 5 3 ) . p p . 2 9 5 -2 9 6 . (A  
REPRINT o f  th e  ARTICLE i n  th e  MONTHLY REPOSI­
TORY o f  D ec . 1 837 , w i t h  th e  l a s t  s e n te n c e , f o r  
o b v io u s  re a s o n s , o m i t t e d ) .
I I .  TWELFTH N IGHT. Ja n . 1 s t ,  1854 . pp.
313 -16 . T h is  i s  n o t th e  a r t i c l e ,  o f  th e  I n d i ­
c a to r  b u t  a n o th e r ,  b e g in n in g  "F o r  many re a s o n s ,  
new and o ld  . . " )  I t  r e f e r s ,  h ow eve r, v e r y  
s h o r t l y  t o  th e  T w e l f th  N ig h t  o f  t h a t  a r t i c l e  
"when th e  company s a t up  a l l  n ig h t ,  and b ro h e
up o n ly  a f t e r  b r e a h f a s t . "
HI./
I I I . An EFFUSION upon  CREAM, and a DESID­
ERATUM i n  ENGLISH POETRY. Feb . 1 s t ,  p p .  
333 -336  and 3 41 .
IV . ON POEMS o f  JOYOUS IMPULSE. (M a rch  
1 5 th , p p . 3 9 3 -3 9 6 .
These tw o  a t r i c l e s ,  e s p e c ia l l y  th e  l a s t  
dese rve  r e p r i n t i n g .  They b re a th e  th e  s p i r i t  o f  
the  a u th o r ,  in e x h a u s t ib le  i n  i t s  c h e e r fu ln e s s  even  
in  o ld  age . (S ee  u n d e r  Bacchus i n  Tuscany  and The 
J a r o f  H onev ) .  A S o m e rs e ts h ire  re a d e r  c o m p la in s  
th a t  No. I  has ta k e n  no n o t ic e  o f  " th e  g re a t  West 
o f E ng land  lu x u r y " ,  D e v o n s h ire  Cream and g iv e s  th e  
e s s a y is t ,  as a p enance , " t h e  ta s k  o f  d o in g  j u s t i c e  
to  th e  m e r i t s  o f  t h a t  e n c h a n t in g  e a t a b le " .  T h is  
g iv e s  L e ig h  H un t h is  o p p o r t u n i t y  and , a f t e r  a h ig h ly  
c h a r a c t e r i s t ic  e f f u s io n  upon  Cream, i n  w h ic h  he  
quo tes th e  e x c e l le n t  v e rs e s  e n t i t l e d  "A Can o f  
°veam fro m  Devon" he s t r i k e s  a s o u th e rn  n o te  and  
e x p a t ia te s  on th e  la c k  o f  a n im a l s p i r i t s  i n  E n g l is h
L i t e r a t u r e . /
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Literature. English animal spirits are apt to turn 
sour, to run to satire. There is no such poem as 
that of Recli's in English, though there are ap­
proaches like Suckling's Ballad of a Teel ding,— the 
"most charming effusion of natural spirits in the 
language!—and the songs of Barry Cornwall. "The 
Bongs of the Scotch and Irish heat ours as much in 
impulsive-ness of mirth and music as their jigs 
and reels do our country dances". 1TullochgorumT 
is then mentioned. In No, IV, the subject Is con­
tinued. Ancient Dithyrambics were effusions of 
the most impulsive and enthusiastic description.
Of them, there is only one survival, the Atys of 
Oatullus (Tee ?çliage). The First Dithyrambic 
poem of modern times was Redi's Bacchus. Yet 
there were intimations in Marot and in Spenser's 
Bpithalamium. in Suckling and in Kerrick. Dryden's 
Alexander's Feast is the only thoroughly dithy­
rambic poem in English. The article ends with 
praise of Peacock's "Tong of the Headlong-Ap-Head- 
long" and further praise of "A Can of Cream from 
Eevon" (according to Alex. Ireland, this appeared 
in a Lia 11c h e s te r Exam i n e r of Dec. 1853 and is the





as an appendix to Ho. Ill and IV, he speaks 
shortly upon the reasons why there are so few 
eating songs in any language".
June 15, pp. 91-93« Another notable article. 
Since all men are gifted with the organs of 
tears and laughter, the grave and gay should be 
in all men. He speaks of the greatness of an 
author who, after being jocular, unexpectedly 
though not inharmoniously manifests a power 
of being serious and tender. He praises such 
sudden changes in Dickens, Thackeray and Jer- 
rold and condemns the absence of them in Milton. 
It would have been quite logical here to have 
shown the naturalness of the comic scenes in 
Shakespeare’s tragedies - a practice too often 
apologised for but Hunt dees not show this.
VH. AN ORGAN in the HOUSE. Introductory
Concluding Article. Nov. 15, 1854, up. 207-210 
Two fine articles which should still be attrae-
VI ON THE COMBINATION of GRAVE and GAY
Article. Sept. 1st, 1854. pp. 159-162.
VIII AN ORGAN in the HOUSE. Second and
tive to musicians
CIITICAl/
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CRITICAL NOTE. These a r t i c l e s ,  a t  le a s t  th e  l a s t  
f i v e ,  show t h a t  much o f  L e ig h  H u n t, s t i l l  b u r ie d  i n
somewhat in a c c e s s ib le  p e r i o d i c a l s ,  d e s e rv e s  r e ­
p r i n t i n g .  The c r i t i c a l  a r t i c l e s  p re s e n t  n o v e l 
p o in ts  o f  v ie w , w h ic h  a re  w o r th  s e r io u s  c o n s id e ra ­
t io n  and th e  tw o  l a s t  g iv e  e v id e n c e , i f  e v id e n c e  i s  
needed, o f  h is  m u s ic a l t a s t e s .  They a re  due to  
H u n t 's  lo n g  a s s o c ia t io n  w i t h  th e  N o v e l lo s .
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1° .  BEAUMONT and FLETCHER;/  o r ,  t h e /
FINEST SCENES, LYRICS, and. o th e r  BEAUTIES,/ o f  th o se  
two POETS,/ Now F i r s t  s e le c te d  fro m  th e  WHOLE o f. t h e i r  
WORKS,/ To th e  E x c lu s io n  o f  W h a te ve r i s  M o r a l ly  
o b je c t io n a b le /  w i t h /  OPINIONS o f  DISTINGUISHED  
CRITICS,/ NOTES, E x p la n a to r y  and o t h e r w is e , /  a nd / A 
GENERAL INTRODUCTORY PREFACE,/ b y /  LEIGH HUNT./
London: HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Covent Garden,/
1835/ /
8 ° ,  7i" x  4§  " ,  P P . i -  X X X I  + 1 -  363. w i t h  
"Remarks on Beaumont and F le t c h e r  i n c id e n t a l  to  th is -. 
S e le c t io n "  p p .V  -  X X I, and  CONTENTS x x i i i  -  x x x i .  I  
T h is  has been  f r e q u e n t ly  r e p r in t e d  from  
S te reo type  p la te s .a n d  i s  now in  B ohn ’ s L ib r a r i e s  
(George B e l l  and  S ons), Two o th e r  e d i t i o n s  h a v e -b e e n  
examined.
2° T h is  has th e  same t i t l e - p a g e  as th e  above  
except; ( 1 ) 5t h .  l i n e ,  w h ic h  becomes "S e le c te d  fro m  
the whole o f  t h e i r  w o r k s " , /  ( 2 ) 6t h .  l i n e  i s  o m it te d ,  
a lth ough  Hunt was a lw a y s  a s t r o n g  s u p p o r te r  o f.
'L o w d ia r iz in g ' ( s e e  REFLECTOR, No. I I )  and  ( 3 ) th e  
l a s t  two l i n e s  a re  "L o nd o n : George B e l l  and s o n s , Y o rk  
S tre e t. , / C oven t G a rde n / 1 8 8 4 " .
'
3° T h is  has s im p ly  " s e le c t i o n s /  fro m  th e  
Works o f /  Beaumont and  F le t c h e r /  b y /  LEIGH HUNT/
London/
London/ George Eell and Sons/ 1900//.
NOTE When did tne long detailed Title-page go out of 
vogue? There is no mention of the SELECTIONS in the 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY, hut in the Correspondence (18.62) will 
be found two references:; (1) p. 177 Vol. II, where 
he tells of the difficulty he has nad with Bohn in 
securing tne insertion of a Dedication to Procter in 
only "a certain number of copies". (Note. None of 
these has been found) and (2) p. 225, where he states 
he is sending a copy to his friend, John Hunter.
Tnere are also two interesting letters upon 
the Eeaurnont and Fletcher Selections, one in the 
Forster Collection of MMS. (q.v.) and the other in 
the possession of Mr. T.J. Wise- ( see Correspondence). 
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL ttotth As the work is easily accessible, 
there is little need to give.- details.. It snould be 
noted that, although the Preface pr0fe3s.es. to discuss 
Beaumont/
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Beaumont and Fletcher only In order to introduce the 
Selections, it nevertheless gives an adequate account 
and touches upon most of tne main issues. It does 
not, of course, enter upon the vexed question of the 
authorship of each of the fifty and odd play3, 
ascribed to tne "bards of passion and of mirth", but, 
unlike Hallam, Hunt does not accept the view that the 
styles of the two dramatists cannot be distinguished. 
As a whole, the Preface 3hows a minute knowledge of 
the period and a close study of the voluminous works 
that go by the name of Beaumont and Fletcher.
The short biographies contain as much,
almost, as is now known. Their >aristocratical tone'
explains, Hunt says, why the Dioscuri never mention
Shakespeare and why they adopt ■ the licenses
prevailing in tne vulgar and profligate court of
James I .  (compare the interesting comment on p. 127,
Vol. 11 of tne Autobiography). Yet they could often
paint »the manliest characters' and loved 'simplicity
and tenderness' and 'to read one of the pages of the
beautiful portions of their works, you would think it
impossible that 3uch writers should frame tneir lips




it 13, like a torrent of feculence "beside a chosen’ .7 A
To support ills view, Hunt quotes two witnesses 1, both 
of whom would far rather nave found tne poets fault­
less, tnan blameable*. These are Schlegel and Dyce.
Hence, there was great need for a selection 
of "all the Pest passion and poetry of the two friends" 
"They had not patience to construct a play 
like Ben Jonson, yet their sensibility and their 
purer vein of poetry have 3et them above him, even ap 
dramatists. By the side of merely conventional or 
artificial poets they are deraigods: by the side of 
Shakespeare they were striplings, who never arrived 
at years of discretion. Yet even as 3uch, they show 
themselves of ethereal race; and a3 lyrical poet3, they 
surpassed even Shakespeare".
Eeaumont, Hunt continues, had more judgment 
than Fletcher and checked a certain mannerism and 
excess in Fletcher's versification. This is. followed 
oy an arresting passage.
"I still hold the opinion, however well 
contested it was by Mr. Darley, that in the more 
Judicious moments of their ventures in that direction 
there were the germ3 of a finer, freer, more
impulsive, and therefore more suitably various system 
of/
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of musical modulation - that is to say, rhythmical 
as contradistinguished from metrical - than is supplied 
'oy the noble but conventional harmony of Snakespeare 
himself, and such as might have struck a new note in 
diarversification in general, or at all events in that 
of our drama". Well, after all there may be imagined 
a better than Shakespeare and Ibsen made nis Maximus 
of Emperor and Galilean place a poet in his third 
kingdom to prepare the way for a fourth; but the 
blest spirit has not yet arrived. Hunt, from a 
remark a little farther down confuses the harmony of 
words with that of music, an error into which he was 
apt to fall and which has, in the above^made him 
blunder. Yet the passage is of exceptional interest 
and the position may be argued over.
In the Selections, he gives not 'gents', but
usually whole scenes-. They may be said to accomplish
their purpose, for they give a fine idea of the
variety to be found in Beaumont and Fletcher and help
any one who is acquainted with only a few of their
Plays -to a better appreciation of their many beauties.
deselection from the lyrics, too, is wonderfully
good and vies, and in nearly half of the pieces,
agrees, with that of A.H, Bullen. His remark upon the 
last/
last 3tanza of "Beauty clear and Fair" (The Elder 
Erother p. 209) shows taste and a good ear for verse.
"This monstrous tautology (to say nothing 
of the tameness of the verse) could hardly have been 
in the original MS. The want of rhyme also to the 
word light, and the difference in that respect from 
the other stanzas, with the still further aggravation 
of a rhyme twice repeated, show clearly that there 
must be some mistake here, either of printer or 
copyist. Might not the words have been, dear, re­
uni te? or dear, axain unite? or dear angel, re-unite? 
The fir3t lines of the two preceding stanzas are not 
of equal length; so that the metre of any oiie of these 
substitutes would not have been inconsistent".
On page 9, he speaks of the happy choice 
both in Titles and name3 of characters.
Under women Pleased, he gives with remarks 
the soliloquy in imitation of the »gem» passage of 
The Jew of Malta, in the notes to the Two Noble 
Kihsmen.he leans. ; to a Shakespearean claim to parts. 
The quotations from Fletcher's Faithful Shepherdess 
are very full. (Sea- Jar of Honey. )
stories/
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STORIES in VERSE/ toy/ LEIGH HUNT/, now first 
collected../ Witil ILLUSTRATIONS. S®e> Milford p. 739.
NOTE. This is dedicated "To His Grace tne Dulce of 
Devonshire K.G." (pp. v-vi ) as tne productions of an 
imperfect Put zealous pen, which aspires to assist in 
diffusing a love of the graces and generosities that 
sweeten and exalt humanity"..
There is, also, a Preface (pp. 1-37) and 
an extract from the- Preface of the IS32 Eiition, en­
titled "A Study in Versification" (pp. 38-54), deal­
ing with the couplet, triplets, Alexandrines and 
douPle rhymes (pp. xvii( foot )-xxxvii( top ) of 1832 
edition.
The Preface is largely a repetition of old 
themes - including praise of Chaucer and praise of 
Lryden and it is explained why he has discarded the 
refashionment of Rimini. Yet there is a mellowness of 
tone not felt in 1832 or even in imagination and 
SM22L combined with a force of utterance which occas­
ionally reminds one of Arnold.
"England, it is true, is not a musical 
country; at any rate not yet, whatever its new train­
ers may do for it".
This occurs in the discussion of a.new themp 
'the' analogies Petween musical and poetical composit­
ion"./
composition". Leigh Hunt had been from youth up a 
wonderful executant and nad already written on 
musical subjects, both in the Musical Times and tne 
Musical 'forId. ( q.v. ) It was perfectly natural, then, 
that he should seeK in poetic language some of the 
absolute harmonies of music. However, he means little 
more tnan tne lilt of a ballad or lyric and tne neces­
sity of judging a poem for its general cadence 
instead of confining oneself to the rhythm of single 
lines. He cannot argue his case as Arnold would nave 
argued it and ne flies off to nis "animal spirits".
Yet, although he recognises the importance of the 
, imagination and the feelings in the so-called music 
of words, there is a leaning towards the heresy that 
such music depends only on the physical sound.
Dryden in tnis nis last important critical
essay remains for him a greater poet than Chaiicer,
though one feels nere tnat tne loyalty of a life-time
almost gives way before tne poet of Cambuscan bold.
What is more interesting is tne stress he lays upon
the greatness of "our old heroic measure, whether in
tlanh verse or rhyme, in couplet or in stanza" for
sustained narrative. The Chrlstabel metre must give
way before it except for "stories not very long, not




gains ,Py tnis measure" and Dry den is greater tnan 
Butler for energy of tone and manner.
Tnere is also all nis old insight in reveal­
ing the cham and "beauty of single lines and detached 
passages. For example, there is an inspired note upon
"Uprose the sun, and uprose Emilie".
Of other matters, the most surprising is 
hi3 support of the Crimean war. In spite of his 
loathing of war, he can here say“.: "If a lunatic will 
not put down his sword, and there is no ether mods of 
restraining him, the sword must put down the lunatic". 
He is then no Tolstoi; for, though war is evil, it 
may sometimes he necessary.
He promises, if this edition of the stories 
is successful, to issue two other Volumes, one of 
Miscellaneous. Poems and another of Dramas. These 
were never issued, Put he Pegan apout 1855 to prepare 
his poetry for what was to Pe the definitive edition 
of 1860.
The Poetical WorKs of Leigh Hunt . . .
Edited with an Introduction py S. Adams Lee, 2 V0I3.
Boston. (I857 and 1866 ) See Milford p. 760.
CRITICAL T'TOttc These volumes contain an introduction
hy the Editor (pp. v-xxx) and an introductory Letter 
to/
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to tne American Editor by Hunt himself.
The former is important because it shows 
the best that could be said of Hunt's poetry by a 
friend who was a good critic about i860. It does not 
spare his defects and is very good upon Rimini. "His 
admirers do not claim for him a seat upon tne very 
summit of Parnassus.... (but) he has some rare merits. 
His perception of the poetry of things is exquisitely 
3Ubtle. and his fancy has a warm flush, a delicacy, an 
affluence, which are almost inimitable.... His 
Imagination is .... delicate rather than strong. He 
prefers to dwell upon minute beauties, and rarely 
takes in a grand prospect from a lofty mount of vision 
His depiction of nature lacks breadth; hi3 characters 
are but11 classic portraits1, not 'living passionate 
individualities', he does not escape from prettiness 
and affectation.
Of the English translations of Dante'3 
famous line, he asks which is best and places their 
versions together.
Amor ch'al cor gentil ratto s'apprende. (Dante)
Love, which the gentle heart soon apprehends. (Byron) 
Love, which in gentle heart is quickly learned. (Cary) 
Love that soon kindleth in a gentle heart. (Hunt)
The Introductory Letter is another cnaractej?-
i s t i c a i iy /
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characteristically personal document,* beautiful and 
charmingly mellow in its expression. He wonders to 
what category of poet, if poet at all, he belongs. He 
speaks of the popularity of his works in America as 
due to the fact that he is, in a sense, one of them­
selves. His melancholy as well as his mirth origin­
ated in America; "the former having been my-mother's 
portion, derived from the American Revolution". He 
then discusses the Legend of Florence and the changes 
made on it for the 3ake of the theatre.
18*57 PROSE WORKS. American Edition in 4 Vols. 
12®°• Derby and Jackson, (not seen)
1857. The National Magazine. Article entitled 
"Christmas Day divided between, two worlds:; a Fragment 
of a day-dream in the first heaven".
Tha Occasional. (1859) in the spectator.
Jan. 15. The Occasional. I.
Introduction - Easy Chair3 - Montaigne and 
Scaiiger. - Title of these papers - Alarms of Europe - 
Existing vices and miseries and the consolatory 
Thoughts to oppose to them - The Prince of wales and 
Eanger apprehended, from the Visit to Rome - a story 
l^l-Sontra from Boccaccio, which is the first satire 
in the world.
having/
"A P ro fe s s o r 's  C h a ir  o f the M isce lla n eou s
Having been set up for me in this paper, from which I 
am to 3ay wnat I please, as often or as seldom as I 
please, and a3 little or as mucn as I find convenient.
I must tie allowed in gratitude to observe, that a more' 
easy chair it is difficult for professorial Pones to 
conceive.
"It is a well-known anecdote of the celebrat­
ed great critic or would-pe critic, Scaliger, that 
when he found Montaigne in one of his essays speaking 
of his. preference of white wine to red, he peevishly 
exclaimed", What the Devil does it: signify which wine- 
he preferred"? it signified this . . . .  that when 
Montaigne was talking with his readers, he felt that he 
was talking with friends; and that, friends are accust­
omed to say such things to one another, out of the 
interest they take in one another's likings".
Those - the first two paragraps of hi3 last 
piece of writing - are: quoted for their ease of manner 
and the typical essayists way Py which they approach 
their subject. Leigh Hunt had indeed regarded his 
readers as his friends all his life. Each Occasional 
ftas a fun iigt of Subject-headings. In what follows 
Qhly important subject-headings are given.
No. II. Jan.22.
Commemoration of Burns-univers&lity of it -
488.
The /
The Reel of Tullochgorum and the Rev. Mr. Skinner - 
Burns's Regard for Reel.
No. III. Jan. 29.
No. IV. Feb. 5, Birth of the Q,ueen'3 grandson
.... Present intellectual state of the British Press, 
Ho. V. Feb. 12. The French Emperor's Moustache.
Comparisons of him and his Uncle, The Emperor's 
Arriere-pensees.
No. VI. Feb. 26. "Poor old England"!' Her de­
plorable want of enlogizers - scotch eulogizers of
England - Living Poets.
No. VII. March 19. Poerio and his companions. 
Delicacies to be observed in the subscription for them.
No.VI11. April 9. The late Mr Pickering the
Bookseller.
No, ix. May 21. Forthcoming and Completes! 
edition of the writer's collected Poems - Anecdote of 
Charles Lamb.
No. x. May 28. The late King of Naples.. -
3uch excuses as can be found for him.
No. XI. June 4.
No. xii. June 18. The late Mr. Oilier. His 
oirth and family occupations, pursuits, etc. - His 
tales of "inesilla" and "Altham and his wife" - His 
Intellectual and domestic character - last moments.
No.xiii. July 9. Young old statesmen. Lord
Palmerston/
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Palmerston and John Russell - Longevity of tne present 
age.
XIY, July 30. Plutarch's advocacy of tne right 
of old men to he statesmen.
XV. Aug. 13.
A Word or Two Respecting the ’Shelley 
Memorials'. Shelley not a man to he judged by ordin­
ary rules. Question of the attempted assassination in 
Wales; of morbid visions; and of his character for 
veracity, caution against forged letters. A complete 
biography of Shelley not to he looked for at present. 
XVI. Aug. 20.
Corrections of last Week's Occasional-Cause 
of its need of them, and its incompleteness - opinions 
respecting madness and wickedness - Danger of confound­
ing the occasional morhid impressions of ill health on 
great minds with subjections of their intellect.
Sept. 3. La3t Occasional.
Leigh Hunt by Edmund Allier.
1221* Leigh Hunt died on August 28. He had written
an obituary of his friend, Charles Oilier, on June 18.
the
Oilier’s son had the sad duty of writing^ohituary of
his father's friend and bringing The Occasional to an
®hd* Remarks in the periodicals stirred Hunt, on Aug.
13 and 20, to write a defence of Shelley. It was to 
be/
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•be the last of many defences of his dear friend. No­
thing would nave pleased him better than to Know that 
his last public utterance would be upon the poet and
man whom he regarded as a higher being.
These Occasionals. as a whole, are charming 
topical table-talk or gossip of a Kind now frequent in 
many a journal.
The Last Occasional by Edmund Oilier (see A
Tale for a Chimney-corner Oilier 1869), speaks tender­
ly and intimately of his father's life-long friend.
In the same issue (sept 3), appeared "Leigh 
Hunt,A Memoir of his Life",
ERASER'S MAGAZINE/ for TOWN and COUNTRY./ Vol. 
LX./ Dec. 1839, pp. 747-766, English Poetry versus 
Cardinal Wiseman.
CRITICAL NOTE. Cardinal Wiseman, in a lecture en­
titled On the Perception of Natural Beautt by the 
Ancients and the Moderns had taken Chaucer and Spenser 
to task for "never having given! »a rich description 
of natural beauty unconnected with 'wantonness, 
voluptuousness, and debauchery" and Leigh Hunt answer­
ed in a long we11-documented article, in which he de­
nounced the Cardinal’s methods of argument and gave 
as dis true reason for turning his- hearers against the 
two/
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two earlier poets, their hostility to the Roman Catho­
lic Church. "Chaucer satirized, its preachers and 
officers, hut he almost always satirized merrily . . . 
Spenser struck his Plows at the Papacy with wrath and 
indignation". Shakespeare also is brought into the 
argument and other poets, including Keats. There is 
a fine personal note upon Keats and a good criticism 
of Endymion.
The POETICAL WORKS of LEIGH HUNT. i860. See 
Milford p. 762.
NOTE. The INTRODUCTION ( v-vii ) was written 'by Thornton 
Hunt; hut the notes are Leigh Hunt's (pp. 423-453).
They are really helpful. Those on tne Feast of the 
Poets should he compared with the notes appended to 
the 1814 and 1815 editions;, those on The Eeaat of the 
Violets with the notes of the 1344 Edition and the 
article on Dyce's Specimens of British Poetesses« ( 
Men, Women, and Eooks. )
Thornton Hunt, in his Introduction, states 
that his father had planned and nearly completed, 
before his death, a final edition of his Poetical 
Works, it was intended to he comprehensive, only 
fugitive poems heing omitted and only political poems 
°f a more permanent kind, included.
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THE BOOK of the SONNET. Edited by LEIGH 
HUNT and S. ADAMS LEE. 2 Yols. Boston 186?, See 
Milford.
There was also a large paper edition, 
limited to 100 numbered copies, published by William 
Evarts Benjamin (New York) in 1885,
OR 111 GAL N 0 'IE, There is an introductory letter, 
undated, (pp. XI-XIV) to Adams Lee and an essay, pp. 
1-91, signed L.H. The selection is also interesting, 
though one cannot usually tell which sonnets are due 
to Leigh Hunt.
(1). THE LETTER* friendships between juniors 
and their elders are founded u on r,the love of such 
never-fading things as the beauties of nature and the 
books which they have inspired". Lir. S. Adams Lee 
has taken an interest in the transatlantic welfare of 
his writings and so he has acceded to his request to 
write on the sonnet. Then follows the peculiar remark 
that the sonnet is not yet associated in the general 
mind with the idea of anything very marked or charac­
teristic.
(2). The Essay is entitled "On the Cultivation 1
History, and Varieties of the Species of Poem called
ĥe Sonnet" and is a large and important contribution 
to/
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to the subject which should he re-publishec!. It lays 
* great stress and gives a full history of the Italian 
Sonnet, which it calls the ’legitimate'. It is very 
severe in its treatment of the Shakespearean or Eng­
lish Sonnet, which it calls the'Illegitimate ", Like 
Sharp and others it traces the Italian Sonnet to Pro­
vence. Friar luittone of Arezzo was the first to give 
it its versification. It reached in the hands of 
Dante a perfection which Petrarch himself did not 
attain. "In Dante you have the superiority of grace 
over elegance, of the inner spirit of the beautiful 
over the outer". Phis is net the usual opinion. How­
ever, he goes on to state that Petrarch freed the 
sonnet from "the crudities and metaphysics of preced­
ing times" and gave it "a music superior to Dante's". 
The course of the Italian Sonnet after Petrarch, is 
then traced, Marini, Ohiabrera and The Arcadians being 
discussed, as well as the Comic Sonnet.
The English Sonnet is not sc adequately dis­
cussed and suffers from his prejudice against the 
I Shakespearean form. He begins by stating that the 
"Love of Italian Poetry is always greatest in England
| when English genius is in its most-poetical condition" 
Spenser was the first studiously to lay aside the 
Italian/
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Italian pattern, though. Surrey's forms are either
illegitimate or run upon one rhyme and close with a
couplet in another. Shakespeare is somewhat slighted,
but Drummond of Hawthornden is praised because his
sonnets are Italian in form and spirit and Milton is
severely dealt with, because his sonnets, though in the f oral
Italian, .nearly all break some rule or other and are 
A
"unhappy and monotonous in their rhymes". Indeed,
Hunt lays too much stress on the mere form of the 
Sonnet and yet, as form in the Sonnet is so important 
it is instructive always to read what he says. Among 
living sonneteers, Mrs. Brcvming is the only one 
mentioned (the essay was written about 185 7 or$'8 and 
publication hindered by Hunt's death and the American 
War). Mrs Browning "is the greatest poetess that 
ever existed" and her sonnets have "marvellous beauty, 
dignity, delicacy, and richness'. These are but a 
few of the important dicta; for Hunt crams into his 
PP. an enormous amount of detailed information.
He is exceptionally good upon the reqiiire- 
ments of the Sonnet, though his detailed analogy of 
Sonnet to a piece of music goes, perhaps, too 
fur. The perfect sonnet for him is difficult to seek. 
It must be Italian, must have one thought or feeling, 
no speck of obscurity, nothing irrelevant or insuf­




word too. little, no word out of place, no very long 
word, no rhymes all upon the same vowel; It must 
have music varied according to the subject, must 
increase in interest towards the close, which must he 
equally impressive and unaffected. If is as well 
that he adds that "one sonnet without a fault is alone 
worth a long poem". However, the essay is a ~reat 
piece of work, revealing especially a close and in­
timate knowledge of Italian Literature,
Of sonneteers living when Hunt and Adams 
Lee made their selection, it is interesting to note 
that Professor Blackie is represented with eight 
sonnets, John Hunter with six, Alexander Smith with 
three, David (Jray, another Scotsman, with eight, Mrs 
Browning with fifteen, Tennyson with three, Charles 
Tennyson with six, and himself with six. The selec­
tion from Keats is not very good.
THE TRUE STORY / of / LORD and LADY BYROIi/ 
as told by / LORD MACAULAY, THOMAS MOORE, LEIGrH 
HUNT, etc. etc. / in answer to / Mrs, Beecher Stowe./ 
London; / John Camden Kotten, Piccadilly, (1869),
This bizarre production was occasioned by an 
article by Mrs Beecher Stowe in the Atlantic Monthly.
reproduced (with changes) in Macmillan1s Magazine on 
a/
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a talk she had with lady Byron about Lord Byron and 
Augusta Leigh. Leigh Hunt's testimony is contained 
pp. 137-8 and consists of a short passage from The 
Lord Byron (1826). pp. 81-2, from ’'I bel ieve there 
did exist one person . . . .  family self-love" and 
Letters of Byron to Leigh Hunt, dated Get. 15, 1814, 
June 1st 1815, and Feb. 26. 1816. (See Gorrespon- 
cl ence).
"HE POETICAL WORKS / of / PERCY BYSSHE 
SHELLEY / etc, etc. / First Series / . . . .  With 
Memoir by Leigh Hunt. / London: / John Gaud en Hotten, 
Piccadilly / (Ho date, 1872)
liHLIOIR of SHELLEY. BY LEIGH HUHT, pp. 5- 
20.
HO IE. Phis‘is the first of a series of 4 Volumes con­
taining Shelley's Prose and Poetry, afterwards taken 
over by Ghat to and 17 indue and made part of their 
'Golden Library In Vol. III. Mary Shelley's pre­
face of 1824 is given. There she wishes that Leigh 
Hunt might have written the biographical notice. This 
may explain why the Memoir taken from the "Lord Byron 
and Some of His Contemporaries" but somewhat altered, 
should appear in the 1st Volume, Hunt's preface to 
Masque of Anarchy (1832) is also here given (q.v. )
*
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TEMPLE BAR. 107 7.
Vol. 50, pp. 386-391.
"Men are but children of a Larger Growth".
A Fireside Fancy, By Leigh Hunt.
He imagines men reduced "to a state of ' 
childhood in comparison with certain new creatures 
our superiors". It is evidently, from style, one of 
his later essays.
1876 Vol. XLVII, pp. 221-234. "Leigh Hunt and 
Lord Brougham" by S.R. Townshend Mayer. See Corres­
pond ence.
THE POETICAL WORKS of LEIGH HURT.
(Ward Lock and Co. 1883. See under 1844).
ATHHHAEULI. March 25, 1893. "An attempt of
the Author to Estimate his own Character". 1828. q..v.
Contributed by Mr. Dykes Campbell.
■*
SIR JOHN VAHBRUGK. Edited by A.S.H. Swain 
(Mermaid Series) 1896. gives the biographical account 
°f Vanbrugh by Leigh Hunt. See The Dramatic ttorks of 
Wycherley, etc. 1840.
THE / POETICAL WORKS / of / LEIGH HUM2 / 
Edited "by / H.S. Milford, M.A, / Humphrey Milford / 
Oxford University Press / etc, 1923.
16m0, 7 j4' x 5 ~  , pp. I-IVI + 1-776, with 
the Samuel Lawrence portrait as frontispiece. Contents 
pp. iii-x; Editor's Preface i-xvi; From the Author's 
Preface to the Edition of 1832 (all but 12 pp. out of 
54 of the original preface^th<©se dealing with double 
and single rhymes); Chronological Table of Leigh 
Hunt's Life and Times, 1759-1859. pp. xxxiii-lvi;
Text, pp. 1-661; Metes pp. 662-735 (comprising the 
Preface to 'Ultra-Crepidarius', the prefaces and notes 
to Captain Sword and Captain: Pen' the 1st two para­
graphs of the Preface to The Palfrey, extracts from 
notes, etc. to other poems, and a few poems doubtfully 
Hunt's as well as further variants and renderings not 
given in the text; A Chronological Bibliography of the 
Poems of Leigh Hunt, pp. 736-765, which also gives a 
few more poems and extracts; Index of Titles pp. 766- 
770; Index of First Lines, 771-776. 
jgjlgl 0 AL REFERENCE S.
CRITICAL/
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GHrJI0AI HOTE. This has supplied, in a magnificent 
manner, a want long due. Practically all Hunt’s 
poetry worth reprinting is here as well as the prose 
farce, hook to your Morals. As the Editor well says 
in his Preface, Leigh Hunt will now have "a fair 
chance of a hearing on his own merits; he has been 
too long held up to contempt as Byron’s toady and 
backbiter, Keats's evil genius, the traducer of Dante, 
the original of Harold Skimpole. I do not claim 
greatness for Leigh Hunt, but it seems to me clear that 
he has been unduly neglected, and his genuine quali­
ties obscured by adventitous criticism of his person­
ality, fand even more by concentration on his weak 
points, of. which he has many''. Further on, the Editor 
speaks against Hunt’s habit, in middle-age, of tamper­
ing ’’with the first sprouts of his youthful fancy:T 
and states that, as a rule, he has "printed in the 
text the first version published in book form of all 
poems written and reprinted by Hunt before 1832" - 
aii important decision for it gives the reader the 
dimini and The Feast as they were read, and prai sed 
'by Byron, Shelley, Moore, Hazlitt and Lamb. Of the 
poems first published after 1832, he: has, as a rule,
p r in t e d /
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*
printed in the text hi3 latest version". The grouping 
adopted by Hunt in the 1360 Edition has "been generally 
followed.
The text gives the more important variants 
as foot-notes, other variants being found in the notes 
at the end of the Volume. These are especially full 
upon Rimini and give Byron’s pencilled 0eminents upon 
a MS. copy of Cantos. II-IV.
The modern reader has no excuse for being 
any longer ignorant of Leigh Hunt's poetry. It must 
surprise him by its bulk and on perusal, by the true 
poetry, - not indeed ’poetry pre-eminently so called’ - 
which is to be found in plenty like the humble flowers 
with which its author was fend of comparing it. Here 
it is printed as Leigh Hunt would have liked it print- 
ed with an apparatus which he would have loved to 
wander through, for he -was scholarly and after all a 
greater critic than poet.
502.
II.
S E L E C T I O N S
From  ,
»
L E I J H H U N  T 
( E d i te d  ) .
II. SELECTIONS PROM LEIGH HUNT.
EDITED BY OTHERS.
Studies en Schetsen; /' naar het Engeloch / 
van / Leigh Hunt, t door / S.J. Potgieter. (Vig­
nette of scene in church with two young people be­
fore altar, illustrating 'The Florentine Levers') / 
Deventer, / d\j M. Ballot / 1842 // (Studies and 
Sketches; from the English of Leigh Hunt, by E.J. 
Potgeiter, Lever.ter, -II. Ballot 1842).
8°, 85 I 5 TF", 1 - vi (Introduction iii- 











INHOND. (GOD TEE TS)
I .  Le Ware H i s t o r ie  v a n  Y e rtum nus en
Pomona. (The True S to ry  o f  Y e r -  
tum nus and Pomona. I )
I I«  Be O o s te w in d . (The E a s t « inö  ) S,
I I I .  En S n u i f  i a  (A  P in c h  o f  S n u f f  )
S .
IY. Le N a c h t - l& i r r ie , ( T w e l f t h  N ig h t )
I.S.
^ Hengelen. (Angling I. )
VI« Ylinders, Bijen, ena, (Bees,
Butterflies, etc. 1 )
1̂1. Le Oude Heer. (The Old Gentle­
man I )
VIII, Do 06 en Begrafenis. (On Death
and Burial S . )
T V I
IE. Vrueg Opstaan ln de lieu1
(Getting up on cold morninsrs
I. ~ 120
X. Het Italiaansche Meisje, (The
Italian Girl I, 127
XI. TT onthiit, des zomers. (Break­
fast in Summer S. 139
XII. Le El or entknoche Gelieven. (The
Florentine Lovers. S, 179
XIII. Been Lag M j  lt Vuur, (A Lay by
the Eire R, 221
XIV. Le Loohter van Hippocrates.
(The Laughter of Hippocrates I 258
XV. rf Verlies van Hleine Hinderen.
(Deaths of Little Children I. 268
XVI. Het lot van mannen van Genie.
(The Fortunes of Genius S. 276
XVII. He oude Lievrouw. (The old Lady
I. 291
XVIII. Militaire Insecten. (A Battle
of Ants I. 299
XIX. Z e e lu i aan Land. (Seamen on
Shore I. 318
Pantomimes. (Pantomimes I. 328
C O N T E N T S. PAGE
b i b l i o g r a p h i c a l .
BOTB, All the essays, with the exception of ,TA Day 
by the Eire" (Reflector", are to he found either in 
"The Indicator and Companion" (1834) or "The Seer",
( 1840).
i n t r o d u c t i o n /
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Dei gh Hunt, wit wiens werken ik ons pub­
lie!: hier e.enige proeven aarifoi’ede, heeft een zijner 
boeken in het lieht gegeven, met een motto aan 
Shakespeare ontleend, eene plaats, waarin de groote 
dichter beweert: dat onze oogen meer zi en dan
zij plegen, zoodra wij eenig voorwerp.met liefde 
gadeslaan" Als de lezer in de volgende stukjes, - 
beurtelings spelingen van liet vernuft ¡eh uitàtor- 
tingen des gemoeds, - als hi i in al die beschon- 
wingen van menschen en dingen het streven opmerkt, 
on: zoo wel; de natuur als de maatschappij met zuika 
oogen te zi en, dan vlsi ik mij, dat hi j er zich 
ndfet ouer verwonderen zal, dat ik die met genoegen 
vertaalde. Er is iets zoo huma an s in z i j n p'ogen om 
den zin voor gélule onder aile omstandigheden te ont- 
wikkelen en te hevredigen, do or de opmerking-, hoe 
veel poesig er ook in het meest aile daagsehe 
sehuilt, dat hij sympathie vinden moet; - er is 
:ets zoo gezonds en opi"egts in zi ¿ne liefde voor 
ÏÏBt goede en schoone, welke, zoo a.ls hi j . zelf 
getuigt, "zi in geneesmiddeà waas ih krankte, en
v- —'
tevens het kfteste van ailes, wat hem ooit in voor- 
spoed/
INTRODUCTION.
voorspoed en vermaardheid streelde!" Liogt deze den 
lezer voor den man isin&rn-en3-zoo-als zi-j i$et- mij 
deed, ondanks dat ik me tot eene keuze van slechts 
enkale proeven der cnderschei&en middelen, waardoor 
hij dit doel zocht te hereikan, bepalen moest, - 
ondanks dat het eene vermetele onder^eming is, met 
hem in veelzi¿digen stijl en schilderaehtige uit- 
drukking te wedi¿verení
Den lezer heill
Amsterdam. Ik art, 1842.
This 'Introduction' begins by referring to 
the quotation from Shakespeare on the title-page of 
"The Seer", "Love adds a precious seeing to the eye" 
and goes on to state the pleasure the editor has had 
in translating such contemplations of men and things 
which see both nature and society with love's eye. 
They are either exercises of wit or effusions of 
feeling which reveal how much poetry is hidden in 
the eommon-place. Their author shows that healthy 
: and sincere love for the good and the beautiful 
which was to him a solace in sickness and the hest 
°T all his pleasures in prosperity. The reader must, 
then, be prepossessed in favour of the author, of 
whose work only a selection can be given in this 
rash/
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rash undertaking which, cannot vie with his many- 
sided style and picturesque expression.
CRITICAL HOTS. The translator and selector, 
Everardus Johannes Potgeiter (1803-1875) was an 
influential hutch critic and poet whose literary 
"Guide" was for long the leading magazine in Holland 
and whose "Florence", a poem in twenty stanzas, was 
justly celebrated. That such a man keenly interes­
ted iii foreign literature should select Hunt for 
translation says much for his work. The essays and 
sketches chosen are ail characteristic and the 
stress laid upon the kindly sympathy and the love 
of the beautiful, of their author shows that the 
translator was alive to his teaching.
PROSE/
PROSE WORKS OP LEIGH HUNT .
4 Vols, (1857)
12,mo.(Derby & Jacxson)
An AMERICA!! EDITION, which has not been seen.
m
I. A / Tale for a Chinney Corner,/ end other 
Essays. / by / Leigh Hunt. / Prom the "Indicator1, 
1819-1821. / Edited / (with Introduction and Notes) 
/ By Edmund 0.11 ier. / London: / John Camden Hot- 
ten, Piccadilly. / (all rights reserved) (1869). 
COLLATION 8°, 6̂ -iTx4-l-'!, Prontispiece , ( i i ) "luonu- 
ment to Leigh Hunt in Kensal Green Cemetery";
Title iii; iv (blank) - Contents 7-71; vii (blank); 
viii Leigh Hunt, at the age of 57. (portrait by 
Mrs Gliddon, drawn on wood by Hr. Charles (Hidden 
with signature); Leigh Hunt (Memoir) by Edmund 
Oilier ix-xxxii, signed March 1869; Text 33-346;
The Leigh hunt Memorial, 347-48; List of Subscribers 
(1865-8) 349-350. Green cloth binding with Title 
on front cover and back in silver,
II. A Tale for A Chimney / Corner/ and other 
Essays, / Prom the "Indicator", 1819-21./ by /
Leigh Hunt,/ Edited, with Introduction and Notes, / 
Ly Edmund Oilier, / London / Chatto and ./Indus, 
Piccadilly,/ 1875 etc.
This/
This forme one of the 1 So Id. en libraryT 
Series, and does not contain the illustration of 
the Monument, the note upon The lêigh Hunt Memor­
ial” and ’The List of SubscribersIt was several 
times reprinted, I’he Text is from the same plates 
as I. In a reprint of 1379, the ^emoir is dated 
March 1579.
The Essays, as the Ldftor states on p. 
Tu.II follow the text of the "Indicator” (1619-21) 
not that of the revised selection of 1834, They 
are, therefore, a selection of the original articles 
ana their text often varies considerably from that 
of 1834. Those titles occurring here are marked 
with an asterisk in the 'Contents' of The Indicator 
and Companion1 (1834) u.v. four are not there 
given.
1« A Rainy Lay Ho. 37, June 21st, 1820.
2» On the Talking’of nonsense. IIo 60, Hov, 23,
1820. I
3, On the Slow rise of the most rational
opinions. lie. 39, July 5th, 1820, half 
is riven under The Honourable I jr. Boyle'1 
(1834.)
4. HOcle's and Fairfax's Tasso. Ho 25, March
29th, 1820«
To any one whom bad weather depresses' is 
Ho. VII. "Advice to the Melancholy" of 
1834.
11013/
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"He was "burled at Xensal Green, "but, un­
happily, there is, as yet, no monument to record 
his name and preserve his memory. That is a reproach 
to all who knew him, and to all who have read, ad­
mired , and loved his many works - a generation that 
reaps the harvest of his labours. Eis works will, 
indeed, do both - they will be his monument - more 
enduring than any of 'piled up stones' - and they 
will preserve his name for ever among the foremost 
men of his age and country. But it is not right 
that the crowded 'graveyard', which contains sculp­
tured tablets of so many illustrious authors, ar­
tists, and men of science, should be without one to 
this great writer; and I appeal to the thousands by 
whom he is estimated to remove from England the re­
proach. It will gratify me much if I can obtain 
contributions for that purpose, in addition to my 
own, a large sum is by no means requisite. Such a. 
monument as Leigh Hunt would have desired should be 
^assuming and. unpretending as was his career in 
letters; ana if I am so happy as to receive respon­
ses/
responses to this invitation, I will set about the 
work '.
The above appeared in an article (by
S.C. Hall) in the 'Art Journal1 of 1865. He had 
it printed and circulated among his own friends 
and those of the poet, with the result that he ob­
tained some £60, from Llr. Joseph Durham, A.R.A. , 
he obtained a design for a monument at the estima­
ted. cost of £150. This Hr. Durham was willing to 
execute for the mere expense of employed labour and 
materials,
Ur. Hall’s purpose then suffered delay, 
hut a Committee was at length formed, of whom he 
and Edmund Oilier acted as Honorary Secretaries.
It comprised, among others, Robert Browning, Thomas 
Carlyle, Robert Chambers, Charles Dickens, Alexan­
der Ireland, Charles Rent, Sir .Frederick Bollock, 
B.W, Procter and oir Percy Florence Shelley, Bart. 
The first meeting of Committee (26th Oct. 1868), 
was presided over by Robert Browning. The Llemorial 
was uncovered by Lord Houghton, D.C.L. on 19th Oct. 
1869.
LIST of SUBSCRIBERS (1865-8). The amount 
subscribed was £215:5;8.
Aidong/
Among the younger generation are the 
names of Edwin Arnold, Hiss Alice Bird, Edward Dic 
W.M, Aossettj«
Notables not among the poet's immediate 
circle are well represented. They include, beside 
those on Committee, John Bright, Wilkie Collins, 
W.B. Hodgson, William Jerdan, (a former enemy) 
Charles Zingsley, Prederick Locker, Lord Lytton, 
Theodore Martin, John Buskin, the Proprietors of 
the Bcotsman, Alfred Tennyson, Edmund Yates.
On If ICAL xwEf .¿HENGES •
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CZITICAI NOTE. Leigh. Hunt’s own notes are all 
given and there are a few others hy the Editor,
The selection is admirable and, as the original 
Indicator" is now a rare hook, it gives one an 
opportunity of comparing the original papers with 
the versions in the "Indicator and Companion" of 
187;4 or those in Arthur Symon's selection, (o.v.) 
which follows the latter. There are, occasionally 
great/
great differences "between the two, some of the 
essays "being severely curtailed. It is well, also, 
to have reprinted and easily accessible, the criti­
cism on Eoole's and Fairfax’s fas so", as it is, 
perhaps, Hunt's "best discourse upon translation, an 
art in which he excelled. He must have studied 
closely fytier1 s "Essay on the Principles of '.Trans­
lation", Accordingly, he finds fault with Iloole for 
translating 'words and not ideas" and rendering lasso 
"into eighteenth century couplets", Fairfax as a 
poet often "found his poetry too much for his trans­
lation and added fancies of his own"; yet as a 
translator, the essayist places him far above Koole.
The short Memoir of Leigh Hunt is. impor­
tant , it is written "by Edmund Oilier, the son of 
Charles Oilier, one of Leigh Hunt's oldest friends 
and is, therefore, "based on personal knowledge.
It describes how Hunt and Charles Oilier first met, 
"It was in the early days of the "Examiner", and my 
father, then a very young man, addressed a letter 
to the paper on some misperformance of Shakespeare 
at Drury Lane or Covent Carden, and, in his ignor­
ance of journalistic ways, asked at the office to
see the editor, that he might deliver the MS. into 
his/
his own hands. The editor accordingly came out of 
his sanctum in Beaufort Buildings, otrand, and re­
ceived the young enthusiast in dramatic proprieties 
very graciously.” Charles Oilier,, having set up 
in the publishing business along with his brother 
James, afterwards published some of Leigh Hunt's 
works, together with the first volume of Heats, and
several of Shelley’s poems. He died three months
.
before Leigh Hunt who, in the Occasional (Ho, XII. 
Spectator, June 18} g.v. , gave ■ an account of his 
friend. She author of the memoir had, three months 
later, the sad duty of writing an account of his 
father’s friend. (Occasional, in Spectator of Sept. 
3).
fhe Lenoir is excellently and pleasantly .
written. It helps to correct some false impressionsi
for instance, the description of the sitting-room
shows that Hunt, late in life, did net live in a
barely furnished dwell ins:. Hunt’s immense and dis-“
cursive reading is. here said to have been greater
"khan Lamb’s. He knew four languages, Greek, Latin,
Italian and french, and was wanting in sympathy with
L,ks German genius. His admirable talk with its ever —
cheerful and hopeful note is well described. In a 
criticism of his poetry, it is stated that his imagi­
nation/
5*5..
imagination was not strong and that "'he could seldom 
get rid of his own personality", 011 ier appli es to
him here the remark he himself made upon Lamb: "he
sat at the receipt of impressions, rather than com­
manded them”, as an essayist, however, "Addison 
had not half as much variety" and Lamb's "range was 
less, his sympathies were not sc catholic"; both 
excellent remarks. As a critic, "Leigh Hunt has 
never had justice dene him for the excellent sense 
and sanity of his mind. Where Coleridge would rave, 
and Hazlitt be paradoxical, and Lamb grow hysterical 
with emotion, or beautifully quaint with fantastic 
eccentricity, Hunt seemed always to preserve the 
balance of his faculties," This is indeed, a good 
true criticism. Towards the end is a surprising 
remark which can be accepted, "notwithstanding his 
great experience, he was not (except on special 
occasions) a very rapid writer. He corrected, ex­
cised, reconsidered, and elaborated his productions 
(unless when pressed for time) with the most minute 
attention to details; and the habit increased on 
him the older he grew". Those more personal re­
narks are preceded by one of the most correct, most 
Dilanced, and most finely written short accounts of 
aunt' s life that have yet appeared.
I0/
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Papers on Christmas, by Leigh Hunt, were 
collected and printed in the Christmas Supplement 
of the "Manchester Weekly Times" of December 24th, 
1869.
(See Poems of Leigh Hunt. JjJd. Brimley Johnson 




1° A / lay by the Hire;/ and other Papers,/ 
hitherto uiicoli.ec tea By t neigh hunt,/ "I, match­
less as a fireside companion' 21 i a / London:/
Sampon now, Son, and ¿¿arston, , 1870//
k T*
64- x 4-h , pp. 1-363, in dark green binding with8
gold lines around sides of front. fhe Colophon is 
"Cambridge (U.S.A.): Press of John Wilson & Son, /»
2° ffcere must have been an edition issued
in U.S.A. Phis has not been seen.
1CIA■ Ihe "prefatory lïote" is signed J.S.B.
(abson) Chelsea (U.S.A.) Üôv, 18, 1869.
(he edited, three years later, a second 
collection, "Wishing Cap Papers" . v. ). Here, he 
admirably sums hurt uo in the following: "leieh
Hunt is one of the most delightful of authors, and 
all who read him admire him for his scholarly tastes 
and. literary amenities, his nimble wit, bright fancy 
and. subtle perception of beauty; and live him for 
nis glad heart and sunny disposition, his large and 
generous sympathies, and noble, Christian faith in 
he innate goodness of man".
Two interesting quotations are among the 
'Appreciations of Hunt" given on p. 9,
[1) "Leigh Hunt, seems the very opposite of
Eazlitt, He loves, everything, he catches 
the sunny side of everything, and, ex­
cepting that he has a few polemical anti­
pathies, finds everything beautiful" 
n.C. Hobinson.(2)/
(2) "Something not to he replaced would be 
struck cut of the gentler literature 
of our century, could the mind of Lei 
Hunt cease to speak to us'in a bock".
'3d. Bulwer, Lora Lytton.
r \  f '  T T r p v '  " io UlM x Jhli bi
ir  AGrJii :
Prefatory liote. (signed) 3 J.R.B. etc,
A Lay by the Pi re 13 S.
On Gommonolace People 42 J£. & E.P.
A Popular '/lew of the
Heathen Mythology. 47 L,J, e
On the Genii of the Greeks 
and Romans, and the Spirit 
that was said to have 
waited on Socrates. 59 L.J«,
On the Genii of Antiquity
and the Poets, 70 L.J.
fairies. 81 L. J.
Genii and fairies of the
^ast, the Arabian Lights,
etc, 124 L.J,
She Satyr of Antiquity and
of the poets. 155 L.J,
Phe Lymphs of Antiquity and
of the Poets. 170 I.U. 1836.
Pbe Sirens and. Mermaids of
the poets, 188 A.M. 1836.
Pritons and Lien of the Sea, 206 P.M. 1337,
On Giants, O^res, and.
Oyclcps, “ 231 L.LI. 1835
Gog and. Magog, And the Wall
of Lhoulkarnein. 252 IT. 1,1« 1836
Aeronautic s-; Ileal ?nd fabu­
lous. 260 II. II. 1336
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On the Talking- of lionsense. 284 I.
A Rainy Lay 292 T1‘
The True Enjoyment of Splendour 299 R.
Retrospective Review - Men
Redded to Books - The Contest 
Between the nightingale and 
Musician, 302 I «
The Murdered pump. 315 L.J.1850.
Christmas Eve and Christmas Lay 319 L.J.1834,
Lew Year ' s lifts. 326 L.J. 1835
Sale of the late Mr, Rest's 
P:ctures, 331 I.
Translations from Milton into 
Welsh 334 -i- «
The Bull Eight; or The Story 
of Lon, Alphonso de Melos and 
the Jeweller's Laughter. 343 L.J.1850,
Love and Rill. 353 M.C,
H = Reflector; L.J. = London Journal, 1324-35,
K«M. = líew Monthly; I =■ Indicator; L.J, 1850 = 




CRITICAL NOTE. This collection, is perhaps not 
so interesting as its successor The Wishing Cap 
Papers, by the sane editor, nor does it contain 
such great material. Its title "A Day by the Fire" 
is very fitting, as this essay, from the Reflector 
was the first which revealed Hunt as a great essay­
ist with a manner all his own. It was well to 
collect together in one volume all the mythological 
essays, which Hunt himself intended to publish as a 
single volume under the title, The Fabulous World 
(See Letter to John Forster). This was never done.
The Murdered Pump also deserves to be preserved.
This story of a winter's night was founded on a 
real incident, it took place in front of the house of 
Sir John Trevor, master of the Rolls, a kinsman of Mr. 
Lloyd's. Love and Will is an account of Steele's 
periodical. The Lover.-
SELECTIONS by OTHERS.
1° THE/ WISHING-CAP PAPERS/ by/ LEIGH
HUNT./ Now first collected./ (quotation from
Goldsmith) Boston:/ Lee and Shepard, Publishers./ H





8° , 6-f x 4-g- , pp. 1-456, in dark Hue cover having 
in centre of front, "The / v/ishing Cap Papers, /
Leigh Hunt,/" enclosed in thin gilt lines,
2° SAIwE as ABOVE, hut with "LGELCli: / Sarnpon 
Low, Marston, Low and Searle, / Crown Buildings,
188 PIset Street. / 1874.//
¿his is from the same plates as above 
and is the London Edition. It is printed on 
thicker paper. 3°, 7" x 4^", pp. 1-456, in dark 
green binding with gold lines round sides of front,—  
finding indeed, same as. the companion volume, "A 
Lay by the Pire'1,
The Editor's note "To the Leader" is 
signed "J.B.B. (abson), Idelrcse (U.S.A.) Lee. 4, 
1872". He states that the book consists of "arti- 
cles, hitherto uncollected, on an agreeable variety 
of subjects", and says truly that "most of the Wish­
ing- Cap Papers are written in Leigh Hunt's happiest 
manner, and abound in rich and felicitous descrip­
tions of nature, in loving comments on favourite 
authors and books, and in thoughtful and good-natur­
ed speculations on human life. Indeed some of the 
essays in the collection are,, it seems to me, more 
terse in style, more vigorous in thought and more
masculine/
masculine in tone, than even the best papers, in 
the *Indicator1 or the ’Seer'; they show that the 
genial essayist had ’’true capabilities of wrath" 
and could battle bravely for the right as the hacks 
of the lory press learned to their cost",
"Hone of the fishing-Gaps, already in--  -  ■ W.................. -i, -  v
eluded in "Lien, 7/omen and Books" are included in 
this Volume".
fhe Articles on Ihe I1 own show "the first 
sprightly runnings" -hich were afterwards to ex­




II. A Walk in Covent Garden
III. Piccadilly and the 
Vest Lind.
dv s A walk in the City
V. Whitehall,
VI. St. James's Park.
VII. Spring.
VIII. Rainy-day Poetry.
IR. Bating and Drinking
a . Ihe Valley of Ladies 















March 28, 1824 
- October 16, 
18 25.
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JOTS: ("At i«no (1824) I wrote the articles which 
appeared in the Examine? under the title cf 
the 'wishing Gap, probably the reader knows 
nothing about "them; but they contained some 
germs of a book he may not be unacquainted 
with, called The down, as well as some articles 
since approved of in the volume entitled Men,
women and Books. The title 
Vol. II. chap. XXI. p. 152.
was very genuine.
ivll S 0 £ LL AI SOUS ESSAYS ADD 0.1IE 1̂  ¿n B#
PARE
Personal Reminiscences of Lords. 117 1830 rr\■L ♦
A Letter on, to, and by the Book- 
Personage known by the name of 
"The Reader" 124 otoCOH T.
Lr, Doddridge and the Ladies. 138 1830 ■T\J- t
Gonfectionary 154 1830 T.
A Treatise on Devils 160 1830 I.
A Pew words on Angels 184 1830 !.




Reusseau1 s Pyginali on, 202 1820 TJ. 4
On the Suburbs of Genoa and the 
0 o unt ry ab o ut L ond o n. 215 1823 L.B
hr. Johnson, The Devil, and Mr. 
Gobbett, 244 1830 rTtJ- «
Coffee-Houses and Smoking 246 1826IÌ.M.
Wit made easy, or a hint to v/ord- 
Cattiherg, 257 182511.M.
The Fencing-Master’s Choice. 262 1828 0.
Twilight accused and defended. 266 1834L. J.
Table-»vits - A Breakfast. 278 1820 I.
Going/
PAGE
Going to the Play Again. 288 1828 c.
Ladies' Bonnets in the Theatre 295 1831 fTi•i- 6
Moliere's Xortuffe. 296 1828 r\̂ «
Hereditary House of Players. 311 1830 X'.
Madame Pasta. 317 1828 G,
Opera of the White and Red Rose 
Madame Pasta in the Lover, 331 1828 C.
On French Opera Lancing, 337 1828  ̂«
Recollections of Old Actors, 348 1831 •n-L e
Clarendon's History of the 
Rehellion. 360 1825 1Ù «
George Selwyn and his Contem­
poraries. 388 1844 B.
? = Xatler, H.R. = M6nthly depository, I = Indicator 
L.Bx, = Literary Examiner, M.M. = Low Monthly,





OR III GAL 1*0 TE. The Editor has added, at the foot 
of the page, many useful notes. These explain 
points the reader wants to know. Eor example, he 
gives the persons who attended the Lambs’ Thursday 
evenings, of whom Leigh Hunt gives only the initial 
quotations also from other essays are 
added when necessary. Altogether, the editing is 
excellent and concise* The collection, in its 
variety, is one of the pleasantest ox the author, 
and is chosen for the interest of its matter, 
rather than only for its Lelle-lettre character.
It has also, forming part of the text of Love and 
the Country, a translation of Maynard's Adieu to 
Ladi es. and of Froissart’s The Beauty who was told 
to he rroud. not included in Milford’s Edition or 
mentioned in his Bibliography; and it gives the 
text of the ridiculous poem with 150 rhymes on 
'philosopher', mentioned by Milford, p. 751. "On 
the Suburbs of Genoa," etc. (addressed to Vincent 
Uovello) is given in full, as it was originally 
written. This was worth preserving in book form.
T o " -■
I
THE BOOK-LOVER1 S / ENCHIRIDION:/ THOUGHTS on 
the/ SOLACE/ and/ COMPANIONSHIP/ of Books,/ etc./
By ALEXANDER IRELAND, etc. Simpkin, Marshall & * ̂
Co./ W. & R. Chambers/ 1683// A Fourth Edition, 
revised and enlarged, appeared in 1684.
On pp. 197-223 appear long quotations 
from most of Hunt's essays on Books. (4th Edition).
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ESSAYS / by / LEIGH HUNT. / Edited, with
Introduction and Notes, / by / Arthur Symons, /
London:/ Walter Scott, 24 Warwick Lane, Paternoster
Row./ 1887 // (One of the Camelot Classics, Edited
by Ernest Rhys, and frequently reprinted in the
7/alter Scott Library), 
vo ,  ~8 , 6£" x 4f", pp. 1-XX + 1-304 (Essays) + 305-14
(Notes). A short critical and biographical intro­
duction by Arthur Symons occupies pp. YII-ZX.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. "The Essays contained in this 
volume are taken, with two exceptions, from "The 
Indicator'1, "The Companion", and "The Seer", . . . 
The first two papers - "Dreams on the Borders of 
the Land of Poetry" and "Pocket-books and Keepsakes" 
- have never before been printed under the name of 
their author. They are taken from "The Keepsake" 
for 1828, where they appeared anonymously. (Editor's 
Note p. 307). These last two were, as Mr. Symons 
says further on, first identified by Dykes Campbell. 
"1/
"I am not sure that Leigh Hunt does not touch the 
highest point of style in the best parts of this 
paper" says Mr. Symons with great truth in a note 
on the former.
He admits that "with a view to represent­
ing Hunt only by his very best work, I have omitted 
a paragraph or passage here and there". This is 
not at all a defensible method of treating what is 
after, alUn, a, revision by-Hunt himSelf* ?be notes, 
bibliographical and other, are few but excellent.
The "Introduction" written in a charming 
style, is excellent in its critical portion, but 
an unsafe guide in its biographical. Dates are 
often wrong and there is no warrant for stating 
that the early essays in the "Traveller" were 
theatrical. Also, there was real cordiality be­
tween Hunt and Byron during the period of imprison­
ment and for some time after. (The Editor, it 
should he noted, was then only 22).
The critical portion which is a charming 
presentation of the qualities and defects of Hunt as 
essayist, also points out the dependence of his 
literary upon his mbral qualities and the importance 
°f "The Religion of the Heart" in any estimate of 
bis work. The concluding passage is fine. "I
cannot/
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cannot think that Leigh Hunt was of the build and 
stature to ’wrestle with and conquer Time; his 
flight was the swallow’s - short, uneven, uncertain 
and like the swallow, his day may be over with the 
summer. But he is specially eminent among the 
lesser men, and to neglect him is to lose a plea­
sure which we can get only from him. He is never 
quite without attractiveness; but his best writ­
ings are those in which a congenial subject carries 
him away, in which he finds scope for an often 
felicitous fancy, and a frequently charming grace 
of style". Fine, but not strictly accurate; for 
he frequently touches the skirts of greatness, is, 
after all, the most typical, though not the great­
est, essayist of his epoch and the most Catholic 
of its critics.
THE CAVENDISH LIBRARY / LEIGH HUNT / 
as / POET and ESSAYIST / being / THE CHOICEST 
PASSAGES from his WORKS / Selected and Edited / 
With a Biographical Introduction / By Charles Kent / 
London and New York / Frederick Warne and Co. /
1889 //.
8°, 7 TT. i “ xlviii (Biographical Intro­
duction ix-xlviii); Leigh Hunt's Poems 3-78; 
heigh Hunt's Essays 81-524; Leontius (Poem on Leigh 
Hunt/
,53 0.
Hunt), By Charles Kent, 524-26; Bibliography 527- 
28. The Frontispiece is a fine steel engraving of 
the Armytage portrait (aBtat 66).
CRITICAL NOTICES
CRITICAL NOTE. This Selection is still the most 
comprehensive that has been attempted. Its aim is 
to bring together in a single volume the "choicest 
productions " of the author as Poet and Essayist 
and to give, as the editor says, "Infinite riches, 
in a little room". It has also the merit of quot­
ing the source and date of each essay, - a thing 
seldom done and especially necessary in the case 
of Leigh Hunt. There are, besides, not only selec­
tions from the essays proper, but also from works 
like "The Town," "Imagination and Fancy" "Wit and 
Humour", and "Table Talk". Of material not easily 
accessible is the charming translation of Cresset,
('Ver-Vert - The Parrot of the Nuns') and "Speci­
mens of British Poetesses", both from "Men, Women, 
and/
and Books"; "The Monthly Nurse" and "The Conductor" 
the two delightful character-sketches from Kenny 
Meadow’s ’Heads of the People’, and extracts from 
the Edinburgh Review articles on the Colmans and 
George Selwyn. Its defect is that it often gives 
only bits of essays, a practice to be severely 
condemned in a short selection but more acceptable 
here, since it increases the variety of riches.
The "Biographical Introduction" is an 
accurate well written encyclopaedic memoir which 
may be compared for manner and method with Alexan­
der Ireland’s account in the D.N.B. It was well 
to hint at - a fact not made clear in the "Auto­
biography" - that Leigh Hunt inherited his black 
hair and dark colour from his mother, not his 
father. This gets rid of the idea sometimes casu­
ally met with, and due in part to his own phraseo­
logy, that Leigh Hunt had ’black' blood in his 
veins. His mother was of pure English and quaker 
ancestry. It was well also to emphasize the fact 
that Keats and Shelley paid Hunt the signal tribute 
of imitating the Riming. couplet and manner the 
former in "Laml^" and the latter in "Julian and 
Maddalo". However, Hunt's relations with Byron in 
Italy/
Italy ere not properly stated, though it is true 
that ,TIord Byron and some of his contemporaries'’ 
was written "from first to last under the pro­
found est error of judgment”. Also, Shelley and 
Hunt first met not in 1809 hut in 1811; there was 
never any hope of Murray publishing the "Liberal”; 
and there were five, not two, issues of the "liter­
ary Pocket-Book”; I-Iowever, these are minor slips, 
Towards the end, Charles Kent, Editor 
from 1846 of gives his reminiscences
of Hunt and includes some letters and extracts from 
letters not found elsewhere. "Young though I was, 
Leigh Hunt, to my great delight, did me the honour 
of seeking my personal acquaintance by reasom of 
what I, as his anonymous critic, had written about 
him; and when we were once brought together, that 
acquaintance, in spite of the disparity of years 
between us, soon ripened iii&o an intimate and affec­
tionate friendship". Charles Kent was one of those 
who saw Hunt drive off to Putney in August, 1859.
The poem, "Leontius", which appeared in 
"Bentley's Miscellany", (June 1858), breathes 
affectionate hero-worship more than poetry. "Leon­
tius" was a nickname given by Byron to Hunt, while 
they were both staying at the Casa Lanfauchi.
tales/
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TALES / by / LSISE HUNT / Now first col­
lected / With a Prefatory Memoir / by / William 
Knight, LL.D./ Professor of Moral Philosophy in the 
University of st. Andrews / London / William Pater­
son & Co. / 1891// 
o8 , 7” x 5", pp. i-xxxviii + 1—388; Prefatory Memoir 
V-XLXYI ■ frontispiece is a good reproduction of the 
Hayter portrait^
Fifty-five copies were also printed on 
Dutch hand-made paper.
CONTENTS.
The Florentine Lovers. L. (No. I) & S.
The Beau Miser, and what.happened to him at 
Brighton. I. Nov. 3, 1819.
Jack Abbot's Breakfast. M, W. & B. J}.& N.M.
1887.
Galgano and Madonna1 Minoecia. I. July 5,1820,
The Nurture of TriptcLamua* I. Sent. 20, 1820
& 1834.
The Fair Bevenge. I. Jan. 12, 1820 & 1834.
Ver-Vert; or, The Parrot of the Nuns. Exam. 
1824-25, and M. W.& B.
The Adventures of Cephalus and Procris. I.
April, 12, 1820.
The Lay of the Disasters of Carfington. Blun­
dell, Esquire. M, W•& B.& N.M.1857
The Shoemaker of Yeyros, I. Dec. i, 1819 &
1834.
Ronald j
Ronald of the Perfect Hand. I . Feb. 23,1820.
The Daughter of Hippocrates. I. June 14, 1820 
& 1834.
Godiva. I. Oct. 27, 1819 & 1834.
The Italian Girl. I. June 21, 1820 & 1834.
The True Story of Yertumnus and Pomona. C.
1828 & 1834.
The IRestrhption of the Cenci Family, I. July 
19, 1820.
Pulei. I. March 7, 1821 & 1834.
Farinetta and Farinonna; or How to make Five 
Pleasures of One, and he in Five Places at 
Once. I. Aug. 16, 1820.
A Year of Honeymoons. Bull’s Cotirt Mag. 1832
m
A Tale for a Chinney Corner I. Dec. 15, 1819 
Sc 1834.
Charles Brandon and Mary Queen of France. I. 
Uov. 10, 1819 & 1834.
Gilbert! Gilbert! I. Nov. 24th 1819 & 1834.
The Mountain of the Two lovers C. 1828 &1834.
The Hamadryad I. Sept. 13, 1820 & 1834.
A Hovel Party. Examiner 1825.
The Bull-Fight. London Journal, 1850.
The Marriage of Belphegor. I. Oct. 25, 1820.
The Generous Woman. I. Fov. 1, 1820.
= Indicator, M, W.& B. = Men, Women and Books,
= Companion, L = Liberal, S.= Seer.
.JIv A Reprint of this is in ’’The Million library 
Series. (Walter Scott)
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. Leigh Hunt, in many ways, a 
Janus, fell heir to the 18th century short moral, 
classical and allegorical tale through the work he 
did in Classic Tales (q.v.); and some of his best 
prose and most characteristic 'writing is to be 
found in this selection. It is by no means com­
plete, but no good example has been omitted. In 
classical tales like Shelley's favourite. The Fair 
Revenge and the Nurture of Triptolemus, there is a 
firmness of language and even progression of idea 
often lacking in Hunt's essays proper. Yet such 
Tales remain half essays, a feature which distin­
guishes them from the modern short story. The for­
mer, springs, indeed, naturally out of the essay 
and was used by Steele, for example, as another 
method of impressing a didactic idea; the latter 
springs rather from some proverb or apologue and. is 
often/
often but an anecdote with point writ large.
However, Hunt had also a merry humour 
which is excellently shown in the really great ad­
ventures of Jack Abbott and Carfington Blundell, 
Esquire. One wishes he had given more tales like 
these which are approaches to the 19th century short 
story. They have the merry and innocent humour 
which belongs to the Latin races rather than to 
English and are too little known. The Beau Kiser 
is of the same class and the translation of the 
story of the immortal Ver-Yert wMch  ̂ is; ■iha;mi,table.',A 
Year of Honeymoons’ is mawkish and too long drawn 
out and "Earinetta & Earinonna", a partial failure.
The Memoir is a pleasantly written but a 
somewhat tmequal production. It has several pecu­
liar statements. The Juvenilia was first published 
in 1801, not 1802, and was much more than a ’book­
let1; though the Examiner prosecution did make Hunt 
the hero of the hour, it can scarcely be said that 
it did him ’ultimately more good than harm”, nor 
can it truly be said that in Italy, ’’Byron was kind 
15:0 him in many ways"; and to assert of one of the 
most charming and kindly of editors that he had 




are essential in order to work with literary 
assistants " is utter nonsense. Also, it was 
Christianisrn, not the Religion of the Heart that 
was written at Maiano in 1823; and the Tatler be- 
gan in 1830, not 1831. These mistakes taken col­
lectively do not say much for the writer's accuracy. 
However, his criticism of Rimini is exceedingly 
fine and sympathetic and in many points truly 
illuminative.
"In conception and execution it was in­
spired by Boccaccio aid Ariosto, as well as by 
Dante . . . .  whatever its minor defects it helped 
to emancipate the literature of his time from the 
trammels of conventionalities, almost as much as 
Wordsworth had done in another direction. He had 
gone back from the monotonous pomp and stilted 
artificiality of Pope to the naturalness of Chaucer
as recast by Dryden........There is much in the
story that is capricious and even incongruous; but 
it excels in pathos, and has the free sweep of 
successful narrative art. In some things it even 
excelled Dryden . . .  he had a more southern insight 
into the beauties of colour". The summing up is 
also/
also ad equate. ’In his literary work with many 
mannerisms and some prolixity. Hunt is never dull, 
or prosaic, or commonplace. He had great fertility 
of mind, a genuine enthusiasm for literature, a 
happy art in prose criticism, the note of absolute 
sincerity in all he wrote and a certain delicacy, 
even a felicity of style”.
One would have wished, after reading two 
such fine pieces of criticism, that the writer had 
said something of Hunt as a story-teller.
I. ESSAYS / of / LEIGH HUNT / SELECTED and 
PITED / by / REGINALD BRIMLEY JOHNSON / with 
Introduction / Portrait by S. Lawrence / and etch­
ings by Herbert Railton / London / J.M, Dent and 
Co. / 69 Great Eastern Street / 1891. (The Temple 
Library ).
8°, 6i" x 3 g-", i —xxviii + 1-236; 
Frontispiece is from a sketch by Samuel Lawrence of 
Leigh Hunt and there are illustrations of the Chapel 
at Horsemonger Lane Gaol and of Christ's Hospital. 
The Introduction occupies pp. 2I-SXYIII.




CRITICAL HOTE. The Contents, entitled ”Essays, 
Miscellaneous, Critical and Autobiographical”, are 
worch careful study. The Editor avoids the beaten 
track of selectors and gives examples of the 
author's prose from 1806 to 1855. He thus proves 
that as great prose is to be found in the rarer 
books as in the 'Indicator' and 'Imagination and 
Fancy'. To follow his own order, there are among 
others three extracts from The Months (1821), the 
whimsical "Letter of a Parish Chhrch in Italy” from 
the Hew Monthly of 1825, "The Chinese Apologue” 
from the "Reflector”, the most stinging portion of 
the leader from the Examiner of March 22nd, 1812, 
which led its author to Horsemonger Gaol, two 
selections from the Goldsmith essay in Classic 
^ales, the fine criticism on Gray and the descrip­
tion of John Buncle from A Book for a Corner, the 
dedication to Foliage, several selections from 
Wit and Humour, the appreciation of Burns from the 
Jar of Honev and of Wordsworth from the Notes to 
Feast of the Poets. These, along with the 
usual How, The Old Lady, My Books, and Getting up 
on Cold Mornings, give a good idea of the author's 
scope and variety.
There/
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There are also some illuminating notes. 
The Preface states that the Selections have been 
printed from the earliest known editions and to 
each is prefixed a list of all the occasions in 
which it has formerly appeared. Those which are 
given for the first time have been printed from 
copies made by Hr. Alex. Ireland from the original 
MMS, and with the permission of Mr. Walter Leigh 
Hunt.
The Introduction is a beautifully written 
statement of the sympathetic attitude its author 
was to adopt towards Leigh Hunt in his Life of 
1896 (q.v.) Yet two of its sentences deserve 
quotation here.
"He was fortunate in his friends, through­
out life, or rather his beautiful nature always 
attracted to itself the most congenial companions".
"His picture of rthe noble poets’
(Byron's) character is now admitted on all hands 
to be true, original and essentially kindly".
(The 'essentially kindly' can scarcely be defended)
I. POEMS / of / LEIGH HURT/ with prefaces 
from some of his periodicals/ Selected and Edited/
/ Reginald Brimley Johnson / with Bibliography / 
and/
541.
and etchings by Herbert Railton / London / J.M.
Lent and Co. / 69 Great Eastern gtreet / 1891 //.
rj ft
8 , 6^ " x 3 g- , i-xii + 1-163 (Poems), 
164-830 (Prefaces to Periodicals) 231-268. (Classi­
fied Bibliography). This is uniform with above 
and is indeed named Vol. II.
II. There is likewise a similar LARGE PAPER 
SLITIOH. The frontispiece is the Birth-Place at 
Southgate. There are also Illustrations of Leigh 
Hunt's House at Hampstead, and of the House at 
Putney in which he died.
The PREFACES to PERIODICALS include 
the Prospectus of the Examiner (q.v.), the Preface 
at end of Vol. I of the Examiner, (1808) the "Ex­
planation and Retrospection" Article from the 
Monthly Repositary of Oct. 1837, The Prospectuses 
°f The Reflector and The Chat of the Week, the Pre- 
_face to the Liberal. the Editor’s farewell to his 
readers of the Chat of the Week from the Tatler of 
Sept. 4th, 1830 and Ho. I of The Indicator (Oct. 13th 
1819).
CRIT ICAL r e f e r e n c e s .
CRITICAL/
CHIT 10All NOTI?, Leigh Hunt started so many perio­
dicals and wrote such delightful prefaces to them 
all that Mr. Brimley Johnson deserves thanks for 
"bringing some of the "best of them together. (See 
the notices under the various periodicals). Hunt 
had the art of making such things essays just as 
he had the even more difficult art of penning de­
dications which are familiar and yet elegant, com­
plimentary and yet natural.
gCfrTEB CLASSIFIED BIBLIOGRAPHY at end of volume.
(See under Bibliographies).
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■THAT IS POETRY? Edited by Albert S. Cook. linn
& Co. 1893.
See under rImagination & Fancy*
1844.
DRAMATIC ESSAYS. Edited by Archer & Lowe, 1894,
See under "Critical Essays on 
the Performers of the London 
Theatres" (1806) and The Tatler 
(1830-32).
THE / WORLD of BOOKS / and other
ASSAYS / By / LEIGH HURT / London / Gay and. Bird /




vo8 , 5" x 3”, pp. i-xvi + 1-150 f in­
cluding Index). There is a good reproduction of 
the Armytage portrait as frontispiece. This is a 
fine art book and exists in two formats, one on 
Japanese Vellum limited to sixty copies'.
CRITICAI REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. The selections consist of The 
World of Books, Social Morality, Cowley and' Thomson 
Rope, Bookstalls and Qalateo, Book-binding and 
Heliodorus. all from "Men, Women and Books" along 
with My Books from "The literary Examiner" (1823) 
Upon Indexes from the end of the first volume of 
the Ind icator (1819) and a short extract from the 
first article on Chaucer in the "London Journal", 
(June 13, 1835).
These are the most characteristic essays 
on Books and Leigh Hunt was a bookman. Ireland, 
in his "Book-Lover ’ s Eneliiridi on" (1884) had al­
ready given the cream of these essays in extracts 
but/
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but it was good to have them complete and all to­
gether in a lovely form. The introduction (V - 
XIII) is short, but good.
HELPS to the STUDY / of / LEIGH HUNTTS 
ESSAYS / by / C.D. Punehard, B.A./ London / Mac­
millan etc. / 1899 //.
8°, 6f" x 4 | " pp. 1-116.o
CRITICAL NOTE. The purpose of this is very utili­
tarian as it consists merely of notes "necessary 
for assisting the student in preparing for examina­
tion the selection" by Symons (1887) q.v. There 
is an account of 'Leigh Hunt's Life and Writings' 
on pp. 9-24 and an Index. The material is excellent ,
DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY. The book and its story.
1903. See Stories from 
the Italian Poets. 1846.
THE ESSAYS of / LEIGH HUNT / Edited / 
by / Arthur Symons / with Illustrations by / H.M. 
Brock / 1903 / London. J.M. Dent & Sons, Ltd. /
Aidine House / 29 & 30 Bedford St. Covent Garden
w.c. //.
Reprinted/
Reprinted 1905, 1910, 1922.
8°, ?$-" x 4 -|r", pp. i-xiv + 1-368.
The format is handsome and the illustrations number­
ing 50 are fine examples of Brook's work.
CHITICAL REFERENCES.
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CRITICAL NOTE. The editor states that "the greater 
part of the essays which follow are taken from "The 
Indicator", "The Companion" and "The Seer"; some 
form "The Wishing-Cap Papers" (1873 q.v.) , . . .
One is taken from "Men, Women, and Books" (1849), 
(sic.) and five are from . . . "Critical Essays 
on the London Theatres" (1807). The essays from 
"The indicator", "The Companion", and "The Seer" 
are reprinted in most cases from the latest edi­
tions published during the lifetime of Leigh Hunt; 
two, however, which he never reprinted, are taken 
from the original edition of "The Indicator" (1819- 
21)".
These/
These last two are "Country little Known" 
and "On the Talking of Nonsense"; that from "Men, 
Women and Books" is "Bookbinding and Heliodorns"; 
the five from the "Critical Essays" are.those on 
Mr* Kemble, Mr, Charles Kemble, Mrs, Siddons, Mr. 
Munden, and Mr. Mathews; 'Rhyme and Reason1 re­
printed from 'The Seer', but originally in 'The 
Liberal, is here and is well worth making easily 
accessible; the delightful Wi shing-Caps" "doing to 
the Play again" "Recollections of Old Actors" and 
"Coffee-houses and Smoking" are also given; and "A 
Treatise on Devils" and "A Few Words on Angels", 
suggested by the reading of Scott's essays on Demono- 
logy appear. The others form a good selection.
In the very short "Preface", the Editor 
states that his aim has been to provide a companion 
volume to that of 1887 (q.v.) Only a very few of 
the essays previously chosen reappear, because they 
are 'specially suitable for a book which is to be 
illustrated'. He then condemns his excessive sever­
ity of 1887 in pruning away excrescences and now 
thinks, "that it is best, under all circumstances, to 
leave things as they were written". This is, of 
course, the only sane course for an editor. In
conclusion j
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conclusion, he gives a poem of Meredith's contri­
buted to Once a Week of Dec, 31, 1859 and entitled 
"The Crown of love'' which is based on the same 
story as Hunt told in "The Mountain of the Two lovers" 
Millais, he states, has also a painting on the 
theme.
THE / ARNOLD / PROSE BOOKS / BOOK 14/SELECTIONS
from / LEIOH HUNT/.
"Birds shall sing for thy deight 
Each May morning" /
London / Edward Arnold / . . .  . Price Eourpence //
(1905).
8°, pp. 1-48.
CRITICAL NOTE. This is a school book which gives
extracts from the Autobiography on The Author's 
School days, his imprisonment and Charles Lamb, along 
with the essays on "Stage Coaches", "Setting up oh 
Cold Mornings", "Spring" and "Dreams on the Borders 
°f the Land of Poetry" and the discourse on "Respon­
sibility" from the Table Talk.
ESSAYS and SKETCHES / by / LEIGH HUNT /
Chosen and Edited with an Introduction / by / R.
Brimley Johnson / Henry Prowde / Oxford University 
Press / London, etc. / 1906 (Reprinted 1912) .
o 13" 11 w8 , 5 x 3 i6 , pp. i-xx + 1-420
in several styles. Introduction pp. V-XIII. 
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
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CRITICAL NOTE. The Introduction gives shortly the 
views contained in Mr. Brimley Johnson’s larger 
account of the author (see Leigh Hunt 1896 under 
'Biographical and Critical'). It is excellent in 
substance and in manner. Mr, Johnson has really 
investigated for hirnself the ins and outs of the 
Byron episode and speaks forcibly in Hunt's favour. 
His summing-up of Hunt in a quotation from his 
life is admirable, though he is too strong when he 
speaks of "the undesirable shallowness " of Hunt's 
intellect. He was, indeed, no philosopher, and 
depended, like several greater poets and critics, 
upon his instincts and tastes rather than upon 
ratiocination; but this is the attitude of many of 
tie best critics of life as well as of literature. 
Also, reach and scope and extent of knowledge gihfeTy
gfioVj j great-mind edness and, because he gives know­
ledge pleasantly in a style that is easy and fluent, 
this is not to condemn a writer. Some critics often 
forget that writing that racks the brain before the 
meaning is apparent is often bad writing.
In the beginning, however, due stress is 
laid upon the importance of Hunt's criticism for 
catholicity ana universality. However, did Hunt ever 
write in a 'well-stored library1? Perhaius the'journa­
listic' note in Hunt is too strongly emphasised, for 
Hunt was really not a true journalist. He was a very 
talented literary man who unfortunately, like many 
another of the present day, fell into journalism and 
so gave posterity only 'broken lights' of himself.
The Contents are all that could De desired, 
there are selections not only from the 'Essays', but 
from 'Imagination and fancy', 'The Town'. 'The Jar 
of Honey' j 'The Autobiography' , and other worms, hor 
a?e she Tales and the earlier worms forgotten. They 
are arranged under the headings of In Heaven and 
farth, Characters. Books and Bookmen. Tales, old
Hew. Xings and Princes, About Town, The Theatres.
n-¿llg Country . On Dumb Animals. The Heather, at Home.
and On Dress and Llanners. They are indeed full
and/
and varied and more than sufficient tc give a "busy 
man .and the general reader an excellent idea of Hunt 
as essayist, teller of tales, and critic of life and 
of literature.
ESSAYS / Toy / LEIGH HUNT / with Bio­
graphical Introduction / by / Hannaford Bennett /
London / John Long etc. 1907 // (Uarlton Classics)
7 >r 7 "
8°, 5 v x 3 “ , 1-152. The Introduc-o o
tion occupies pp. 7hl5.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. The selection consists of the 
better known essays and the Introduction da at good 
biographical sketch.
ON PIGS / CHARLES LAMB ana / LEIGH HUNT/ 
(Design) / T.N. Eoulis / . . . . /  Edinburgh and 
London / 1908 //.
(Little Prose Masterpieces : Volume Nine ).
o 3 M 1 n
4 » 6 16 x  5 , PP- 1-38.
c r it ic a l /
CRITICAL NOTE. This contains Lamb's "Dissertation 
upon Roast Pig" and. Leigh Hunt's essay-"On the Graces 
and Anxieties of Pig Driving". Hunt's gaiety of 
heart and whimsical quizzical eyes make his slighter 
thing almost greater as literature than Lamb's 
documented and longer "Dissertation'. It has certainly
/
a charm which the other lacks. Carlyle, in a letter 
of April 8, 1834 describes it as 'a most tickling 
thing'.
LEIGH HUNT / COACHES and COACHING /! Ï
Embellished / with pictures by / Paul Hardy /.
Sisley's L^./ Makers of Beautiful Books / London //
(No Date 1908)
1 16o 5 -g " X ", pp. 1-70.
CRITICAL NOTE. This gives "Coaches and Coaching" 
and "Night Watchmen" along with four illustrations.
The former may, in parts, be compared with De.
Quincey's 'English Mail-Coach', which, of course, 
completely outclasses it.
LEIGH HUNT./ SELECTIONS in PROSE /
and VEpsj; / Edited with Introduction and Note-s /
. /  f
y / J.H. Lobban, M.A. / Lecturer in English
Literature,/
Literature, Bifkbeck College, London / Cambridge:/ 
at the University Press/ 190 9.// (English 
Literature for Schools).H I
8°' 6 tI x 4 16 7 PP* i_xvl + 1_
149 (Text) + 150-164. Notes.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. This is a snort but excellent 
introduction. The writer well says that Hunt's 
fame rests not on his poetry, but "on his prose- 
writings, on his critical sagacity, and on his re­
markable influence upon his greater contemporaries". 
He is, however, too emphatic^^when he says that "his 
literary enthusiasm far outran his capacity" and 
that most of his literary criticism "may be des­
cribed as gossip about books", and when he infers, in 
speaking of the Liberal incident that Hunt should 
Lave been born in the age of Gay when "the man of 
letters thought it compatible with dignity" to 
ac°ept patronage. Also it may be doubted if Leigh 
Hunt wanted the laureateship in 1850. However, the
treatment/
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treatment is generally sound and correct as when 
it is said that leigh Hunt among his contemporaries 
"best maintains the 18th century manner and tradi­
tion".
The NOTESt are for school use, hut are good 
and sufficient.
The PROSE SELECTIONS t ken from the Indicator
and Companion and Seer 
Volumes are representative 
of the author.
THE REGENT LIBRARY / LEIGH HUNT / by f 
Edward Storer / London / Herbert and Daniel / 22 
Maddox Street / W. (1911).
8°, pp. i-viii + 9-396.
The Introduction occupies pp. 9-26; a Calendar of 
Principal Events in Leigh Hunt's Life, p. 27; 
Appreciations and Testimonia, 28-32; Poetry 33-41; 
Essays and Sketches 42-175; Stories 176-214; 
Criticism 215-272; Biographical and Autobiographical 
273-332; Shorter Extracts 333-382; A Short Bib­
liography of Leigh Hunt's Works, 383-393; Icono­
graphy. 394-396. There is a good reproduction of 
the Portrait by Lawrence for Frontispiece and a 
decorative title-page on imitation vellum.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
critical/
CRITICAL NOTE. There is a general Introdiietion 
and a critical note to each of the sections.
The General Introduction is, on the 
whole, appreciative and scores some good, points.
It is,fair to Hunt on the Byron episode and is 
good on him as an essayist. Yet certain phrases 
and passages irritate. To say, for example that 
art for Hunt was "a quiet domestic emotion, not an 
awful and glorious passion" is delusive, for Hunt, 
whatever may he thought of some of his work, lived 
with art , for him 'no casual mistress, hut a wife' 
And. it is surely inconsistent with the writer''s 
excellent statement of Hunt as essayist to talk of 
his 'butterfly talent'? Lastly, it is too bad to 
speak of Hunt as "an exquisite little master of 
French symbolism or the so-called decadence" when 
it is very obvious both from internal evidence and 
from his own statements, that he was influenced 
by the French 18th century, by Marnontel and Vol­
taire). One should like, too, to have the 'Creole' 
question completely settled, instead of vague re­
ferences to it here and elsewhere.
The notes to the various sections are
admirable. Under Criticism occurs the statement 
that /
that it was largely due to Hunt that Shelley and 
Keats triumphed as soon as they did. This is 
entirely true and needs emphasizing. "While Byron, 
Moore and Campbell were being praised beyond their 
deserts, Hunt was doing his best to straighten out 
one of the maddest tangles and confusions into 
which English criticism and poetry had ever ad­
ventured”. However, it is a mistake to say that 
the "Autobiography" is the product of Hunt's age". 
It is a large portion of it, "lord Byron and his 
Contemporaries". Hunt was an admitable book-maker 
and, is continually using up old material. The 
Selections are all that can be desired.
M AT IS POETRY? in "ENGLISH CRITICAL
ESSAYS. (19th Century), Oxford Press, World's 
Classics, 1916, see under "Imagination and Fancy" 
(18444.
THE POETRY and PROSE of / COLERIDGE,
LAMB and LEIGH HUNT / (The Christ's Hospital 
Anthology)/ Selected and Edited / -with a Synchron­
ous Narrative of their Lives f by / S.E. Winbolt, 
M.A./ with Illustrations / Published by W.J. Brycq/ 
Bookselle r/
Bookseller to Christ’s Hospital/ at 24A, Regent 
Street, London, S.W.l / and to "be obtained from
all Booksellers / 1920 //.
o 5 1 5 ”8 , 8 x 5 g- pp. i-xvi + 1-108
(Narratives of the Lives) + 111-364, Selections
from the Writings Arranged in Chronological Order,
365-368, Select Bibliography of Coleridge, Lamb
and Leigh Hunt, 369-372, Portraits of Coleridge,
Lamb and Leigh Hunt, 373-76, Index. On the Front
Cover is given the Christ’s Hospital Badge.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
CRITICAL NOTE. The selections from Hunt's prose, 
interspersed among those of Coleridge and Lamb 
according; to date, include Tragedy, Mr. Kemble, 
and Mrs. Sid dons from the Critical Essays of 1807, 
Essays in Theatrical Criticism from the Autobio- 
graphy. Coaches from the Ind. i cat or of 1820, Coler- 
ld?eTs Imagination and Fancy from Imagination and 
jlgncy. Wordsworth from the Autobiography and a
537
few others. They are not too varied nor represen­
tative. The Synchronous "Narratives of the Lives" 
irritates, it must he said, because of its method. 
In theory, it seems excellent to ’weave together 
the strands of the lives and works of the three’ 
and to show 'to what a remarkable extent the whole 
lives of these schoolfellows were interdependent 
and coloured by early school associations and by 
the friendships that grew from them". However, if 
too many facts and these, often public events, are 
interwoven, congestion takes place - as in this 
really careful, on the whole accurate and pains­
taking study. Such synchronous events might have 
been given in a list of dates as in the entirely 
admirable and very full one at the beginning of Mr. 
Humphrey Milford’s Edition of the P©.e'tîy (q.v.) 
or the facts of the lives could have been given in 
three short abstracts. Then their influence upon 
each other and the effect of similar associations 
and events could have been treated in a more general 
account. However, the narratives as they are given
are mines of information from which suggestions 
.have been taken and one cannot quarrel with them.
Yet it cannot be said that such a volume can appeal 
forcibly to boys and it was for the boys of Christ’s 
hospital/
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Hospital that it was written. Mr, S.E. Winbolt 
who is one of the masters, knows his subject well, 
and points out, in the beginning that Lamb, Coleridge 
and Hunt, especially the last, are not well known 
among their successors of the blue-ccat school, 
though there is now a Coleridge House and a Lamb 
House at Horsham and also a Lamb Medal for English 
Essay-writing.
Among interesting topics may be mentioned 
the great praise given to. 13'awyerby Mr. Winbolt, the 
full treatment of Hunt as dramatic critic, the un­
fortunate leaning to the Skimpole idea, and the 
account of the four prosecutions. In summing-up, 
the author says, that,
"Hunt, in poetry or prose, was not an 
original genius in the sense of being a great in­
ventor; but he was second to none in putting before 
his audience the best of what he found in his pheno­
menal travels in the wide field of literature".
5 5 9
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BOOKS FORMERLY in the POSSESSION 
of LEIGH HUNT.
It is unfortunate for British students and 
admirers of Hunt that a 'large part of his library was 
at his death purchased by his American publisher and 
friend, Mr, Fields. They are, however, through the 
beneficence of his widow, Mrs Fields, now preserved 
together in the Gatkb ridge Uni vers ity Library, Harvard. . 
These books are very interesting, for Leigh Hunt, like 
Coleridge, was in the habit of marking passages and 
of adding notes and comments.
A good number are still in Britain, in the 
British Museum or in private hands. The following have 
be era examined.
(1). JU-KIAO-LI: / or, the / TWO FAIR. COUSINS./ 
A CHINESE NOVEL./ From the French Version 
of /' M. Abel-Remusat. / 2 Vols. London:
Hunt and Clarks (1827) (British Museum).
i
Both volumes have Hint’s signature and on 
%-leaf, it is stated :TIhis book was given by Leigh 
Hunt to Charles Kent his friend''. There are a few MS. 
uotes/
notes by Hunt in both volumes and markings by Thomas 
Carlyle in Vol. II. The two volumes are bound in 
one. This was a favourite book and Hunt makes 
occasional references to it in his Correspondence and 
elsewhere.
II. LIFE OF TORQUATO TASSO; with an 
historical and critical account of his writings, by 
John Black. 2 Vels. Edinburgh, printed for John 
Murray by James Ballantyne & Co. 1810. These have 
his signature and numerous markings and interesting 
notes. He probably used them when preparing his 
translation of the Amyntas and when writing his  ft .. .. .
account of Tasso in the ’'Stories from the Italian 
Poets'' (British Museum}.
III. RELIGION of the HEART, copy prepared 
for a new edition to be entitled "Cardinomia" See 
under 'Religion of the Heart', (British Museum).
IV. 'IMAGINATION and FARCY' , evidently 
made up partly of proof sheets. See under ’Imagina­
tion and Fancy' (British Museum).
V. THE LETTERS of PLINY THE YOUNGER 
with Observations on each Letter; and an Essay on 
•Pliny' s/
^ 6 0 .
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Pliny’s life, Act dressed to Charles Lord Boyle. By 
John Earl of Orrery. 2vcls. 1751. (British Museum) 
With l.H.’s signature on 1st Volume, and. a few mark­
ings .and LIS. notes in the margins.
VI. CHRISTIAH1SH in the POSSESSION of MS. 
T.J. WISE. See under Christjanism.
VII. THE / BRITISH ¡.USE,/ or, / A 
COLLECTION of THOUGrHTS / MORAL, NATURAL, and SUB­
LIME, / of our , HUSLISH POETS:/ who flourished in 
the / Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries / etc. /
By Thomas Hayward, Cent. London, (1738) (In the
writer's possession)
On the Title-page of 1st Volume is "Vincent
irom his loving Rather Leigh Hunt", However, the
volumes were evidently originally Leigh Hunt's own,
„ aloneI0r • . nis signature occurs on the fly-leaf of Vols,
A
II* & III. On the hack fly-leaf of the 1st two Volumes
is written a list of subjects as in the text. These
are arranged in alphabetical order and quotations from
the poets, long and short, are given under each. The
Volumes are most valuable in themselves, as they give 
\
sometimes quotations from plays which have disappeared. 
Le i gh/
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Leigh Hunt must have used them frequently, 
for the markings and notes are very numerous. One 
recognises constantly quotations he has used in his 
various works.
for others, including Todd’s Soenser, plays 
of Beaumont and Fletcher and Byron’s Works presented 
to him hy the poet in 1815, see under, Forster Bequest
FORSTER BEQUEST LIBRARY. (Victoria and 
Albert Museum, South Kensington). P.RUTTED BOOKS 
by LEIGH HUNT in the
THis munificent and valuable collection 
contains (in one edition or another) most of the 
works of Leigh Hunt.. It Has first editions of 
nearlyr all the volumes issued from the beginning of 
tile friendship (1829) until Leigh Hunt's death 
(1859). There are many lacunae in the works 
published before 1829.
Its chief interest, however, lies in the
autograph and MS. material inside the volumes. Here
one handles books fingered by the author and thumbed
by his friend. Most are presentation copies and
contain on the fly-leaf such language of friend-ship
a3 "The' Author to his dear friend, John Eorster
gratefully", or "To John Forster from his affection-




Kindest love and thanks from L.H.". In -Captain 
Sword and Captain Pen- (1849) is found "John 
Forster, Esq. The first copy Py the Autnor-3 
particular request"; on the Title of Lord Byron etc. 
(2nd Ed.) "Leigh Hunt wishes he had made a present 
of this Pook to John Forster"; and in A Tale for a 
Chimney Corner etc.(1869) there is the pathetic 
"John Forster, Esq, In Memory of Leigh Hunt". In 
the "critical Essays on the Performers of the 
London Theatres" (1807) (q.v.) there are prints of 
the various actors. Of "Christianism" (1832) there 
are four copies, slightly different (q.v.). The 
hooks, therefore, speak to us of their owner and 
author.
Besides there are others with MS. marks 
and notes Py our author. The Reflector (1811) has 
some pages corrected and altered in pencil and two 
notes in MS. Leigh Hunt's copy of Spenser's Works.
Ed. Py Henry John Todd, 8 Vo Is.-. (1805) may here Pe 
handled, it has his autograph, and MS. notes Py 
himself and also Py Landor. To sit with this in 
one's hands floods the mind with feelings akin 
to those that come on the mention of some old 
Romance, for one recalls the passages he 
culled, the episodes he praised, the 
appreciations he wrote in many publications 
and/
and one thinks of him and Keats bending over the 
volume at Hampstead and of him and landor turning 
over its leaves in Italy. There are also single 
plays of Beaumont and Fletcher, portions of an 
edition by Theobald, Seward, and Sympson (1750) 
with MS. marks and remarks by Forster as well as 
Hunt, Thene are valuable for criticism as they 
indicate the process by which Hunt's Beaumont and 
Fletcher Selections (1855) were formed. George 
Steevens's Edition of Shakespeare is also here 
with Autograph, marks, and remarks in MS. However, 
the most interesting volume is the "Works of lord 
Byron" (4th Ed. 1811) which contains on the back 
of the half-title, "Given me by the author on my 
birth-day, October 19, 1815, Leigh Hunt", (Byron 
was then still an admirer of Hunt, who had been only 
eight months out of prison). Pages 23 and 24 are 
wanting and there are MS. alterations and correc­
tions in Byron's handwriting.
Thirdly, there are cuttings from magazines 
and newspapers preserved by Forster and contained 
in a large volume. (Pamphlets Ho. 518, dated 1854). 





1 "An attempt of the Author to estimate his 
own character".
2° Copy of Ho. I of Leigh Hunt's London 
Journal, inscribed in the right-hand corner with 
"To clear Forster on his birth-day - the little 
present of a large friendship". Leigh Hunt was al­
ways great on birthdays, both of those of famous 
men and those of his friends. Once when he and the 
ITovellos were to celebrate that of Haydn, news came 
to the ears of that unconquerable egoist B.R. Hay- 
don, who declared they must have mistaken the day.
3° HEW MONTHLY CUTTINGS,
(1) Criticism of Female Beauty. 2 arts.
See abpye p. 191. and "Men, Women 
and Books".
(2) "The Family Journal", Prepared evi­
dently for Volume form, from the 
articles of 1825 with alterations 
and corrections in MS. These were,
however^ never „reprinted in toto. see aooVe p. 186 seq.
(3) Specimens of a Dictionary of Love and
Beauty. New Monthly Articles with 
alterations for re-publication.
They were never afterwards published in toto.See atiove p. 194 seq.
4° THE MONTHLY REPOSITORY (q.v.) Editor’s 
Farewell Address to the Public.
5° List of the Locks of Hair in the Possession 




To collect locks of hair from his friends 
was s u r e ly  a peculiar fad for a man. Yet Hunt had, 
in his possession, locks of Heats, Shelley, Mrs 
Shelley, Coleridge, Lamh, Eazlitt, Wordsworth,
Robert Browming and E.B.B. Procter, Miss Edgeworth, 
Southwood Smith, R.H. Horne, G.P.R. James and 
Carlyle. To obtain the last, (with autograph, 15th 
March 1840) must have been a great feat of friend­
ship, unless Jane Welsh acted as tonsorial artist. 
There is also a lock of Milton’s hair with a pedi­
gree for authenticity. It was "given by Dr. John­
son to Hoole and hy Hoole to Dr, Batty who gave it 
to leigh Hunt". This lock, if one remembers rightly 
can be traced back to the daughter of Milton whom 
Addison befriended. There is also a lock from Dr. 
Johnson's great head, given to Dr. Batty by Mrs 
Hoole, two days after Johnson's death; .and two 
specimens of Swift's, through the same source and 
one of Napoleon, through lord Byron.
Such a collection may sometimes be useful 
to the investigator. It includes locks of Washing­
ton and lee (the mover of American Independence) 
and the list of owners proves that S. Adams lee, the 
editor of the American edition of Hunt's Poems, was 
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IV. C ORRESPONDENCE.
The/ CORRESPONDENCE/ of/ LEIGH Hunt./ Edited by 
his eldest son. (Thornton HuntV./
"What if some little payne the passage have,
That makes frayle flesh to f eaie the bitter wave? 
Is not short payne well borne, that brings long 
ease,
And lays the soule to sleep in quiet grave?
Sleep after toyle, port after stormie seas,
Ease after warre, death after life, does greatly 
please".
SpenserTs "Eaerie Queene"/ 
With a Portrait (after Samuel Lawrence) / in two Vol­
umes / Vol.I (or Vol.II) / London: / Smith, Elder and
~7
Co.,65 Cornhill./ MDCCCLXII. 8°, 7.8 "atf", P P .  1-VIII * 




CRITICAL NOTE. This collection of Leigh Hunt’s Cor­
respondence aimed, in the words of his son, &t. choosing 
"those letters which best illustrated the life and 
character of the man, the vicissitudes which he under­
went, and the qualities which sustained him; enabling 
him in a long career of troublous change and constant 
anxiety, to extract a large amount of happiness for 
himself, and to confer still more upon others". "The 
arrangement of the collection was unavoidably arbitrary" 
he goes on to say, and, indeed, he might have supplied 
an Index, as letters are often difficult to find. 
However, one is thankful to have correspondence, that 
,6'i'vesboth sides of the case instead of, as often happens 
in collections of letters, only one aide.
One cannot go into details, but among the in­
teresting items must be mentioned the memorandum upon 
the earliest books Leigh Hunt had read, some early love 
letters, the Journal begun, but continued only for a 
few days, in Surrey Jail,- the Shelley Correspondence, 
that with Elizabeth Kent over her book, FLORA DOMESTICA, 
that with Macaulay and Macvey Napier over the contribu­
tions to the Edinburgh Review, that with Lord Melbourne 
and Lord John Russell, and the Browning letters.
The two Volumes are fairly comprehensive but 
¿0 not nearly exhaust the Correspondence. Thornton
Hunt/
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Hunt indeed, promised a third volume which was never 
published.
The notices prefixed to each division are very- 
important as a supplement to the Autobiography- for 
facts relating to Hunt's life.
LETTERS in MS.
The following have been examined.
I. In Dyce and Forster Bequest Library, South Ken­
sington.
A. To Walter Savage Landor.
(11) Ho.170. Forster Collection of IMS. XXIX. Re­
produced in fac-simile in Vol. II, p.221! of Autobiogra- 
JEto. Dated July ?th, fn0 year - perhaps 18310.
"Immortal names - conceive, when I wrote those 
words, how I felt in reading your own".
(2). Forster CollectionMSS.il. Ho, 22. Kensington 
January 3rd. 1831).
Hunt writes that’although no unworthy reader 
of your classicalities or discerner of the much which 
■they say in little", yet his readers are neither 'class­
ical' nor 'subtle1 and so asks for titles to the short 
Poems he has sent for the London Journal of 1830-1 . (q..v, 
f°r the poems) .
(*)/
1
(3). Ho.1'8 of same collection as above. Kensing­
ton. January 9th,(18311 
In continuation of above. He has included the poems 
under the general title "POEMXTTI". "because I always 
identify you, as I do Milton, with something Italian, 
as well as classical». He asks again for particular 
titles to the poems, because his readers are ignorant 
of "classicalities" and sends with the letter "none of 
the sorry pay".
(4). 'Soliloquy' letter to Landor asking for help in 
his Journal(Ho date - 1830) (Ho. $4, same collection) 
The letter begins.
"Soliloquy
"I wonder (beautiful absurd word!) if Landor has
seen the announcement of a certain 'Leigh Hunt's Jour-
.
nal'.1 He asks for help. Ho politics wanted, Journal 
to be a "sweet all-embracing phenomenon" and so he has 
need of LandorTs "sunny and dulcet side". Something 
of Carlyle to be in 1st number and "I hope of Tennyson" 
(He hoped, however, in vain, far Tennyson's contribu­
tion). Contributions to be paid for, no matter who 
. sends them in and "all names (of contributors) will 
appear". See London Journal 1830.
B. From W .S.Landor to Leigh Hunt. Landor's reply 
to above. (Ho date or address’'.
He sends "success to the undertaking", and
mentions/
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mentions that only poem wortny his notice sen.t some 
montns ago to Forster. Forster should, pe written to. 
The money to go to the' patriots of Germany,
C. Letters to John Forster.
Note. There are many letters to or from Forster in 
the Correspondencev(1862 ) see under "‘JPF.."'
(1). No.171 Forster Collection of MSS. XXIX.
Tuesday Evening, Aug. 21.(no year ) Forster still
at 5.8 Lincoln's Inn Fields. Short note maxing an 
appointment.
(2 ). Forster Collection. MSS. X.. No. 101. (no date) 
The' suPJect is the Beaumont and Fletcher Se­
lection, hence date 1855. (See also under BooXs in 
Lyce- and Forster LiPrary ). Thanhs Forster for extracts 
and says he has not made clear his strictures on E.& .  Fi  
"The- objection was not intended, to apply to any volup­
tuousness of thought or of word, warranted py passion 
or imagination, Put solely to cold impertinences,as - 
(tent:| ation of the'chaste and unchaste equally ( 3ucn) 
and. degradations of Pody and soul, in the manner ( of ) 
Swift* 1 an inclined to sympathise warmly enough, per- 
hapa too warmly,, with anything really pleas-urafcle and 
which nature: nas not: made.- incongruous: and revolting:
tut 1 could never 'apide»1 those cold-Plooded utter­
ances out of the marPle spouts of unfeelingnes3 and
rdin chatter especially when poisoned py drafts upon 
the/'
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the surgery and the public sewer". All this is very
important for his Preface to the B.&F. Selections and
for the. views on Bowdlerizing which he announced as
early as the Reflector ( q .v .)
At the end, he adds
"I have not forgotten the poet Owen Meredith".
(5). Bo.102 do. Hammersmith Oct.23. (18^4?)
He asks Forster to come along as Hurst and Blackett
have made a proposal and he wishes his advice. "Tea
for a. friend always from six to eight". I*16 proposal was 
the publication of the articles on Kensington as "the 
Old 3ourt Suburb".
II. IB the BRITISH MUSEUM.
(1). Letter of sympathy to Charles Reynell on the 
death of his wife. (Bo date - Feb. 1835) It is one 
of the tenderest letters ever penned and, although a 
copy of it is before one as one writes, one feels it, 
a desecration to quote from it. See also Religion., of 
the. Heart.
III. In Mr I.J.WISE'S C0LLECTI0B.
i. Bine letters from Leigh Huht to Mrs Hunt (1806- 
1’3) and one from her (1829). Mr Wise states in his cat- 
&logue that "Bos. 1-5 are in the office-hand used by 
Hunt in his brother Stephen’s office and at the War Of­
fice: /
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Office:: Nos. 6-9 are in trie editorial hand of one who 
writes against time for the press". None has yet ap­
peared in print.
1° Doncaster, Feb.. 13, 1806. To Miss Kent (after­
wards Mrs. Hunt") from "your affectionate Henry". GTg®- 
pare those of the same period addressed to Miss Kent 
in. the Correspondence (1.862 \ It relates a journey on 
horseback with hi3 friend, Mr Robert son and an adven­
ture in the "Lincolnshire floods". Lincoln Cathedral 
is carefully described. He then lectures his sweet­
heart.
"this last letter gave you more satisfaction 
when you had finished it, because you tooK more pains 
with it. what a pleasure to talce pains for those we- 
love"i
He is very exuberant in the description of nis
love.
The state siaan is mentioned as probably coming 
out in a weeX..
2°. 5th August, 1807. "My- dearest girl"-. The: 
following, passage is "extremely 1 preceptorial* in 
tone" „
"L"nave, not been so delighted a long time: as' I was: 
with your letter: it is: careful, neat, sensible,, wortny 
Q-? you to write and me to receive.. And did you not feel 
much happier, now after such writing,.than, when you sent
576.
me those - But I will forget them. Oh Marian, you do 
not know how easy it is for you to please your dear 
Henry!" etc.
He is anxious over her Education and gives her 
advice on reading.
(3). Monday, 1i3th June, T808. (From Hottingham with 
which he is not too pleased'' Here he discusses Miss 
Woodfall, the actress. "From reading the critical 
Essays and taking in the Examiner she fancied I was a 
tremendous looking fellow". Although he sympathizes 
with the lady, he must summon up all his critical cool- 
ness.. . . "I must dip my pen in no woman's tears".
Miss Woodfall took "every opportunity of looking to the 
"box in which I sat". He here shows his pleasure in be­
ing, as theatrical critic, a personage dreaded by the 
actress. (Compare Critical Essays 1807)
(4). Monday, 17th October, 1808. To Miss Kent, "My 
dearest girl" who is staying at Ramsgate. Still^pre­
ceptorial.’ "You know I do not wish ladies to be great 
Politicians, but a little knowledge of what is passing 
is as well in everything, and always throws a grace 
and easiness into our conversation".
(5). Wednesday, 7th June, 1809 to "My dear, dear Mar­
ian", at Capt. Grant's, High Wycombe, Bucks.
He proposes to marry her by special license,
the/
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the day after her arrival in town. They will live with 
his brother John and his wife. "You know the reasons 
why my brother and myself cannot separate our estab­
lishments. . . just now". They were married on 3rd 
July that same year.
(6). Bath 1'2oTclock, Sunday, August 1812 . To Mrs 
Leigh Hunt ("My dear girl") He is an invalid.
I |
(7). Surrey Jail, 17th May, 18113. To Mrs Leigh Hunt
who is at Brighton with the children. Both are ill.
"If I only fancy that you are getting these fits of
illness upon you. . . .  I shall long to dash myself
through the walls of the prison, though pretty well
grown used to them by this time". States that Moore
that
has called on him and Byron wishes to call. Thornton
A
sends him marbles and he sends three Greek words.
(8). Surrey Jail, 24 th May, 1' 81! 3 . To Mrs Leigh Hunt, 
still at Brighton. Barnes and Lamb have called,. Thanks 
her for proposing to come back four days sooner.
(9). Surrey Jail, June 2nd, 181l3 • He has been turning 
up the Jail garden. "I have but a few words to write
int0 you, for Lord Byron has lookedAupon me after dinner 
with another book upon Italy, and sate chatting so long 
that it wants only twenty minutes to six".
<10). Prom Mrs Hunt (signed "his faulty Marian") to 
"my dearest own lovw". Ho address nor date except 
'Wednesday evening’. Probably, from contents, written 
immediately/
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immediately "before Hunt removed from Epsom to Brompton 
(t829). This is a very fine letter, and reveals Mrs 
Hunt at her- best. It begins thus:
"The dear kindness of your letter was a sad (or 
rather cheerful'» reproach to me for the dreariness of 
mine: but the heart that wrote the one will forgive 
the other, When I came to where you call me 'darling1 
I quite trembled with delight: that you should call me 
such a tender title as that, was more than I ventured 
to think of. It seemed as if my youth was come back 
again, and I forgot for a minute or two every trouble 
I had in the world. I have worn your letter next my 
heart"- etc.
Thornton has sent two drawings and wtites half
a page. The drawings are of
(1!) Britomartis setting out in quest of Artegal,
(2) Amadis and Oriana playing at chess.
(These are not preserved).
A letter with much behind it; but one cannot here enter
upon a discussion of Mrs Hunt's weaknesses.
BOTE. All those letters were, through the courtesy
°f Mr T.J.Wise, examined and read. They have never
"been published, though they throw some interesting side-
%
lights on Hunt. The quotations are given with the kind 
Permission of Mr T.J.Wise.
The last is on smaller notepaper; some of the
others/
others are on large sheets of superfine paper: and one 
is gilt-edged.
II. Enclosed in Mr Wise's copy of Christianism (q.v) 
This letter is headed "Ewell - Oct. 29.Marianna Mia,
It has no year, hut, from the Beaumont and Fletcher 
references "belongs almost certainly to 18̂ 5. He speaks 
as if he were hoping to vérité again for the Edinburgh 
Review and continues:-
"Meanwhile, In order that I may lose no time in 
doing what I can, I have hit upon a matter of compila­
tion, or selection rather, which I really think the 
booksellers would buy of me off-hand. It is a, thing 
that was never done before, and vh ich the extraordinary 
' nature of the authors - their unreadableness in general 
and their great beauty in passages - has long rendered 
a want among the lovers of books: - to wit, the Beau­
ties of Beaumont and Fletcher". He asks her to send him 
some of their plays.
III. Two letters giving an account of the death of 
Shelley, both very important for the history of that 
poet's untimely end,
(1). This is given in Vol.I,p.l89 of the Corres­
pondence ( 1;862), .which has the same text except a few 
variations in punctuation. It is to his sister-in-law, 
Elizabeth Kent, and is dated "Pisa, 20th July, 1822"
fourteen/ *
fourteen clays after the tragedy.
(2) See also Correspondence (1 862) Vol.I,p. 1?4, 
which has also the same text, except for a few varia­
tions in punctuation. It is to Horace Smith and is 




LETTERS from LORI) BROUGHAM tc LEIGH HURT.
I. See Correspondence 1862, Henry Brougham, as 
a young man, qualified for the English bar and settled 
at The Temple. His politics were reforming and he 
acted as counsel for the Hunts in their prosecutions. 
However, he was also interested in literature as is 
seen from his correspondence wi th Hunt.
II. TEMPLES BAR, Vol. XLVII, 1876, pp. 221-234, 
in an article by 3.R. lownshend Hayer, five letters 
are given, not found in the above, Oct. 21, 1812; May 
16, 1813; - 1815; Aug. 27, 1829; and 1829 (Thursday)
The last two speat of a volume upon the 
Streets of the Metropolis to be written for the ’Society 
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge'; of which Broughai; 
was then a le ding light, liothing more is heard of 
this volume, but the material gathered for it was 




LETTERS of BYRON to HUNT.
fl). Twelve Letters and two fragments in 'Lord 
Byron and Some of His Contemporaries' (1828).
I. 4, Bennett Street, Lee. End 1813. Admires 
his stand for liberty and hopes that the friendship 
may he permanent.
II. Lee. 22, 1813, Apologises for not visiting
Hunt.
IIT, Feb, 9, 1814. Thanks Hunt for remarks about 
him in The Beast of the poets and "your notes are of 
a very high order indeed, particularly on Wordsworth".
IV. Oct, 15, 1814. Sends game to Hunt. "I am 
about to be married".
V. June 1st, 1815. Sends theatre tickets (which 
Hunt refuses owing to his determination never to accept 
tickets for theatre) - some 'recent letters from Paris' 
for use in Examiner Thanks for ye Mask (The Mask of 
Liberty) and praises its preface.
VI. Oct. 7, 1815. Feeling against Wordsworth's 




VII. Feb. 15, 1615« Important for text of 
Baglish Bards and Scotch Reviewers. Sends Hunt a copy 
with LIS. corrections. (See .Dyce and Forster Bequest)
VIII. Oct, 22, 1815, Praise of Rimini, yet 
speaks of "occasional quaintness and obscurity, and 
a kind of harsh and yet colloquial compounding of 
epithets".
IX. Sept - Oct. 30, 1815, Denunciation of Words? 
worth.
X. Jan. 29, 1816, Speaks of his notes on MS. 
of Rimini. of Murray and of L. H.Ts compliment in 
Examiner upon his speech in Lords.
XI. Feb. 26, 1816. Speaks of his coming divorce 
on Hunt’s delicate question and of the 'x’refatory'' 
Letter in Rimini. "a public compliment and a private 
kindness".
XII. March 14, 1816. Sends Theatre Tickets. 
Fragment I. Frere praises Rimini. Fragment II. On 
suppression of English Bards and Hunt's Method ists,
These are the records of what looks like a
friendship.
II. THE WORKS of / LORD BYROH / Edited by / 
William Ernest Henley / Letters, 1804-1813 / London / 
William Heinemann / 1897 //
Ihi s/
This gives líos. I and II, of above, Also, 
in a rhyming letter to Moore, dated May 19, 1813,
Byr-on commands Moore to be with him to-morrow, ’'All 
ready and dress'd for proceeding to unge on
(According to compact) the wit in the dungeon" 
This is the occasion of Henley's long diatribe given 
on pp. 435-440 of the Ho tes and reproduced in Essays
II. (q.v.)
Lord Byron's Correspondence chiefly with 
Lady Melbourne, Mr, Eobhouse . , , P.B. Shelley, etc. 
John Murray 2 vols. 1922.
UOTB. This gives in full several letters about Hunt, 
only quoted from in Moore's Life.
In 1817, Shelley ’writing to Byron speaks 
of Hunt as Byron's friend and Byron, writing to Hob- 
house says he is going to Rimini to get some Mimini- 
Pimini for his Himini.
The letters dealing with the Liberal incident 
clear up certain matters. Byron's statement of ex­
penditure can be easily contradicted from other evi- 
| ctence. The history of The Vision of Judgment may be 
accepted. The letter which offended Hunt is given in
f u l l .
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G 0 '/¿DEN G L AREE,
RE C G1LEC T10IJ S of »VRITERS, 1by CHARLES and 
MARY CO ADEN GLARES . „ , with letters of LEIGH 
EUITJ and a PREFACE by MARY CO/ffiEN CLARKS, 
London, Sampson Low, 1878.
This contains "Leigh Hunt and his Letters". 
NOTE. Mary Cowden Clarke was before marriage Mary 
Victoria Hove11c, the daughter of Hunt's friend, the 
musician, Vincent Kovello. Charles Cowden Clarke 
was the son of the school-master of Keats and it was
J
he who introduced the young poet to Hunt, Few of the 
letters are . contained in the Correspondence (1862)
From them, one learns how Vincent Hovello had Hunt’s
/
MS. of the translation of the Aminta, bound, along 
with the first edition in green and gold, how Mary 
Novello v/ore a lock of Leigh Hunt’s hair in a ring, 
how Hunt discussed Chaucer and Shakespeare with Cow­
den Clarke, that the original title of Imagination 
and Fancy was True Poetry, how Leigh Hunt marked the 
books of his friends, how he admired Burns and spoke 
to them of many other things and many other projects. 




LH2TER FROII CHARLES LICHEES. See LEIGH EUIiU 
ana / EARCLL SEIMPOLE / An UNPUBLISHED LETTER / by / 
CHARLES LICKEIiS //
6°, 9i! x 7|r", pp. 1-12, with Fore ward (3-8), 
^Letter and Facsimile of 9-12. 25 copies printed by
hr, Clement Shorter, for distribution among his 
friends. (Ho date) Copy in B.M,
'he letter is dated "Gad1 s Hill Place,
Higham by Rochester, Kent, 
Thursday, June 23, 1859, 
and begins "My Lear Leigh Hunt,
Believe me, I have not forgotten that 
matter; nor will I forget it. To alter the book it­
self, or to make any reference in the preface of 





NOTE. see Forster's Liekens, The Foreward, by Mr. 
Clement Shorter, contains some important information 
and references. He states that the letter is a reply 
to one of the notes of Hunt to Lickens protesting
against /
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again;?t the universal acceptance by the literary 
world of the picture of him as Harold Skimpole, Ur, 
Shorter brings forward the evidence of Hr. Bird, 
against the vie-w that on the question of money, Hunt- 
failed to distinguish between me urn and tuum . He 
also mentions the letter of Macaulay to Mrs. Hunt re­
monstrating with her on her applications for money, 
without the knowledge of her husband.
3« £. EALIu .
See also under Huntiana. In a 30ok of 
Memories, etc. letters of Hunt, in whole or in part, 
are (piloted , See also fennyson, a Memoir, by Hallam 
Tennyson for a letter to Hall about the Tennysons.
A « H . HAlLilvI •
LITERARY ÄHECHOTES / of the iiliiETEEHTH GEIITURY f 
CONTRIBUTIOHS towards a / LITERARY HISTORY of the 
PERIOD / Edited by w. Robertson Uicoll, U.A., / LL.D., 
and Thomas J. ,/ise / London: Hodder and Stoughton /'
Paternoster Row /' MDCCCXCV.
• VOL. I, This gives,
(a). Letter to Leigh Hunt as Editor of the 
jatler (Jan. II, 1831) from Arthur Henry Hallam, ad­
vocating/
advocating the merits of poems by Alfred and Charles
}
Tennyson, with an Introductory note by the editors.
The result was Hunts articles in the Tatler 
of Feb. and March 1831.
(b). Another Letter to Leigh Hunt from above
(IIov. 13th, 1832). He thanks him for a presentation 
copy of Shelley's Masque of Anarchy. "I have read it 
with great interest both for the author's sake and 
the editor's". He praises Shelley and states that 
he possesses 'a Copy of Spinoza’s Ethics, said to have 
belonged to him'. He then thanks Hunt for praising 
his pamphlet on Rossetti (to Mr. Moxcn) apologises 
for it, and adds that Alfred Tennyson is preparing 
another volume of poems, better than the last. (Hunt 
did not review the 1833 Volume).
(c). A Bundle of letters (Ten in number) from 
Shelley to Leigh Hunt, with an introductory note by 
the Editor, which states that only one is as early
1813, the rest being written between 1816 and 1822. 
He also shows that there is no doubt of their authen­
ticity. They are all, with the exception of the 1st, 
now given in Ingpen's Edition of Shelley's Letters 
U.v.) However, the editor's notes are illuminating.
The 1st letter, "Skinner Street, London,
Hec. 7th, 1813" states that "Mr. James Ogilvie, the
Orator/
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Orator' has informed him that Hunt had said 'Tthat 
Milton died embracing the creed ox Atheism”.
mi. EAZLI2T.
1. See Life by P.P. Howe, (1922).
2. See The Lend.on Mercury, April, 1923, On
Receipt of Rimini, He parodies Jeffrey on 
Wordsworth.
JOHN EE ATS.
LETTER of HEATS to LEI3E HUNT. This is • 
the well known letter signed ’’John Keats alias Jun­
kets”. See the Lord Byron, (1828) Correspond ence, 
(1862) Buxton Forman’s Keats's '.Vorks (1G89) and Sidney 
Colvin’s Letters of John Keats (1891). In the Lord 
Byron it is incomplete. In other letters of Keats, 
there are numerous references to Hunt.
CHARLES KENT.
See SELECTIONS (1889)
The Introduction contains a few short letters 
and extracts from letters -written in old age, which 




See Correspondence (1862), Alfred Ainger, 
and S.V, Lucas.
J AMES RUSSELL LOWELL.
* LESTERS. HARPER'S. 1894. VOL. I.
Lowell received a letter of introduction to 
Hunt on Sept. 6, 1852. Hunt had already by 1844, 
discovered his greatness as a poet. (See Jar of 
Honey). Indeed, the poet of A gable for Critics must 
have made a strong appeal to the author of The Eeast 
of the Poets and probably owed something to him, for 
the poem is written in the same galloping anapaests 
and describes the doings of Phoebus-Apollo.
MACAULAY.
See Life and Letters etc. Trevelyan. And 




IN MEMOIRS, JOURNAL, and CORRESPONDENCE of 
THOMAS MOORE. Ed. Lord John Russell, (q.v.)
SIX/
591.
SIX LETTHRS G'F HUH'T, Thornton Hunt 
gives only one letter from Thomas Moore in the Cor­
respondence . (1852), Here, one finds six letters of 
Hunt's, one of which is an answer to that letter. 
These are all in Vol. VIII.
1. pp. 120-23, dated "37 Portland Street, 
Oxford Road, Sept. 13, 1312," and "beginning, "lly deer
Sir’1, Ee has been ill - thanks Moore for liking
the Feast of the Poets (1812) - speaks of the poems
he is writing - and congratulates Moore on his 
marriage.
2. p. 156-8,
"Surrey Jail, Sept. 20, 181-3. My dear 
Moore, He has again been ill - speaks of his verses 
and of the revised edition of The Feast which he is
preparing and begs Moore to point out any "unusual
words" - has not again had the pleasure of'a visit 
from Lord Byron.
3. p. 171-74. "Surrey Jail, March 4, 1814",
This is in answer to the letter of Moore's given 
in Cor respondence (1862) p. 92, Vol. I., where he 
wishes the Feast had contained more poetry and less 





In this, Hunt takes LIocreTs criticism in 
good part but states that "one of the main objects ox 
my notes on the .feast. was to give another finishing 
blow to the cold critical french school that estab­
lished itself on the neck of our better literature, 
let us return to our old fancy and feeling, and our 
fine, various, pregnant language, and my criticism 
will be nothing but panegyric". Ee mentions Moore's 
critic of The Champion to be "a very clever fellow", 
but "apt to go to extremes both in his censure and 
his praise" (Hazlitt).
IV. pp. 210-2. "Vale of Health, Hampstead.
Peb. 1816 - My dear Moore", Rimini just out which he 
is sending, along with 2nd Bd. of feast - has detected 
Moore as an Edinburgh Reviewer - speaks at large upon 
the moral aspects of Rimini.
V. pp. 214-16. "Hampstead, May 21, 1816. 
Proposes to call upon him the following Thursday be­
tween 12 and 1. - speaks of the Quarterly' Review upon 
Rimini as "too bad in every way to annoy me . . . 
mere foaming at the mouth . . . cannot bring myself 
to believe that the author is either Southey or Clif­
ford with all their party passion",
VI. p .  235-38, "13, Lisson drove, Horth, near 
Paddington, March 24, 1818. Moore has been remember­
ing Hunt in a letter to Mr. Shelley, for which he is 
thanked/
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thanked - Hunt apologises for not reviewing Laila 
Hookh in the Examiner - speaks of the Blackwood 
articles, the author of which has "been growl ingly: re­
canting and 'pretending he did net mean to attack me 
privately". (See Patmore under Ana)- L.R, "too florid 
in itg general style" out has exquisite passages".
''On the other hand, I would not see you restrained 
so much as I formerly would have done in certain 
amatory respects etc." - has not yet met Mrs. I,¡core". 
ORITIOAh HOfE. These letters well hear out the 
pleasant relations between the two men. However 
Moore's radicalism was insincere, he became more and 
more attached to Whiggism and Holland House and more 
completely worldly at heart. Hence he left Hunt in 
the lurch. See The Liberal and The Tati sr.
ROBERT 0 « .
See Robert Owen, a Biography. By Frank pod- 
more, etc. 1906.
ffO'fE. This contains a letter, (dated from 18 Elm-Tree 
Road, St. John's wood . . . Sept, 16, 1831) re-intro­
ducing Mrs Hunt and speaking of her as his- "Man of 
business", who comes to ask two favours. It informs 




BRYAN WALLER PROCTER, (BARRY CORNWALL
See Procter's "Autobiographical Fragment 
and Biographical Notes" (1877)
letter dated Aug. 3rd. (1855) The 
mention of a dedication, along with the month, makes 
the reference to the Beaumont and Fletcher Selections 
certain. See also Correspondence (1S6E) (Vol. II. 
p. 177).
The letter begins, characteristically, with, 
"Thanks for your thanks, my dear Procter . . . "  and, 
in the latter half, Hunt accepts an invitation tc 
dinner and discusses diet,
1. C. ROSSETTI.
LETTER to DANTE 1ABRIEI ROSSETTI, (See 
L.C.R., His Family letters, etc.).
"Kensington, March 31, 184-8.
My Dear Sir, -
"I have at length had the pleasure of
reading your manuscripts, but am still forced to be
Ve*7 brief. I hope the agreeableness of ray remarks
wiH  make amends for their shortness, since you have
been good enough to constitute me a judge of powers 
of/
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of which, you ought to have no doubt. I felt per­
plexed, it is true, at first, by the translations, 
which, though containing evidences of a strong feel­
ing of the truth and simplicity of the originals, 
appeared to me harsh, and want correctness in the 
versification. I guess indeed that you are altogether 
not so musical as pictorial. But, when I came to the 
originals of your own, I recognised an unquestionable 
poet, thoughtful, imaginative, and 'with rare powers 
of expression. I hailed you as such at once, without 
any misgiving, and besides your Dantesque heavens 
(without any hell to spoil them), admired the complete 
and genial round of your sympathies with humanity.
I know not what sort of painter you are. If you paint 
as well as you ’write, you may be a rich man; or at all 
events, if you do not care to be rich, may get leisure 
enough to cultivate your writing. But I brrdly need 
tell you that poetry, even the very best - nay, the 
test, in this respect, is apt to be the worst - is not 
a thing for a man to live upon while he is in the 
flesh, however immortal it may render him in spirit, - 
When I have succeeded in finding another house, I hope 
you will give me the pleasure of your acquaintance; and 
meantime I am, Dear Sir, with hearty zeal in the wel­
fare of your genius,
Your obliged and faithful Servant, 
LEIGH HUNT.
596,
P,S. You will see some pencil-marks at the side of 
the passages I most admired ',
CRITICAL DOTE. Here Hunt analyses the spirit of 
the young Rossetti. He is "an unquestionable poet, 
thoughtful, imaginative, with rare powers of ex­
pression'. One wishes he had said something more 
definite upon The Blessed Damozel, the poem which 
according to Rossetti's brother caused his remark upon 
"Dantesque heavens". The only fault in the criticism 
is the remark that the young poet is not altogether 
so musical as pictorial. Yet he was to be at least 
more pictorial than musical and his music was never 
to equal that of Keats or Tennyson. The translations 
are those of the Early Italian Poets, One would like 
to see the original MSS. and to find out what passages 
this man of sure taste specially admired. Did Ros­
setti give him his translation of Sacchetti’s 'Gatch 
on a <7et Day’, beginning in the original, "Passando 
con pensier fer un boschettc" ? Hunt had translated 
it for the Ind icator of April 9, 1820 under the title 
Sathering ffiowers. (Milford p. 441),
Hunt’s translation is even closer than 
Rossetti’s and his language is certainly more musical 
and has caught more of the merriment of the piece, 
curiously, both have occasional lines and phrases that 
remind one of Christina Rossetti's 4cb1in Market, Hunt 
ottener than her brother.
5 9 ?
SHELLEY.
¡RS o it  Q TJ JPT *T"’ JL O I lL i Y to L "JIH HURT.
Lord Byron and His Contemporaries are
ated ,
(1) Lyons, Liar ch 22, 1318.
(2) Livorno, August, 15, 1819.
(3) Livorno, beot .  3, 1319.
(4) Livorno, Sept .  27th, 1319.
(5) Firenze, Lee. 2, 1819.
(6) 3?1 or enee , Lee . 23, 1819.
(7) Lee . 1819.
(8) Pisa, August 26th, 1821.
1-4 and 8 are given in Correspond enee
(1862), the fourth "being there completed; all are in 
Roger Ingpen's Sditi on (19094 of Shelley's Letters, 
líos. 2, 4, 6, and 8 being there completed and ilos. 5 
nnd 7, "being differently dated, respectively Ifov, 13, 
1819, and Hov. 1819.
II. See 0 CRRESPOHLBE O S, 1862,
III. LETTERS / from / PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY / 
to / I.E. IRISH' HUNT / Edited by Thomas J. Wise /
In Two Volumes / Vol. I (or II.)/ London: privately
Printed./
598.
' Snail Folio, o'1 x 5^”, pp. 1-x +1-76. (Vol. I 
pp. i-viii + 1-71. (Vol. IIJ limited to 30 Copies 
for private circulation only and handsomely hound 
in light brown cloth.
HOPE. Mr. Jise states that "The letters have been 
printed from the original holographs. It is well 
known that Hunt" sub -edited" such of the letters as 
were published by himself in his Autobiography and 
other works - in some instances he considerably 
garbled them. iherever, therefore, any variation 
is found between the xjresent text of any letter, and 
the version put forth by Hunt, the reading here given 
may be accepted as the correct one".
This contains the letter dated, "University 
College, Oxford, Sunday, 2nd March 1811," and begin­
ning, "Permit me, although a stranger . . . "  and the 
important fragment, dated, lec, 1816 about Harriet.
-he letters number.' 26. All these, with the excep­
tions of the fragment and that dated "Skinner Street, 
london, Sunday, 7th lec. 1810," appear in Mr. Roger 
Ingpen's Edition (q.v.) There is an ideal and very 
full Index.
printed, / 1894 //.
IV./
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IV. THE LETTERS / of PERCY .BYSSHE SHELLEY/ 
collected and edited / by / Roger Ingpen / with 
Illustrations / Vol. I. (or Vol. II)/. Pitman 1909.
This contains 34 of Mr. T.J, Wise's collec­
tion and in the 2nd Volumes, four letters in addition. 
These are dated "Marlow, Aug. 3, 1817", "Rome, May 
29", "Pisa, Nov. 11, 1820" (To Marianne Hunt) "Pisa, 
June 22, 1821" (to the Editor of the Examiner) See 
also Dowden's Shelley.
W. W. STORY.
SIX LETTERS of LEIG-H HUNT / Addressed to /
W. W. STORY, 1850-1856.//
London - Macmillan & Co., Limited, New York - 
The Macmillan Company (Reprinted from "The Bulletin 
and Review of the Keats - Shelley Memorial Rome, edited
by Sir Rennall Rodd and H. Nelson Gray No. 12".
7 " 9 "Edition limited tp 50 copies). 1 1 —  x16 XD *
Introductory Note. pp. 5-6 (signed)
H.N.G.
Six Letters of Leigh Hunt, 6-19.^
Two letters to Story, the Sculptor, appear
in the Correspondence (1862), one, dated Rome, 4th 
’torch, 1861,(to the son) which is not given among the 
six» and another dated 13 Aug. 1856 which is given, 
fbis, as well as one dated Dec. 21st, 1855 now rests 
ln the Archives of the Keats-Shelley Memorial at Rome.
story/
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Story ijet Hunt in london in 1850 and soon 
established very friendly relations, hunt was in­
terested in his art, and he helped Emit in the nego­
tiations that led to the publication of the American 
edition of the poems of 1857 by S. Adams Lee and the 
publisher James T. Fields. Adams Lee, a great admirer 
of Hunt, wished to present Hunt with a gift of 500 
dollars. This Hunt refused and Lee thought that he 
was influenced by the "Slave taint". Story, by 'writ­
ing to Hunt explaining frankly the situation, re­
ceived from him an answer denying that his refusal 
was due to slavery and appreciating highly the action 
of Adams Lee.
E. J. IRE LA WHY,
LETTER from LEIGH HUNT to TRSLAvVNY, dated 
Lisa, 1st August, 1822 on pp. 137-9, (Chap. XIII) of 
'Recolle étions of Trelawny" ( 1858). This was sent to 
Leghorn "previous to burning the body". Hunt asks 
Inelawny to call upon him "in your way to your melan- 
choly task", (the cremation of Shelley's remainsO.
L’ne ladies (Mrs Shelley and Mrs Williams) "wish to 
consult further with us". Inscriptions written by 




instructions about a document box with a secret drawer 
if it is opened by the authorities. The inscriptions 
were not for the tomb at home, but probably for the 
brass plates of the oaken boxes which contained the 
ashes. As they are hunt's composition, they are 
repeated here.
"Percy Bysshe Shelley, Anglus, oram Etrus- 
cam legens in navigiolo inter Ligurnum portum et Yiam 
RegiSJH* procella periiit 7III. Hon. Jul. HDCCCXXII. 
Aetat. suae XXX,
"Edvardus Elliker Williams, Angliea stirpe 
ortus, India orientali natus, a Ligurno portu in Yiam 
Regiam Wavigiolo proficiscens, tempestate periit VIII. 
Ron. Jul. 1IDCCCXXII. Aetat. Suae XXX" .
Hunt also, as is well known, wrote the 
Latin inscription for the stone slab covering 
Shelley's grave, the beautiful "Cor Oordium" epitaph. 
Ihe lines from the Tempe st were suggested by Irelawnyi
ROjB. Letters of Leigh Hunt are very numerous. fhe 
iorresoond ence of 1862 and those mentioned, here are 
only a fraction of an immense correspondence, stretch­
ing over 50 years. It is scattered in many Lands, 
in Britain and America, and specimens continually 
appear at sales. A recent catalogue of Dobell's
contained/
contained letters in US. from Larnan Blanchard, Sir 
John Bov/ring, Alexander Bain, George 1. Craik, Mrs. 
Kean (Ellen free), Sheridan Knowles, and others.
•,V ILLI AM vVORE S WOR TH.
See letters of the Wordsworth Family (1787 
1855). Edited by Wm. Knight. 3 Yds. 1907 W. .V. to 
Edward Lioxon, 9th June, 1831. "Mr Leigh Hunt is a 





IIP IE See also under Selections by others, where the
Introductory essays are discussed and under Huntiana. 
Only a selection is here given and some of 
these without ccrament. Mr. Buxton Borman's Editions 
of Shelley and Keats, the late Professor Bowden’s 
Shelley, Sir Sidney Colvin’s Keats,.Lucas's Lamb, P.P. 
Howe’s Kazlitt and other larger works like The v/orlcs
of Byron by Coleridge and Brothero and The-works of 
Hazlitt by Waller & Clever contain critical references 
t o Hunt,
Ihe present list of references is far from
complete.
A / CRITIQUE / on / "THE LIBERAL" / (Two 
Quotations) / London: / Printed for the Author, by 
William Lay, Ho. 17, / Coswell Street. / 1822. / Price 
Si xpence.
8°, 8 — " x 5”, pp. 1-16, brochure.16
LOJB. This contemporary pamphlet is devoted mainly to 
a denunciation of "The Vision of Judgment ', It is 
orthodox and shows no great tafcte in poetry.
AYTCUli.
THE BOOK of BALLADS. Edited by Ben
faultier (Martin and Aytoun). 1845, Lew r.iiiuion
illustrated by Crowquill, Doyle, and Leech (1849)
Gontains a parody on Leigh Hunt's poetry, 
BLACKWOOD' S/
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B LA CXWOOL ' S LIAGAZI ME.
The following are the
II. 38;










.A .-Li «. 803«
These are not complete.
GEORGE BRAUDES
LAIM CURREHTS In MIHETEEHPE CENTURY 
IITERATURE. Vol. IV. Translation published b7 Heine- 
raann. 1906.
110LK. On p. 351, seq_. Hunt is said to have conceived 
the idea of the Liberal and to have been so attracted
to.
6o6.
to Byron that he threw up all his prospects and landed 
penniless in Italy, where Byron generously gave him 
and his family shelter under his roof. The Liberal 
is given as the cause //hereby Byron sank incredibly irl 
the estimation of his countrymen. Byron is represen­
ted as sticking to Hunt in spite of all MooreTs at­
tempts.
All this is in contradiction to known facts, 
EDMUUI) BLUMDBH «
o
See ATKSIIAEUM, June 4, 1920.
The POETRY of LEIGH HUH I. In a series 
f articles reviewing the contents of periodicals and 
entitled A Hundred Years Ago^ Mr. Blunder also makes 
frequent references to the contents of The Indicator. 
He also reprinted A School-IIaster of the Old Leaven 
from The Hew Monthly, certainly Hunt's.
HALL CAIMS,
COBWEBS of CRITICISM. A REVIEW of the 
S'IRSI REVIEWERS of THE "LAKE”, "SATARIc ' and "COCKHHT 




IJOJK, 'Uhis gives an account of Blackwood and the 
Quarterly's denunciations of the Cockney School. It 
is prejudiced against Hunt.
HR AUK CARR.
OHARACUERIoTICS of LEIGH HURT, as exhibited 
in that Typical Literary periodical ”Leigh Hunt’s 
London Journal” (1834-35) with Illustrative Notes "by 
Launcelot Cross. (Pseud. Prank Carr). Simpkin 
Marshall & Co. 1878. pp. 1-58,
ROTE. This gives a detailed appreciation of the London 
Journal (1334) and speaks very highly of Hunt’s work 
generally.
SIR SIDNEY COLVIN.
1. JOHN HEAPS. English Men of Letters. 1887.
New Edition 1889.
2. JOHN HEAPS, His Life and poetry, His Friendi
Critics and After-Fame, Sidney 
Colvin. Macmillan. 1917.
The latter is very full and, though unsympathe­




A HISTORY / of / BIvGrLISE POETRY / by /
».J. COURTIIOPB, G.E. / etc. . . . Vol. VI. / (Mac­
millan 0 1910. pp. .3-21-2 & 329-335.
ORIJIGAL EC IE. Hunt is criticised chiefly as a bad 
influence upon Keats in his ’Handling of mythology”, 
in his treatment of the 18th century diction, and 
his use of vulgar and sensuous imagery. The condem­
nation of Hunt is too severe and his influence upon 
Keats made too strong. There were elements within 
Keats himself springing from his education and his 
social surroundings which would have produced such 
faults in his early poetry, independently of Hunt. He 
was an even greater student of Lempriere and Spence 
than Hunt himself and he does not use such phrases as 
’gentle squeeze' and 'hotly burn', because he was 
imitating another's work. In fact, Hunt seems to have 
tried to restrain his exuberance, hue stress is laid 
upon Rimini as "a new startinK-point in the campaign 
against ’poetic diction”; but it should have been 
remembered that Hunt all through, at least in his prose 
criticism, lays greater stress upon the monotonous 
versification/
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versification of Pope than upon the enjambed line. He 
does not scorn pope and 'One Boileau' like the young 
Keats in his Sleep and poetry; he translated he 
Intrin and was continually praising I'he Rape of the 
Lock.
CUHIiXBCHAM, ALLAH.
Biographical and Critical History of the 
Last Fifty Years.
PROFESSOR LOWDEH.
WALL'S EHOhISH POETS. VOL. IY - 
(1894) pp. 340-342, critical article on Leigh Hunt's 
poetry hy Professor Lowden.
Leigh Hunt's poetry is for him ’’poetry in­
spired by pleasure which never steals from his senses 
the freshness of boyhood, and never darkens his heart 
with the shadow of unsatisfied desire It is not that 
of thought and passion, as was Shakespeare's, nor of 
scholarship and a rapt ambition as was Milton's; he 
would have passed his whole life in writing eternal new 
stories in verse. As examples, the Carden and Summer 
House from Rimini, Jenny Hissed me, The Iras shopper 
and/
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and the Cricket, and The Fish, The Man, and the 
Spirit are given.
It is a short appreciative criticism which 
nevertheless impresses the reader with what Leigh 
Hunt could and could not achieve in poetry.
LEIGH HUH?. See ELTON., OLIVER: / A
SURVEY of / ENGLISH LITERATURE / 1780-1830 / by /
OLIVER ELTCH / . . . in Two Volumes / Vol. I, (II.)/
London / Edward Arnold / 1912 //.
Vol. II. Chap. XIX. section I. pp. 225-230 
and references elsewhere.
II. A searching criticism, severe yet im­
partial and finding much to praise. He states that 
"Keats gained far more good from Hunt than harm".
A SURVEY of / ENGLISH LITERATURE / 1830- 
1880 / by / OLIVER ELTON / etc.' in two Volumes. 
Arnold, 1920.
In Vol. I. there is a useful caveat upon the 
Post-Restoration Dramatists unc er Macaulay (p. 118), 
and a quotation of Leigh Hunt's opinion of Mac?'.alayrs 
poetry (p. 131).
In Vol. II. O’Shaughnessy is said to show 
some of Leigh Hunt's lapses in verse and Lockem- 
Lampson/
Lamps on and. Thackeray, the essayist, to have some­
thing of his manner.
/»6 J 0 d On «
LECTURES addressed chiefly to the Working 
Classes. (4 Vols.) (1845-49) See Vol. II. pp. 169- 
188.
GEORGE GILFILLAN in "a/ SECOND GALLERY/ 
Of / LITERARY PORTRAITS . . . .  EDINBURGH:
James Hogg. / London: R. Groombridge & Sons. /
MDCCCL.// pp. 3 4 4 - 3 5 2 .
CRITICAL NOTE. Half of this paper is devoted to 
other poets but the criticism of Hunt though slight 
and general, is good. It shows clearly that in 1850, 
Hunt, was experiencing an 'Indian summer1 of appre­
ciation. - cf. last paragraph where Gilfillan says that 
Hunt stands among other poets "like an oak amidst the 
surrounding pines or birches” (the pines and birches 
evidently including Tennyson, and the Brownings.)
There are some good remarks. For example, 
"Hunt's vulgarity is that of circumstances and 
education, Byron's was ingrained in his nature" and 
"had Hunt been a less sincere and simple-minded 
Person . . . .  he might have been quite as popular a 
writer as Thomas Moore", for he had the 'champagne' 
qualities of that writer". The trouncing given to 
Moore is very good; however, there was no need to 
trounce Macaulay for the sake of Hunt, Some refer­
ences to Hunt are to be found in other papers of the 
three series, in the paper on Mrs Shelley, he is 
called " a fine tricksy medium between the poet and 
the wit . . . .  a fairy fluctuating link, connecting 
Pope with Shelley".
6 1 3 .
A HISTORY of ITALIAH LITERATURE, 
RICHARD CAREETT, (Heinemann) 1898,
This acknowledges the debt to Hunt of 
English students of Italian, Both as translator 
and 'genial"commentator, 'he did much to revive 
interest in Italian in the early 19th century. His 
stories from the Italian poets "is a charming com­
panion to Italian ehivalric poetry", and the poetry 
at least, of Dante, 7/ho was not a congenial spirit, 
is fully appreciated. (Other works on Italian 
Literature have not yet been seen).
JAMES HAHHAY.
CHARACTERS and CRITICISMS. (1865 Edinburgh) 
The Correspondence of Leigh Hunt, pp. 210-229.
HILLIAH EAZLITT.
See 1. The Spirit of the Age: Mr, Thomas Moore ■ 
Mr, Leigh Hunt.
2. The Plain Speaker: On the prose Style
of Poets.
3. Select British Poets. 1824 Ed. contains
selections from Hunt and critical com­
ments .
4. Other essays contain references.
HERLEY/
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ED Lib i .
WILLIAM ERNEST HENLEY / ESSAYS / Vol.
II. I etc. London: David Nutt / 1908.
-’his gives the diatribe against Hunt re­
produced from ’Letters of Lord Byron’ Vol. I. (q.v.) 
Rimini is described as "that achievement in affected 
English and shabby-genteel heroics in which, by an 
immortal x̂ iece of Bathos, Dante’s lovers, at the very 
crisis of their fate, are t'arned into a suburban 
milliner and her ’young man’. It also gives one of 
Moore’s ’Vulgar’ poems on Hunt (1828). Henley is 
harsher than Ocrdy Jeaffreson upon the money trans­
act i ons.
I. A HEW / SPIRIT OP THE AGE (' EDITED 
hy H.H. HORDE. / AUTHOR of ’ORION’ etc. /
"It is an easy thing to praise or blame:
The hard task, and the virtue, to do both"./
Vol. I (or Vol. II.)/ London: / Smith,
Elder and Co., 65, Ccrnhill. / 1844 //
II. See also WORLD’S CLASSICS 1907. Edited 
by W. Jerrold.
The last article of Vol. I. is "William. 
Wordsworth and Leigh Hunt" (pp. 305-332). The 
article on Thomas Carlyle, in the 2nd Volume is the 
usual source fcr the famous word-duel Detween Car­
lyle/
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Carlyle and Hunt which ended under the stars (Vol.
Ii. pp. 279-80), (See also under Lias son).
CHI JIG AH H021C. The comparison bet we eo Wordsworth 
and Hunt is not very well worked, out. Hunt receives, 
as poet, essayist, and dramatist, high praise. He 
was, indeed, a ’true poet and exquisite essayist” 
with a certain "knack of trifling', but it was the 
flattery of a friend surely which made Horne declare 
that "the tragic power of the "Story of Rimini" 
has scarcely been exceeded by any English poet, alive 
or dead". The following on Hunt's religious attitude 
is, however, good,
"In religious feeling . . . he has been 
misrepresented. It is certain that no man was ever 
more capable of the spirit of reverence; for Cod 
gifted him with a loving genius - with a genius to 
love and bless . . . . .  Chaucer’s irrepressible 
"All, bened ici te, " falling for ever from his lips!"
ALEXANDER IRELAND.
DICTIONARY of HATIONAL 310GRAPHY. Vol. 
XXVIII, Edited by Sidney Lee, article on Leigh Hunt 
by Alexander Ireland, pp. 267-274.
NOSE./
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KOIH, This is a fine summary of Hunt’s career, 
written by one who knew him in his last days. It is 
very accurate. However, Hunt was admitted to Christ's 
Hospital in 1791 (lov. ) not 1792 and there were five 
Literary Pocket-Books, not four. At the foot of the 
second column on p. 270, the evidently added sentence 
beginning "Between 1838 and 1841" . , spoils the 
sequence, for the True Sun articles were contributed 
in 1833, For the Hunt-Byron controversy, the follow­
ing sentence is worth consideration. "Shelley sent 
Hunt £130 in Jan. 1822, and urged him to secure some 
means of support other than the projected quarterly 
before finally leaving England." The writer mentions 
that there are extracts in Temple Bar (1873) of the 
Keepsake (1828) articles, (q.v.)
ALBXAILD EH IRSLAIJ D.
»VILLI All HA2LITT and IRISH HUH I. (Alexan­
der Ireland). Reprinted, with additions, from the 
Manchester Examiner and Times of May 7th, 1868. pp. 




LEIGH EOT? by E. Brimley Johnson. Swan 
Sonnenschem & Gc. 1896. pp. i-viii + 1-152 with 
portrait. This is a fully informed and sympathetic 
account,
UAGINK.
A GALLERY of ILLUSTRIOUS LITERARY 
CHARACTERS (1830-1838), Drawn by the late Daniel 
Maclise,, R.A, and accompanied by notices chiefly by 
the late William Llaginn, LL.D. Republished from 
'Fraser's Magazine, Edited by Wm. Bates, B.A. etc, 
Ghatto & Windus (1873).
I
NOTE, This gives some excellent appreciation and 
quotes The Fancy Concert.
MARY RUSSELL LI I ?F GAD.
RECOLLECTIONS / of / A LITERARY LIFE: / 
or, / BOOKS, PLAGES, and PEOPLE. / by Mary Russell 
Mitford. etc. 3 Yds. 1852. (Bentley).
In Yol. II, in the section entitled "Poetry 
that Poets Love", pp. 172-183, Leigh Hunt's poetry
is shortly discussed with copious extracts. Stress 
is/
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is laid upon his merits as a translator, and upon the 
way he has diffused, "through a thousand pleasant 
channels, many of the finest parts of our finest 
writers. Again, "except Chaucer himself, no painter 
of processions has excelled the entrance of Paulo 
to Ravenna, in the Story of Rimini. "To L.H. six 
years old, during a sickness" is finely appreciated* 
ROTE. There is no mention of Hunt in the Life by 
L'Estrange. Hunt knew Our Village and highly praises 
it.
DAVID HASSOU.
ESSAYS / BIOGRAPHICAL ADD. CRITICAL / 
chiefly on / EDGLISH POETS. / etc. . . . Macmillan 
and Co. / 1856.
The Essay there entitled THEORIES ci POETRY 
gives the difference between the Aristotelian and 
Baconian attitude to poetry and shows that //ordsworth 
is Aristotelian and Coleridge and Hunt Baconian. It 
also discusses Hunt's definition of poetry in Imagin­
ation and Fancy.
This was reprinted also in 'iffordsworth, 
Shelleyf Heats and other Essays" 1874 (q.v.) and 
appeared originally in Uorth British Review (Aug.
1853/ ‘
619.
1853) ( q.• v , )
D. M. MOIB,
J.V
SKETCHES / of the / POETICAL LITERATURE / 
of the / PAST HALF - CEL 'JURY / etc. / D.M, Moir 
(Delta) Blackwood. (1851).
'OPE. Leigh Hunt is discussed on pp. 209-215, at 
the beginning of Chapter V. Moir places Bimini too 
high, when he speaks of it as ’’a poem which to this 
day remains probably the very best examplar alike "of 
the peculiar beauties and faults of the school which 
succeeded Scott and Wordsworth. However, although he 
praises his "sparkling and lively fancy" and his 
power of word-painting, he does not spare his taste 
which is "capricious" nor the leaning to the "light 
and familiar", which has prevented him from concen­
trating his powers upon some really great work.
CO SMC MOREHOUSE.
LIFE of LEI IE H U M  by Cosmo licnkhouse. 
(Great 7/riters Series, ./alter Scott) 1893,
Accurate on the whole, but cold and un­
sympathetic.
II -hjdbook/
iLiNDBOOK / of the / DYGX and FORSTER / 
COLLHONIONS f in the / SOUTH KENS INC TOli MUSEUM, / 
with ENGRAYINGS and FACSIMILI3S. / published for 
the Committee of Council on Education, /.by / Chap­
man and Hall, Limited, 193, Piccadilly. / (1880).
This contains a biographical sketch of 
John Forster by Henry Morley. Chap. V. (pp. 53-73) 
which contains some facts regarding the friendship 
with Leigh Hunt.
The above should be read along with an 
article on John Forster by the Rev. W. Elwin, 
supplementary to this in the
SCIENCE and ART DEPARTMENT / of the 
COMMITTEE of COUNCIL on EDUCATION. / SOUTH KEN­
SINGTON MUSEUM« / FORSTER COLLECTION. / A 
CATALOGUE / of the / PRINTED BOOKS / bequeathed by / 
JOHN FORSTER, Esq., LL.D, / with INDEX. / London / 
Printed by Eyre and Spottiswoode / etc. 1883, //« pp. 
YII-XXYIII.
This article deals with the formation of 
Forster1s literary tastes and the habits of his 
literary life. It proves clearly that Leigh Hunt was 
the formative influence which determined Forster's 
abandonment of law for literature. Further remarks 
will be found in Forster's "Life of Dickens" (q.v.) 




LEIGH HUNT. THE MAN and tile WRITER
( 1386 ).
See. THE SONNET / in ENGLAND / and otner 
ESSAYS' / by / J\. Ashcroft Noble / London / Elkin
Hat new g and John Lane / 1893 //• PP- 93—133.
Well informed and sympathetic, contains a 
good statement of Hunt's relations with Byron, speak­
ing strongly against Professor Nichol's opinion 
(Byron EUi.L. ) Leslie Stephen's ((Byron D.N-B..) and 
Cordy Jeaffreson'3: The Real Lord Byron. It de fende 
Hunt against Hall Caine'3 aspersions (See Cobwebs of 
Crìticism).
jr.. HARWOOD PANTING.
THE POETICAL WORKS' of LEIGH- HUNT .and 
THOM'S1 HOOD ( Selected ). Edited, with Introduction, 
By J. Warwood Panting.. Canterbury Poets, waiter 
Scott.. 1839.
P'.. G._ PATMORE.
REJECTED' ARTICLES / SECOND EDITION / Lon- 
d0h: Henry Colburn . . . .  1826 // (Anon., but by
K/
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P. Gr. Patmore ).
These are parodies in prose, suggested 
by the success of James & Horace Smith's Rejected 
Addresses. Leigh Hunt is represented by "Boccaccio 
and Fiametta. A i’ale of the Greenwood Shade”, (pp. 
313-353). It is not a close parody and w.culd scarcely 
be taken for one of Hunt's writings, if it were not 
signed L.H, and had the Inci cat or symbol.
LISf of REFERENCES in the QUARTERLY REVIEW.
GEORGS SAIHTSBURY-
See. (1). Essays in English Literature
(1780-1860) Percival and Go. 1890 
pp. 201-233.
(2). Nineteenth Century Literature.
IJacmillan 1896 pp. 93-9, 198-200,
/3)./
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(-■•) A Short History of English Literature.
(1898).
(4) (a) A History of Criticism and. literary
Caste in Europe. Blackwood (1904 ).
Vol. Ill, pp. 246-251.
or (b) A History of English Criticism. 
Blackwood. 1911. pp. 356-361.
These give the same material.
(5) History of English Prosody. Vol. III.
llacmillan. 1910, Several References,
(6) 'Che land or s, Leigh Hunt, and He Quincey.
pp. 204-230, Vol. XII. Cambridge History 
of literature, (1915).
(V) A History of English Prose Rhythm, George 
Saintshury, 1912, pp. 162-64.
(8) Che Bookman. January, 1923. Leigh Hunt 
as Poet.
flOCE. A severe critic hut fairer to the writer than 
the man.
S W i HBU RHE,
CHARLES DICKERS. QUARTERLY REVIEvV. July 
1902 and JORKS.
RQJE. This Rives an outspoken defence of Hunt, Swin­
burne is surprised that Dickens should have returned 




■HJC KERMAN, HENRY T.
THOUGHTS on the POETS. 3rd Edition, New 
York. 1848. Leigh Hunt, pp. 154-164.
PROFESSOR HUGH WALKER.
:EE ENGLISH ESSAY and ESSAYISTS by Hugh 
Walker, I,I,A. , LL.L. Lent (Channels of English Liter­
ature) 1915. pp. 166-173.
NOTE, unsympathetic towards the man, but fair to 
him as an essayist.
EL WIN P. WHIPPLE.
ESSAYS and REVIEW'S New York: Appleton &
Company, etc. 2 vols. 1848 and 1849.
CRIJICAL NOTE. Whipple (1819-86) a popular lecturer 
in his own day, was also a critic of high intellectual 
attainments, some originality and some style. .His 
Essays and Reviews, in Vol. II. shortly reviews Hunt 
as a critic (pp. 1541—6) and at greater length, dis­
cusses his poetry (pp. 342-8). The former article 
is entitled British Critics and contains comments upon 
Jefirey, Mackintosh, Sir William Hamilton, Gilford 
and Hazlitt, besides Hunt,- and appeared originally in 
the/
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the North American Review (Get, 1845} There Hunt 
is said to possess a ’natural taste' and a 'loving 
if not a learned spirit’. He is described as an 
'excellent commentator on the minuter "beauties of 
poetry’ "but in generalization 'feeble and jejune’.
In the latter article, he admits praise sparingly, 
gives a searching criticism upon the' morals of Rimini 
and is severe upon his ’verbal combinations’. He 
praises The ?east of the Poets, ’’the most delightful 
fanciful, witty, and impudent of Hunt’s poems” and 
speahs of ’’the easy impudence of his chirping egotism”.
A FEW ARTICLES from PAST and CURRENT 
PERIODICALS«
ARTICLES/
ARTICLES, in 1923, occasioned by the 
publication of Milford's Edition of the poems will 
be found in
?HE LITERARY SUPPLEMENT,
THE OBSERVER. Mr. J .C, S q u ir e.
THE SUNDAY TIMES. Mr. Edmund Gosse.
VI. H U li T I A li A , &0.
HUNTIANA. References t0,,Hunt are exceedingly 
numerous. Those that are here given form only a 
portion and further research may almost double their 
number. Some of them, too, are without comment, 
as time did not permit. It is not always easy to 
separate Ana. from Correspondence and from Critical 
and Biographical references and the reader is 
accordingly, referred to the fore-going sections.
Hunt and Hopeyj an appeal to the Public^yy/ 
Mr. Dubost,^against the Calumnies of the/Editor of 
the Examiner.jet a. pp. i-xii + 1-40 
Note. A pamphlet accusing Hunt of a foul attach 
against his (Mr Dubost's) picture, Beauty and the
Beast. in the Examiner. A Mr. Thomas Hope had pur-
his
chased Damocles for £1500, but became convinced
A
that he was not the artist through his inferior 
work afterwards.
The date is probably 1809, not 1807.
Report/of the'proceedings on An Information 
Piled ex-officio,^by/His Majesty's Attorney Generaly 
against/John Hunt, and Leigh Hunt,/Proprietors of/
/  i /  '
the Examiner./for Publishing an Article on Military
/ I !Punishment, which originally appeared in Drakard s 
Stamford/
, IStamford News: / Tried; In the Court of King»s Bench
I 1 /at Westminster, On Friday February 22, 1811,/before/
The Right Honourable Lord Ellenborough,/Chief Justice,
/ / ' and a Special Jury. Stamford etc./1811. po. 1-68
7 /
Lord Ellenborough did his best to convict the defend-the
ants, but Jury, after being absent for two hours,A
declared both Not guilty. See Autobiography.
MANUSCRIPTS.
Forster Collection MMS. IV. No. 140, p. 96 
Written Agreement with Mr. Colburn, the Publisher.
New Burlington Street, - 
86, January, 1829.
I undertake to send in every Saturday, till 
it is completed, twenty guineas1 worth of a novel, 
to be written in three volumes on a subject connected 
with the Court of Charles the Second; the said twenty 
guineas to be paid on the receipt of each portion so 
sent in, and the rate being reckoned at one guinea 
per page of the New Monthly Magazine.
Leigh Hunt.
This is interesting for Sir Ralph Esher and f:or what 
is said about its composition in the Autobiography,
V o 1 . I I .  p .  2 0 1 .
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The/
This gives the list of subscribers to the 
poems of 1832, which is not usually included in the 
Volume. It is interesting, because it includes 
many enemies as well a3 friends, for example, Wm. 
Jerdan and Thomas Moore.
THE TIMES. 1832.
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HISTORY of the ROYAL FOUNDATION/ of / 
CHRIST'S HOSPITAL / with an ACCOUNT of the PLAN of 
EDUCATION, the INTERNAL ECONOMY / of the IN­
STITUTION, and. MEMOIRS of EMINENT BLUES: / Preceded 
by a Narrative of the Rise, Progress, and. Suppression 
of the Convent of the Grey Friars in London./ By the 
Rev. William Trollope, M.A. / of Pembroke College, 
Cambridge, and late one of the / Classical Masters 
of Christ's Hospital./ (Vignette of Edward VI) 
London: / William Picfcering. / 1834. //
Q, 10x" X 8-g-" ; PP. i-xvi + 1-358 + i - C X V i i i  
(Appendix) + Index (10pp.)
CRITICAL NOTE. This history is a useful companion 
to the account of Christ's Hospital in the Auto­
biography. Leigh Hunt is found to be, on the whole, 
very correct for his own period, though, perhaps, 
somewhat critical. His account really precedes 
this, for it is to be found practically the same in 
Lord Byron and His Contemporaries. (1828). (q.v.)
(The additions made in 1850 amount only to a few 
Pages).
1. No mention is made of his "Christ Hospital" 
for Christ's Hospital.
2./
2. The famous Bower is described thus:
"Shilful in discriminating between the 
various dispositions of the youthful mind, zealous in 
communicating his instructions, and unremitting in 
his exertions for the general and individual improve­
ment of every child committed to his charge, he long 
enjoyed the pleasurable consciousness of having 
advanced the credit and reputation of the school to 
a point which it had never reached before. He was 
not indeed possessed of a very classic taste, or of any 
great depth of scholarship; but he had that acuteness 
of common sense, which is a far more essential 
qualification in the preceptor of youth.
His discipline was exact in the extreme, 
and tinctured, perhaps, with more than due severity; 
but the success of his labours are sufficiently 
attested by the elegant attainments and solid 
scholarship which most of his pupils acquired; several 
of them were afterwards called upon to fill high and 
important stations in Church and State . . . .
(Then Coleridge's indebtedness to him (Biographia 
Literaria) is quoted).
After all, then Hunt and Lamb were right
in/
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in regarding Bower as a tyrant; Hunt was also right 
in regarding him as no great scholar. The Volume 
also describes.
3. The complete separation of the various 
Schools and criticises, like Hunt, this method.
The household arrangements given tally also with 
Hunt.
4. As Hunt was only a Deputy Grecian, he is not 
mentioned among 'eminent blue3'. Neither is Lamb, 
though his name occurs in a note.
The Grecians mentioned, prove the truth­
fulness of Lamb and Hunt's accounts of them. The list 
gives some further necessary facts. George Dyer is 
the oldest of them mentioned by our authors having 
been a Grecian in 1774, though Mathew Field, the 
after under-master was a Grecian in 1767. Thomas 
Mitchell came after Hunt's time, being Grecian only 
in 1802; Thomas Barnes is later (1804); and James 
Scholefield later still (1809).
NO tip. There is a copy of the Volume in the'Edinburgh 
University Library.
6 3 3 .
CHRIST’S HOSPITAL / RECOLLECTIONS of / 
LAMB, COLERIDGE, and LEIGH HUNT / EDITED /
R. BRIMLEY JOHNSON / with some ACCOUNT of its 
FOUNDATION/.
"May God bless the Religious, Royal, and 
Ancient / Foundation of Christ's Hospital. May 
those prosper who / Icve it, and may God increase 
their number" /
"I do not shame to say the Hospital / 
of London was my chiefest fost'ring 
place". Heywood’s King Edward 17.IV.2.
With Forty Illustrations / London / George Allen,
156, Charing Cross Road / 1896 //.




CRITICAL NOTE. This, a handsome, beautifully 
printed, and well illustrated volume is a pleasure 
to handle. It is also very useful to the student 
of Hunt as he can, without going to the larger his­
tories, learn the chief facts regarding the founda­
tion/
foundation and history of the famous blue-coat 
school and compare with his the accounts of Coleridge 
.and Lamb, upon their school-days.
The account cf the foundation is evidently
based upon
"A F-familiar and Frendely Discourse, 
Dialogue wise, setting forthe the Fyrste Order and 
Maner of Ye Ereccons of the Hospitalles Christes, 
Bridewell, and St, Thomas Ye Apostle" by John Howes 
sometime 'Renter and Gatherer of Legacies1 for the 
Hospital" (privately printed for t.he Governors in 
1889). There is also "mhe History of Christ's 
Hospital from its foundation by Zing Edward the 
Sixth" by John Iliff Wilson, 1821; and "A History 
of the Royal Foundation of Christ's Hospital" by 
the Rev. William Trollope. (1834) q.v. The latter 
is stated to be the "much more complete and detailed"
As Lamb's first article and Coleridge's 
article in the Courier were due to a controversy in 
the press over deserving and imdeserving admissions, 
it may be interesting to quote here the terms of 
Foundation (1552).
" . . .  To take out of the streets all 
the fatherless children and other poor men's children] 
that were not able to keep them, and to bring them 




(granted "by Henry VIII to the city for the relief 
of the poor) which they devised to he a Hospital 
for them, where they should have meat, drink, and 
clothes, lodging and learning, and officers to 
attend upon them, . . . ’Two classes were admitted; 
those of freemen, necessarily four years old and 
upwards; and 'certain others who 7/ere in danger of 
present perishing1. The interpretation, however, 
had never been along charity school lines; other­
wise, the three famous'hlue-coats' could scarcely 
have been admitted. The forms of admission of 
Coleridge, then Lamb and Hunt, are given. Hunt's
is dated, 1st April, 1791, and the reason of ad­
mission is "that the Petitioner (Rev. Isaac Hunt) 
has a v/ife and five children one of whom is under 
the age of fourteen and ’dipendant' (sic,) upon 
the Petitioner for Maintenance and Education".
Leigh Hunt is described as





?or a clergyman's son not to be baptized until 
seven years of age is very peculiar. Hunt was dis­
charged 20th Nov, 1799.
Hunt’s/
Hunt's chapter on his school-days from the• 
Autobiography, Lamb's two essays (1813 & 1820) are 
given and the following from Coleridge.
The Autobiographic Note of 1832, Extract 
from the Biographia Literaria, 1817. Frost at Mid­
night. Quotations from Table Talk on flogging, Charm 
for Cramp, and Bowyer. The Article from the Courier 
(1813). Letters from Christ's Hospital and The 
Sonnet on Quitting School for College.
E.H. Pearce's Annals of Christ's Hospital. 
1901. (not seen)
CHRIST'S HOSPITAL / a RETROSPECT / by / 
EDMUND BLUNDER / AUTHOR of "THE WAGGONERS", / etc.etc. 
London / CHRISTOPHERS / 22 BERNERS SSTREET, W.l. /
(No date 1923)
8o t 7§" X 5" PP. i—XVi + 1-194;
APPENDIX, 195-202; Index of Persons, 203-206.
NOTE. This is a short sketch of the History of the 
famous school, finely written, accurate, and very good 
for the Hunt period. James Boyer has a chapter to 
himself and Hunt's account of his schooldays receives 
Praise, ih the beginning there is a list of 
Authorities and m  the Appendix (l) two of Boyer's 
Easter Anthems" - crude anthems, worth a pig-nut" and 
_Some Christ's Hospital Words, explaining school 
slang used by Hunt and Lamb. The Volume is small but 
°omprehensive and meets a demand, as the other
histories of Christ's Hospital are long and weighty.
■
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MANCHESTER EXAMINER. May 7th., 1868. William 
Hazlitt and LeiPrh Hunt. (See Alexander Ireland and 
Forster Bequest. )
TIMES. May 7th., 1868. Articles on William 
Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt. (See Alexander Ireland and 
Forster Bequest.
GLASGOW FREE PRESS. 1828.
(not yet seen), Mentioned in Leigh Hunt's 
"Companion's Farewell to his Readers" (Companion,
1828). It speaks of his sincerity and love of good.
'A Graybeard's Gossip about his Literary 
Acquaintances', contributed to New Monthly Magazine, 
contains in instalment of Part III. (1847) some remarks 
on John and Leigh Hunt. The Graybeard is Cyrus 
Redding.
See New Monthly Magazine.
BECKFORD
The Life and Letters of William Beckford 
Fonthill, Etc. By Lewis Melville. 1910 At p.334, 
Beckford is quoted as saying in 1834 that L.H. had a 
just eye for nature.
MISS ALICE bird: A MEMORY. By Beatrice
Harraden./
Harraden. Bookman, February, 1922.
NOTE. Miss Alice Bird was the daughter of Hunt's 
last physician and lived until 1921. Miss Harraden 
describes the story of the original MS. of Keats's 
Hyperion which was in Hunt's possession at his death. 
Miss Bird acquired it,along with many of Hunt's letters, 
as a reward for assisting Thornton Hunt in arranging 
the letters for the Correspondence (1862).
■
0OHVERSATIOITP / of / LORD BYRON / with 
the COUNTESS of BIRSSIFOTOIT. / . . . .  London 
. . Henry Oolhurn . . . 1834. // pp. i-iv + 1-409,
OR I LI CAT. ITC'nD. There is very little here of Leigh 
Hunt hut what there is (p. 77) proves the truth of 
Leigh Hunt's narrative and his delineation of Byron 
in Lord Byron and his Contemporaries f1828 ) q .v .
The "ountess of Blessington was an acute observer 
and possessed a good memory and a ready pen and it is 
foolish to he needlessly suspicious of her statements 
Here, she states that Byron regretted the Liberal 
venture, which "had drawn a nest of hornets on him”. 
He "expressed a very good opinion of the talents and 
principle of Mr, Hunt, though, as he said, "our 
tastes are so opposite, that we are totally unsuited 
to each other. He admires the Lakers, I abhor them" 
She therefore perceived that he wished "Mr. Hunt 
and his family away", and goes on to declare that 
"it appears to me that Byron is a person who, with­
out reflection, would form engagements which, when 
condemned by his friends or advisers, he would gladly 
gem out of without considering the means, or, at 
least, without reflecting on the humiliation such a




associated with him. He gives me the idea of a man, 
who, feeling himself in such a dilemma, would become 
cold and ungracious to the parties with whom he so 
stood, before he had mental courage sufficient to 
abandon them. I may be wrong, but the whole of his 
manner of talking of Mr. Hunt gives me this im­
pression, though he has not said what might be called 
an unkind word of him". Now this is all very like 
what Hunt, himself, infers in his Lord Byron and the 
Tatler articles (q.v.)
When she also infers Byron's deference 
for those who stand high in public opinion, one is 
reminded of Hunt saying that he deferred to the 
'circles'; when she says that Byron asserted that 
"all my malice evaporates in the effusions of ray 
pen", one remeraberes Byron's remarks when Hunt ob­
jected to nasty things in letters; and when Byron is 
made to dislike "prettinesses" in poetry, one thinks 
of Hunt's attitude to the so-called flowers of verse.
641.
BROADUS.
THE LAUREATESHIP. A STUDY of the OEPIGE 
By Edmund Kemper Broadus. (Oxford) 1921.
NOTE. There is nothing of Leigh Hunt's desire for the 
Laureateship in 1843 and too much stress is laid on 
the concluding passages of the Autobiography for his 
hopes in 1850. Mr. Broadus's view is not altogether 
consistent with Hunt's note in the London -Journal of 
1850. (q.v.)
THE BROWNINGS.
(1) See Correspondence (1862).
(2) T.J. Wise. Letters to R.B. from various 
correspondents.
This contains the letter of Browning to 
Mr. Buxton Forman giving Hunt's account of the story 
of Shelley and the Lamia Volume.
(3) Athenaeum, July 7, 1883. A long letcer of 
Hunt's to R.B. with a characteristic note. "The 
following letter when applied for use in the Corres­
pondence of Leigh Hunt was unfortunately missing. It 
Has now turned up by accident and is published".
THe letter is a lengthy criticism of E.B.B.'s Aurora 
■iPigh, "a unique, wonderful, and immortal poem.
"A wonderful biographico-conversational poem". He
gives/
gives favourite passages and goes into,details.
(Dec. 4.856 - Jan. 1857).
(*7 ). jjife and .¿.letters ox Robert Browning by 
Ur s. Sutherland. Crr. 2nd Edition, Smith, Elder & Co. 
1691.
Cn p. 83 is the remark that, through Paracel 
gus, Browning came to know Leigh Hunt.
(5), Life of Robert Brovming. with notices of 
his writings, his family, and his friends by ,7. Hall 
¿riffin completed and edited by Harry Christopher 
kinchin . . . .  Methuen 191C.
HO IB. Phis contains very little. Leigh Hunt, it is 
said, shared, in token of appreciation, with Browning 
his leek of Milton’s hair. (p. 77). Browning showed 
friendly rivalry over The ¿love and the Lions (Mil­
ford p. 78) and made out a good case for the lady. (pj 
127) Mrs Hunt executed a bust of Shelley for Brown- 
ing, p. 66,
BYRON.
I. LIFE of LORD BYRON, with his LETTERS and 
JOURNALS. By Thomas Moore.
John Murray Edition of 1851 n one Volume. 
HOTE. This is very important, especially for -..e 
lo'beral/
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Liberal and money matters, but is clearly inspired 
all through by Moore's hostility to Hunt. The des­
criptions of Hunt in the earlier letters and their 
évidence of intimacy, along with the praise, 
of Hjmini, show that Byron at first admired 'loved 
Libertas'. Byron, also, acknowledges that, in 1816, 
Hunt, along with Scott and Jeffrey (and of course 
Moore) were the only literary men who stood by him. 
Uor need one take too seriously the remarks of Byron 
upon Hunt between 1816 and 1822; for Byron is angry, 
through vanity, at Hunt's praise of Dryd en, instead 
of lope, -,nd of Vvordsworth, instead of himself.
Rimini. which a few years before he was praising to 
the skies is now condemned. Moore is cuite frank 
over the part he played in trying to keep Byron from 
She Liberal venture. Some of Byron's own statements 
are obviously contradictory.
2°. BYRON: / THE LAST PHASE / by RICHARD 
EDGCUMBE / London / John Murray, . . . .  1909. // 
CRITICAL ROTE. This volume is chiefly concerned with 
the concluding episode of Byron's life, but recapitu­
lates on pp. 26-32, the facts regarding Hunt's rela­
tions with the 'noble poet' and the conduct of The 
Liberal. it is prejudiced against Hunt .and does not 
mention the case Hunt made for himself in Lord Byron 
gf-d iijg Contemporaries (q.v.)
Byron's/
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Byron's statements regarding expenditure 
are accepted and nothing is said about the bond ex­
acted from Shelley nor about the payment of the furni 
ture. 2he sentence "Byron was not inclined to submit 
tamely to Hunt's arrangements for sucking money out 
of him" reveals its attitude.
The account can, of course, be documented, 
but the documents are all on one side,
3°. BYRGli / by / John Kichol / E.M.L. hostile 
towards Hunt and informed only by Byron 'literature'. 
He admits, however, Hunt's insight into Byron's 
nature.
4°, See also Prothero and Coleridge.
COBHJESS 4UICCI0LI,
My RECOLLECTIONS of Lord BYROH. 2 Vols. 
Bentley. 1869.
THE CARLYLES.
1. THOMAS CARLYLE / THE MAI and his BOCKS / 
< . . . / By Wm. Howie Wylie / Revised by / William 
Roberts on / . . , . / T. Pieher Unwin / London:
Adelphi Terrace . . . .  1909,// (This is better than 
the 1st Edition, 1881)
This,/
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This, which is still one of the best books 
on Carlyle, is specially good on Carlyle's relations 
with Hunt. The information is full and the reasons 
for Carlyle's affection adequately stated. It.also, 
discusses the friendship from Hunt's side and shows 
how Hunt helped to 'discover' Carlyle by his fre­
quent references to him in the London Journal(1834- 
35). The most important parts of Hunt's reports in 
the Examiner of Carlyle's lectures are also given.
2. LIFE of CARLYLE. Froude. 2 Vo Is.
This gives a good picture of the relations 
which sprang up between 1332 and 1835 and of Hunt's 
'nondescript', 'unutterable' household at Chelsea.
3. LETTERS and MEMORIALS of JAKE 77BLSII 
CARLYLE prepared for Publication by Thomas Carlyle, 
Edited by James Anthony Froude. 3 Vols. Longmans 
1883.
This gives, Mrs Carlyle's comments upon the
,
Hunt household at Chelsea and, near the beginning, 
perhaps the most sympathetic of Carlyle's descriptions 
of Hunt's visits.
4. LETTERS of THOMAS CARLYLE. Ed. Charles 
Eliot Horton, Macmillan, London & Hew York. 18c8,
2 Vols.
A few allusions in Vol. I.
Vol./
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Vol. Ii. gives accounts of Carlyle, assis­
ted by Hunt "in wide quest of Houses". There are 
also many cfi tical notes upon Hunt, his character, 
his ideas, and the growing coldness between him and 
Carlyle .
.
5. REMINISCENCES by Thomas Carlyle.
i1) Edited by James Anthony Eroude. 2 Vcls.
1881.
(2) Edited G.E. Horton (Macmillan).
Horton's Ed. is the better and has an Index. 
The Volumes give a more critical, but still sympathetic 
account of the evenings spent by Hunt at the Carlyle's 
(See Vol. I. p. 104 & 174-75). It contains also 
Carlyle's remarks on Lamb (I. 94) and on Shelley (II. 
293).
6. NEW LETTERS and MEMORIALS of Jane Welsh 
Carlyle, annotated by Thomas Carlyle and edited by 
Alexander Carlyle, with an Introduction by Sir Wm.
Cr5chton-Browne , M.D. 2 Vols. Lane 1903.
This has only one reference (Vol. I.) in 
Carlyle's Note to Letter 13, but it is important, 
because it contrasts Hunt shortly with Lamb and is ve.iy 
symp athetic.
7. h e :, LETTERS of THOMAS CARLYLE Edited and 
Annotated by Alexander Carlyle with Illustrations.
2/
64?.
2 Vols. Lane. 1904.
.these contain, beside a few short references 
Carlyle’s Letter to Hunt praising the Autobiography 
(17th June, 185C) and L.H’s Reply (June 21, 1850) 
neither is given in Correspondence. (1862)
8. GrUILE to CARLYLE. Augustus Ralli 2 Yols. 
Allan & Unwin. 1920.
Jhe biographical chapters state the prin­
cipal facts shortly and to the point.
6 4 8 .
THE BOOK of BAYS, ETC. EDITED by 
R. CHAMBERS. In two Volumes. 1864.
CRITICAL NOTE. These entertaining Volumes give a 
vivacious, though not entirely accurate account of 
Hunt under 28th August, the day of his death. (Vol. 
11, 278-280). In summing up, the writer speafcs of 
him as an irresponsible child.
In Vol. I (p. 98) is given a short ex­
tract from the essay on 'Getting up on a Cold Morning' 
and at p. 263 a long abstract from the Quill Tre 




Recollections of Writers by Charles and 
Mary Cowden Clarke 1878, see also under Correspondence 
NOTE. One learns, in an article by Mrs Cowden Clarke, 
how great was her admiration, from the time she was 
a young girl, for Hunt, She tells how, at the party 
at which she was introduced to him, he sang a cheery 
sea-song with much spirit. His fascinating manner 
and conversation are well described. It is related 
how Charles Cowden Clarke introduced Keats's poetry 
and Keats himself to Hunt. An account is given of 
the well known sonnet-writing competition and of a 
reading of A Legend of Florence at which Carlyle was 
present. Charles Lamb, in a letter to C.C.C. speaks 
of the Lord Byron (1888) and of the Companion.
One learns that it was through Vincent Novello that 
the Wageman portrait was painted. Here also is told 
the story of how Keats wrote his dedication to 
Leigh Hunt for the 1st Volume of his poems.
These are but a few scattered points from 
Chapters which contain many interesting side-lights 
upon Leigh Hunt and his friends.
THE LIFE / Of / CHARLES DICKENS / By 
JOHN FORSTER / . . . . Chapman and Hall . . . .
(3 Volumes, 1871-72-74 and other Editions).
CRITICAL NOTE. This is chiefly important for the 
Harold Skimpoie episode, which is fully discussed in 
Book VI. Chapter VII. Dickens's impulsiveness over­
ruled the objections of Forster and Barry Cornwall, 
both of whom might have spoken more severely. Yet 
Dickens's intentions were not malicious. He erred 
rather in not appreciating the moral conduct of a 
novelist, drawing from his own experience, and 
representing the manners and physical characteristics 
of a good man as those of one contemptible in char­
acter and abominable in action. Unfortunately the 
result is that Leigh Hunt is still for many the 
Harold Skimpole of literature. This blow from a 
friend was the last of many which fate assigned to a 
hard-working,/
6ÿO.
hard-working, responsible man of sunny disposition so 
chivalrous in his domestic relations that he preferred 
misrepresentation to explanation. It has stuck when 
the tirades of the Quarterly and Mag a are now complete­
ly understood and when the relations with Byron, a 
genius and a strong intellect, with much of the cad 
about him, can be completely defended. Forster gives, 
it may be assumed, all the available facts and dis­
cusses the general case of portrayals in novels of 
real persons. Yet a page of the Swinburne article on 
'Dickens' is here more illuminating (d.v.)
Of others matters, one would have expected 
more. However, Hunt's view of Dickens when he first 
Met him, his opinion of Nicholas Nlckleby and the 
history of the theatrical performances in Manchester 




_ K1. LEIGH HUNT: A Remonstrance All the Year
JV
Round, Dec. 24, 1859. A fine appreciation. Dickens 
admits taking the outward characteristics of Hunt for 
his Harold Skirapole; hut "he no more thought, God for­
give him, that the admired original would ever he 
charged with the imaginary vice3 of the fictitious 
creature, than he has himself ever thought of charging 
the hlood of Desdemona and Othello, on the innocent 
Academy model who sat for lago's leg in the picture". 
Dickens never seems to have discovered that such was 
no answer to his offence.
2. See- 'Bleak House1 for Harold Skimpole and the 
Introductions in several of the Editions.
5. Sea 'The Dickens Picture Book- (under 'Bleak 
House' and 'The Dickens Companion', hoth in J.A. 
Harriflrton's Edition of the Novels.
DOWDEN, EDWARD
1. See The Life of Percy Bysshe Shelley. 2 vola 
Kegan Paul. 1886.
2. An abridged edition in one volume.
Note. These give a very full account of Hunt13 re­
lations/
relations witn Shelley and are especially useful'for 




A Shelf of Old Boohs. 1894.
TOTE. Mrs. Field inherited, through her husband, the 
greater portion of Leigh Hunt's library, purchased 
and tahen to America at his death. The boohs are 
destined to rest in Harvard University.
JOHN FORSTER / and hi3 FRIENDSHIPS / by / 
RICKARD RENTON / with Thirty-Eight Portraits and 
other Illustrations / London / Chapman and Hall, Ltd./ 
1912 //.
CRITICAL NOTE. This volume is tantalising. It is 
concerned with John Forster's friendships and does not 
give a very clear account of John Forster himself. It 
is often unfair to Hunt and sometimes inaccurate. It 
is superficial in its information, and the author has
not seen all the documents.
It speahs of young Forster, aged twenty, in 
1832, worhing along with Eulwer-Lytton to find means 
of assisting our author. It neglects, however, to 
mahe any mention of the intellectual and spiritual in­
debtedness of the youthful Forster to our veteran - an
indebtedness/
654.
indebtedness stressed by Forster himself and clearly 
stated in the Kensington Catalogue article by Elwin.
For the friendship between Forster and Hunt, the 
material though surprisingly 'scanty' is scarcely »of 
the scantiest». The accounts of Hunt himself are 
somewhat disparaging and Hunt, as a friend, can scarce­
ly be called "undependable".
DR. FURNIVALL.
FREDERICK JAMES / FURNIVALL / A Volume / of 
Personal Record / . . . Oxford University Press / 1911.
In the Biography by John Munro, it is re­
lated of Furnivall's father a medical man, how he once 
on a visit came upon Hunt, Shelley, and Peacock eager­
ly justifying suicide. Disgusted, he opened his case 
of dissecting knivts with the remark, "If any of you'd 
like to make the experiment, there are the tools".
This closed the discussion with hearty laughter from 
Shelley.
GRUNDY, FRANCIS H.
Pictures of the Past: Memories of Men I have
met, (1 8 7 9 )
Leig|i ̂ un^and his Family, pp. 162-1 7 0.
A BOOK Of MEMORIES / of GREAT MEN and WOMEN
Of/ .
655
of the Age, / etc. / from- personal acquaintance / By
S.C. Hall, F. s. A. Etc. London:‘Virtue and Company, 
Limited / 1377 ( 1st, Edition, IS7I) pp. 242-256 give-3 
tne same article as appeared in tne Art Journal (1865), 
"but adds part of tne speecn of Lord Hougnton at tne 
unveiling of tne monument to Leigh Hunt in Kensal Green 
Cemetery (19th. Oct. 1869).
NOTE. Hall, tne artist, came to know Hunt well in 1838 
and gives here an intimate account, containing some 
important facts and impressions. There are also many 
critical remarKs.
A.H, HALLAM.
1° See Rooertson-lTicoll and wise's “Anecdotes of 
the 19th. century". Vol. 1.
2° Hallam'3 Remains. 1869.
3° Tennyson: A Memoir. By his Son. 1697.
HARE.
The STORY of MY LIFE toy Augustus J.C. HARE 
etc. etc. Vol. V. London George Allan 1900.
This tells how Carlyle always Kept two 
guineas on his mantlepiece for Hunt. When Hare dined 
with Lady Airlie, a Mrs. Stewart talKed much of 
Carlyle./
6^6.
Carlyle • (June 19th, 1883). She had the story from 
Mr. Hannay, who saw "two sovs. lying exposed in a 
little vase on the chimney-piece". Carlyle, grudging­
ly gave finally for answer, "the fact is, Leigh Hunt 
lifces better to find them there than that I should 
give them to him" .
Other stories are given. They are at least 
characteristic. For example, L.H. "is the only person, 
I believe, who, if he saw something yellow in the 
distance, and was told it was a buttercup would be 
disappointed if he found it was only a guinea".
Again, Hunt is made to describe (to Lady 
Airlie, when a child,) Heaven as "A most beautiful 
arbour", where one may sit all day and read a most 
interesting novel".
HAYDON.
Life of Benjamin Robert Haydon. Edited and 
Compiled by Tom Taylor. 2nd. Edition. 1853.
Benjamin Robert Haydon. Correspondence and 
Table Tali with a Memoir by Frederic Wordsworth Haydon. 
2 Vols. 1876.
NOTE./
NOTE. Haydon came to know Hunt in June 1310, through 
his admiration of The Examiner. They became very 
intimate, Haydon wrote a series of letters attaching 
the Academy in the Examiner and Hunt assistedhim with 
money. However, by 1317, Haydon has turned against 
Hunt, partly, as he infers, from his disgust at his in­
ordinate vanity (this from Haydon!), and his treatment 
of Wordsworth. Later he warns Keats against Hunt. He 
cannot be taken as a reliable witness. There are, 
of course, some delicious passages on Hunt. Perhaps 
the best is that ending with the terrible sentence:
"He ruined Keats; he has injured me; he perverted 
Byron, Poor Shelley was drowned in going back from 
visiting him". One of Leigh Hunt’s portraits, by Hay— 
don is in the National Portrait Gallery.
Ha zlitt.
I. See Works. Waller & Glover.
II. Life of Haxlitt. p .P* Howe. 1928.
OUR OLD HOME. / by / NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE/
etc. / In Two VOLUMES. / Vol. I. (or II) /
London :/ Smith, Elder and Co., 65 Cornliill. /
MDCCCLXIII. //.
NOTE. An account of a visit to Hunt in Hammersmith 
is given in the chapter, "Up the Thames" in Vol. II 
PP. 1 74-1 84. It is difficult to fix the. d^te of this 
visit, as Hawthorne does not give dates and Ike Note- 
Books (posthumous) omit the passages contained in 
Our Old Home. However, Sept. 18.5.5 is a likely date. 
CRITICAL NOTE. After Carlyle's, this is the most 
sympathetic and most literary portrait of Hunt. It 
contains a fine description of his house and study 
and person. It has a few striking phrases regarding 
the prose, - of the poetry the author says - "I do not
estimate never having "been able to read it". Yet 
there is "his unmeasured poetry, the unscrutable 
happiness of his touch, working soft miracles by a 
life/
659.
HOMES and HAUHTS / of the / MOST 
EMIHEHT BRITISH POINTS, / by / William Howitt, /
The Illustrations by W. and G, Measom. / (Quotation) 
in Two Volumes. / Vol. I. II, / London: / Richard 
Bentley, Hew Burlington Street. / Publisher in 
Ordinary to Her Majesty. / MDCCCXLVII. / /
See Vol. II pp. 347-5^7 for an account of 
"Leigh Hunt".
2nd Edition. Also 1847.
3rd Edition in one Volume, published by 
George Routledge & Co., 1857. "Leigh Hunt", pp. 
555-608.
CRITICAL REFERENCES.
life-process like the growth of grass and flowers*?,
■Critical Hote. The 3rd Edition (1857) is the one 
to follow. The account has a fine opening. It re­
lates how Howitt and two other youths, while on a 
lay’s ramble in Sherwood Forest, read through the 
Story of Rimini "beneath the hanging boughs of a 
wood-side". "The reading of that day was an epoch 
in/
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in their lives . . . .  Their souls were athirst for 
poetry, and they found it . . . Hours went on, the 
sun declined, the hook and the story closed, and up 
rose the three friends drunk with beauty, and with 
the sentiment of a great sorrow,and strode homewards 
with the proud and happy feeling that England was en­
riched with a new poet". Then follows a brief me­
moir, in which his "homes and haunts" receive fuller 
notice, especially those in ItalyPisa, Florence 
and Genoa.. There is incidentally some good appre­
ciation of his poetry and prose, especially of 
Rimini. The attitude is very mildly critical. Yet 
Howitt, who knew the countryside and has written much 
about it, says that Hunt's attitude towards the 
country was that of a visitor rather than of an in­
habitant. He also states that "Hunt had much ser­
iously to complain of in Byron and under the circum­
stances, made his statement with great candour".
The chapter is pleasantly written and is 
meant, of course, for popular consumption and not 
for the critic.
MRS LEIGH HUNT.
Unpublished Diary / of Firs Leigh Hunt / Pisa, Sep­
tember 1:8th, 1 822 - Genoa, October 24th, 1822 // 
London - Macmillan and Co. Limited / New York - 
The Macmillan Company./
(Reprinted from the Bulletin and Review of 
the Keats-Shelley Memorial Rome.edited by Sir Ren- 
nell Rodd and H, Nelson Gray. No.2-Edition strict­
ly limited to 50 copies).
Introductory note. pp. 3-5.
5
Diary 5-11, 1 lin x 8D".
Note. This was purchased by the Executive Committee 
of the Keats-Shelley Memorial in Oct. 1512. The 
MS. is "neatly written on loose double sheets of 
crown octave note-paper, of which it fills 8 pp.
It records some facts and feelings of Mrs Hunt 
during the period of removal from the Casa Lan- 
franchi to Genoa. She shows her disgust with Lord 
Byron somewhat naively, "’What, a pity it is the 
good actions of noblemen are hot done in a noble 
manner I Aye princely I would have them be. How 
Mr Shelley knew how to do a favour I" and, again,
"it is painful, to be -under any obligation to a 
person you cannot esteem! Can anything be more 
absurd/
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absurd, than a peer of the realm - and. a poet making a 
fuss about three or four children disfuguring the 
wall3 of a few rooms. - The very children would blush 
for him, fye Lord J3. - fye".
Note. Mrs Hunt was badly received by Lord Byron on 
her arrival and, during her tenure of the Casa Lan- 
franchi never once exchanged a word with the Countess 
Guiccioli. Byron called her children 'brats' and
kept them off by means of his bull-dog.
Roger Ingpen.
*
(1) See under Autobiography and Bibliographies.
(2) See Letters of Shelley. 2 Volumes Pitman. 
1908 pp. xxix-xxxi and in text.
(3) Bookman. Jan. 1923. Leigh Hunt as Prose 
Writer.
(4) Shelley in England; New facts and. Letters
COPDY JEAFFRESON.
(1) The real Lord Byron The Story of the Poet's Life 
by John Cordy Jeaffreson (1884).
Note. Very hostile to Hunt.
(2) The Real Shelley. This makes the ridiculous 
statement that Shelley bribed Hunt in 1817.
JOHN KEATS.
(l) See The Letters in Colvin or Buxton Forman.
Also Colvin's larger Keats, Lord Houghton's 
Life, and Introduction and Notes td> Selin- 
court's Edition.
1917
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(c). The following poems in Buxton Forman or Selin- 
court etc, .
M  ) Sonnet "What though, for showing truth to 
flatter’d state".
(2) Sonnet,"Great spirits now on earth are so­
journing." Haydon, Hunt and Wordsworth.
(3).Sonnet "To Leigh Hunt, Esq," Dedication to l8lf 
Volume. "Glory and loveliness have passed 
away".
(4) ’Sleep and Poetry’ Written partly in the li­
brary of Hunt’s cottage at Hampstead. The 
room is described.
(3} Specimen of an Induction to a Poem gives the 
lov’d Libertas passage.
1° Footprints on the Road. (Chapman and Hall - 
t864) for monograph upon "Leigh Hunt a the 
Town Poet", a development’ of an article in 
the Dublin University Ingaaine.
2° "Leigh Hunt's Last Evening at Home". Dub. Unv. 
Mag. Hov. 1:861 .
3° See also Introduction to Selections. (1889)
-LAMB,
1° The Life and Work of Charles Lamb. Alfred Ainger.
Final Edition 1899, 1st Edition, 1!883 .
2 ° The Life of Charles Lamb. 2 Vols. E.V.Lucas.
The Works of Charles Lamb. Edited by E.V.Lucas.
7 Vols. Methuen 1903-03.
Note Mr E.V.Lucas's Life and Works of Lamb is very
detailed upon Hunt and his attitude is sympathet­
ic.
03 Lamb's Sonnet, 'To My Friend the Indicator'.
Indicator 2‘7th September, 1 820 .
4° To T.L.H. - A Child. (Thornton Hunt, while in 
prison with his father) ending "Thornton Hunt, 
my favourite child;-".
3° Postscript to "A Chapter on Ears". See under 
Indicator.
6° Letter of Elia to Robert Southey (1823) See 
Lucas Vol. I of the Works.
WALTER SAVAGE LAHDOR. A Biography John Forster.
2 Vols. Chapman and Hall. 1 869•
Note. This gives less than one might expect, for John 
Forster is usually a perfect mine of information.
This may be due to the fact that the lifs was written 
after Hunt's death. Most of the fa«ts given are to be 
found in thf Lorft Byron (1 828). Of other matters, it 
tells/
tells how Hunt and Hazlitt in Italy helped to cause 
the explosion with Taylor, the publisher, over THE 
IMAGINARY Ç QITYBRSATI OHS (182.5) L.H. is said to have 
regarded the Pentameron as Landor’s masterpiece. 
Porster gives a letter of LandorTs to his sisters,
(Jan. 26, 1853') praising the London Journal.
LANGFORD.
Prison Books / and / Their Authors. / by / John
Alfred Langford, / Author of "Shelley, and other
Peems", etc. etc. / (Quotation Lovelace’s ’Stonewalls1 
verse ) / London: William Tegg / i 861 .
8 ", pp.i-xii £ 1 - 3 3 8. There is a chapter on
Leigh Hunt (pp. 316^333) The account written just be­
fore Hunt’s death is taken from the Autobiographŷ .
It is pleasantly written, though of a pietistic tend­
ency. It says that Hunt "may be properly styled the 
most social of all our writers, not even excepting 
Mr Pickens" and gives the story from Howitt’s KQfflSiL 
and Haunts (q.,v.)of the reading of Rimini. The au­
thor’s own first reading of Rimini was while boating 
at evening with his sweetheart. He, of course, gives 
a full popular ’rendering of the Examin&T. trial and 
the imprisonment'.
M B S ,  G . T T . /
Selections from the Modern British Bramatists with 
introduction and biographical notices by G.H.Lewes, 
etc. Hew Edition 1:867 . Leipzig.
NOTE. This gives A Legend of Elorenp^  (442-492)
Vol.I, with a short account of Hunt, full of inaccura­
cies, but containing a good description of the first 
night of The Legend of Florence.
. . . the grey-haired veteran had to bow his delighted 
acknowledgements to a house crowded with admirers. It 
vías really an exciting scene, that first night! so 
many of us were intensely anxious for the success of 
the poet, now old, and poor; so many were delighted to 
see the poetical drama once more triumphing; and the 
tears and the plaudits of that night, genuine though 
they were, had something feveiish and exaggerated in 
them. Had it not been so, the play would have con­
tinued to excite this enthusiasm . . . .  instead of 
which it was only performed some fifteen or twenty 
nights and ohly now at rare intervals revived for a 
night or two in the provinces." (See pp. 433-433)
Vol. I.
G.H.Lewes, among his other activities, was an 
enthusiast for the play and contributed, under the 




_Hy Confidences. An autobiographical..sketch 
addressed to my descendants by Frederick Locker-Lampson. 
Edited by Augustine Birrell, 18%. (Smith, Elder & Co.) 
Reprinted in Helson Classics.
This contains a charming account of Hunt's 
appearance and surroundings and conversation during the 
last year of his life.
JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.
1 . See also Correspondence.
2. The Essay "On a Certain Condescension in For­
eigners" fathers upon Leigh Hunt, the saying 
that "he could never think of America without 
a gigantic counter stretched all along the 
seaboard". «
MACAULAY.
Life and Letters by Trevelyan. 1 8 7 6.
For the Hapier incident (1841). Also, for 
Hunt, Skimpole, and Dickens, a discussion on whom forms 
the last entry in Macaulay’s journal. (Friday, Dec. 23, 
1839). He had been reading the article by Dickens in 
’All the Year Round’ see Dickena.
2° Review of Hunt’s Dramatic Works of Wycherley etc. 
Edin. Rev. Jan. 1841 and Works. The two opening para­
graphs often quoted.
HARRIET/
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HARRIET MARTINEATT.
Harriet Martineau's Autobiography with Memorials 
by Maria Weston Chapman. 3 Vols. 2nd Edition. 1 8 7 7 .
See Vol. I p. 381; and elsewhere.
(DAVID MASSOH.)
Wordsworth , Shelley, Keats, / and Other Essays. / hy/ 
David Masson etc. / London: / Macmillan and Co. / 1 874- 
References critical and biographical will he found in 
the Shelley and Keats essays and in the Theories of 
Poetry.
The most peculiar is as follows: "Old Leigh
Hint visiting those scenes not long before his death, 
would point out the exact seat on the Heath where he 
and Keats or where he and Shelley, sat when such a 
poem was recited". Probably then, Keats's seat and 
other spots associated with him and Hunt and Shelley 
at Hampstead are authentic. Masson also differentiates 
between The Cockney and the Lake School, "What ¿hey
n
called Nature was Nature as seen from Hampstead Heath.
MJIP MASSON.
Memories of London / in the 'Forties / by / David 
Masson / Arranged for Publication / and Annotated by 
his Daughter / Flora Masson / William Blackwood & Sons / 
Edinburgh & London / 1'?08 //
On/
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On pp. 73-76, is a slight hut pleasant recol­
lection of Hunt who was met by the writer at the house 
o£ George Lillie Craik. He wonders how his hat could 
have slipped down over the heads of Byron, Shelley and 
Keats, as although of "goodish size not of such size as 
to diminish the wonder of the fact recorded by Hunt 
himself".
DAVIB MASSON.
Carlyle / Personally and in His Writings / Two 
Edinburgh Lectures . . . .  Macmillan and Co. / T885./t / 
The first lecture is important for the passage 
on pp. 33-34. This vouches for the authenticity of 
the famous duel (-related, under Carlyle, in Horne's 
New Sfririt of the Age ox.v.) which ended under the star­
light. The host George Lillie Craik whose house was 
on Cromwell Lane gave Masson an account #1 ich agreed 
with that of Home who was also present.
S m ette . M ille r .
Leigh Hunt's Relations with Byron, Shelley and 
Keats. Columbia University Press. 1910.
MOORE.
1° Memoirs, / Journal, and Correspondence / of 
Thomas Moore. / Edited by / The Right Honourable /
Lord John Russell, M.P. / London: / Longman, Brown,
Green, and Longmans / 8 Vols. 1 833-36.
critical/
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CRITICAL IIOTE. This contains mucii less than one 
expects and much less that is controversial. The Edi­
tor in Rote A to the Preface quotes at length from 
Lord Byron and his Contemporaries, the favourable re­
marks upon Moore hut says nothing as one might expect 
of his want of "sincerity and independence". In the 
text, the friendliness in the beginning between Hunt 
and Moore is inferred. Moore is particularly flatter­
ed by Hunt's praise of him in the Least of Poets, be­
cause "he is one of the most honest and candid men I 
know" and is highly pleased at the remark in the Ex­
aminer that a Sacred Melody is “rather of a Magdalen" 
cast. (181)6). Moore can write to Hunt advising him 
to keep his theories upon religion and morality to 
himself, (1819) and be grateful when threatened with 
a debtors' prison that Hunt should propose a subscrip­
tion (1819). Later, when he meets Mrs Shelley, he 
hears and evidently agrees that Byron has treated Hunt 
badly. In 1 82 8, Murray is writing to him over Hunt’s 
Lord Byron to say that it has induced him to publish 
Lord Byron's papers. In the same year, Moore is writ­
ing "Vulgar Verses" upon Hunt, There is a full index 
to the Volumes which give six letters of Hunt, not 
given in the Correspondence. (1 862).
2. See/
2. See ’The Twopenny Post-Bag1. "Go to your prison,
#
etc,
3. 1828. 1Vulgar’ poem; on Hunt which he afterwards
reprinted. See Poetical Works 1850. p. 517,
The Living Dog and the dead lion.
4. See also under Correspondence and Life of lord
Byron.
NEVIHSOU.
Letter in The Hatiofl, T?09.
This speaks of Mrs Hunt and helps to clear 
Hunt from the worst insinuations against him, as one
who did not reeognise indebtedness in money matters.
.
QWEJT.
Robert Owen 2 a Biography / By Frank Podmore / 
etc. 2 Vols. London: Hutchins on & Co./ Paternoster Row/ 
1908 //
Leigh Hunt, the Radical shows little tincture of 
Socialist doctrine. However, he wrote in the Examiner 
of Ajjril 23, 1819, an article ehdorsing Owen’s claim 
to have had a share in initiating Dutch Labour Colon­
ies. (See Vol. II. p.348). Though not of those who 
worshipped the prophet, he was one of his outside 
friends. A letter from Hunt re-introducing his wife, 
is included. (Sept. 26, 1 8 3 1). See. CQyreâ orideildê
6 7 2 .
P. G.PATMORE.
My Friends and Acquaintances:“being Memorials, 
Mind-Portraits, and Personal Recollections of Deceased 
Celebrities of the nineteenth Century: with Selections 
from their unpublished Letters, 3 Vols. 1 8 3 4.
There is no separate account, but under Lamb, 
there is a description of an evening spent at Leigh 
Hunt’s with an account of a discussion between Hunt and 
Hazlitt over Davenant and Dryden; and Under Hazlitt, 
there is a long reported discourse upon the Hunts, John 
and Leigh, showing Hazlitt’s unbounded admiration for 
John and critical admiration for Leigh, Political and 
social advance since the Regency is traced to the in­
fluences of the Hynti and it is stated, that Leigh Hunt 
would have been a greater man, if he had fought against 
adulation. The strangling at birth of The Liberal he 
attributes mainly to Moore.
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MEMOIRS / and CORRESPONDENCE Of /
COVENTRY PATMORE / by / BASIL CHAMPNEYS / Vol. i/
/ / // V o 1• 11London / George Bell and Sons / 1900 //.
CRITICAL NOTE. Coventry Patmore was the son of
Peter George Patmore, "an intimate friend and
literary ally" of Leigh Hunt's. The praise bestowed
by Hunt and Barry Cornwall on his boyhood's verses
made him devote himself to poetry. (See Vol. I p. 50
and Vol. II p. 44). It must have been his father,
rather than Hunt, who forced their publication, for
Hunt, after his own father's action, never advocated
the publication of other youthful attempts. The
author is, then, probably wrong in associating Hunt
with their publication. However, Patmore's Volume
of 1844 ("Poems") attached by Blackwood aiming at the
father through the son, was highly praised by Hunt in
the Ainsworth Magazine for June 1844. Leigh Hunt's
praise was flattering to the young man and was partly
due to friendship for the father. Accordingly it
scarcely becomes the son1 s biographer to point out
so forcibly that the young man spoke highly of Rimini,
because its author was a family friend.
The/
The volume also prints the letter Patmore 
wrote to Mr. Gosse (Feb. 6th 1889) describing his 
first meeting with Hunt, when he was 17 or 18 years 
of age (about 1840). This is exaggerated and too 
highly coloured, and, indeed, the whole atmosphere 
he weaves round the incident may be doubted. Hunt 
was not likely at any time to have enough money to 
deck himself out in a velvet jacket and. Vandyck 
collar of lace about a foot deep, nor was he likely 
to keep his visitor waiting two hours (He may, of 
course, in a household like his, never have been 
told he had a visitor). The scene is Edward es Square 
Kensington. The only characteristic note is the 
remark, !TThis is a beautiful world, Mr. Patmore!”
The Volumes are most valuable, perhaps, for 
the correspondence given in the Appendix to Vol. II 
between P.G. Patmore and the Editor of Blackwood.
That Blackwood tried to use the elder Patmore (known 
as its London Correspondent ”A.2.”) as a tool to 
supply it with information regarding the Cockney 
School is pretty evident. "A.2.” objects to the per­
sonal diatribe against Hunt and Blackwood soothes 
him with promises to let him have his own say upon 
Hunt. However, Hunt has attacked Blackwood in the 
Examiner and, although the Editor regrets that the 
remarks of ”2” have been regarded as defaming the 
; man/
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man as well as the writer, he will not now do Justice, 
because he has been threatened. The correspondence 
shows clearly why "A.Z." broke with Maga and why 
Maga, losing its correspondent Jeered at him in the 
Noctes Ambrosianae, as "Tims the Cockney" It is 
peculiar to find the rancour lasting as late as 1844.
BRYAN WALLER PROCTER / (BARRY CORNWALL)
an / AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENT / and BIOGRAPHICAL
NOTES, / with / PERSONAL SKETCHES Of CONTEMPORARIES,
unpublished / LYRICS, and LETTERS of LITERARY
FRIENDS. / London: Georgs Bell and Sons, York Street,
/ Covent Garden. / 1S77 // i-xiv + 1-306, 8V°, 8jg" 
x 5-f", with Portrait of Procter as Frontispiece and
short preface by the Editor, Coventry Patmore.
CRITICAL NOTE. Procter who was only three years young­
er, was introduced to Hunt in 1317, and soon became 
one of his more intimate friends. Through Hunt,
he came to know Keats, Lamb, Hazlitt, Peacock, and
*
Novallo. He is the contemporary who most resembles 
Hunt in delicacy of mind, kindliness of nature, 
and sociability of temper. As a poet, he 
was /
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was chiefly an imitator of Hunt and other greater 
contemporaries as well as of the Elizabethans.
flie valuable parts of the book are a fine 
comparison between Hunt, Iamb, and Eazlitt, a des­
cription of Hunt's study at 8 York Buildings about 
1817, and an impartial yet often sympathetic and 
generous account of the physical and mental charac­
teristics of Hunt.
Prom the first, the most valuable note is, 
perhaps the following:
,THazlitt, was the best talker of the 
three. Iamb said the most pithy and brilliant 
things. Hunt displayed the most ingenuity. All 
three sympathised often with the same persons or the 
same books; and this, no doubt, cemented the intimacy 
that existed between them for sc many years. More­
over. each of them understood the other, and placed 
just value on their objections when any difference 
of opinion (not infrequent) arose between them”.
The Study was a tiny room with a line 
from "The ^aery Queen” over the door, painted in 
gold letters. There were few books, but the Parnasso 
Italiano and Spenser were among them .and there were 
always a few cut f¡Lowers in a glass of water on the 
table. This is surely a wrong impression, for Hunt, 
five years' after, took many books with him to 
Italy. See My Books.
The/
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The most surprising statement in the per­
sonal estimate is that Hunt deceived himself when 
he said he could not understand accounts, for he 
had a good logical head and great quickness. But a 
good 'logical head' and ’quick* brain may not under­
stand arithmetic, it is also said that Hunt had no 
vanity in the usually accepted meaning of the word. 
. . .  "His reading was not very extensive and he  ̂
became a critic and a pronouncer of his own opinions 
too early" . His reading was on the contrary very 
extensive . It is also shown how Hunt's generosity 
in praise often made men doubt his ability as a 
critic.
See also correspondence (1862) and "Letter 
to Procter".
Mrs. THACKERAY RITCHIE.
Records of Tennyson, Ruskin, and Browning 
by Anne Ritchie Macmillan 1892. A few references.
D. 0. ROSSETTI.
DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI / His FAMILY - 
Letters / with a MEMOIR / by / william Michael 
Rossetti / manus aninam pinxit / Vol. I [or II] / 
London / Ellis and Elvey / 1895.//
CRITICAL NOTE. The young Rossetti anxious, 
according to Holman Hunt, to be assured that his 
verse v/as poetry and that it might seem feasible to 
trust to literature rather than painting as a 
profession sends some specimens to Hunt for perusal.
As his brother says, he does this simply"from the 
belief in the critical acumen and sympathy of that 
veteran writer". The answer of Leigh Hunt put him, 
as one learns from a letter, dated 12th April 1848, 
to his "Dear Aunt Charlotte", "in a state of consider­
able exhilaration". Leigh Hunt, however, warns him 
against trusting to poetry for a livelihood. (See 
Correspondence,/
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Correspondence, for Leigh Hunt’s Letter). Though 
Rossetti is really unknown to Hunt, he asks him to 
come and see him "when he has succeeded in finding 
another house" .
William Michael, in his Memoir (Vol. I.) 
relates that Hunt's Lord Byron and His Contemporaries 
was well known to both. His poems, also, were read 
by them "with relish without unmodified admiration".
Dante Gabriel called, at least once on 
Hunt and "enjoyed the interview". II. 36. He saw 
the second production of the Legend of Florence (1850) 
and found it "much more poetical on the stage than 
I anticipated".
The Volumes, then,are important because they 
show, though shortly the relations of the Veteran 
with another great, genius.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL.
The LIES / of / LORD JOHN RUSSELL / by / 
Spencer Walpole / etc. In two volumes*
2nd Edition 1889.
CRITICAL NOTE. This deals, on p. 146, Vol. II, very 
shortly with the bestowal of a pension to Leigh Hunt.
It/
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It is interesting to note the remark that "no man 
ever took more pains that the pensions which the 
crown is enabled to bestow should be confered on 
desert".
SCOTT.
The Journal of Sir Walter Scott, 1325-32, 
From the Original Manuscript at Abbotsford, new 
Edition, Edinburgh: David Douglas 1391.
NOTE. Scott makes some acute remarks upon the Liberal 
affair. At p. 11, Byron's love of mere mischief- 
making is given as the reason why he showed Moore's 
letter to Hunt and Shelley. In 1328, p. 533, he 
receives a letter from Horace smith complaining that 
Hunt, in the Lord Byron, inferred that he shared 
Shelley's religious views. L. Hunt, he says, after­
wards published "a swaggering contradiction". He 
sees Wilson's article on the book and feels that it 
is written "with a degree of passion which rather 
diminishes the effect"; but hopes it will not come
"to a bloody arbitrament" .
There is nothing to the point in Lockhart's
L i f e . /-*•—..— i
jaffELLEY .
, 1° See Buxton'Forman's Edition, Bowden's Life, Let­
ters (Roger Ingpen).Shelley m  England Roeer Ingpen 
2°. Dedication to the Cenci.
3° Adonais . Stanza xxxv.
4° Shelley and his Friends in Italy. Helen Rossetti 
Angeli. Methuen 1 91' 1 .
30 Peacock's Memoirs of Shelley. Ed. Brett-Smith, 
Oxford, 1'909.
6° Hogg's Life of Shelley. 11838.
S outhey.
The 2 Life and Correspondence / of Robert Southey./ 
Edited by his son / etc. 6 Vols. 1849-1830.
In Vol. iv. p.217, he states that Hunt and Hazlitt 
continually attackhim (presumably in The Examiner and 
The Champion 1 etc.
In Vol. v. p.21!, he speaks of a fashion of poetry im­
ported from Italy - an adaptation of the manner of 
Pulci, Berni, and Ariosto, and says that Erere began 
it and Lord Byron immediately followed. There is no 
mention of Hunt's influence.
In Vol. v. p. 333-6, he denies that he is the writer 
of the article on Leigh Hunt's Foliage, in the Quarter­




NOTE. There i s  no record of Hunt ever having met 
Southey. Yet he must have known about him through 
Lamh. In the Autob i ography Vol. I . p .  168, he praises  
Southey’ s Chronicle of the Cid. I t  is  a p ity  that the 
two most bookish authors of th eir  generation should 
have been kept apart by th e ir  p o l i t i c a l  views.
WM. WELMORE STORY.
See'Mr Welmore Story and h is  Friends’ . Henry 
James. Blackwood, 1 903. V o l. I .
This describes how the American scu lp tor , some­
times along with h is  w ife , had very pleasant meetings 
with Hunt in  the f i f t i e s .  See also  under Corresuond- 
efice.
TEENYSON.
A Memoir. By His Son. 2 V o ls . 1:897.
Leigh Hunt, through the action  of Arthur 
Henry Hallam, reviews the poems of A lfred  and Charles 
Tennyson in  the T atler  (q ,.v .)  Tennyson and Hunt meet 
at Tennant’ s when the former came to see Hallam o f f  to  
the continent ( 1 8 3 3 ) .  For a few years, they continue 
to meet and, ev id en tly , occasionally to write to one 
another and Hunt t r i e s ,  unsuccessfu lly , to bring Tenny­
son and C arly le  together in 1833« There is  a l e t t e r  of  
I 838 and, a f t e r  th a t , s i le n c e . Hunt advocates, however, 
Tennyson’ s claims to the laureateship ( 1 8 3 0 ) and read, 




I .  R e c o lle c tio n s  /  of the /  Last Days of /  Shelley  
and Byron. /  by /  E.J.Trelawny. /  (Quotation from 
S h e lle y ’ s Defence, of Poetry ) /  London: /  . Edward Moxon, 
Dover S t r e e t .  /  1838 / /  8V0, pp. i - v i i i  i  1 -3 0 4 .
I I .  Reprint of th is  Edition in Oxford Library of  
Brose and P o etry . (T906 ) . Introduction by Edward Dow- 
den and two p o r tr a its  and two other i l l u s t r a t i o n s ,  pp. 
xxiv  i  2 0 2 .
CRITICAL NOTE. Trelawny wrote a ” rough draft" upon 
events in Italy, as they occurred, and through "want 
of literary dexterity", published it without revision. 
It is one of the sources for Shelley’s death and burial 
and for the latter part of Byron’s stay in Italy and is 
wrongly entitled Recollections. as the matter is really 
that of a contemporaneous journal. Its facts may be 
accepted. One learns here that Shelley furnished a 
floor/
f l o o r  f o r  the Hunts in Byron's palade, that Shelley  
was depressed by h is  l a s t  interview with Byron about 
Hunt, and .that W illiam s thought that the ’ n ob le ’ poet 
tre a ted  ’ poor Hunt’ v i l e l y  and that h is  reception of  
Mrs Hunt was most ’ shameful’ . The funereal r i t e s  are 
f u l l y  described and, i f  Hunt remained in the carriage ,  
(mourning i t  must be supposed the lo ss  of a very dear 
f r i e n d ) ,  ’’Byron swam o f f  to the 'Bolivar1 .The Latin  
Epitaph, w ritten  by Hunt fo r  S h e lle y ’ s monument, is  
a lso  g iven , and a le t te b  from Hunt to Trelawny bearing  
upon i t  and other m atters . (See Correspondence). The 
L ib e ra l  episode is  a lso  discussed and stre ss  la id  on 
the f a c t  that Byron thought Hunt to be one of the pro­
p r ie to r s  of the Examiner. When Byron learned he was 
n o t , "he v;as taken aback, finding that Hunt would be 
e n t ir e ly  dependent on the success of th e ir  hazardous 
p r o je c t ,  while he would him self be deprived of that on 
which he had set h is  heart -  the use of a weekly paper 
in  great c ir c u la t io n . . . . The death of Shelley and 
the f a i l u r e  of the Liberal ir r ita te d  Byron; the cuckoo 
n o te , TI  to ld  you s o ’ sung by h is  ffie n d s  and the 
loud crowing of enemies by no means allayed his; i l l -  
humour".
Some A r t i c l e s  from P eriod ica ls .
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I .  A r t ic le s  "by S.R.Townshend Mayor.
1 .  Iiunt and Lord Brougham. Temple Bar, 1 8 7 6 , V o l .47 
pp. 2 2 1 ' - 2 3 4 .  See a lso  under Correspondence ,
2 .  Hunt and R.B.Haydon. St James’ s Magazine, t 874 , 
V o l .  x i i i ,  p. 3 4 9 .
3 .  Hunt and Dr Southwood Smith. V o l .1 4 ,  1873, P . 76.  
See a ls o  Correspondence I'1S62)
4 . Hunt and Charles O i l ie r .  St James’ s Magazine. 
1873 , V o l . 14 , p .237.
I I .  Hunt Family in Devonshire, by Ethel Lega-Weelces. 
Devon and Cornwall , Notes and Queries. Jan. 
1 9 1 6 ,p .22 ; Jan. 1917, p . 1 3 8 .
I I I .  Hunt and Charles Lamb. Athenaeum 1 8 8 9 , P P .  344 ,  
3 7 4 ,  4 0 8 .
IV . Obituary. Spectator, Sept. 3rd, 1839,
Athenaeum ” ” "
Examiner " " V e tc .
V. L i f e ,  Character, and Work of Leigh Hunt, London
(Quarterly Review. 1 8 8 7 , p .331 .
V I I . BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
I./
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I. ALllXAliDER IRETATiTO -
List of the writings of William Hazlitt, and 
Leigh Hunt, chronologically arranged, with notes de­
scriptive, critical, and explanatory and a selection of 
opinions regarding their genius and characteristics, etc. 
etc. London : John Russell Smith 1:868. (200 copies
printed^. Indispensable to any one compiling a Bibliog­
raphy of Hunt.
II. Poems of Leigh Hunt. R. Brdmley Johnson 1891 
gives a classified Bibliography on pp. 232-268. This 
forms a good supplement to above.
III. See Roger Ingpen's Edition of the Autobiography 
1903. Vol. II. pp. 273-299. This often  gives the 
contents o f  V o ls ,  and comes down to 18911 .
IV. See Leigh Hunt. Edward Storer. Herbert and Dan­
iel (19111. A short Bibliography, pp. 383-393.
V. See Cambridge History of English Literature.
Vol. XII. pp. 442-444.
VI. See the Poetical Works of Leigh Hunt. H.S. Mil­
ford M. A. 1923. pp. 736-763. Complete for the poetry.
VII. A Critical Dictionary of English Literature etc.
S. A u stin  A l l ib o n e , V o l .I  1839. (Philadelphia, Childs & 
Peterson) g iv e s  a good l i s t  and mentions American edi­
tions .
VIII./
6 8 8 .
PORTRAITS.
Besides the portraits given in Mr R. 
Brimley Johnson's Poems (1891) pp. 265-268 and Mr Roger 
Ingpen's Edition of the Autobiography. Vol. II, pp. 
270-72 the following two, which I was privileged to 
examine through the kindness of Lady Butterworth, mat 
be of Hunt.
(1). A fine little oil-painting of the head and bust 
of a child of 4 of 5 years, said to be Leigh Hunt.
The features have the same rounded shape as the 
Severn portrait. The hair parted in the middle is 
very black and the eyes are large, black and rounded. 
The child is dressed in a red garment with the neck 
open. In the centre of the breast is a bunch of yel­
low flowers.
(2). An unfinished oil half length of one holding 
in his right hand a dagger turned upwards towards his 
arm. The picture has been damaged evidently, by heat 
about the head. It is said to be by Hazlitt and there 
is a suggestion of Hunt's features. The sixe is 
about that of Hazlitt's Lamb.
VIII.
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A P P E N D I X  .
Article on Leigh Hunt, signed (Pr.E.
Espinasse.)
H.N. BRAILSFORD.
Shelley, Godwin, and their Circle.
(Home University Library).
LORD BROUGHAM.
The / Life and Times / of / Henry Lord 
Brougham / written by himself / in three volumes /
Vol. I (or II. or III.) William Blackwood and Sons 
Edinburgh and London, MDCCCLXXI. .
NOTE. In Vol. I Chapter IX, p. 501. the writer states 
that he spoke in Parliament upon the abuse of flogging 
in the army and navy and mentions the prosecutions 
against newspapers which took up the matter. He 
speaks of Cobbett's severe punishment, of his grati­
fication at the acquittal of the Hunts (which he did 
not expect), and of his disappointment at his failure 
at Lincoln, (where Drakard was found guilty), 1811,
In Vol.II Chapter XI, p. 72l
THE BOOKMAN. A p r i l  1895.
(1) In a le t t e r  to  E a r l Gray, (Nov. 25, 1812)
the/
the writer states that two several attempts have been 
made to buy Hunt off; "one of them came almost di­
rectly from Macmahon soon after the trial, put off • 
last July. I feel sonewhat anxious about the verdict, 
but am full of confidence as to the defence and its 
effects all over the country. It will be a thousand 
times more unpleasant than the libel".
(2) in another letter to Earl Gray (Dec.8. 
1812) he states that a full special jury was "pro­
cured with infinite pains" and that Sir Wm.' Garrow, 
the Solicitor-General), behaved in a cowardly way, 
"saying ten words and waiting for me, so that all he 
said was in reply. I fired for two hours very close
and hard into the Prince - on all points public and 
could not find any opening to break in upon and
private - and in such a way that they were, therefore, 
prevented from interrupting me. They tried twice 
early, but Ellenborough, losing temper, fell into a 
gross error and was fairly beaten, which gave me the 
rest of the day pretty easy. In summing up, he 
attacked me with a personal bitterness wholly unknown
i n /
in a court, and towards a counsel — who, you know, i.s 
presumed, of course, to speak his client's senti­
ments - most gross and unjustifiable. All the pro­
fession are with me, and he is either in a scrape, or 
next door to it".
ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING-.
THE LETTERS / Of / ELIZABETH BARRET BROWN­
ING / Edited by Frederic 0. Kenyon . . .  in Two Vol­
umes. (Smith, Elder &_ Co, 1897)
NOTE. This contains a few references. Leigh Hunt's 
Indicator (1834) consists of 'exquisite essays' (Nov. 
16, 1844) On June 15, 1850, writing to Miss Milford, 
Mrs. Browning thinks that "Leigh Hunt should have the 
Laureateship. He has condescended to wish for it, 
and has 'worn his singing clothes' longer than most 
of his contemporaries, deserving the price of long as 
well as noble service". Although she inquires, im­
mediately after, about Tennyson's 'In Memoriam,' she 
says nothing of his claims. She, herself, was also 
mentioned in public for the honour.
Writing to Mrs. Jameson from Florence. (Feb. 
2, 1857), she mentions that she has received from 
Leigh Hunt "a very pleasant letter of twenty pages* 
upon Aurora Leigh. This was the letter that went a*- 
stray and which Robert Browning (q.v.) afterwards
published in the Athenaeum.
EDMUND BLUNDEN. Leigh Hunt: an Annotation.





LETTERS of THOMAS / GARLYLE' to JOHN STUART / 
MILL, JOKE STERLING and / ROBERT BROWRING. Edited 
By / Alexander Carlyle, II.A. / With Portraits / T. 
Fisher Unwin Ltd / London; Adelphi Terrace // (Firs.t 
publication 1923). XII + 312.
NO IE. The student of Hunt will welcome those new 
letters, Because they further reveal Carlyle's sympathy 
with and desire to help Hunt. They also give new 
facts regarding Hunt's relations with John Stuart Mill 
and show that i t was Carlyle who urged the somewhat 
cold utilitarian to engage Hunt upon the Westminster
Revi ew. ¡'q.v. for which he afterwards wrote three 
articles. Yet Mill was not so cold towards Hunt, 
after all, if it was he, a® Carlyle states, who wrote 
the letter to Bulwer Lytton, which Began the move­
ment to give Hunt a pension (1836). This movement 
failed through Lord Melbourne. There is also an in­
teresting view of the Cockney School, Hunt is called 
"one of the ancient mendicant minstrels strangely 
washed ashore into a century he should not have Be­
longed to". The author is wrong in saying that Hunt 
introduced Browning to Carlyle early in 1840. Carlyle 




SHELLEY, The Man and the poet, A Clutton- 
Brock. Q° Second Edition, 
(revised) 1923,
O.W. CAMPBELL.
SHELLEY, and the / Unromantics / by /
Oliver Ward Campbell / with eight illustrations /
11 2Methuen Sc Co., Ltd. etc. 1924. 8c, Q — " x 5 -5- .1C o ’
pp. XII + 308.
Prejudiced against Hunt, the "slipshod
Hunt", who "felt, as he lived with so much ease".
CHAMBERS’ CORRESPONDENCE.
Through the courtesy of Hr,0.P.S.Chambers 
Messrs. & H, Chambers Ltd., a descendant of Robert 
Chambers, I have been permitted 0̂ compare the MSS. 
with the printed versions of two important letters.
1v Letter from Leigh Hunt to Robert Chambers,
dated "4, Upper Cheyne Row, Chelsea, 21st
April, (1834)". This is in answer to the
letter from Robert Chambers, which Hunt
\
published in the London Journal of April 
23, 1834 (No.4.)
For letter, See Correspondence(1862) Vol.
II. Appendix, pp. 315-17. It is correctly transcribed 
except that "instruction" of p. 316 should be "intima- 
tion". Page 3 of MS. is torn off at sentence beginn­
ing "any kind of a bit of nest of retreat", p. 317, 
the/.
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the -words inserted in printed version being the and 
w h ite. "A voice l e f t "  fo llow s in MS. Accordingly, 
a b e tte r  reading would be " while 1 have a voice l e f t " .  
This does not require the e d ito r ia l  in sertion  of i s . 
Robert Chambers "takes the l ib e r t y "  of writing to 
Eunt through Hunt's kind nature and his a llu s io n  to 
certain  w ritings "-when you did not perhaps know the 
exact names of the author". He congratulates Eunt 
upon the f  i r s t  number o f . The London Journal, di sclaim -  
ing against r iv a lry  between their two journals, but 
f la t t e r e d ,  because Hunt has adopted h is  plan. He 
calls Hunt tbe "reviver of the periodical lit or «t ture 
of a former aere" and acknowledges tnau ue uas modelled 
his own manner of treatin g  l ig h t  subjects upon Hunt. 
However, he claims h is  elder brother, W illiam, as the 
o rig in a to r  of "cheap respectable publications of the 
class to which your Journal is  so important an addi­
t io n " .  Hunt, as w il l  be seen from his reply claims 
to be the o r ig in a to r , because his la t le r  (begun in 
1830) was antecedent to Chambers’ Edinburgh Journal 
(1st Ho. Feb. , 4, 1832),
Further information upon the re lation s  of  
Hunt with Robert Chambers and upon the similarity ô  
their journals will be found in 
MEMOIR /
o y o •
LSI,10IR / cf / ROBERT CHAMBERS / with. Autobio­
graphic Reminiscences of / Wm, Chambers / IL.D. , . , 
Chambers, Edinburgh A London, 9th Edition, 1876.
Win. Chambers declares on p. 231,
"I have never aspired to the reputation of 
being the originator of low-priced serials; but only, 
as far as I can judge, the first to make a determined 
attempt to impart such a character to these produc­
tions in our own day, as might tend to instruct and 
elevate independently of mere passing amusement".
Hunt's Indicator vías certainly prior to 
anything produced by Wm* Chambers. If it did not 
profess to instruct, it certainly professed to elevate, 
and like the later London Journal had "a character a 
little more southern and literary "than Chambers' 
Journal.
The phenomenal success of Chambers' Journal 
. In London as well as in Edinburgh is indicated. Its 
first imitator was the penny Llagazine of the Society 
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, which began on 
"1st March, 183-2 and continued until 1845. Leigh 
HuntT s Lond on Journal followed in 1834. In _orm 
it was a copy of Chambers', the original issues of 
which consisted of eight three-columned pages (14 x9 ) 
Like Chambers' its first article was an essay; but 
Robert Chambers acknowledged that he had received this 
idea/
idea : L . . .  ; e from Hunt himself. Like Chambers', too, 
it had biographical and descriptive sketches and both 
quote from The Lounger's Common-Place Hook.
In "A Catalogue of Some of the Rarer Books,
also Manuscripts in the Collection of G.E.S. Chambers”
'
(Edinburgh 1898), mention is made of the first edition 
of A Jar of Honey (1848), "Containing an original letter 
of author to Rob, Chambers". This is probably No. I 
or another.
2° LETTER from THOMAS CARLYLE to LEIGH HUNT. 
"Chelsea, 17 June, 1850".
This is the celebrated letter which gives an 
appreciation of the Autobiography, "this good Book, in 
every sense one of the best I have read this long while 
. . .  by far the best of the autobiographic kind I
remember to have read in the English language" . . . .
"Adieu, dear Hunt, (you must let me use this
familiarity, for I am an old fellow too now as well as
y ou)"
This great letter is unfortunately not in the 
Correspond ence (1862); but is well known to all students 
of Hunt through Carlyle's Letters, It is printed, very 
incorrectly in Macmillan's Magazine (July 1862, Vol. VI. 
PP. 239-240). It was then in the possession of Alexan­
der Ireland of Manchester who had Edinburgh connections
and from whom one of the Chambers family acquired it„
: directly or indirectly.
EXTRACT/
EXTRACT from MESSRS. P.J. & A.K. DOBELL'S 
CATALOGUE of AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, Ho.24,1923.
86 CHAMBERS (Robert, Pounder of the famous 
Publishing Firm) A.L.S., 2 pp., 4to, lid inburgh, March 
28, 1838, addressed tc Leigh Hunt, a most, interesting 
letter, Robert Chambers introduces by this letter 
Alexander Ireland, who later was to publish a biblio­
graphy of Leigh Hunt, with address and seal, 15s.
"A young friend of mine, who often reads and 
converses upon your works with me, and is, though in 
business, capable of appreciating their thought, fancy 
and benevolence, is about to visit London; and I ‘have 
thought of gratifying both him and myself by commiss­
ioning him to take this letter to you, . . , My 
friend’s name is Ireland; he is the sen of an eminent 
Edinburgh* patri ot, and an excellent young man, setting 
aside all regard to literary taste and philosophical 
principle. Next to Lamb, I believe you are his 
favourite author", etc.
EDMUND GrOSSB.
Coventry Patmore. (Literary Lives - Kodder 
& Stoughton) 1905, 80, 7^" x 5q " pp. VIII + 252.
JOURNALISM/
J OURNALISM, HISTORIES 0?,
THE HISTORY / of / BRITISH JOURNALISM. /' 
from the / FOUNDATION of the NEWSPAPER PRESS in 
SNGLAND, / To the REPEAL of the STAMP ACT in 1855, / 
with / SKETCHES of PRESS CELEBRITIES./ by / Alexander 
Andrews / In two Volumes. / Vol I. for Vol. II) / with 
an Index/ London: / Riohard Bentley, New Burlington 
Street, / Publisher in Ordinary to her Majesty, / 
MDCCCiDX. H
8V0. 7-4" x 4|”
Vol. I i-vi ii + 1-340' )
)
Vol.I I .  i-iv + 1-366 )
NOTE. This, though its subject-matter is disorderly 
arranged, is valuable for giving a full account of the 
journalism of Hunt's period, and the personalities 
that controlled the various newspapers. It renders
full justice to the work of the Hunts and by its de­
tails upon numerous prosecutions and their causes allows 
the student of The Examiner to comprehend the forces 
that were arrayed against it.
ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS / Chapters / in / THE 
HISTORY of JOURNALISM / by / H.R. FOX BOURNE / etc. 
etc. . . , / In Two Volumes / Vol.I. (or II.) / LONDON / 
Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly / 1887 //,
8°, 8§" x 5y|'\ Vol. I. i-xvi + 1 - 392; Vol.




NO_TE. Vol. I contains a short "but clear acccunt of 
the part placed by the Hunts in journalism. The 
Examiner and its Prosecutions receive excellent treat­
ment and the discussion of the general relations be­
tween editors and the governments of the day is of 
great value. Hunt's Indicator and London Journal 
(1334-35) receive cursory treatment.
TEH NEWSPAPER PRESS; its origin, progress 
and present condition. / JAMES GRANT. 3 Vol. 1871-2; 
Supplementary Volume 1874,
NOTE. This gives a good account of The Examiner and 
fully acknowledges the greatness of its editor,
ESGOTT, T.K.S. Masters of English Journalism
1911.
| NOTE. This contains a chapter upon Hunt.
THE / MANCHESTER GUARDIAN / a Century of 
History / by William Haslam Mills / London / Chatto 
and Windus 1921 // 8°, 8f" x 5^", pp. XII+148.
NOTE. This relates how John Edward Taylor, the founder 
of the Manchester Guardian paid a visit to Hunt in 
| Horsemonger Jail. He was then a young ¡nan, interested 
in the Liberal Movement. He speaks of Hunt as "a 
very interesting and agreeable young man, and , all 
things considered, quite as comfortable as can oe 
expe cted”,
MAIJROIS/
7 0 0 .
MEYNELL ALICE. See 'The Second Person Singular and 
Other Essays' in Article entitled 'A Hundred Years 
Ago' . p. 68.
MINTO. Manual of English Prose Literature, pp. 534- 
545.
<
7 0 1 .
MAUROIS.
AUDRE IiAUHOIS / ARIEL / GU / LA VIM DE 
SHELLEY / Paris / Bernard Grasset / 61 Rue des Saints- 
Peres / 1923 //
“» q
pp. viii+358, 8° 7jj" x 4y-r''
TE.AfISLA.TIQN. Ariel, A. Shelley Romance, Translated
by Ella D'Arcy, 8V9 John Lane 1924.
NOTE. This romance has a few references to Hunt.
It is very humorous hut not very accurate upon Byron's 
treatment of "la tribu des Hunt",
E.G. HOB Ilf SOU.
DIARY, REMINISCENCES, and / Correspondence / 
of / Henry Crabb Robinson, / Barrister-at-Law, P.S.A./ 
Selected and Edited / by j Thomas Sadler, Ph.D. /
In three Volumes - Vol. I. (or II. or III.) / London;/ 
Macmillan and Go. / 1869 //
8°, 8f" x 5|".
NOTE This is important for catching the atmosphere, 
of Hunt's time and circle. The -writer was no lover 
of Hunt.
BLAKE, COLERIDGE, WORDSWORTH, LAMB, etc. 
being Selections from the Remains of Henry Crabb Rob­
inson, Edited by Edith J, Morley. 1922 (Manchester 
University Press and Longmans) pp. XXIV + 176, This 
contains trvo references to Hunt.
T ALFORD/
7 0 2 .
SAINTSBURY GEORGE.
Oraik's English Prose. Selections. Vol.V. 
Short Article with Selections.
New Monthly Magazine. 1825. XIV. pp. 599-600. A  
Schoolmaster of the Old Leaven. Almost certainly 
Hunt's. See also Athenaeum. Oct. 1st, 1920.
70 o.
TALFORD.
PINAL MHivIGRI ALS / of j CiiARLES LAMB ; [ 
consisting / chiefly cf his letters not before pub­
lished, with / Sketches of some of his companions / 
by / Thomas Noon Talfourcl, / one of his executors. / 
In two Volumes / Vol. I (or II)/ London: / Edward 
Noxon, hover Street. / 1848 //,
No IB. this contains many references to Hunt, but, as 
he was in 1848 still alive, he is not treated in de­
tail.
THEATRE.
TWO PAPERS; A theatrical critique, and 
an essay (being ilo, 999 of the Pretender) on sonnet- 
writing, and sonnet-writers in general. Including a 
sonnet on myself; attributed to the editor of the 
Ex - m - n - r. preceded by proofs of their authen­
ticity, founded upon the authority of internal evidenc 
London* 1819. 3V0.
(A f’Trious attack on Leigh Hunt, one of 
whose theatrical notices is parodied).
NOTE. Hot seen. Entry is taken from Robert W, Lowe's 
"Bibliographical Account of English Theatrical Litera­
ture from 'rhe Earliest Times to the present hay".
(John 0. IJimmo, 1888).
n o t e./
7 0 4 .
NOTE. Thornton Hunt, Leigh Hunt's eldest son adopted 
the career of journalism and. afterwards became helpful 
to his father in placing articles. The columns of 
the journals with which he had some connexion may, 
therefore, contain articles yet undiscovered. These 
journals include The North Cheshire Reformer,' and The 
Glasgow Argus before 1840 and after 1840, The Morning 
Chronicle, The Atlas, The Globe and The Horning Leader.
